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* The general inclinations which are naturally implanted in my

soul to some religion, it is impossible for me to shift off: but there

being such a multiplicity of religions in the world, I desire now

seriously to consider with my self which of them all to restrain these

my general inclinations to. And the reason of this my enquiry is

not, that I am in the least dissatisfied with that religion I have

already embraced; but because ,
tis natural for all men to have an

\

overbearing opinion and esteem for that particular religion they are
'

born and bred-up in. That, therefore, I may not seem biassed by the

prejudice ofeducation, Iam resolved to prove and examine them all;

that I may see and holdfast to that which is best. ....

1Indeed there was never any religion so barbarous and diabolical,

but it was preferred before all other religions whatsoever, by them that

didprofess it; otherwise they would not have professed it. ....

'And why, say they, may notyou be mistaken as well as we? Espe-

cially when there is, at least, six to one againstyour Christian religion;

all ofwhich think they serve God aright; and expect happiness thereby

as well as you And hence it is that in my looking out for the

truest religion, being conscious to my self how great an ascendant

Christianity holds over me beyond the rest, as being that religion

whereinto I was born and baptised, that which the supreme authority

has enjoined and my parents educated me in; that which every one

I meet withal highly approves of, and which Imy self have, by a long

continued profession, made almost natural tome: I am resolved to be

more jealous and suspicious of this religion, than of the rest, and be

sure not to entertain it any longer without being convinced by solid and

substantial arguments, ofthe truth and certainty of it. That, therefore,

I may make diligent and impartial enquiry into all religions and so be

sure tofind out the best, I shallfor a time, look upon my selfas one not

at all interested in any particular religion whatsoever, much less in the

Christian religion; but only as one who desires, in general, to serve and

obey Him that made me, in a right manner, and thereby to be made

partaker ofthat happiness my nature is capable of.'

Bishop Beveridge (1636-1707).

Private Thoughts on Religion, Part I, Article 2.
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PREFACE
TO

THE SACRED BOOKS OF THE EAST.

I must begin this series of translations of the

Sacred Books of the East with three cautions :

—

the first, referring to the character of the original

texts here translated ; the second, with regard to the

difficulties in making a proper use of translations;

the third, showing what is possible and what is im-

possible in rendering ancient thought into modern

speech.

Readers who have been led to believe that the

Vedas of the ancient Brahmans, the Avesta of the

Zoroastrians, the Tripi/aka of the Buddhists, the

Kings of Confucius, or the Koran of Mohammed
are books full of primeval wisdom and religious

enthusiasm, or at least of sound and simple moral

teaching, will be disappointed on consulting these

volumes. Looking at many of the books that have

lately been published on the religions of the ancient

world, I do not wonder that such a belief should

have been raised ; but I have long felt that it was

high time to dispel such illusions, and to place the

study of the ancient religions of the world on a

more real and sound, on a more truly historical

basis. It is but natural that those who write on
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PREFACE TO THE

ancient religions, and who have studied them from

translations only, not from original documents,

should have had eyes for their bright rather than

for their dark sides. The former absorb all the

attention of the student, the latter, as they teach

nothing, seem hardly to deserve any notice. Scholars

also who have devoted their life either to the

editing of the original texts or to the careful in-

terpretation of some of the sacred books, are more

inclined, after they have disinterred from a heap of

rubbish some solitary fragments of pure gold, to

exhibit these treasures only than to display all the

refuse from which they had to extract them. I do

not blame them for this, perhaps I should feel that I

was open to the same blame myself, for it is but

natural that scholars in their joy at finding one or

two fragrant fruits or flowers should gladly forget

the brambles and thorns that had to be thrown aside

in the course of their search.

But whether I am myself one of the guilty or not,

I cannot help calling attention to the real mischief

that has been done and is still being done by the

enthusiasm of those pioneers who have opened the

first avenues through the bewildering forest of the

sacred literature of the East. They have raised

expectations that cannot be fulfilled, fears also that,

as will be easily seen, are unfounded. Anyhow they

have removed the study of religion from that whole-

some and matter-of-fact atmosphere in which alone

it can produce valuable and permanent results.

The time has come when the study of the ancient

religions of mankind must be approached in a dif-

ferent, in a less enthusiastic, and more discrimi-

nating, in fact, in a more scholarlike spirit. Not
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SACRED BOOKS OF THE EAST. XI

that I object to dilettanti, if they only are what by

their name they profess to be, devoted lovers, and not

mere amateurs. The religions of antiquity, must

always be approached in a loving spirit, and the dry

and cold-blooded scholar is likely to do here as

much mischief as the enthusiastic sciolist. But true

love does not ignore all faults and failings : on the

contrary, it scans them keenly, though only in order

to be able to understand, to explain, and thus to

excuse them. To watch in the Sacred Books of

the East the dawn of the religious consciousness

of man, must always remain one of the most

inspiring and hallowing sights in the whole history

of the world; and he whose heart cannot quiver

with the first quivering rays of human thought

and human faith, as revealed in those ancient docu-

ments, is, in his own way, as unfit for these studies

as, from another side, the man who shrinks from

copying and collating ancient MSS., or toiling

through volumes of tedious commentary. What we
want here, as everywhere else, is the truth, and the

whole truth ; and if the whole truth must be told,

it is that, however radiant the dawn of religious

thought, it is not without its dark clouds, its chilling

colds, its noxious vapours. Whoever does not

know these, or would hide them from his own sight

and from the sight of others, does not know and

can never understand the real toil and travail of the

human heart in its first religious aspirations; and

not knowing its toil and travail, can never know the

intensity of its triumphs and its joys.

In order to have a solid foundation for a com-

parative study of the religions of the East, we must

have before all things complete and thoroughly
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Xll PREFACE TO THE

faithful translations of their sacred books. Extracts

will no longer suffice. We do not know Germany,

if we know the Rhine ; nor Rome, when we have

admired St. Peter's. No one who collects and pub-

lishes such extracts can resist, no one at all events,

so far as I know, has ever resisted, the temptation

of giving what is beautiful, or it may be what is

strange and startling, and leaving out what is com-

monplace, tedious, or it may be repulsive, or, lastly,

what is difficult to construe and to understand. We
must face the problem in its completeness, and I

confess it has been for many years a problem to

me, aye, and to a great extent is so still, how the

Sacred Books of the East should, by the side of so

much that is fresh, natural, simple, beautiful, and

true, contain so much that is not only unmeaning,

artificial, and silly, but even hideous and repellent

This is a fact, and must be accounted for in some
way or other.

To some minds this problem may seem to be no

problem at all. To those (and I do not speak of

Christians only) who look upon the sacred books of

all religions except their own as necessarily the out-

come of human or superhuman ignorance and de-

pravity, the mixed nature of their contents may
seem to be exactly what it ought to be, what they

expected it would be. But there are other and

more reverent minds who can feel a divine afflatus

in the sacred books, not only of their own, but of

other religions also, and to them the mixed character

of some of the ancient sacred canons must always

be extremely perplexing.

I can account for it to a certain extent, though

not entirely to my own satisfaction. Most of the
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SACRED BOOKS OF THE EAST. Xlll

ancient sacred books have been handed down by

oral tradition for many generations before they were

consigned to writing. In an age when there was

nothing corresponding to what we call literature,

every saying, every proverb, every story handed

down from father to son, received very soon a kind

of hallowed character. They became sacred heir-

looms, sacred, because they came from an unknown
source, from a distant age. There was a stage in

the development of human thought, when the dis-

tance that separated the living generation from their

grandfathers or great-grandfathers was as yet the

nearest approach to a conception of eternity, and

when the name of grandfather and great-grandfather

seemed the nearest expression of God 1
. Hence,

what had been said by these half-human, half-divine

ancestors, if it was preserved at all, was soon looked

upon as a more than human utterance. It was

received with reverence, it was never questioned

and criticised.

Some of these ancient sayings were preserved

because they were so true and so striking that they

could not be forgotten. They contained eternal

truths, expressed for the first time in human lan-

guage. Of such oracles of truth it was said in India

that they had been heard, ^ruta, and from it arose

the word sruti, the recognised term for divine

revelation in Sanskrit.

But besides those utterances which had a vitality

of their own, strong enough to defy the power of

1 Bishop Callaway, Unkulunkulu, or the Tradition of Creation,

as existing among the Amazulu and other tribes of South Africa,

p. 7.
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XIV PREFACE TO THE

time, there were others which might have struck

the minds of the listeners with great force under

the peculiar circumstances that evoked them, but

which, when these circumstances were forgotten, be-

came trivial and almost unintelligible, A few verses

sung by warriors on the eve of a great battle would,

if that battle ended in victory, assume a charm

quite independent of their poetic merit. They
would be repeated in memory of the heroes

who conquered, and of the gods who granted

victory. But when the heroes, and the gods, and

the victory were all forgotten, the song of victory

and thanksgiving would often survive as a relic

of the past, though almost unintelligible to later

generations.

Even a single ceremonial act, performed at the

time of a famine or an inundation, and apparently

attended with a sudden and almost miraculous

success, might often be preserved in the liturgical

code of a family or a tribe with a superstitious awe

entirely beyond our understanding. It might be

repeated for some time on similar emergencies, till

when it had failed again and again it survived only

as a superstitious custom in the memory of priests

and poets.

Further, it should be remembered that in ancient

as in modern times, the utterances of men who had

once gained a certain prestige, would often receive

attention far beyond their merits, so that in many
a family or tribe the sayings and teachings of one

man, who had once in his youth or manhood uttered

words of inspired wisdom, would all be handed

down together, without any attempt to separate

the grain from the chaff.
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SACRED BOOKS OF THE EAST. XV

Nor must we forget that though oral tradition,

when once brought under proper discipline, is a

most faithful guardian, it is not without its dangers

in its incipient stages. Many a word may have been

misunderstood, many a sentence confused, as it was

told by father to son, before it became fixed in the

tradition of a village community, and then resisted

by its very sacredness all attempts at emendation.

Lastly, we must remember that those who handed

down the ancestral treasures of ancient wisdom,

would often feel inclined to add what seemed useful

to themselves, and what they knew could be pre-

served in one way only, namely, if it was allowed to

form part of the tradition that had to be handed

down, as a sacred trust, from generation to genera-

tion. The priestly influence was at work, even

before there were priests by profession, and when
the priesthood had once become professional, its

influence may account for much that would other-

wise seem inexplicable in the sacred codes of the

ancient world.

These are some of the considerations which may
help to explain how, mixed up with real treasures of

thought, we meet in the sacred books with so many
passages and whole chapters which either never had

any life or meaning at all, or if they had, have, in the

form in which they have come down to us, com-

pletely lost it. We must try to imagine what the Old

Testament would have been, if it had not been kept

distinct from the Talmud ; or the New Testament,

if it had been mixed up not only with the spurious

gospels, but with the records of the wranglings of

the early Councils, if we wish to understand, to some

extent at least, the wild confusion of sublime truth
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XVI PREFACE TO THE

with vulgar stupidity that meets us in the pages of

the Veda, the Avesta, and the Tripi/aka. The idea

of keeping the original and genuine tradition separate

from apocryphal accretions was an idea of later

growth, that could spring up only after the earlier

tendency of preserving whatever could be preserved

of sacred or half-sacred lore, had done its work, and

wrought its own destruction.

In using, what may seem to some of my fellow-

workers, this very strong and almost irreverent lan-

guage with regard to the ancient Sacred Books of

the East, I have not neglected to make full allow-

ance for that very important intellectual parallax

which, no doubt, renders it most difficult for a

Western observer to see things and thoughts under

exactly the same angle and in the same light as they

would appear to an Eastern eye. There are Western

expressions which offend Eastern taste as much as

Eastern expressions are apt to offend Western taste.

A symphony of Beethoven's would be mere noise to

an Indian ear, an Indian Sangtta seems to us with-

out melody, harmony, or rhythm. All this I fully

admit, yet after making every allowance for national

taste and traditions, I still confidently appeal to the

best Oriental scholars, who have not entirely for-

gotten that there is a world outside the four walls

of their study, whether they think that my con-

demnation is too severe, or that Eastern nations

themselves would tolerate, in any of their classical

literary compositions, such violations of the simplest

rules of taste as they have accustomed themselves to

tolerate, if not to admire, in their sacred books.

But then it might no doubt be objected that books

of such a character hardly deserve the honour of
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being translated into English, and that the sooner

they are forgotten, the better. Such opinions have

of late been freely expressed by some eminent

writers, and supported by arguments worthy of the

Khalif Omar himself. In these days of anthropo-

logical research, when no custom is too disgusting

to be recorded, no rules of intermarriage too com-

plicated to be disentangled, it may seem strange

that the few genuine relics of ancient religion which,

as by a miracle, have been preserved to us, should thus

have beenjudged from a purely aesthetic, and not from

i an historical point ofview. There was some excuse for

1 this in the days of Sir William Jones and Colebrooke.

The latter, as is well known, considered ' the Vedas

as too voluminous for a complete translation of the

whole/ adding that 'what they contain would hardly

reward the labour of the reader ; much less that of

the translator 1/ The former went still further in

the condemnation which he pronounced on Anquetil

Duperron s translation of the Zend-avesta. Sir W-
Jones, we must remember, was not only a scholar,

but also a man of taste, and the man of taste some^

times gained a victory over the scholar. His con-

troversy with Anquetil Duperron, the discoverer of

the Zend-avesta, is well known. It was carried on
by Sir W. Jones apparently with great success, and

yet in the end the victor has proved to be the

vanquished. It was easy, no doubt, to pick out from

Anquetil Duperrons translation ofthe sacred writings

of Zoroaster hundreds of passages which were or

seemed to be utterly unmeaning or absurd. This

arose partly, but partly only, from the imperfections

1 Colebrooke's Miscellaneous Essays, 1873, vol. ii, p. 102,

[3] b
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of the translation. Much, however, of what Sir W.
Jones represented as ridiculous, and therefore un-

worthy of Zoroaster, and therefore unworthy of being

translated, forms an integral part of the sacred code

of the Zoroastrians. Sir W. J ones smiles at those who
* think obscurity sublime and venerable, like that of

ancient cloisters and temples, shedding/ as Milton

expresses it, *a dim religious light 1/ 'On poss6- .

dait d£ja/ he writes in his letter addressed to

Anquetil Duperron, 'and composed in very good

and sparkling French, ' plusieurs trails attribu£s k

Zardusht ou Zeratusht, traduits en Persan moderne

;

de pr^tendues conferences de ce tegislateur avec

Ormuzd, des pri£res, des dogmes, des lois religieuses.

Quelques savans, qui ont lu ces traductions, nous ont

assur£ que les originaux 6taient de la plus haute

antiquity, parce qu'ils renfermaient beaucoup de plati-

tudes, de b^vues, et de contradictions: mais nous

avons conclu par les memes raisons, qu'ils £taient

tres-modernes, ou bien qu'ils n £taient pas d'un

homme d'esprit, et d'un philosophe, tel que Zoroastre

est peint par nos historiens. Votre nouvelle tra-

duction, Monsieur, nous confirme dans ce juge-

ment: tout le college des Guebres aurait beau

nous l'assurer ; nous ne croirons jamais que le

charlatan le moins habile ait pu 6crire les fadaises

dont vos deux derniers volumes sont remplis 2/

He at last sums up his argument in the following

words :
* Ou Zoroastre n'avait pas le sens commun,

ou il n^crivit pas le livre que vous lui attribuez:

s'il n avait pas le sens commun, il fallait le laisser

dans la foule, et dans lobscurit6 ; s'il n^crivit pas

1 Sir W. Jones's Works, vol. iv, p. 1 13.
f
lb., vol. x, p. 408.
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SACRED BOOKS OF THE EAST. XIX

ce livre, il £tait impudent de le publier sous son

nom. Ainsi, ou vous avez insult^ le gotit du public

en lui pr^sentant des sottises, ou vous Tavez tromp6

en lui donnant des fausset^s : et de chaque c6t6 vous

m£ritez son m^pris V
This alternative holds good no longer. The

sacred code of Zoroaster or of any other of the

founders of religions may appear to us to be full of

absurdities, or may in fact really be so, and it may
yet be the duty of the scholar to publish, to translate,

and carefully to examine those codes as memorials

of the past, as the only trustworthy documents in

which to study the growth and decay of religion.

It does not answer to say that if Zoroaster was what

we believe him to have been, a wise man, in our

sense of the word, he could not have written the

rubbish which we find in the Avesta. If we are

once satisfied that the text of the Avesta, or the

Veda, or the Tripi/aka is old and genuine, and

that this text formed the foundation -on which,

during many centuries, the religious belief of millions

of human beings was based, it becomes our duty,

both as historians and philosophers, to study these

books, to try to understand how they could have

arisen, and how they could have exercised for ages

an influence over human beings who in all other

respects were not inferior to ourselves, nay, whom
we are accustomed to look up to on many points as

patterns of wisdom, of virtue, and of taste.

The facts, such as they are, must be faced, if the

study of the ancient religions of the world is ever

to assume a really historical character ; and having

1 Works, vol. x, p. 437.

b 2
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myselfgrudged no praise to what to my mind is really

beautiful or sublime in the early revelations of reli-

gious truth, I feel the less hesitation in fulfilling the

duty of the true scholar, and placing before historians

and philosophers accurate, complete, and unembel-

lished versions of some of the sacred books of the

East. Such versions alone will enable them to form

a true and just estimate of the real development of

early religious thought, so far as we can still gain a

sight of it in literary records to which the highest

human or even divine authority has been ascribed

by the followers of the great religions of antiquity.

It often requires an effort to spoil a beautiful sen^

tence by a few words which might so easily be

suppressed, but which are there in the original,

and must be taken into account quite as much

as the pointed ears in the beautiful Faun of the

Capitol. We want to know the ancient religions

such as they really were, not such as we wish they

should have been. We want to know, not their

wisdom only, but their folly also ; and while we must

learn to look up to their highest points where they

seem to rise nearer to heaven than anything we were

acquainted with before, we must not shrink from

looking down into their stony tracts, their dark

abysses, their muddy moraines, in order to compre-

hend both the heighth and the depth of the human
mind in its searchings after the Infinite.

I can answer for myself and for those who have

worked with me, that our translations are truthful,

that we have suppressed nothing, that we have

varnished nothing, however hard it seemed some-

times even to write it down.

There is only one exception. There are in ancient
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books, and particularly in religious books, frequent

allusions to the sexual aspects of nature, which,

though perfectly harmless and innocent in them-

selves, cannot be rendered in modern language with*

out the appearance of coarseness. We may regret

that it should be so, but tradition is too strong on

this point, and I have therefore felt obliged to leave

certain passages untranslated, and to give the ori-

ginal, when necessary, in a note. But this has been

done in extreme cases only, and many things which

we should feel inclined to suppress have been left in

all their outspoken simplicity, because those who
want to study ancient man, must learn to study him

as he really was, an animal, with all the strength

and weaknesses of an animal, though an animal that

was to rise above himself, and in the end discover his

true self, after many struggles and many defeats.

After this first caution, which I thought was due

to those who might expect to find in these volumes

nothing but gems, I feel I owe another to those

who may approach these translations under the

impression that they have only to read them in

order to gain an insight into the nature and character

of the religions of mankind. There are philosophers

who have accustomed themselves to look upon reli-

gions as things that can be studied as they study the

manners and customs of savage tribes, by glancing

at the entertaining accounts of travellers or mis-

sionaries, and then classing each religion under such

wide categories as fetishism, polytheism, monotheism,

and the rest. That is not the case. Translations

can do much, but they can never take the place of the

originals, and if the originals require not only to be
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read, but to be read again and again, translations of

sacred books require to be studied with much greater

care, before we can hope to gain a real under-

standing of the intentions of their authors or venture

on general assertions.

Such general assertions, if once made, are difficult

to extirpate. It has been stated, for instance, that

the religious notion of sin is wanting altogether in

the hymns of the Rig-veda, and some important con-

clusions have been based on this supposed fact. Yet

the gradual growth of the concept of guilt is one of

the most interesting lessons which certain passages

of these ancient hymns can teach us 1
. It has been

asserted that in the Rig-veda Agni, fire, was adored

essentially as earthly sacrificial fire, and not as an

elemental force. How greatly such an assertion has

to be qualified, may be seen from a more careful

examination of the translations of the Vedic hymns
now accessible 2

. In many parts of the Avesta

fire is no doubt spoken of with great rever-

ence, but those who speak of the Zoroastrians

as fire-worshippers, should know that the true fol-

lowers of Zoroaster abhor that very name. Again,

there are certainly many passages in the Vedic

writings which prohibit the promiscuous communi-

cation of the Veda, but those who maintain that

the Brahmans, like Roman Catholic priests, keep

their sacred books from the people, must have for-

1 M. M., History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature, second edition,

1859* P' 54° sec
l'

2 Ludwig, Rig-veda, iibersetzt, vol. iii, p. 331 seq. Muir, Sanskrit

Texts, vol v, p. 199 seq. On the later growth of Agni, see a

very useful essay by Holtzmann, 'Agni, nach den Vorstellungen des

Mahabh&rata/ 1878.
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gotten the many passages in the Brihma/zas, the

Sutras, and even in the Laws of Manu, where the

duty of learning the Veda by heart is inculcated for

every Brihma^a, Kshatriya,Vaisya, that is, for every

man except a .Sttdra.

These are a few specimens only to show how
dangerous it is to generalise even where there exist

complete translations of certain sacred books. It is

far easier to misapprehend, or even totally to mis-

understand, a translation than the original ; and it

should not be supposed, because a sentence or a

whole chapter seems at first sight unintelligible in

a translation, that therefore they are indeed devoid

of all meaning.

What can be mcpre perplexing than the beginning

of the A^Mndogya-upanishad ? ' Let a man medi-

tate/ we read, or, as others translate it, * Let a man
worship the syllable Om.' It may seem impossible

at first sight to elicit any definite meaning from

these words and from much that follows after.

But it would be a mistake, nevertheless, to con-

clude that we have here vox et praeterea nihil.

Meditation on the^syllable Om consisted in a long-

continued repetition of that syllable with a view

of drawing the thoughts away from all other sub-

jects, and thus concentrating them on some higher

object of thought of which that syllable was made to

be the symbol. This concentration of thought, ek£-

grati or one-pointedness, as the Hindus called it, is

something to us almost unknown. Our minds are

like kaleidoscopes of thoughts in constant motion
;

and to shut our mental eyes to everything else, while

dwelling on one thought only, has become to most

of us almost as impossible as to apprehend one
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musical note without harmonics. With the life we
are leading now, with telegrams, letters, newspapers,

reviews, pamphlets, and books ever breaking in upon

lis, it has become impossible, or almost impossible,

ever to arrive at that intensity of thought which the

Hindus meant by ek&grat&, and the attainment of

which was to them the indispensable condition of all

philosophical and religious speculation. The loss may
not be altogether on our side, yet a loss it is, and if we
see the Hindus, even* in their comparatively mono-

tonous life, adopting all kinds of contrivances in

order to assist them in drawing away their thoughts

from all disturbing impressions and to fix them on

one subject only, we must not be satisfied with

smiling at their simplicity, but try to appreciate the

object they had in view.

When by means of repeating the syllable Om,
which originally seems to have meant ' that/ or * yes/

they had arrived at a certain degree of mental tran*

quillity, the question arose what was meant by this

Om, and to this question the most various answers

were given, according as the mind was to be led

up to higher and higher objects. Thus in one

passage we are told at first that Om is the beginning

of the Veda, or, as we have to deal with an Upanishad

of the Sdma-veda, the beginning of the Sdma-veda,

so that he who meditates on Om, may be supposed

to be meditating on the whole of the S&ma-veda.

But that is not enough. Om is said to be the essence

of the Sdma-veda, which, being almost entirely taken

from the Rig-veda, may itself be called the essence

of the Rig-veda. And more than that. The Rig-veda

stands for all speech, the Sdma-veda for all breath

or life, so that Om may be conceived again as the
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symbol of all speech and all life. Om thus becomes

the name, not only of all our physical and mental

powers, but especially of the living principle, the

Pr£#a or spirit This is explained by the parable

in the second chapter, while in the third chapter,

that spirit within us is identified with the spirit in

the sun. He therefore who meditates on Om, medi-

tates on the spirit in man as identical with the spirit

in nature, or in the sun; and thus the lesson that

is meant to be taught in the beginning of the

-O&ndogya-upanishad is really this, that none of the

Vedas with their sacrifices and ceremonies could

ever secure the salvation of the worshipper, i.e.

that sacred works, performed according to the rules

of the Vedas, are of no avail in the end, but that

meditation on Om alone, or that knowledge of

what is meant by Om alone, can procure true salva-

tion, or true immortality. Thus the pupil is led on

step by step to what is the highest object of the

Upanishads, viz. the recognition of the self in man
as identical with the Highest Self or Brahman.

The lessons which are to lead up to that highest

conception of the universe, both subjective and

objective, are no doubt mixed up with much that

is superstitious and absurd ; still the main object is

never lost sight of. Thus, when we come to the

eighth chapter, the discussion, though it begins with

Om or the Udgltha, ends with the question of the

origin of the world; and though the final answer,

namely, that Om means ether (iklra), and that

ether is the origin of all things, may still sound to

us more physical than metaphysical, still the descrip-

tion given of ether or iklra, shows that more is

meant by it than the physical ether, and that ether
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is in fact one of the earlier and less perfect names

of the Infinite, of Brahman, the universal Self.

This, at least, is the lesson which the Brahmans

themselves read in this chapter l
; and if we look

at the ancient language of the Upanishads as re-

presenting mere attempts at finding expression for

what their language could hardly express as yet,

. we shall, I think, be less inclined to disagree with

the interpretation put on those ancient oracles by

the later Veddnta philosophers 2
, or, at all events,

we shall hesitate before we reject what is difficult to

interpret, as altogether devoid of meaning.

This is but one instance to show that even behind

the fantastic and whimsical phraseology of the sacred

writings of the Hindus and other Eastern nations,

there may be sometimes aspirations after truth

which deserve careful consideration from the student

of the psychological development and the historical

growth of early religious thought, and that after

careful sifting, treasures may be found in what at

first we may feel inclined to throw away as utterly

worthless.

And now I come to the third caution. Let it

not be supposed that a text, three thousand

years old, or, even if of more modern date, still

widely distant from our own sphere of thought,

can be translated in the same manner as a book

1 The Upanishad itself says : ' The Brahman is the same as the

ether which is around us ; and the ether which is around us, is the

same as the ether which is within us. And the ether which is

within, that is the ether within the heart. That ether in the heart

is omnipresent and unchanging. He who knows this obtains

omnipresent and unchangeable happiness/ Kh. Up. Ill, 12, 7-9.
2 Cf. Vedanta-sutras I, 1, 22.
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written a few years ago in French or German.

Those who know French and German well enough,

know how difficult, nay, how impossible it is, to

render justice to certain touches of genius which

the true artist knows how to give to a sen-

tence. Many poets have translated Heine into

English or Tennyson into German, many painters

have copied the Madonna di San Sisto or the so-

called portrait of Beatrice Cenci. But the greater

the excellence of these translators, the more frank

has been their avowal, that the original is beyond

their reach. And what is a translation of modern

German into modern English compared with a trans-

lation of ancient Sanskrit or Zend or Chinese into

any modern language ? It is an undertaking which,

from its very nature, admits of the most partial

success only, and a more intimate knowledge of the

ancient language, so far from facilitating the task

of the translator, renders it only more hopeless.

Modern words are round, ancient words are square,

and we may as well hope to solve the quadrature of

the circle, as to express adequately the ancient

thoughts of the Veda in modern English.

We must not expect therefore that a translation

of the sacred books of the ancients can ever be more

than an approximation of our language to theirs,

of our thoughts to theirs. The translator, however,

if he has once gained the conviction that it is

impossible to translate old thought into modern

speech, without doing some violence either to the

one or to the other, will hardly hesitate in his choice

between two evils. He will prefer to do some

violence to language rather than to misrepresent

old thoughts by clothing them in words which do
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not fit them. If therefore the reader finds some

of these translations rather rugged, if he meets with

expressions which sound foreign, with combinations

of nouns and adjectives such as he has never seen

before, with sentences that seem too long or too

abrupt, let him feel sure that the translator has had

to deal with a choice of evils, and that when the

choice lay between sacrificing idiom or truth, he has

chosen the smaller evil of the two. I do not claim,

of course, either for myself or for my fellow-workers,

that we have always sacrificed as little as was

possible of truth or idiom, and that here and there

a happier rendering of certain passages may not be

suggested by those who come after us. I only wish

to warn the reader once more not to expect too

much from a translation, and to bear in mind that,

easy as it might be to render word by word, it is

difficult, aye, sometimes impossible, to render thought

by thought

I shall give one instance only from my own
translation of the Upanishads. One of the most

important words in the ancient philosophy of the

Brahmans is Atman, nom. sing. Atmi. It is

rendered in our dictionaries by 'breath, soul, the

principle of life and sensation, the individual soul,

the self, the abstract individual, self, one's self, the

reflexive pronoun, the natural temperament or dis-

position, essence, nature, character, peculiarity, the

person or the whole body, the body, the understand-

ing, intellect, the mind, the faculty of thought and

reason, the thinking faculty, the highest principle

of life, Brahma, the supreme deity or soul of the

universe, care, effort, pains, firmness, the sun, fire,

wind, air, a son/
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This will give classical scholars an idea of the

chaotic state from which, thanks to the excellent

work done by Boehtlingk, Roth, and others, Sanskrit

lexicology is only just emerging. Some of the mean-

ings here mentioned ought certainly not to be

ascribed to it man. It never means, for instance,

the understanding, nor could it ever by itself be

translated by sun, fire, wind, air, pains or firmness.

But after deducting sucfi surplusage, there still

remains a large variety of meanings which may,

under certain circumstances, be ascribed to Atman.

When dtman occurs in philosophical treatises,

such as the Upanishads and the Veddnta system

which is based on them, it has generally been trans-

lated by soul, mind, or spirit. I tried myself to use

one or other of these words, but the oftener I

employed them, the more I felt their inadequacy,

and was driven at last to adopt self and Self as

the least liable to misunderstanding.

No doubt in many passages it sounds strange in

English to use self, and in the plural selfs instead

of selves ; but that very strangeness is useful, for

while such words as soul and mind and spirit pass

over us unrealised, self and selfs will always ruffle

the surface of the mind, and stir up some reflection

in the reader. In English to speak even of the

I and the Non-I, was till lately considered harsh

;

it may still be called a foreign philosophical idiom.

In German the Ich and Nicht-ich have, since the

time of Fichte, become recognised and almost

familiar, not only as philosophical terms, but as

legitimate expressions in the literary language of

the day. But while the Ich with Fichte expressed

Jhe highest abstraction of personal existence, the
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corresponding word in Sanskrit, the Aham or

AhankcLra, was always looked upon as a secondary

development only, and as by no means free from all

purely phenomenal ingredients. Beyond the Aham
or Ego, with all its accidents and limitations, such

as sex, sense, language, country, and religion, the

ancient sages of India perceived, from a very early

time, the Atman or the self, independent of all such

accidents.

The individual Atman or self, however, was with

the Brahmans a phase or phenomenal modification

only of the Highest Self, and that Highest Self

was to them the last point which could be reached

by philosophical speculation. It was to them what

in other systems of philosophy has been called by

various names, to ov, the Divine, the Absolute. The
highest aim of all thought and study with the

Brahman of the Upanishads was to recognise his

own self as a mere limited reflection of the Highest

Self, to know his self in the Highest Self, and

through that knowledge to return to it, and regain

his identity with it. Here to know was to be, to

know the Atman was to be the Atman, and the

reward of that highest knowledge after death was
freedom from new births, or immortality.

That Highest Self which had become to the

ancient Brahmans the goal of all their mental ef-

forts, was looked upon at the same time as the

starting-point of all phenomenal existence, the root

of the world, the only thing that could truly be said

to be, to be real and true. As the root of all that

exists, the Atman was identified with the Brahman,
which in Sanskrit is both masculine and neuter, and

with the Sat, which is neuter only, that which is,
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or Satya, the true, the real. It alone exists in the

beginning and for ever ; it has no second. What-

ever else is said to exist, derives its real being from

the Sat. How the one Sat became many, how
what we call the creation, what they call emanation

(irpoodof), constantly proceeds and returns to it, has

been explained in various more or less fanciful ways

by ancient prophets and poets. But what they

all agree in is this, that the whole creation, the

visible and invisible world, all plants, all animals,

all men are due to the one Sat, are upheld by it,

and will return to it.

If we translate Atman by soul, mind, or spirit,

we commit, first of all, that fundamental mistake

of using words which may be predicated, in place of

a word which is a subject only, and can never be-

come a predicate. We may say in English that

man possesses a soul, that a man is out of his mind,

that man has or even that man is a spirit, but we
could never predicate Atman, or self, of anything

else. Spirit, if it means breath or life ; mind, if it

means the organ of perception and conception

;

soul, if, like iaitanya, it means intelligence in

general, all these may be predicated of the Atman,

as manifested in the phenomenal world. But

they are never subjects in the sense in which the

Atman is; they have no independent being, apart

from Atman. Thus to translate the beginning of the

Aitareya-upanishad, Atmi vA idam eka evdgra

dsit, by * This (world) verily was before (the creation

of the world) soul alone ' (Roer) ; or, ' Originally

this (universe) was indeed soul only* (Colebrooke),

would give us a totally false idea. M. Regnaud
in his ' Mat6riaux pour servir a Thistoire de la philo-
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sophie de Tlnde' (vol. ii, p. 24) has evidently felt

this, and has kept the word itman untranslated,
4 Au commencement cet univers n'dtait que r&tman.'

But while in French it would seem impossible to

find any equivalent for itman, I have ventured to

translate in English, as I should have done in

German, 'Verily, in the beginning all this was

Self, one only.'

Thus again when we read in Sanskrit, ' Know the

Self by the self/ &tm£nam &tman& pa^ya, tempt-

ing as it may seem, it would be entirely wrong to

render it by the Greek yv&Oi o-eavrov. The Brahman
called upon his young pupil to know not himself,

but his Self, that is, to know his individual self as

a merely temporary reflex of the Eternal Self.

Were we to translate this so-called dtmavidyfi,

this self-knowledge, by knowledge of the soul, we
should not be altogether wrong, but we should never-

theless lose all that distinguishes Indian from Greek

thought. It may not be good English to say to know
his self, still less to know our selfs, but it would be

bad Sanskrit to say to know himself, to know our-

selves; or, at all events, such a rendering would

deprive us of the greatest advantage in the study

of Indian philosophy, the opportunity of seeing in

how many different ways man has tried to solve the

riddles of the world and of his soul.

I have thought it best therefore to keep as close

as possible to the Sanskrit original, and where I

could not find an adequate term in English, I have

often retained the Sanskrit word rather than use a

misleading substitute in English. It is impossible, for

instance, to find an English equivalent for so simple

a word as Sat, to oV, We cannot render the Greek tq
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ov and to fin ov by Being or Not-being, for both are

abstract nouns ; nor by * the Being/ for this would

almost always convey a wrong impression. In Ger-

man it is easy to distinguish between das Sein,

i.e. being, in the abstract, and das Seiende, to ov.

In the same way the Sanskrit sat can easily be ren^

dered in Greek by to ov, in German by das Seiende,

but in English, unless we say ' that which is/ we are

driven to retain the original Sat
From this Sat was derived in Sanskrit Sat-ya,

meaning originally 'endowed with being/ then 'true.'

This is an adjective ; but the same word, as a neuter,

is also used in the sense of truth, as an abstract

;

and in translating it is very necessary always to dis-

tinguish between Satyam, the true, frequently the

same as Sat, to ov, and Satyam, truth, veracity.

One example will suffice to show how much the

clearness of a translation depends on the right ren-

dering of such -words as Atman, sat, and satyam.
In a dialogue between Udd&laka and his son

vSvetaketu, in which the father tries to open his son's

mind, and to make him see man's, true relation to

the Highest Self (A^&ndogya-upanishad VI), the

father first explains how the Sat produced what we
should call the three elements \ viz. fire, water, and

earth, which he calls heat, water, and food. Having

produced them (VI, 2, 4), the Sat entered into them,

but not with its real nature, but only with its * living

self (VI, 3, 3), which is a reflection (&bh£sam£tram)

of the real Sat, as the sun in the water is a reflection

1 Devatds, literally deities, but frequently to be translated by

powers or beings. Mahadeva Moreshvar Kunte, the learned editor

of the Veddnta-sutras, ought not (p. 70) to have rendered devau,

in Kh. Up. 1, 1 1, 5, by goddess.

[3] c
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of the real sun. By this apparent union of the Sat

with the three elements, every form (rftpa) and

every name (niman) in the world was produced;

and therefore he who knows the three elements is

supposed to know everything in this world, nearly

in the same manner in which the Greeks imagined

that through a knowledge of the elements, every-

thing else became known (VI, 4, 7). The same

three elements are shown to be also the constituent

elements of man (VI, 5). Food or the earthy ele-

ment is supposed to produce not only flesh, but

also mind ; water, not only blood, but also breath

;

heat, not only bone, but also speech. This is more

or less fanciful ; the important point, however, is

this, that, from the Brahmanic point of view, breath,

speech, and mind are purely elemental, or external

instruments, and require the support of the living

self, the ^ivitman, before they can act

Having explained how the Sat produces pro-

gressively heat, how heat leads to water, water to

earth, and how, by a peculiar mixture of the three,

speech, breath, and mind are produced, the teacher

afterwards shows how in death, speech returns to

mind, mind to breath, breath to heat, and heat to

the Sat (VI, 8, 6). This Sat, the root of every-

thing, is called pari devatd, the highest deity, not

in the ordinary sense of the word deity, but as

expressing the highest abstraction of the human
mind. We must therefore translate it by the

Highest Being, in the same manner as we translate

devatd, when applied to heat, water, and earth, not

by deity, but by substance or element.

The same Sat, as the root or highest essence

of all material existence, is called a/si man, from
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a»u, small, subtile, infinitesimal, atom. It is an

abstract word, and I have translated it by subtile

essence.

The father then goes on explaining in various

ways that this Sat is underlying all existence,

and that we must learn to recognise it as the root,

not only of all the objective, but likewise of our

own subjective existence. 'Bring the fruit of a

Nyagrodha tree/ he says, 'break it, and what do

you find ?
'

' The seeds/ the son replies, * almost

infinitesimal.' * Break one of them, and tell me
what you see/ ' Nothing/ the son replies. Then
the father continues :

' My son, that subtile essence

which you do not see there, of that very essence

this great Nyagrodha tree exists/

After that follows this sentence :
' Etad&tmyam

idaw sarvam, tat satyam, sa &tm£, tat tvam asi

*Svetaketo/

This sentence has been rendered by Rajendralal

Mitra in the following way :
* All this universe has

the (Supreme) Deity for its life. That Deity is

Truth. He is the Universal Soul. Thou art He,

O *Svetaketu V
This translation is quite correct, as far as the

words go, but I doubt whether we can connect any

definite thoughts with these words. In spite of the

division adopted in the text, I believe it will be

necessary to join this sentence with the last words

of the preceding paragraph. This is clear from

the commentary, and from later paragraphs, where

this sentence is repeated, VI, 9, 4,&c. The division

1 Anquetil Duperron translates: 'Ipso hoc modo (ens) illud est

subtile: et hoc omne, unus dtma est: et id verum et rectum est,

Sopatkit, tatoumes, id est, ille £tma tu as/

c 2
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in the printed text (VI, 8, 6) is wrong, and VI, 8, 7

should begin with sa ya esho 'mmd, i. e. that which

is the subtile essence.

The question then is, what is further to be said

about this subtile essence. I have ventured to

translate the passage in the following way

:

1 That which is the subtile essence (the Sat, the

root of everything), in it all that exists has its self,

or more literally, its self-hood. It is the True (not

the Truth in the abstract, but that which truly and

really exists). It is the Self, i. e. the Sat is what is

called the Self of everything 1.' Lastly, he sums up,

and tells .Svetaketu that, not only the whole world,

but he too himself is that Self, that Satya, that

Sat.

No doubt this translation sounds strange to

English ears, but as the thoughts contained in the

Upanishads are strange, it would be wrong to

smoothe down their strangeness by clothing them

in language familiar to us, which, because it is

familiar, will fail to startle us, and because it fails

to startle us, will fail also to set us thinking.

To know oneself to be the Sat, to know that all

that is real and eternal in us is the Sat, that all came
from it and will, through knowledge, return to it,

requires an independent effort of speculative thought.

We must realise, as well as we can, the thoughts of

the ancient iftshis, before we can hope to translate

them. It is not enough simply to read the half-reli-

gious, half-philosophical utterances which we find in

1 The change of gender in sa for tad is idiomatic. One could

not say in Sanskrit tad &tm&, it is the Self, but sa dtml By sa,

he, the Sat, that which is, is meant. The commentary explains

sa atrad by tat sat, and continues tat sat tat tvam asi (p. 443).
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the Sacred Books of the East, and to say that they

are strange, or obscure, or mystic. Plato is strange,

till we know him ; Berkeley is mystic, till for a time

we have identified ourselves with him. So it is with

these ancient sages, who have become the founders

of the great religions of antiquity. They can never

be judged from without, they must be judged from

within. We Heed not become Brahmans or Bud-

dhists or Taosze altogether, but we must for a time,

if we wish to understand, and still more, if we are

bold enough to undertake to translate their doc-

trines. Whoever shrinks from that effort, will see

hardly anything in these sacred books or their

translations but matter to wonder at or to laugh at

;

possibly something to make him thankful that he is

not as other men. But to the patient reader these

same books will, in spite of many drawbacks, open a

new view of the history of the human race, of that

one race to which we all belong, with all the fibres

of our flesh, with all the fears and hopes of our soul.

We cannot separate ourselves from those who be-

lieved in these sacred books. There is no specific

difference between ourselves and the Brahmans, the

Buddhists, the Zoroastrians, or the Taosze. Our
powers of perceiving, of reasoning, and of believing

may be more highly developed, but we cannot claim

the possession of any verifying power or of any

power of belief which they did not possess as well.

Shall we say then that they were forsaken of God,

while we"* are His chosen people ? God forbid

!

There is much, no doubt, in their sacred books

which we should tolerate no longer, though we must

not forget that there are portions in our own sacred

books, too, which many of us would wish to be absent,
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which, from the earliest ages of Christianity, have

been regretted by theologians of undoubted piety,

and which often prove a stumblingblock to those

who have been won over by our missionaries to the

simple faith of Christ. But that is not the question.

The question is, whether there is or whether there is

not, hidden in every one of the sacred books, some-

thing that could lift up the human heart from this

earth to a higher world, something that could make

man feel the omnipresence of a higher Power, some-

thing that could make him shrink from evil and in-

cline to good, something to sustain him in the short

journey through life, with its bright moments of

happiness, and its long hours of terrible distress.

If some of those who read and mark these trans-

lations learn how to discover some such precious

grains in the sacred books of other nations, though

hidden under heaps of rubbish, our labour will not

have been in vain, for there is no lesson which at

the present time seems more important than to learn

that in every religion there are such precious grains
;

that we must draw in every religion a broad distinction

between what is essential and what is not, between

the eternal and the temporary, between the divine

and the human ; and that though the non-essential

may fill many volumes, the essential can often be

comprehended in a few words, but words on which
4 hang all the law and the prophets/
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PROGRAM OF A TRANSLATION
OF

THE SACRED BOOKS OF THE EAST.

I here subjoin the program in which I first put

forward the idea of a translation of the Sacred

Books of the East, and through which I invited the

co-operation of Oriental scholars in this undertaking.

The difficulty of finding translators, both willing

and competent to take a part in it, proved far

greater than I had anticipated. Even when I had

secured the assistance of a number of excellent

scholars, and had received their promises of prompt

co-operation, illness, domestic affliction, and even

death asserted their control over all human affairs.

Professor Childers, who had shown the warmest

interest in our work, and on whom I chiefly de-

pended for the Pali literature of the Buddhists, was

taken from us, an irreparable loss to Oriental scholar-

ship in general, and to our undertaking in particular.

Among native scholars, whose co-operation I had

been particularly desired to secure, Rajendralal Mitra,

who had promised a translation of the V£yu-pur&#a,

was prevented by serious illness from fulfilling his

engagement. In other cases sorrow and sickness have

caused, at all events, serious delay in the translation

of the very books which were to have inaugurated

this Series. However, new offers of assistance have

come, and I hope that more may still come from

Oriental scholars both in India and England, so

that the limit of time which had been originally
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assigned to the publication of twenty-four volumes

may not, I hope, be much exceeded.

The Sacred Books of the East, Translated, with Introduc-

tions and Notes, by various Oriental Scholars, and Edited

by F. Max MUller.

Apart from the interest which the Sacred Books of all religions

possess in the eyes of the theologian, and, more particularly, of the

missionary, to whom an accurate knowledge of them is as indispen-

sable as a knowledge of the enemy's country is to a general, these

works have of late assumed a new importance, as viewed in the

character of ancient historical documents. In every country where

Sacred Books have been preserved, whether by oral tradition or by

writing, they are the oldest records, and mark the beginning of

what may be called documentary, in opposition to purely tradi-

tional, history.

There is nothing more ancient in India than the Vedas ; and, if

we except the Vedas and the literature connected with them, there

is again no literary work in India which, so far as we know at

present, can with certainty be referred to an earlier date than that

of the Sacred Canon of the Buddhists. Whatever age we may
assign to the various portions of the Avesta and to their final

arrangement, there is no book in the Persian language of greater

antiquity than the Sacred Books of the followers of Zarathuxtra,

nay, even than their translation in Pehlevi. There may have been

an extensive ancient literature in China long before Khung-fu-jze

and Lao-jze, but among all that was rescued and preserved of it,

the five King and the four Shu claim again the highest antiquity.

As to the Koran, it is known to be the fountain-head both of the

religion and of the literature of the Arabs.

This being the case, it was but natural that the attention of the

historian should of late have been more strongly attracted by these

Sacred Books, as likely to afford most valuable information, not

only on the religion, but also on the moral sentiments, the social

institutions, the legal maxims of some of the most important nations

of antiquity. There are not many nations that have preserved

sacred writings, and many of those that have been preserved have

but lately become accessible to us in their original form, through

the rapid advance of Oriental scholarship in Europe. Neither

Greeks, nor Romans, nor Germans, nor Celts, nor Slaves have

l$ft us anything that deserves the name of Sacred Books. The
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Homeric Poems are national Epics, like the R£m£ya»a, and the

Nibelunge, and the Homeric Hymns have never received that

general recognition or sanction which alone can impart to the

poetical effusions of personal piety the sacred or canonical cha-

racter which is the distinguishing feature of the Vedic Hymns.
The sacred literature of the early inhabitants of Italy seems to have

bee'n of a liturgical rather than of a purely religious kind, and

whatever the Celts, the Germans, the Slaves may have possessed

of sacred traditions about their gods and heroes, having been

handed down by oral tradition chiefly, has perished beyond all

hope of recovery. Some portions of the Eddas alone give us an

idea of what the religious and heroic poetry of the Scandinavians

may have been. The Egyptians possessed Sacred Books, and

some of them, such as the Book of the Dead, have come down to

us in various forms. There is a translation of the Book of the

Dead by Dr. Birch, published in the fifth volume of Bunsen's

Egypt, and a new edition and translation of this important work

may be expected from the combined labours of Birch, Chabas,

Lepsius, and Naville. In Babylon and Assyria, too, important

fragments of what may be called a Sacred Literature have lately

come to light. The interpretation, however, of these Hieroglyphic

and Cuneiform texts is as yet so difficult that, for the present, they

are of interest to the scholar only, and hardly available for histo-

rical purposes.

Leaving out of consideration the Jewish and Christian Scriptures,

it appears that the only great and original religions which profess

to be founded on Sacred Books 1
, and have preserved them in

manuscript, are:

—

i. The religion of the Brahmans.

2. The religion of the followers of Buddha.

3. The religion of the followers of Zarathurtra.

4. The religion of the followers of Khung-fu-jze.

5. The religion of the followers of Ldo-gze.

6. The religion of the followers of Mohammed.

A desire for a trustworthy translation of the Sacred Books of

these six Eastern religions has often been expressed. Several have

been translated into English, French, German, or Latin, but in

some cases these translations are difficult to procure, in others they

are loaded with notes and commentaries, which are intended for

1 Introduction to the Science of Religion, by F. Max Mtilier

(Longmans, 1873), p. 104.
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students by profession only. Oriental scholars have been blamed

for not having as yet supplied a want so generally felt, and so fre-

quently expressed, as a complete, trustworthy, and readable transla-

tion of the principal Sacred Books of the Eastern Religions. The
reasons, however, why hitherto they have shrunk from such an

undertaking are clear enough. The difficulties in many cases of

giving complete translations, and not selections only, are very great.

There is still much work to be done in a critical restoration of the

original texts, in an examination of their grammar and metres, and

in determining the exact meaning of many words and passages.

That kind of work is naturally far more attractive to scholars than

a mere translation, particularly when they cannot but feel that,

with the progress of our knowledge, many a passage which now
seems clear and easy, may, on being re-examined, assume a new

import. Thus while scholars who are most competent to under-

take a translation, prefer to devote their time to more special

researches, the work of a complete translation is deferred to the

future, and historians are left under the impression that Oriental

scholarship is still in so unsatisfactory a state as to make any

reliance on translations of the Veda, the Avesta, or the T&o-te

King extremely hazardous.

It is clear, therefore, that a translation of the principal Sacred

Books of the East can be carried out only at a certain sacrifice.

Scholars must leave for a time their own special researches in

order to render the general results already obtained accessible to

the public at large. And even then, really useful results can be

achieved viribus unitis only. If four of the best Egyptologists

have to combine in order to produce a satisfactory edition and

translation of one of the Sacred Books of ancient Egypt, a much
larger number of Oriental scholars will be required for translating

the Sacred Books of the Brahmans, the Buddhists, the Zoroastrians,

the followers of Khung-fu-j|ze, Ldo-gze, and Mohammed.
Lastly, there was the most serious difficulty of all, a difficulty

which no scholar could remove, viz. the difficulty of finding the

funds necessary for carrying out so large an undertaking. No
doubt there exists at present a very keen interest in questions

connected with the origin, the growth, and decay of religion. But

much of that interest is theoretic rather than historical. How
people might or could or should have elaborated religious ideas, is

a topic most warmly discussed among psychologists and theolo-

gians, but a study of the documents, in which alone the actual

growth of religious thought can be traced, is much neglected.
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A faithful, unvarnished prose translation of the Sacred Books of

India, Persia, China, and Arabia, though it may interest careful

students, will never, I fear, excite a widespread interest, or com-
mand a circulation large enough to make it a matter of private

enterprise and commercial speculation.

No doubt there is much in these old books that is startling by

its very simplicity and truth, much that is elevated and elevating,

much that is beautiful and sublime ; but people who have vague

ideas of primeval wisdom and the splendour of Eastern poetry will

soon find themselves grievously disappointed. It cannot be too

strongly stated, that the chief, and, in many cases, the only interest

of the Sacred Books of the East is historical; that much in them is

extremely childish, tedious, if not repulsive ; and that no one but

the historian will be able to understand the important lessons which

they teach. It would have been impossible to undertake a trans-

lation even of the most important only of the Sacred Books of the

East, without the support of an Academy or a University which

recognises the necessity of rendering these works more generally

accessible, on the same grounds on which it recognises the duty of

collecting and exhibiting in Museums the petrifactions of bygone

ages, little concerned whether the public admires the beauty of

fossilised plants and broken skeletons, as long as hard-working

students find there some light for reading once more the darker

pages in the history of the earth.

Having been so fortunate as to secure that support, having also

received promises of assistance from some of the best Oriental

scholars in England and India, I hope I shall be able, after the

necessary preparations are completed, to publish about three

volumes of translations every year, selecting from the stores of the

six so-called 'Book-religions' those works which at present can be

translated, and which are most likely to prove useful. All trans-

lations will be made from the original texts, and where good

translations exist already, they will be carefully revised by compe-

tent scholars. Such is the bulk of the religious literature of the

Brahmans and the Buddhists, that to attempt a complete translation

would be far beyond the powers of one generation of scholars.

Still, if the interest in the work itself should continue, there is no

reason why this series of translations should not be carried on,

even after those who commenced it shall have ceased from their

labours.

What I contemplate at present, and I am afraid at my time of

life even this may seem too sanguine, is no more than a Series
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of twenty-four volumes, the publication of which will probably

extend over eight years. In this Series I hope to comprehend the

following books, though I do not pledge myself to adhere strictly

to this outline :

—

i. From among the Sacred Books of the Brahmans I hope to

give a translation of the Hymns of the Rig-veda. While I shall

continue my translation of selected hymns of that Veda, a traduc-

tion raisonn^e which is intended for Sanskrit scholars only, on

the same principles which I have followed in the first volume ',

explaining every word and sentence that seems to require elucida-

tion, and carefully examining the opinions of previous commen-
tators, both native and European, I intend to contribute a freer

translation of the hymns to this Series, with a few explanatory

notes only, such as are absolutely necessary to enable readers who
are unacquainted with Sanskrit to understand the thoughts of the

Vedic poets. The translation of perhaps another Sa/rchiti, one or

two of the Br&hmaoas, or portions of them, will have to be included

in our Series, as well as the principal Upanishads, theosophic trea-

tises of great interest and beauty. There is every prospect of an

early appearance of a translation of the Bhagavad-gftd, of the most

important among the sacred Law-books, and of one at least of the

Pur4*as. I should have wished to include a translation of some of

the Gain books, of the Granth of the Sikhs, and of similar works

illustrative of the later developments of religion in India, but there

is hardly room for them at present.

a. The Sacred Books of the Buddhists will be translated chiefly

from the two original collections, the Southern in Pali, the

Northern in Sanskrit. Here the selection will, no doubt, be most

difficult. Among the first books to be published will be, I hope,

Sutras from the Digha Nikaya, a part of the Vinaya-pi/aka, the

Dhammapada, the Divy&vadina, the Lalita-vistara, or legendary

life of Buddha.

3. The Sacred Books of the Zoroastrians lie within a smaller

compass, but they will require fuller notes and commentaries in

order to make a translation intelligible and useful.

4. The books which enjoy the highest authority with the fol-

lowers of Khung-fu-gze are the King and the Shu. Of the former

the Shu King or Book of History; the Odes of the Temple and

1 Rig-veda-sanhitd, The Sacred Hymns of the Brahmans, trans-

lated and explained by F. Max Mtiller. Vol. i. Hymns to the

Maruts or the Storm-Gods. London, 1869.
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the Altar, and other pieces illustrating the ancient religious views

and practices of the Chinese, in the Shih King or Book of Poetry;

the Yf King; the Li Kt; and the Hsido King or Classic of Filial

Piety, will all be given, it is hoped, entire. Of the latter, the Series

will contain the A!ung Yung or Doctrine of the Mean; the T£ Hsio

or Great Learning; all Confucius' utterances in the Lun Yii or Con-
fucian Analects, which are of a religious nature, and refer to the

principles of his moral system ; and M&ng-jze's Doctrine of the

Goodness of Human Nature.

5. For the system of Ldo-gze we require only a translation of

the Tdo-teh King with some of its commentaries, and, it may be,

an authoritative work to illustrate the actual operation of its

principles.

6. For Islam, all that is essential is a trustworthy translation of

the Koran.

It will be my endeavour to divide the twenty-four volumes which

are contemplated in this Series as equally as possible among the

six religions. But much must depend on the assistance which I

receive from Oriental scholars, and also on the interest and the

wishes of the public.

F. MAX MULLER.
Oxford, October, 1876.

The following distinguished scholars, all of them

occupying the foremost rank in their own special

departments of Oriental literature, are at present

engaged in preparing translations of some of the

Sacred Books of the East : S. Beal, R. G. Bhan-

darkar, G. Biihler, A. Burnell, E. B. Cowell, J,

Darmesteter, T. W. Rhys Davids, J. Eggeling,

V. Fausboll, H. Jacobi, J. Jolly, H. Kern, F. Kiel-

horn, J, Legge, H. Oldenberg, E. H. Palmer, R.

Pischel, K. T. Telang, E. W. West.

The works which for the present have been

selected for translation are the following:

I. Ancient Vedic Religion.

Hymns of the i?zg-veda.

The *Satapatha-br&hma#a.
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The Upanishads.

The Grzhya-sfltras of Hira»yakerin and others.

II. Law-books in prose.

The Sfltras of Apastamba, Gautama, Baudh&yana,

VasishMa, Vishwu, &c.

III. Law-books in verse.

The Laws of Manu, Y&ffiavalkya, &c,

IV. Later Brahmanism.

The Bhagavad-gitA.

The V&yu-purd»a.

V. Buddhism.

i. Pali Documents.

The Mah&parinibb£na Sutta, the Tevigfa Sutta,

the Mahasudassana Sutta, the Dhammaiakkappa-
vattana Sutta; the Suttanipita; the Mahivagga,

the -ffullavagga, and the P&timokkha.

2. Sanskrit Documents.

The Divy&vadAna and Saddharmapu/wkrlka.

3. Chinese Documents.

The Phft-yio King, or life of Buddha.

4. Prakrit Iraina Documents.

The Ai&ringa Sfttra, Daravaikdlika Sfltra, Sfltra-

kmdnga, and UttarSdhyayana Stitra.

VI. Parsi Religion.

1. Zend Documents.

The VendtdAd.
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2. Pehlevi and Parsi Documents,

The Bundalm, Bahman Yasht, Shdyast-l<3l-sh£yast,

Dadist^ni Dlnl, Mainydi Khard.

VII. Mohammedanism.

The Koran.

VIII. Chinese Religion.

i. Confucianism.

The Sha King, Shih King, Hs&o King, Yl King,

Ll K\
}
Lun Yu, and M&ng-jze.

2. Tdoism.

The T£o-teh King, AVang-jze, and Kan Ying

Phien.
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TRANSLITERATION OF ORIENTAL
ALPHABETS.

The system of transcribing Oriental words with

Roman types, adopted by the translators of the

Sacred Books of the East, is, on the whole, the

same which I first laid down in my Proposals for

a Missionary Alphabet, 1854, and which afterwards

I shortly described in my Lectures on the Science

of Language, Second Series, p. 169 (ninth edition).

That system allows of great freedom in its appli-

cation to different languages, and has, therefore,

recommended itself to many scholars, even if they

had long teen accustomed to use their own system

of transliteration.

It rests in fact on a few principles only, which

may be applied to individual languages according to

the views which each student has formed for him-

self of the character and the pronunciation of the

vowels and consonants of any given alphabet.

It does not differ essentially from the Standard

Alphabet proposed by Professor Lepsius. It only

endeavours to realise, by means of the ordinary

types which are found in every printing office, what

my learned friend has been enabled to achieve, it

may be in a more perfect manner, by means of a

number of new types with diacritical marks, cast

expressly for him by the Berlin Academy,

The general principles of what, on account of its

easy application to all languages, I have called the

Missionary Alphabet, are these :

1. No letters are to be used which do not exist

in ordinary founts.
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2. The same Roman type is always to represent

the same foreign letter, and the same foreign letter

is always to be represented by the same Roman
type.

3. Simple letters are, as a rule, to be represented

by simple, compound by compound types.

4. It is not attempted to indicate the pronuncia-

tion of foreign languages, but only to represent

foreign letters by Roman types, leaving the pro-

nunciation to be learnt, as it is now, from gram-

mars or from conversation with natives.

5. The foundation of every system of translitera-

tion must consist of a classification of the typical

sounds of human speech. Such classification may
be more or less perfect, more or less minute, accord-

ing to the objects in view. For ordinary purposes

the classification in vowels and consonants, and of

consonants again in gutturals, dentals, and labials

suffices. In these three classes we distinguish hard

(not-voiced) and sonant (voiced) consonants, each

being liable to aspiration ; nasals, sibilants, and

semivowels, some of these also, being either voiced

or not-voiced.

6. After having settled the typical sounds, we
assign to them, as much as possible, the ordinary

Roman types of the first class.

7. We then arrange in every language which

possesses a richer alphabet, all remaining letters,

according to their affinities, as modifications of the

nearest typical letters, or as letters of the second

and third class. Thus Unguals in Sanskrit are treated

as nearest to dentals, palatals to gutturals.

8. The manner of expressing such modifications

is uniform throughout. While all typical letters of

[3] d
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the first class are expressed by Roman types, modi-

fied letters of the second class are expressed by

italics, modified letters of the third class by small

capitals. Only in extreme cases, where another class

of modified types is wanted, are we compelled to

have recourse either to diacritical marks, or to a

different fount of types.

9. Which letters in each language are to be

considered as primary, secondary, or tertiary may,

to a certain extent, be left to the discretion of

individual scholars.

10. As it has been found quite impossible to

devise any practical alphabet that should accurately

represent the pronunciation of words, the Missionary

Alphabet, by not attempting to indicate minute

shades of pronunciation, has at all events the

advantage of not misleading readers in their pro-

nunciation of foreign words. An italic /, for instance,

or a small capital t, serves simply as a warning that

this is not the ordinary t, though it has some affinity

with it. How it is to be pronounced must be learnt

for each language, as it now is, from a grammar
or otherwise. Thus / in Sanskrit is the lingual /.

How that is to be pronounced, we must learn from

the PrAtLf&khyas, or from the mouth of a highly

educated *Srotriya. We shall then learn that its

pronunciation is really that of what we call the

ordinary dental t, as in town, while the ordinary

dental t in Sanskrit has a pronunciation of its own,

extremely difficult to acquire for Europeans.

11. Words or sentences which used to be printed

in italics are spaced.
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Approximate Pronunciation of the Roman Letters

as representing the sanskrit alphabet.

VOWELS. n f as in new

a V as in 8am y H » yet

a *n „ psalm 8 * ,, sharp

i * „ knit Dentals.

i t „ neat t
« • ±1 /tip of tongue striking \
If as in tin (the bone of the teeth;

ri ^ tt fiery th * „ lanthorn

H ^ V d S „ din

li ^ „ friendly dh V „ landholder

U * » n * „ nay

u * „ full 1 c9 „ let

u -31 „ fool / 35 99
—

"

e * „ date s 9 „ grass

ai % „ aisle Lingual8.

** „ note
t Z as in tOWn (lng°alveol£

e
region)

au ^ „ proud th * „ outhouse

d * „ done
Consonants. dh * „ rodhook

Gutturals. n *r „ no

k W as in kite T T „ red

kh * „ inkhorn sh * ,, shun

g n „ gate Labials.

gk * „ springhead
P 1? as in pan

n(ng)T „ sing
Ph H „ topheavy

h f „ hear b T „ bed

Palatals. bh * „ clubhouse

k *r as in church m 1* „ mill

kh * „ church-history V 1 ii live

9 *r » jolly m * „ Anusvara(SSf)

gh * „ bridge-house h m: „ Visarga(bre^hig)

Proper names have frequently been left in their ordinary spelling, e.g.

Rajendra, instead of Rfyendra. In words which have almost become

English, the diacritical marks have often been omitted, e.g. Rig-veda,

instead of Kig-veda; Brahman, instead of Brahmana; Confucius,

Zoroaster, Koran, &c.
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INTRODUCTION
TO

THE UPANISHADS.

First Translation of the Upanishads.

DArA Shukoh, Anquetil Duperron, Schopenhauer.

The ancient Vedic literature, the foundation of the

whole literature of India, which has been handed down
in that country in an unbroken succession from the earliest

times within the recollection of man to the present day,

became known for the first time beyond the frontiers of

India through the Upanishads. The Upanishads were

translated from Sanskrit into Persian by, or, it may be, for

D£r& Shukoh, the eldest son of Shdh Jeh&n, an enlightened

prince, who openly professed the liberal religious tenets of

the great Emperor Akbar, and even wrote a book intended

to reconcile the religious doctrines of Hindus and Moham-
medans. He seems first to have heard of the Upanishads

during his stay in Kashmir in 1640. He afterwards in-

vited several Pandits from Benares to Delhi, who were to

assist him in the work of translation. The translation

was finished in 1657. Three years after the accomplish-

ment of this work, in 1659, the prince was put to death by
his brother Aurangzib 1

, in reality, no doubt, because he

was the eldest son and legitimate successor of Sh&h Jeh&n,

but under the pretext that he was an infidel, and dangerous

to the established religion of the empire.

When the Upanishads had once been translated from

Sanskrit into Persian, at that time the most widely read

language of the East and understood likewise by many
European scholars, they became generally accessible to

1 Elphinbtone, Histoiy of India, ed. Cowjbll, p. 610,
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lviii UPANISHADS.

all who took an interest in the religious literature of

India. It is true that under Akbar's reign (1556-1586)

similar translations had been prepared \ but neither those

nor the translations of Dir4 Shukoh attracted the attention

of European scholars till the year 1775. In that year

Anquetil Duperron, the famous traveller and discoverer

of the Zend-avesta, received one MS. of the Persian trans-

lation of the Upanishads, sent to him by M. Gentil, the

French resident at the court of Shuja ud daula, and brought

to France by M. Bernier. After receiving another MS.,

Anquetil Duperron collated the two, and translated the

Persian translation 2 into French (not published), and into

Latin. That Latin translation was published in 1801 and

1802, under the title of ' Oupnek'hat, id est, Secretum tegen-

dum : opus ipsa in India rarissimum, continens antiquam et

arcanam, seu theologicam et philosophicam doctrinam, e

quatuor sacris Indorum libris Rak baid, Djedjer baid, Sam
baid, Athrban baid excerptam ; ad verbum, e Persico

idiomate, Samkreticis vocabulis intermixto, in Latinum

conversum : Dissertationibus et Annotationibus diffici-

liora explanantibus, illustratum : studio et opera Anquetil

Duperron, Indicopleustae. Argentorati, typis et impensis

fratrum Levrault, vol. i, 1801 ; vol. ii, 180a V
This translation, though it attracted considerable interest

among scholars, was written in so utterly unintelligible a

style, that it required the lynxlike perspicacity of an intre-

1 M. M., Introduction to the Science of Religion, p. 79.
8 Several other MSS. of this translation have since come to light ; one at

Oxford, Codices Wilsoniani, 399 and 400. Anquetil Duperron gives the following

title of the Persian translation :
' Hanc interpretationem rSw Oupnekhathai quo-

rumvis quatuor librorum Beid, quod, designatum cum secreto magno (per

secretum magnum) est, et integram cognitionem luminis luminum, hie Fakir

sine tristitia (Sultan) Mohammed Dara Schakoh ipse, cum significatione recta,

cum sinceritate, in tempore sex mensium (postremo die, secundo tow Schonbeh,

vigesimo) sexto mensis rov Ramazzan, anno 1067 rov Hedjri (Christi, 1657) m
urbe Delhi, in mansione nakhe noudeh, cum absolutione ad nnem fecit pervenire.'

The MS. was copied by Atma Ram in the year 1767 a.d. Anquetil Duperron

adds: 'Absolutum est hoc Apographurn versionis Latinse rGnr quinquaginta

Oupnekhatha, ad verbum, e Persico idiomate, Samskreticis vocabulis inter-

mixto, facts, die 9 Octobris, 1796, 18 Brumaire, anni 4, Reipublic. GalL

Parisiis.'

9 M. M., History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature, second edition, p. 325.
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INTRODUCTION. llX

pid philosopher, such as Schopenhauer, to discover a thread

through such a labyrinth. Schopenhauer, however, not only

found and followed such a thread, but he had the courage to

proclaim to an incredulous age the vast treasures of thought

which were lying buried beneath that fearful jargon.

As Anquetil Duperron's volumes have become scarce, I

shall here give a short specimen of his translation, which

corresponds to the first sentences of my translation of the

, AV/£ndogya-upanishad (p. i):—'Oum hoc verbum (esse)

adkit ut sciveris, sic t6 maschghouli fac (de eo medi-

tare), quod ipsum hoc verbum aodkit est; propter illud

quod hoc (verbum) oum, in Sam Beid, cum voce alti,

cum harmonic pronunciatum fiat.

'Adkiteh porro cremor (optimum, selectissimum)

est: quemadmodum ex (prae) omni quieto (non moto),

et moto, pulvis (terra) cremor (optimum) est ; et e (prae)

terra aqua cremor est; et ex aqua, comedendum (victus)

cremor est ; (et) e comedendo, comedens cremor est ; et e

comedente, loquela (id quod dicitur) cremor est; et e

loquela, aTet rod Beid, et ex aTet, t6 si am, id est, cum har-

monia (pronunciatum) ; et e Sam, t^ adkit, cremor est

;

id est, oum, voce alta, cum harmonia pronunciare, aokit,

cremor cremorum (optimum optimorum) est. Major, ex

(prae) adkit, cremor alter non est.'

Schopenhauer not only read this translation carefully,

but he makes no secret of it, that his own philosophy is

powerfully impregnated by the fundamental doctrines of

the Upanishads. He dwells on it again and again, and it

seems both fair to Schopenhauer's memory and highly

important for a true appreciation of the philosophical value

of the Upanishads, to put together what that vigorous

thinker has written on those ancient rhapsodies of truth.

In his 'Welt als Wille und Vorstellung/ he writes,

in the preface to the first edition, p. xiii

:

"If the reader has also received the benefit of the Vedas, the

access to which by means of the Upanishads is in my eyes

the greatest privilege which this still young century (1818)

may claim before all previous centuries, (for I anticipate

that the influence of Sanskrit literature will not be less pro-
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lx UPANISHADS.

found than the revival ofGreek in the fourteenth century,)—if

then the reader, I say, has received his initiation in primeval

Indian wisdom, and received it with an open heart, he will

be prepared in the very best way for hearing what I have

to tell him. It will not sound to him strange, as to many
others, much less disagreeable ; for I might, if it did not

sound conceited, contend that every one of the detached

statements which constitute the Upanishads, may be de-

duced as a necessary result from the fundamental thoughts

which I have to enunciate, though those deductions them-

selves are by no means to be found there.'

And again x
:

c If I consider how difficult it is, even with the assistance

of the best and carefully educated teachers, and with all

the excellent philological appliances collected in the course

of this century, to arrive at a really correct, accurate, and

living understanding of Greek and Roman authors, whose

language was after all the language of our own predecessors

in Europe, and the mother of our own, while Sanskrit, on

the contrary, was spoken thousands of years ago in distant

India, and can be learnt only with appliances which are as

yet very imperfect ;—if I add to this the impression which

the translations of Sanskrit works by European scholars,

with very few exceptions, produce on my mind, I cannot

resist a certain suspicion that our Sanskrit scholars do not

understand their texts much better than the higher class of

schoolboys their Greek. Of course, as they are not boys,

but men of knowledge and understanding, they put together,

out of what they do understand, something like what the

general meaning may have been, but much probably creeps

in ex ingenio. It is still worse with the Chinese of our

European Sinologues.

'If then I consider, on the other hand, that Sultan

Mohammed D£r& Shukoh, the brother of Aurangzib, was

born and bred in India, was a learned, thoughtful, and

enquiring man, and therefore probably understood his

Sanskrit about as well as we our Latin, that moreover

1 Schopenhauer, Parerga, third edition, II, p. 426.
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INTRODUCTION. lxi

he was assisted by a number, of the most learned Pandits,

all this together gives me at once a very high opinion of

his translation of the Vedic Upanishads into Persian. If,

besides this, I see with what profound and quite appro-

priate reverence Anquetil Duperron has treated that

Persian translation, rendering it in Latin word by word,

retaining, in spite of Latin grammar, the Persian syntax,

and all the Sanskrit words which the Sultan himself had

left untranslated, though explaining them in a glossary,

I feel the most perfect confidence in reading that transla-

tion, and that confi3ence soon receives its most perfect

justification. For how entirely does the Oupnekhat breathe

throughout the holy spirit of the Vedas ! How is every

one who by a diligent study of its Persian Latin has

become familiar with that incomparable book, stirred by
that spirit to the very depth of his soul ! How does every

line display its firm, definite, and throughout harmonious

meaning 1 From every sentence deep, original, and sublime

thoughts arise, and the whole is pervaded by a high and

holy and earnest spirit. Indian air surrounds us, and

original thoughts ofkindred spirits. And oh, how thoroughly

is the mind here washed clean of all early engrafted Jewish

superstitions, and of all philosophy that cringes before thogfi.

superstitions ! In the whole world there is no study, except

that of the originals, so beneficial and so elevating as that

of the Oupnekhat. It has been the solace of my life, it

will be the solace of my death

!

1 Though x I feel the highest regard for the religious and

philosophical works of Sanskrit literature, I have not been

able to derive much pleasure from their poetical composi-

tions. Nay, they seem to me sometimes as tasteless and

m6nstrous as the sculpture of India.
'

' In 2 most of the pagan philosophical writers of the first

Christian centuries we see the Jewish theism, which, as

Christianity, was soon to become the faith of the people,

shining through, much as at present we may perceive

shining through in the writings of the learned, the native

1 Loc. cit. II, pp. 425. * Loc. cit. I, p. 59.
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lxii' UPANISHADS.

pantheism of India, which is destined sooner or later to

become the faith of the people. Ex oriente lux.'

This may seem strong language, and, in some respects,

too strong. But I thought it right to quote it here, be-

cause, whatever may be urged against Schopenhauer, he

was a thoroughly honest thinker and honest speaker, and

no one would suspect him of any predilection for what has

been so readily called Indian mysticism. That Schelling

and his school should use rapturous language about the

Upanishads, might carry little weight with that large class

of philosophers by whom everything beyond the clouds

of their own horizon is labelled mysticism. But that

Schopenhauer should have spoken of the Upanishads as

' products of the highest wisdom ' (Ausgeburt der hochsten

Weisheit) 1
, that he should have placed the pantheism

there taught high above the pantheism of Bruno, Male-

branche, Spinoza, and Scotus Erigena, as brought to light

again at Oxford in 1681 2
, may perhaps secure a more con-

siderate reception for these relics of ancient wisdom than

anything that I could say in their favour.

Rammohun Roy.

Greater, however, than the influence exercised on the

philosophical thought of modern Europe, has been the

impulse which these same Upanishads have imparted to

the religious life of modern India. In about the same year

(1774 or 1775) when the first MS. of the Persian translation

of the Upanishads was received by Anquetil Duperron,

Rammohun Roy 3 was born in India, the reformer and

reviver of the ancient religion of the Brahmans. A man
who in his youth could write a book 'Against the Idolatry

of all Religions/ and who afterwards expressed in so many
exact words his ' belief in the divine authority of ChristV
was not likely to retain anything of the sacred literature of

his own religion, unless he had perceived in it the same

1 Loc. dt. II, p. 428.

* Loc. cit. I, p. 6. These passages were pointed out to me by Professor Noire\
8 Bom 1774, died at 2.30 A.M., on Friday, 28th September, 1833.
4 Last Days of Rammohun Roy, by Mary Carpenter, 1866, p. 135.
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divine authority which he recognised in the teaching of

Christ. He rejected the Pur£#as, he would not have been

swayed in his convictions by the Authority of the Laws of

Manu, or even by the sacredness of theVedas. He was

above all that. But he discovered in the Upanishads and

in the so-called Vedinta something different from all the

rest, something that ought not to be thrown away, some-

thing that, if rightly understood, might supply the right

native soil in which alone the seeds of true religion, aye, of

true Christianity, might spring up again and prosper in India,

as they had once sprung up and prospered from out the

philosophies of Origen or Synesius. European scholars

have often wondered that Rammohun Roy, in his defence

of the Veda, should have put aside the SawhitAs and the

Br4hma#as, and laid his finger on the Upanishads only, as

the true kernel of the whole Veda. Historically, no doubt,

he was wrong, for the Upanishads presuppose both the

hymns and the liturgical books of the Veda. But as the

ancient philosophers distinguished in the Veda between the

Karma-ki^/a and the Gn&na-k&tfrfa, between works and

knowledge ; as they themselves pointed to the learning of

the sacred hymns and the performance of sacrifices as a

preparation only for that enlightenment which was re-

served as the highest reward for the faithful performance

of all previous duties 1
, Rammohun Roy, like Buddha and

other enlightened men before him, perceived that the time

for insisting on all that previous discipline with its minute

prescriptions and superstitious observances was gone, while

the knowledge conveyed in the Upanishads or the Ved&nta,

enveloped though it may be in strange coverings* should

henceforth form the foundation of a new religious life
2
.

He would tolerate nothing idolatrous, not even in his

mother, poor woman, who after joining his most bitter

opponents, confessed to her son, before she set out on her

1 M. M., History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature, p. 319.
• 4 The adoration of the invisible Supreme Being is exclusively prescribed

by the Upanishads or the principal parts of theVedas and also by the Vedant'

Rammohun Roy, Translation of the Kena-upanishad, Calcutta, 1816, p. 6.

M. M., History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature, p. 320.
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last pilgrimage to Juggernaut, where she died, that ' he was

right, but that she was a weak woman, and grown too old

to give up the observances which were a comfort to her.' It

was not therefore from any regard of their antiquity or

their sacred character that Rammohun Roy clung to the

Upanishads, that he translated them into Bengali, Hindi,

and English, and published them at his own expense. It

was because he recognised in them seeds of eternal truth,

and was bold enough to distinguish between what was

essential in them and what was not,—a distinction, as he

often remarked with great perplexity, which Christian

teachers seemed either unable or unwilling to make 1
.

The death of that really great and good man during his

stay in England in 1833, was one of the severest blows that

have fallen on the prospects of India. But his work has not

been in vain. Like a tree whose first shoot has been killed

by one winter frost, it has broken out again in a number of

new and more vigorous shoots, for whatever the outward

differences may be between the Adi Brahmo Sam£j of De-

bendranath Tagore, or the Brahmo Sam&j of India of

Keshub Chunder Sen, or the Sadharan Brahmo Samdj,

the common root of them all is the work done, once for all,

by Rammohun Roy. That work may have disappeared

from sight for a time, and its present manifestations may
seem to many observers who are too near, not very

promising. But in one form or another, under one name
or another, I feel convinced that work will live. 'In India,*

Schopenhauer writes, * our religion will now and never strike

root : the primitive wisdom of the human race will never be

pushed aside there by the events of Galilee. On the con-

trary, Indian wisdom will flow back upon Europe, and

produce a thorough change in our knowing and thinking.'

Here, again, the great philosopher seems to me to have

allowed himself to be carried away too far by his enthu-

siasm for the less known. He is blind for the dark sides

of the Upanishads, and he wilfully shuts his eyes against

the bright rays of eternal truth in the Gospels, which even

1 Last Days, p. 11.
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Rammohun Roy was quick enough to perceive behind the

mists and clouds of tradition that gather so quickly round

the sunrise of every religion.

Position of the Upanishads in Vedic Literature.

If now we ask what has been thought of the Upanishads

by Sanskrit scholars or by Oriental scholars in general, it

must be confessed that hitherto they have not received at

their hands that treatment which in the eyes of philo-

sophers and theologians they seem so fully to deserve.

When the first enthusiasm for such works as £akuntal4

and Gita-Govinda had somewhat subsided, and Sanskrit

scholars had recognised that a truly scholarlike study of

Indian literature must begin with the beginning, the exclu-

sively historical interest prevailed to so large an extent

that the hymns of the Veda, the Brihmawas, and the

Stitras absorbed all interest, while the Upanishads were

put aside for a time as of doubtful antiquity, and there-

fore of minor importance.

My real love for Sanskrit literature was first kindled by
the Upanishads. It was in the year 1844, when attending

Schelling's lectures at Berlin, that my attention was drawn

to those ancient theosophic treatises, and I still possess my
collations of the Sanskrit MSS. which had then just arrived

at Berlin, the Chambers collection, and my copies of com-
mentaries, and commentaries on commentaries, which I

made at that time. Some of my translations which I

left with Schelling, I have never been able to recover,

though to judge from others which I still possess, the

loss of them is of small consequence. Soon after leaving

Berlin, when continuing my Sanskrit studies at Paris under

Burnouf, I put aside the Upanishads, convinced that for a

true appreciation of them it was necessary to study, first of

all, the earlier periods of Vedic literature, as represented by
the hymns and the Brihma^as of the Vedas.

In returning, after more than thirty years, to these

favourite studies, I find that my interest in them, though

it has changed in character, has by no means diminished.

[3] e
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Jxvi UPANISHADS,

It is true, no doubt, that the stratum of literature

which contains the Upanishads is later than the Sa/»-

hitds, and later than the Brihmawas, but the first germs

of Upanishad doctrines go back at least as far as the

Mantra period, which provisionally has been fixed between

iooo and 800 B.C. Conceptions corresponding to the

general teaching of the Upanishads occur in certain hymns
of the Rig-veda-sa*«hit&, they must have existed there-

fore before that collection was finally closed. One hymn
in the Sa/whit& of the Rig-veda (I, 191) was designated

by K&ty&yana, the author of the Sarv&nukramamkd, as

an Upanishad. Here, however, upanishad means rather

a secret charm than a philosophical doctrine. Verses

of the hymns have often been incorporated in the Upa-
nishads, and among the Oupnekhats translated into Persian

by D4r& Shukoh we actually find the Purush'a-sukta,

the 90th hymn of the tenth book of the Rig-veda 1
,

forming the greater portion of the BarkTveh Soukt. In the

Sa*#hit£ of the Ysg-ur-veda, however, in the V^fasaneyi-

s£kh&, we meet with a real Upanishad, the famous tsfk or

t-f&visya-upanishad, while the Sivasawkalpa, too, forms part

of its thirty-fourth book 2
. In the Br&hma#as several Upani-

shads occur, even in portions which are not classed as

Ara^yakas, as, for instance, the well-known Kena or Tala-

vakira-upanishad. The recognised place, however, for the

ancient Upanishads is in the Ara^yakas, or forest-books,

which, as a rule, form an appendix to the BrAhmawas, but

are sometimes included also under the general name of

Brihmawa. Br4hma»a, in fact, meaning originally the

sayings of Brahmans, whether in the general sense of

priests, or in the more special of Brahman-priest, is a name
applicable not only to the books, properly so called,

but to all old prose traditions, whether contained in the

Saf«hitis, such as the Taittiriya-sawhitA, the Brihma^as,

the Ara#yakas, the Upanishads, and even, in certain cases,

in the Sutras. We shall see in the introduction to the

Aitareya-drawyaka, that that Arawyaka is in the beginning

1 See Weber, Indische Studien, IX, p. I seq.

* See M. M., History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature, p. 317.
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a Brihmawa, a mere continuation of the Aitareya-brih-

ma«a, explaining the Mah&vrata ceremony, while its last

book contains the Sutras or short technical rules explain-

ing the same ceremony which in the first book had been

treated in the style peculiar to the Brihmawas. In the same
Aitareya-drawyaka, III, 2, 6, 6, a passage of the Upanishad

is spoken of as a Br&hma#a, possibly as something like a

Br£hma#a, while something very like an Upanishad occurs

in the Apastamba-sutras, and might be quoted therefore

as a Sutra 1
. At all events the Upanishads, like the

Ara#yakas, belong to what Hindu theologians call Sruti,

or revealed literature, in opposition to Smr/ti, or traditional

literature, which is supposed to be founded on the former,

and allowed to claim a secondary authority only ; and the

earliest of these philosophical treatises will always, I be-

lieve, maintain a place in the literature of the world, among
the most astounding productions of the human mind in any

age and in any country.

Different Classes of Upanishads.

The ancient Upanishads, i. e. those which occupy a

place in the Sawhitis, Br&hma*as, and Ara^yakas, must

be, if we follow the chronology which at present is com-

monly, though, it may be, provisionally only, received

by Sanskrit scholars, older than 6oo B.C., i.e. anterior

to the rise of Buddhism. As to other Upanishads, and

their number is very large, which either stand by them-

selves, or which are ascribed to the Atharva-veda, it is

extremely difficult to fix. their age. Some of them are,

no doubt, quite modern, for mention is made even of

an Allah-upanishad ; but others may claim a far higher

antiquity than is generally assigned to them on internal

evidence. I shall only mention that the name of Atharva-

jiras, an Upanishad generally assigned
%

to a very modern

date, is quoted in the Sutras of Gautama and Baudhdyana 2
;

1 Apastamba, translated by Biihler, Sacred Books of the East, vol. ii, p. 75.

* Gautama, translated by Biihler, Sacred Books of the East, vol. ii, p. 27a,

and Introduction, p. lvi.
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that the Svetlrvatara-upanishad, or the >SVet<Lrvatar&*4m

Mantropanishad, though bearing many notes of later periods

of thought, is quoted by Sankara in his commentary on

the Ved&nta-sfttras 1
; while the Nr/si/whottarat&paniya-

upanishad forms part of the twelve Upanishads explained

by Vidy&ra»ya in his Sarvopanishad-artMnubhtiti-praklra.

The Upanishads comprehended in that work are

:

i. Aitareya-upanishad.

a. Taittirtya-upanishad.

3. ATA&ndogya-upanishad.

4. Mutti/aka-upanishad.

5. Prajna-upanishad.

6. Kaushttaki-upanishad.

7. Maitriyatflya-upanishad.

8. Ka/Aavalli-upanishad.

9. 5vetiLrvatara-upanishad.

10. Br*had-dra#yaka-upanishad.

11. Talavakira (Kena)-upanishad.

12. NWsiwhottaratipaniya-upanishad a
.

The number of Upanishads translated by Dir4 Shukoh

amounts to 50 ; their number, as given in the Mah4vctkya-

muktavali and in the Muktikd-upanishad, is 108 3
. Pro-

fessor Weber thinks that their number, so far as we know
at present, may be reckoned at 235 4

. In order, however,

to arrive at so high a number, every title of an Upanishad

would have to be counted separately, while in several cases

it is clearly the same Upanishad which is quoted under dif-

ferent names. In an alphabetical list which I published in

1865 (Zeitschrift der Deutschen Morgenlandischen Gesell-

schaft XIX, 137-158), the number of real Upanishads

reached 149. To that number Dr. Burnell 5 in his Catalogue

1 Ved&nta-sutras I. 1,11.
1 One misses the Is& or tsav&sya-upanishad in this list. The Upanishads

chiefly studied in Bengal are the Brihad-aranyaka, Aitareya, .Oandogya, Taitti-

rtya, tsa, Kena, Ka/Aa, Pnuna, Mundaka, and ManrfQkya, to which should be

added the SveUUvatara. M. M., History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature, p. 325.
* Dr. Burnell thinks that this is an artificial computation, 108 being a sacred

number in Southern India. See Kielhorn in Gough's Papers on Ancient Sanskrit

Literature, p. 193.

* Weber, History of Sanskrit Literature, p. 155 note.

f Indian Antiquary, II, 267.
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(p. 59) added 5, Professor Haug (Brahma und die Brah-

manen) 1 6, making a sum total of 1 70. New names, however,

are constantly being added in the catalogues of MSS. pub-

lished by Biihler, Kielhorn, Burnell, Rajendralal Mitra, and

others, and I shall reserve therefore a more complete list of

Upanishads for a later volume.

Though it is easy to see that these Upanishads belong to

very different periods of Indian thought, any attempt to fix

their relative age seems to me for the present almost hopeless.

No one can doubt that the Upanishads which have had

a place assigned to them in the Sa**hit4s, Brdhmawas, and

Ara#yakas are the oldest. Next to these we can draw a

line to include the Upanishads clearly referred to in the

Vedinta-sCltras, or explained and quoted by Sankara, by

S4ya#a, and other more modern commentators. We can

distinguish Upanishads in prose from Upanishads in mixed

prose and verse, and again Upanishads in archaic verse from

Upanishads in regular and continuous Anush/ubh Slokas.

We can also class them according to their subjects, and, at

last, according to the sects to which they belong. But

beyond this it is hardly safe to venture at present. Attempts

have been made by Professor Weber and M. Regnaud to

fix in each class the relative age of certain Upanishads, and

I do not deny to their arguments, even where they conflict

with each other, considerable weight in forming a preliminary

judgment. But I know of hardly any argument which is

really convincing, or which could not be met by counter

arguments equally strong. Simplicity may be a sign of

antiquity, but it is not so always, for what seems simple,

may be the result of abbreviation. One Upanishad may
give the correct, another an evidently corrupt reading,

yet it does not follow that the correct reading may not be

the result of an emendation. It is quite clear that a large

mass of traditional Upanishads must have existed before

they assumed their present form. Where two or three or

four Upanishads contain the same story, told almost in the

same words, they are not always copied from one another,

but they have been settled independently, in different locali-

ties, by different teachers, it may be, f<?r different purposes.
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Lastly, the influence of S&kh&s or schools may have told

more or less on certain Upanishads. Thus the Maitr£ya#tya-

upanishad, as we now possess it, shows a number of irregular

forms which even the commentator can account for only as

peculiarities of the Maitr&yatflya-J&khi 1
. That Upanishad,

as it has come down to us, is full of what we should call

clear indications of a modern and corrupt age. It contains

in VI, 37, a doka from the M&nava-dharma-j&stra, which

startled even the commentator, but is explained away by

him as possibly found in another Sdkhi, and borrowed from

there by Manu. It contains corruptions of easy words which

one would have thought must have been familiar to every

student. Thus instead of the passage as found in the ATA&n-

dogya-upanishad VIII, 7, 1, ya &tmctpahatap&pm& vjfaro

vimr/tyur vlroko 'v^ghatso 'pip&saA, &c, the text of the

Maitr&ya«lya-upanishad (VII, 7) reads, &tm£pahatap£pm<i

v\garo vimr/tyur vijoko VLfcikitso ViplraA. But here again

the commentator explains that another S4kh& reads VJgi-

ghatsa, and that aviplra is to be explained by means of

a change of letters as apip&sa. Corruptions, therefore, of

modern elements which are found in one Upanishad, as

handed down in one £«tkh£, do not prove that the same

existed in other S&khis, or that they were found in the

original text.

All these questions have to be taken into account before

we can venture to give a final judgment on the relative age

of Upanishads which belong to one and the same class.

I know of no problem which offers so many similarities

with the one before us as that of the relative age of the

four Gospels. All the difficulties which occur in the Upa-
nishads occur here, and no critical student who knows the

difficulties that have to be encountered in determining the

relative age of the four Gospels, will feel inclined, in the

present state of Vedic scholarship, to speak with confidence

on the relative age of the ancient Upanishads.

1 They are generally explained as JtAandasa, but in one place (Maitr. Up.

II, 4) the commentator treats such irregularities as etaJMAakh&sanketapa/AaA, a

reading peculiar to the Maitr&yanfya school. Some learned remarks on this point

may be seen in an article by Dr. L. Schroeder, Uber die Maitrayanf SamhitiL
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Critical Treatment of the Text of the

Upanishads.

With regard to a critical restoration ofthe text of the Upa-
nishads, I have but seldom relied on the authority of new
MSS., but have endeavoured throughout to follow that text

which is presupposed by the commentaries, whether they are

the work of the old SankariHrya, or of the more modern

6ankar&nanda, or Siyaaa, or others. Though there still

prevails some uncertainty as to the date of 6arikar&£4rya,

commonly assigned to the eighth century A.D., yet I doubt

whether any MSS. of the Upanishads could now be found

prior to iooo A. D. The text, therefore, which Sankara

had before his eyes, or, it may be, his ears, commands, I

think, a higher authority than that of any MSS. likely to

be recovered at present.

It may be objected that Sahkara's text belonged to one

locality only, and that different readings and different

recensions may have existed in other parts of India.

That is perfectly true. We possess various recensions of

several Upanishads, as handed down in different 54khis of

different Vedas, and we know of various readings recorded

by the commentators. These, where they are of import-

ance for our purposes, have been carefully taken into

account

It has also been supposed that Sankara, who, in writing

his commentaries on the Upanishad, was chiefly guided by
philosophical considerations, his chief object being to use

the Upanishads as a sacred foundation for the Ved«tnta

philosophy, may now and then have taken liberties with

the text. That may be so, but no stringent proof of

it has as yet been brought forward, and I therefore

hold that when we succeed in establishing throughout

that text which served as the basis of Sankara's com-

mentaries, we have done enough for the present, and have

fulfilled at all events the first and indispensable task in a

critical treatment of the text of the Upanishads.

But in the s^me manner as it is easy to see that the text
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of the Rig-veda, which is presupposed by S«Lya#a's com-

mentary and even by earlier works, is in many places

palpably corrupt, we cannot resist the same conviction with

regard to the text of the Upanishads. In some cases the

metre, in others grammar, in others again the collation of

analogous passages enable us to detect errors, and pro-

bably very ancient errors, that had crept into the text

long before 5ankara composed his commentaries.

Some questions connected with the metres of the Upani-

shads have been very learnedly treated by Professor Gilde-

meister in his essay, 'Zur Theorie des Sloka.' The lesson

to be derived from that essay, and from a study of the

Upanishads, is certainly to abstain for the present from

conjectural emendations. In the old Upanishads the same

metrical freedom prevails as in the hymns; in the later

Upanishads, much may be tolerated as the result of con-

scious or unconscious imitation. The metrical emendations

that suggest themselves are generally so easy and so

obvious that, for that very reason, we should hesitate before

correcting what native scholars would have corrected long

ago, if they had thought that there was any real necessity

for correction.

It is easy to suggest, for instance, that in the V&^asaneyi-

sawhiti-upanishad, verse 5, instead of tad antar asya sar-

vasya tadu sarvasydsya bihyata^, the original text may have

been tad antar asya sarvasya tadu sarvasya bdhyataA
; yet

6ankara evidently read sarvasyisya, and as the same
reading is found in the text of the V^asaneyi-sawhiti,

who would venture to correct so old a mistake ?

Again, if in verse 8, we left out y&th&tathyataA, we
should get a much more regular metre,

Kavir manlshl paribhuA svyambhuA

arth&n vyadadhl^ £A£svatibhyaA samdbhyaA.

Here vyada forms one syllable by what I have proposed

to call synizesis \ which is allowed in the Upanishads as

well as in the hymns. All would then seem right, except

1 Rig-veda, translated by M. M., vol i, Preface, p. cxliii.
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that it is difficult to explain how so rare a word as y&th£-

tathyataA could have been introduced into the text.

In verse jo one feels tempted to propose the omission of

eva in anyad &hur avidyayi, while in verse 1 1, an eva inserted

after vidy&m ka. would certainly improve the metre.

In verse 15 the expression satyadharmiya dr/sh/aye is

archaic, but perfectly legitimate in the sense of ' that we
may see the nature of the True/ or ' that we see him whose

nature is true/ When this verse is repeated in the Maitr.

Up. VI, 35, we find instead, satyadharm&ya vishwave, ' for

the true Vishwu/ But here, again, no sound critic would

venture to correct a mistake, intentional or unintentional,

which is sanctioned both by the MSS. of the text and by

the commentary.

Such instances, where every reader feels tempted at once

to correct the textus receptus, occur again and again,

and when they seem of any interest they have been men-

tioned in the notes. It may happen, however, that the

correction, though at first sight plausible, has to be sur-

rendered on more mature consideration. Thus in the

VSjgasaneyi-sawhita-upanishad, verse 2, one feels certainly

inclined to write eva*# tve ninyatheto 'sti, instead of evaw

tvayi ninyatheto 'sti. But tve, if it were used here, would

probably itself have to be pronounced dissyllabically, while

tvayi, though it never occurs in the Rig-veda, may well

keep its place here, in the last book of the V^asaneyi-

sa#diit4, provided we pronounce it by synizesis, i. e. as one

syllable.

Attempts have been made sometimes to go beyond

Sahkara, and to restore the text, as it ought to have been

originally, but as it was no longer in 5ankara's time. It is

one thing to decline to follow Sahkara in every one of his

interpretations, it is quite another to decline to accept the

text which he interprets. The former is inevitable, the

latter is always very precarious.

Thus I see, for instance, that M. Regnaud, in the Errata

to the second volume of his excellent work on the Upani-

shads (Mat^riaux pour servir k l'histoire de la philosophic

de Flnde, 1878) proposes to read in the Br/had-&ra/*yaka-
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upanishad IV, 3, 1-8, sam anena vadishya iti, instead of sa

mene na vadishya iti. Sahkara adopted the latter reading,

and explained accordingly, that Y^fnavalkya went to king

Ganaka, but made up his mind not to speak. M. Regnaud,

reading sam anena vadishya iti, takes the very opposite

view, namely, that Y^navalkya went to king (kanaka,

having made up his mind to have a conversation with him.

As M. Regnaud does not rest this emendation on the author-

ity of any new MSS., we may examine it as an ingenious

conjecture ; but in that case it seems to me clear that, if

we adopted it, we should have at the same time to omit

the whole sentence which follows. 6ankara saw clearly

that what had to be accounted or explained was why the

king should address the Brahman first, samri*/ eva purvaw

papra££Aa ; whereas if Y^fiavalkya had come with the

intention of having a conversation with the king, he, the

Brahman, should have spoken first. This irregularity is

explained by the intervening sentence, in which we are re-

minded that on a former occasion, when Canaka and Y^ffia-

valkya had a disputation on the Agnihotra, Y^g-navalkya

granted kanaka a boon to choose, and he chose as his boon

the right of asking questions according to his pleasure.

Having received that boon, Canaka was at liberty to

question Yi^iiavalkya, even though he did not like it>

and hence Canaka is introduced here as the first to ask a

question.

All this hangs well together, while if we assume that

Y^fnavalkya came for the purpose of having a conversation

with (kanaka, the whole sentence from 'atha ha yag ^anakaj

ka.' to 'purvam papra££Aa' would be useless, nor would there

be any excuse for Canaka beginning the conversation, when
Y^fnavalkya came himself on purpose to question him.

It is necessary, even when we feel obliged to reject art

interpretation of Saftkara's, without at the same time

altering the text, to remember that Sankara, where he is

not blinded by philosophical predilections, commands the

highest respect as an interpreter* I cannot help thinking

therefore that M. Regnaud (vol. i, p. 59) was right in trans-

lating the passage in the KA&nd. Up. V, 3, 7, tasm&d u
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sarveshu lokeshu kshattrasyaiva prarflsanam abhut, by f que

le kshatriya seul l'a enseign^e dans tous les mondes/ For

when he proposes in the c Errata ' to translate instead, * c'est

pourquoi Tempire dans tous les mondes fut attribu£ au

kshatriya seulement,' he forgets that such an idea is foreign

to the ordinary atmosphere in which the Upanishads move.

It is not on account of the philosophical knowledge possessed

by a few Kshatriyas, such as Canaka or Prav&ha^a, that the

privilege of government belongs everywhere to the second

class. That rests on a totally different basis. Such excep-

tional knowledge, as is displayed by a few kings, might be

an excuse for their claiming the privileges belonging to the

Brahmans, but it would never, in the eyts of the ancient

Indian Aryas, be considered as an argument for their claim-

ing kingly power. Therefore, although I am well aware that

prajis is most frequently used in the sense of ruling, I have

no doubt that 6ankara likewise was fully aware of that,

and that if he nevertheless explained praj&sana here in the

sense of prajistn'tva** sishy&n&m, he did so because this

meaning too was admissible, particularly here, where we
may actually translate it by proclaiming, while the other

meaning, that of ruling, would simply be impossible in the

concatenation of ideas, which is placed before us in the

Upanishad.

It seems, no doubt, extremely strange that neither the

last redactors of the text of the Upanishads, nor the com-

mentators, who probably knew the principal Upanishads by

heart, should have perceived how certain passages in one

Upanishad represented the same or nearly the same text

which is found in another Upanishad, only occasionally

with the most palpable corruptions.

Thus when the ceremony of offering a mantha or mash

is described, we read in the ATA&ndogya-upanishad V, 2, 6,

that it is to be accompanied by certain words which on the

whole are intelligible. But when the same passage occurs

again in the Br*had-ctra#yaka, those words have been

changed to such a degree, and in two different ways in the

two S&kh&s of the Mctdhyandinas and K&*vas, that, though

the commentator explains them, they are almost unintel-
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Hgible. I shall place the three passages together in three

parallel lines

:

I. -Oindogya-upanishad V, 2, 6

II. Br*had-£ra#yaka, Midhyandina-jikhd, XIV, 9, 3, 10

III. Br/had-£ra«yaka-upanishad, K4*va-.y£kh4, VI, 3, 5

I. Amo nimisy ami hi te sarvam idaw sa hi^yesh/AaA

II. £mo 'sy imaw hi te mayi sa hi

III. kmamsy &ma#ihi te mahi sa hi

I. sresht/to r^tdhipatiA sa mk ^yaish/Ayaw jrai-

II. r^e^ino 'dhipatiA sa mi r$ges&no

III. r^ej&no

I. shtkyzm xbgyam idhipatya** gamayatv aham evedaw

II. Mhipatiw karotv iti.

III. 'dhipatiw karotv iti.

I. sarvam as&nfti.

II.

III.

The text in the TTMndogya-upanishad yields a certain

sense, viz. ' Thou art Ama by name, for all this together

exists in thee. He is the oldest and best, the king, the

sovereign. May he make me the oldest, the best, the king,

the sovereign. May I be all this/ This, according to the

commentator, is addressed to Prd^a, and Ama, though a

purely artificial word, is used in the sense of Pr^ia, or

breath, in another passage also, viz. Br*had-£ra«yaka-up. I,

3, 22. If therefore we accept this meaning of Ama, the

rest is easy and intelligible.

But ifwe proceed to theBr*had-Ara«yaka,in the Midhyan-
dina-jAkha, we find the commentator proposing the fol-

lowing interpretation :
' O Mantha, thou art a full knower,

complete knowledge of me belongs to thee.' This meaning

is obtained by deriving 4maA from i+man, in the sense of

knower, and then taking imam, as a neuter, in the sense of

knowledge, derivations which are simply impossible.

Lastly, if we come to the text of the Ki^va-j'Akhi, the

grammatical interpretation becomes bolder still. Sahkara

does not explain the passage at all, which is strange, but

Anandagiri interprets imawsi tvam by 'Thou knowest
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(all),' and imawhi te mahi, by 'we know thy great

(shape),' which are again impossible forms.

But although there can be little doubt here that the

reading of the -O&ndogya-upanishad gives us the original

text, or a text nearest to the original, no sound critic

would venture to correct the readings of the Brzhad-

&ra*yaka. They are corruptions, but even as corrup-

tions they possess authority, at all events up to a certain

point, and it is the fixing of those certain points or chrono-

logical limits, which alone can impart a scientific character

to our criticism of ancient texts.

In the Kaushltaki-br£hma#a-upanishad Professor Cowell

has pointed out a passage to me, where we must go beyond

the text as it stood when commented on by the Sankarct-

nanda. In the beginning of the fourth adhyiya all MSS.
of the text read savasan, and this is the reading which

the commentator seems anxious to explain, though not

very successfully. I thought that possibly the commentator

might have had before him the reading sa vasan, or so Va-

san, but both would be very unusual. Professor Cowell in

his Various Readings, p. xii, conjectured sawvasan, which

would be liable to the same objection. He now, however,

informs me that, as B. has sawtvan, and C. satvan, he

believes the original text to have been Satvan-Matsyeshu.

This seems to me quite convincing, and is borne out by the

reading of the Berlin MS., so far as it can be made out

from Professor Weber's essay on the Upanishads, Indische

Studien I, p. 419. I see that Boehtlingk and Roth in

their Sanskrit Dictionary, s. v. satvat, suggest the same

emendation.

The more we study the nature of Sanskrit MSS., the

more, I believe, we shall feel convinced that their proper

arrangement is one by locality rather than by time. I have

frequently dwelt on this subject in the introductions to the

successive volumes of my edition of the Rig-veda and its

commentary by Sctya#£&lrya, and my convictions on this

point have become stronger ever since. A MS., however

modern, from the south of India or from the north, is

more important as a check on the textus receptus of
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any Sanskrit work, as prevalent in Bengal or Bombay,

than ever so many MSS., even if of greater antiquity,

from the same locality. When therefore I was informed

by my friend Dr. Biihler that he had discovered in

Kashmir a MS. of the Aitareya-upanishad, I certainly ex-

pected some real help from such a treasure. The MS. is

described by its discoverer in the last number of the Journal

of the Bombay Asiatic Society, p. 34 \ and has since been

sent to me by the Indian Government. It is written on

birch bark (bhur^a), and in the alphabet commonly called

*S£radct. The leaves are very much injured on the margin,

and it is almost impossible to handle them without some

injury. In many places the bark has shrunk, probably on

being moistened, and the letters have become illegible.

Apart from these drawbacks, there remain the difficulties

inherent in the ££rad& alphabet which, owing to its nu-

merous combinations, is extremely difficult to read, and

very trying to eyes which are growing weak. However,

I collated the Upanishad from the Aitareya-4ra#yaka,

which turned out to be the last portion only, viz. the

Sawhitd-upanishad (Ait Ar. Ill, 1-3), or, as it is called

here, Sawhitdra^ya, and I am sorry to say my expectations

have been disappointed. The MS. shows certain graphic

peculiarities which Dr. Biihler has pointed out. It is particu-

larly careful in the use of the sibilants, replacing the Visarga

by sibilants, writing s + s and s +\s instead of A + s and

A+ s; distinguishing also the Gihv&muliya and Upadhma-
niya. If therefore the MS. writes antastha, we may be

sure that it really meant to write so, and not antaAstha, or,

as it would have written, antasstha. It shows equal care in

the use of the nasals, and generally carries on the sandhi

between different paragraphs. Here and there I met with

better readings than those given in Rajendralal Mitra's

edition, but in most cases the commentary would have been

sufficient to restore the right reading. A few various read-

ings, which seemed to deserve being mentioned, will be found

1 Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1877. Extra

Number, containing the Detailed Report of a Tour in search of Sanskrit MSS.,

made in Kasmir, Rajputana, and Central India, by G. Biihler.
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in the notes. The MS., though carefully written, is not

free from the ordinary blunders. At first one feels inclined

to attribute some importance to every peculiarity of a new
MS., but very soon one finds out that what seems peculiar,

is in reality carelessness. Thus Ait. Ar. Ill, i, 5, 3, the

Kashmir MS. has pClrvam aksharaw rtipam, instead of

what alone can be right, ptirvarftpam. Instead of pra^ayA

paumbhiA it writes repeatedly prs^aya pa^ubhlfc, which

is impossible. In III, a, a, it leaves out again and again

manomaya between £Aandomaya and vihmaya; but that

this is a mere accident we learn later on, where in the same
sentence manomayo is found in its right place. Such cases

reduce this MS. to its'proper level, and make us look with

3uspicion on any accidental variations, such as I have

noticed in my translation.

The additional paragraph, noticed by Dr. Biihler, is very

indistinct, and contains, so far as I am able to find out,

j&nti verses only.

I have no doubt that the discovery of new MSS. of the

Upanishads and their commentaries will throw new light

on the very numerous difficulties with which a translator

of the Upanishads, particularly in attempting a complete

and faithful translation, has at present to grapple. Some of

the difficulties, which existed thirty years ago, have been

removed since by the general progress of Vedic scholar-

ship, and by the editions of texts and commentaries and

translations of Upanishads, many of which were known at

that time in manuscript only. But I fully agree with M.
Regnaud as to the difficult^ considerables que les

meilleures traductions laissent subsister, and which

can be solved only by a continued study of the Upanishads,

the Ara#yakas, the Br4hma#as, and the Ved&nta-sfttras.

Meaning of the word Upanishad.

How Upanishad became the recognised name of the

philosophical treatises contained in the Veda is difficult to

explain. Most European scholars are agreed in deriving
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upa-ni-shad from the root sad, to sit down, preceded by
the two prepositions ni, down, and upa, near, so that it

would express the idea of session, or assembly of pupils

sitting down near their teacher to listen to his instruction.

In the Trik&arfajesha, upanishad is explained by samtpasa-

dana, sitting down near a person *.

Such a word, however, would have been applicable, it

would seem, to any other portion of the Veda as well as to

the chapters called Upanishad, and it has never been ex-

plained how its meaning came thus to be restricted. It is

still more strange that upanishad, in the sense of session or

assembly, has never, so far as I am aware, been met with.

Whenever the word occurs, it has the meaning of doctrine,

secret doctrine, or is simply used as the title of the philo-

sophic treatises which constitute the£ii4nak£«rfa, the know-

ledge portion, as opposed to the karmak&^a, the work or

ceremonial portion, of the Veda.

Native philosophers seem never to have thought of deriv-

ing upanishad from sad, to sit down. They derive it either

from the root sad, in the sense of destruction, supposing

these ancient treatises to have received their name because

they were intended to destroy passion and ignorance by
means of divine revelation 2

, or from the root sad, in the

sense of approaching, because a knowledge of Brahman
comes near to us by means of the Upanishads, or because

we approach Brahman by their help. Another explanation

proposed by Sankara in his commentary on the Taittirlya-

upanishad II, 9, is that the highest bliss is contained in the

Upanishad (paraw .rreyo 'sy&tn nisha««am).

These explanations seem so wilfully perverse that it is

difficult to understand the unanimity of native scholars.

We ought to take into account, however, that very

general tendency among half-educated people, to ac-

quiesce in any etymology which accounts for the most
prevalent meaning of a word. The Ara«yakas abound in

1 Panini I, 4, 79, has upanishatkrttya.
1 M. MM History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature, p. 318 ; Colebrooke, Essays,

I, 92 ; Regnaud, Matenaux, p. 7.
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such etymologies, which probably were never intended as

real etymologies, in our sense of the word, but simply as

plays on words, helping to account somehow for their

meaning. The Upanishads, no doubt, were meant to

destroy ignorance and passion, and nothing seemed more

natural therefore than that their etymological meaning

should be that of destroyers 1
.

The history and the genius of the Sanskrit language

leave little doubt that upanishad meant originally session,

particularly a session consisting of pupils, assembled at a

respectful distance round their teacher.

With upa alone, sad occurs as early as the hymns of the

Rig-veda, in the sense of approaching respectfully 2
:

—

Rig-veda IX, n, 6. Ndmasct ft lipa stdata, ' approach

him with praise.' See also Rig-veda X, 73, 11 ; I, 65, 1.

In the A'Aclndogya-upanishad VI, 13, 1, a teacher says

to his pupil, atha mk pr&tar upasidath&A, ' come to me (for

advice) to-morrow morning.'

In the same Upanishad VII, 8, 1, a distinction is made

between those who serve their teachers (pari£arit£), and

those who are admitted to their more intimate society

(upasatt&, comm. samtpagaA, antarangaA, priyaA).

Again, in the ATAAndogya-upanishad VII, 1, we read of

a pupil approaching his teacher (updsasAda or upasas&da),

and of the teacher telling him to approach with what he

knows, i. e. to tell him first what he has learnt already

(yad vettha tena mopasida 3
).

In the SGtras (Gobhiliya Gr&ya-sfttra II, 10, 38) upasad

is the recognised term for the position assumed by a pupil

with his hands folded and his eyes looking up to the

teacher who is to instruct him.

It should be stated, however, that no passage has yet

been met with in which upa-ni-sad is used in the sense of

pupils approaching and listening to their teacher. In the

1 The distinction between possible and real etymologies is as modem as

that between legend and history.

* See M. M.'s History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature, p. 318.
1 See also ^Aand. Up. VI, 7, a.

[3] f
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only passage in which upanishasdda occurs (Ait. An II, 2,

1), it is used of Indra sitting down by the side of VLrv<i-

mitra, and it is curious to observe that both MSS. and

commentaries give here upanishasasdda, an entirely irre-

gular form.

The same is the case with two other roots which are

used almost synonymously with sad, viz* 4s and vi.r. We
find upa+4s used to express the position which the pupil

occupies when listening to his teacher, eg. ¥&n. Ill, 4, 72,

up&sito gurum bhavin, 'thou hast approached the Guru,' or

updsito gurur bhavat&, ' the Guru has been approached by
thee.' We find pari + upa+ &s used with regard to relations

assembled round the bed of a dying friend, Kh$xi&. Up.

VI, 15 ; or of hungry children sitting round their mother,

and likened to people performing the Agnihotra sacrifice

(KA&nd. Up. V, 24, 5). But I have never met with upa-ni-as

in that sense.

We likewise find upa-vlr used in the sense of sitting

down to a discussion (ATMnd. Up. I, 8, z\ but I have never

found upa+ ni+vLr as applied to a pupil listening to his

teacher.

The two prepositions upa and ni occur, however, with

pat, to fly, in the sense of flying down and settling near a

person, A^ind. Up. IV, 7, % ; IV, 8, 3. And the same pre-

positions joined to the verb .rri, impart to it the meaning of

sitting down beneath a person, so as to show him respect

:

Brih. Ar. I, 4, 11. 'Although a king is exalted, he sits

down at the end of the sacrifice below the Brahman/
brahmaivdntata upanLnayati.

Sad, with upa and ni, occurs in upanish&din only, and

has there the meaning of subject, e.g. Satap. Br&hm. IX, 4,

3, 3, kshatr&ya tad viium adhastid upanishddinlw karoti,

'he thus makes the Vis (citizen) below, subject to the

Kshatriya.'

Sometimes nishad is used by the side of upanishad, and so

far as we can judge, without any difference of meaning \

All we can say therefore, for the present, is that upani-

1 Mah&bh&rata, Santiparva, 16 13.
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shad, besides being the recognised title of certain philo-

sophical treatises, occurs also in the sense of doctrine and

of secret doctrine, and that it seems to have assumed this

meaning from having been used originally in the sense of

session or assembly in which one or more pupils receive

instruction from a teacher.

Thus we find the word upanishad used in the Upanishads

themselves in the following meanings

:

i. Secret or esoteric explanation, whether true or false.

2. Knowledge derived from such explanation.

3. Special rules or observances incumbent on those who
have received such knowledge.

4. Title of the books containing such knowledge.

I. Ait. Ar. HI, 1, 6, 3. 'For this Upanishad, i.e. in order

to obtain the information about the true meaning of Saw-
hiti, Tirukshya served as a cowherd for a whole year.'

Taitt. Up. I, 3.
4 We shall now explain the Upanishad of

the Sawhita.'

Ait. Ar. Ill, a, 5, 1. 'Next follows this Upanishad of the

whole speech. True, all these are Upanishads of the whole

speech, but this they declare especially.'

Talav. Up. IV, J."'As you have asked me to tell you the

Upanishad, the Upanishad has now been told you. We
have told you the Br&hmi Upanishad/ i.e. the true meaning

of Brahman.

In the Khktii. Up. Ill, n, 3, after the meaning of

Brahman has been explained, the text says :
* To him who

thus knows this Brahma upanishad (the secret doctrine of

Brahman) the sun does not rise and does not set.' In the

next paragraph brahma itself is used, meaning either

Brahman as the object taught in the Upanishad, or, by a

slight change of meaning, the Upanishad itself.

KMnd. Up. I, 13, 4. 'Speech yields its milk to hhn who
knows this Upanishad (secret doctrine) of the S&mans in

this wise/

KAknd. Up. VIII, 8, 4. When Indra and Viro£ana had

both misunderstood the teaching of Pra^pati, he says:
( They both go away without having perceived and without

having known the Self, and whoever of these two, whether
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Devas or Asuras, will follow this doctrine (upanishad), will

perish/

II. In the Kh&nd. Up. I, i, after the deeper meaning of

the Udgitha or Om has been described, the advantage of

knowing that deeper meaning is put forward, and it is said

that the sacrifice which a man performs with knowledge,

with faith, and with the Upanishad, i. e. with an under-

standing of its deeper meaning, is more powerful.

III. In the Taittiriya-upanishad, at the end of the second

chapter, called the Brahm&nandavalli, and again at the end

of the tenth chapter, the text itself says : Ity upanishad,

'this is the Upanishad, the true doctrine.'

IV. In the Kaushttaki-upanishad II, i ; 2, we read: 'Let

him not beg, this is the Upanishad for him who knows this/

Here upanishad stands for vrata or rahasya-vrata, rule.

Works on the Upanishads.
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I.

THE ^//ANDOGYA-UPANISHAD.

The ATA&ndogya-upanishad belongs to the S4ma-veda.

Together with the Br*had-dra#yaka, which belongs to the

Ya^ur-veda, it has contributed the most important ma-

terials to what may be called the orthodox philosophy of

India, the Ved&nta \ i. e. the end, the purpose, the highest

object of the Veda. It consists of eight adhy&yas or lec-

tures, and formed part of a A'A&ndogya-br&hmatfa, in which

it was preceded by two other adhy&yas. While MSS. of

the -Oindogya-upanishad and its commentary are fre-

quent, no MSS. of the whole Bilhma^a has been met with

in Europe. Several scholars had actually doubted its ex-

istence, but Rajendralal Mitra 2
, in the Introduction to his

translation of the A7/4ndogya-upanishad, states that in

India * MSS. of the work are easily available, though as

yet he has seen no commentary attached to the Br<ihma*/a

portion of any one of them.' 'According to general accep-

1 Vedanta, as a technical term, did not mean originally the last portions of

the Veda, or chapters placed, as it were, at the end of a volume of Vedic

literature, but the end, i.e. the object, the highest purpose of the Veda.

There are, of course, passages, like the one in the Taittiriya-aranyaka (ed.

Rajendralal Mitra, p. 820), which have been misunderstood both by native and

European scholars, and where vedanta means simply the end of the Veda :—yo

vedadau svaraA prokto vedante ka pratish/AitaA, * the Om which is pronounced

at the beginning of the Veda, and has its place also at the end of the Veda.'

Here vedanta stands simply in opposition to vedadau, and it is impossible to

translate it, as Sayana does, by Vedanta or Upanishad. Vedanta, in the sense of

philosophy, occurs in theTaittirtya-arawyaka (p. 8 1 7), in a verse of theNarayantya-

upanishad, repeated in the Mu/w/aka- upanishad III, a, 6, and elsewhere,

vedantavi^ninasunU/HtirthaA, * those who have well understood the object of the

knowledge arising from the Vedanta,' not ' from the last books of the Veda ;

'

and £vet&svatara-up.VI, 22, vedante paramam guhyam, 'the highest mystery in

the Vedanta.' Afterwards it is used in the plural also, e. g. Kshurikopanishad,

10 (Bibl. Ind. p. aio), pum/artketi vedanteshu nigadyate, ' it is called pundarfka

in the Ved&ntas,' i. e. in the Jftfcandogya and other Upanishads, as the com-
mentator says, but not in the last books of each Veda. A curious passage is

found in the Gautama-sutras XIX, ia, where a distinction seems to be made
between Upanishad and Vedanta. Sacred Books, vol. ii, p. 272.

* JTA&ndogya-upanishad, translated by Rajendralal Mitra, Calcutta, 1862,

Introduction, p. 17.
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tation,' he adds, ' the work embraces ten chapters, of which

the first two are reckoned to be the Br&hmawa, and the rest

is known under the name of -O&ndogya-upanishad. In

their arrangement and style the two portions differ greatly,

and judged by them they appear to be productions of very

different ages, though both are evidently relics of pretty

remote antiquity. Of the two chapters of the ATA&ndogya-

br&hma^a 1
, the first includes eight stiktas (hymns) on the

ceremony of marriage, and the rites necessary to be ob-

served at the birth of a child. The first sftkta is intended

to be recited when offering an oblation to Agni on the

occasion of a marriage, and its object is to pray for pros-

perity in behalf of the married couple. The second prays

for long life, kind relatives, and a numerous progeny. The
third is the marriage pledge by which the contracting

parties bind themselves to each other. Its spirit may be

guessed from a single verse. In talking of the unanimity

with which they will dwell, the bridegroom addresses his

bride, " That heart of thine shall be mine, and this heart of

mine shall be thine 2." The fourth and the fifth invoke

Agni, V&yu, A'andramas, and SGrya to bless the couple and

ensure healthful progeny. The sixth is a mantra for

offering an oblation on the birth of a child; and the seventh

and the eighth are prayers for its being healthy, wealthy,

and powerful, not weak, poor, or mute, and to ensure a

profusion of wealth and milch-cows. The first sftkta of the

second chapter is addressed to the Earth, Agni, and Indra,

with a prayer for wealth, health, and prosperity; the

second, third, fourth, fifth, and sixth are mantras for offer-

ing oblations to cattle, the manes, SGrya, and divers minor

deities. The seventh is a curse upon worms, insects, flies,

and other nuisances, and the last, the concluding mantra of

the marriage ceremony, in which a general blessing is

invoked for all concerned/

After this statement there can be but little doubt that

1 It begins, Om, deva savitaA, pra suva ya^flam pra suva ya^napatim

bhagaya. The second begins, yak praty&m disi sarpara^a esha te balU.

* Yad etad dhridayam tava tad astu hr/dayam mama, Yad idam hndayam
mama tad astu hndayam tava.
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this Upanishad originally formed part of a Br&hmaaa.

This may have been called either by a general name,

the Br4hma//a of the A^andogas, the followers of the

Sima-veda, or, on account of the prominent place occupied

in it by the Upanishad, the Upanishad-br&hma«a \ In

that case it would be one of the eight Br&hmaaas of the

S&ma-veda, enumerated by Kum&rila Bha//a and others 2
,

and called simply Upanishad, scii. Br£hma«a.

The text of the Upanishad with the commentary of

Sankara and the gloss of Anandagiri has been published in

the Bibliotheca Indica. The edition can only claim the

character of a manuscript, and of a manuscript not always

very correctly read.

A translation of the Upanishad was published, likewise

in the Bibliotheca Indica, by Rajendralal Mitra.

It is one of the Upanishads that was translated into

Persian under the auspices of D&r£ Shukoh 3
, and from

Persian into French by Anquetil Duperron, in his Oup-

nekhat, i. e. Secretum Tegendum. Portions of it were

translated into English by Colebrooke in his Mis-

cellaneous Essays, into Latin and German by F. W.
Windischmann, in his Sankara, seu de theologumenis

Vedanticorum (Bonn, 1833), and in a work published

by his father, K. J. H. Windischmann, Die Philosophic
im Fortgang der Weltgeschichte (Bonn, 1827-34).

Professor A. Weber has treated of this Upanishad in his

Indische Studien I, 354 ; likewise M. P. Regnaud in his

Matdriaux pour servir & Thistoire de la philosophic de

l'lnde (Paris, 1876) and Mr. Gough in several articles on

'the Philospphy of the Upanishads,' in the Calcutta

Review, No. CXXXI.
I have consulted my predecessors whenever there was a

serious difficulty to solve in the translation of these ancient

texts. These difficulties are very numerous, as those know

1 The same name seems, however, to be given to the adhyaya of the Talava-

kara-brahmana, which contains the Kena-upanishad.
* M. M., History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature, p. 348. Most valuable

information on the literature of the Sama-veda may be found in Dr. BurnelTs
editions of the smaller Brahmanas of that Veda.

• M. M., History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature, p. 335.
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best who have attempted to give complete translations of

these ancient texts. It will be seen that my translation

differs sometimes very considerably from those of my pre-

decessors. Though I have but seldom entered into any

controversy with them, they may rest assured that I have

not deviated from them without careful reflection.

II.

THE TALAVAKARA-UPANISHAD.
This Upanishad is best known by the name of Kena-

upanishad, from its first word. The name of br&hmi-

upanishad (IV, 7) can hardly be considered as a title. It

means 'the teaching of Brahman/ and is used with reference

to other Upanishads also l
. .Sahkara, in his commentary,

tells us that this Upanishad forms the ninth adhyiya of

a Br&hma/*a, or, if we take his words quite literally, he says,

'the beginning of the ninth adhy&ya is "the Upanishad

beginning with the words Keneshitam, and treating of the

Highest Brahman has to be taught." ' In the eight pre-

ceeding adhy&yas, he tells us, all the sacred rites or

sacrifices had been fully explained, and likewise the medi-

tations (upisana) on the pr&aa (vital breath) which belongs

to all these sacrifices, and those meditations also which

have reference to the fivefold and sevenfold S&mans.

After that followed Gdyatra-sAman and the Va.msa, the

genealogical list. All this would naturally form the subject

of a S&ma-veda-br&hmaaa, and we find portions corres-

ponding to the description given by Sankara in the Kten-
dogya-upanishad, e.g. the fivefold Sdman, II, 2 ; the seven-

fold S&man, II, 8 ; the GAyatra-sdman, III, 12, 1.

Ananda^ndna tells us that our Upanishad belonged to

the Sakha of the Talavakdras.

All this had formerly to be taken on trust, because

no Brdhma^a was known containing the Upanishad. Dr.

Burneil, however, has lately discovered a Br&hma«a of the

Sdma-veda which comes very near the description given by

•Sankara. In a letter dated Tanjore, 8th Dec. 1878, he

See before, p. bcxxiii.
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writes :
' It appears to me that you would be glad to know

the following about the Kena-upanishad, as it occurs in my
MS. of the Talavak&ra-br&hmawa.

'The last book but one of this Brdhmawa is termed

Upanishad-brcUima#a. It consists of 145 khaWas treating

of the G&yatra-s&man, and the 134th is a Vamss,. The
Kena-upanishad comprises the 135-145 khawrfas, or the

tenth anuv&ka of a chapter. The 139th section begins : &sA

v& idam agra 4stt, &c.

' My MS. of the Talavak&ra-brAhmawa agrees, as regards

the contents, exactly with what *Sankara says, but not in

the divisions. He says that the Kena-upanishad begins the

ninth adhy&ya, but that is not so in my MS. Neither

the beginning nor the end of this Upanishad is noticed

particularly.
1 The last book of this Brdhmawa is the Arsheya-br&h-

ma#a, which I printed last February.

'Among the teachers quoted in the Br&hma«a I have

noticed both T&ndya and S&/ydyani. I should not be

surprised to find in it the difficult quotations which are

incorrectly given in the MSS. of Sciyawa's commentary on

the Rig-veda. The story of Applet, quoted by S&ya«a in

his commentary on the Rig-veda, VIII, 80, as from the

•S&fy&yanaka, is found word for word, except some trivial

var. lectiones, in sections 220-221 of the Agnishfoma book

of the Talavak4ra-br&hma/*a. The S£/y£yanins seem to

be closely connected with the TalavakAra-^khd.'

From a communication made by Dr. Burnell to the

Academy (1 Feb. 79), I gather that this Talavak&ra-brdh-

mana. is called by those who study it ' Gaiminiya-br4hma#a,'

after the Sctkhd of the S&ma-veda which they follow. The
account given in the Academy differs on some particulars

slightly from that given in Dr. Burnett's letter to me. He
writes :

' The largest part of the Br&hma«a treats of the

sacrifices and the Simans used at them. The first chapter

is on the Agnihotra, and the Agnish/oma and other rites

follow at great length. Then comes a book termed

Upanishad-br4hma*/a. This contains 145 sections in four

chapters. It begins with speculations on the G&yatra-
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s&man, followed by a Va#«a ; next, some similar matter

and another Vawja. Then (§§ 135-138) comes the Kena-

upanishad (Talavak&ra). The last book is the Arsheya.

The Upanishad forms the tenth anuv&ka of the fourth

chapter, not the beginning of a ninth chapter, as 5ahkara

remarks.'

The Kena-upanishad has been frequently published and

translated. It forms part of Ddrd Shukoh's Persian, and

Anquetil Duperron's Latin translations. It was several times

published in English by Rammohun Roy (Translations of

Several Principal Books, Passages, and Texts of the Veda,

London, 1832, p. 41), in German by Windischmann, Poley,

and others. It has been more or less fully discussed by
Colebrooke, Windischmann, Poley, Weber, Roer, Gough,

and Regnaud in the books mentioned before.

Besides the text of this Upanishad contained in the

Br4hma«a of the Sima-veda, there is another text, slightly

differing, belonging to the Atharva-veda, and there are

commentaries on both texts (Colebrooke, Misc. Essays,

1873, II, p. 80).

III.

THE AITAREYA-ARAiVYAKA.

In giving a translation of the Aitareya-upanishad, I found

it necessary to give at the same time a translation of that

portion of the Aitareya-&ra«yaka which precedes the Upani-

shad. The Ara^yakas seem to have been from the begin-

ning the proper repositories of the ancient Upanishads,

though it is difficult at first sight to find out in what relation

the Upanishads stood to the Anwyakas. The Ara«yakas

are to be read and studied, not in the village (gr&me), but

in the forest, and so are the Upanishads. But the subjects

treated in the Upanishads belong to a very different order

from those treated in the other portions of the Arawyakas,

the former being philosophical, the latter liturgical.

The liturgical chapters of the Arawyakas might quite as

well have formed part of the Br&hmawas, and but for the

restriction that they are to be read in the forest, it is diffi-

cult to distinguish between them and the Br£hma»as. The
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first chapter of the Aitareya-dra*yaka is a mere continua-

tion of the Aitareya-br&hma#a, and gives the description

of the Mah&vrata, the last day but one of the Gavdma-

yana, a sattra or sacrifice which is supposed to last a whole

year. The duties which are to be performed by the Hotr*

priests are described in the Aitareya-ira»yaka ; not all,

however, but those only which are peculiar to the Mah&-

vrata day. The general rules for the performance of the

Mah&vrata are to be taken over from other sacrifices, such

as the VLrvagit, A'aturviwwa, &c, which form the type

(prakr/ti) of the MahAvrata. Thus the two xastras or recita-

tions, called ^fya-praiiga, are taken over from the Visvagit,

the jastras of the Hotrakas from the ATaturviwwa, The
Mah&vrata is treated here as belonging to the Gav&mayana

sattra, which is described in a different S&khd, see Tait-

tirfya Sawhitd VII, 5, 8, and partly in other Vedas. It is

the day preceding the udayaniya, the last day of the sattra.

It can be celebrated, however, by itself also, as an ek&ha or

ahina sacrifice, and in the latter case it is the tenth day of

the Ekad&rar£tra (eleven nights sacrifice) called Pu«rfarika.

S&ya#a does not hesitate to speak of the Aitareya-

&ra#yaka as a part of the Brihmawa 1

; and a still earlier

authority, Sankara, by calling the Aitareya-upanishad by
the name of Bahvn£a-brihma«a-upanishad 2

, seems to

imply that both the Upanishad and the Arawyaka may be

classed as Br£hma/?a.

The Aitareya-&ra#yaka appears at first sight a miscella-

neous work, consisting of liturgical treatises in the first,

fourth, and fifth Ara/zyakas, and of three Upanishads, in

the second and third Arawyakas. This, however, is not

the case. The first Ara#yaka is purely liturgical, giving

a description of the Mah&vrata, so far as it concerns the

• Hotri priest. It is written in the ordinary Br&hmarta style.

Then follows the first Upanishad, Ara^yaka II, 1-3, showing

1 Aitareyabrihmane 'sti kaodam aranyak&bhidham (introduction), a remark

which he repeats in the fifth Aranyaka. He also speaks of the Ara*yaka-

vratarupam brahmanam ; see p. cxiv, 1. 24.

* In the same manner the Kaushftaki-upanishad is properly called KaushStaki-

brahmana-upanishad, though occurring in the Aranyaka ; see Kaushltaki-brah-

mana-upanishad, ed. Cowell, p. 3a
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how certain portions of the Mahdvrata, as described in the

first Arawyaka, can be made to suggest a deeper meaning,

and ought to lead the mind of the saorificer away from the

purely outward ceremonial to meditation on higher subjects.

Without a knowledge of the first Arawyaka therefore the

first Upanishad would be almost unintelligible, and though

its translation was extremely tedious, it could not well

have been omitted.

The second and third Upanishads are not connected

with the ceremonial of the Mah&vrata, but in the fourth

and fifth Araayakas the Mahdvrata forms again the prin-

cipal subject, treated, however, not as before in the style

of the Br&hma#as, but in the style of Stitras. The fourth

Ara*yaka contains nothing but a list of the Mahin&mnt
hymns 1

, but the fifth describes the Mahivrata again, so

that if the first Ara«yaka may be looked upon as a portion

of the Aitareya-br£hmatfas, the fifth could best be classed

with the Stitras of AjvalAyana.

To a certain extent this fact, the composite character of

the Aitareya-ctra/fyaka, is recognised even by native scholars,

who generally do not trouble themselves much on such

questions. They look both on the Aitareya-brAhmawa

and on the greater portion of Aitareya-&ra*yaka as the

works of an inspired Rishi, Mahidisa Aitareya 2
, but they

consider the fourth and fifth books of the Ara^yaka as

contributed by purely human authors, such as A^valctyana

and Saunaka, who, like other SGtrak&ras, took in verses

belonging to other S&kh&s, and did not confine their rules

to their own »S4kh& only.

There are many legends about Mahidisa, the reputed

author of the Aitareya-br&hmawa and Ara/iyaka. He is

1 See Boehtlingk and Roth, s.v. *Neun Vedische Verse die in ihrem voll-

standigenWortlaut abernoch nicht nachgewiesen sind.* Weber, Indische Stadien

VIII, 68. How these hymns are to be employed we learn from the JLsval&yana-

sutras VII, 12, 10, where we are told that if the UdgatWs sing the £&kvara

S&man as the Prtsh/Aastotra, the nine verses beginning with Vidi maghavan,

and known by the name of Mah&niunnt, are to be joined in a peculiar manner.

The only excuse given, why these Mah&n&mnfs are mentioned here, and not in

the Brahmana, is that they are to be studied in the forest.

2 M. M., History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature, pp. 177, 335.
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quoted several times as Mahid&sa Aitareya in the Arawyaka

itself, though not in the Br&hma«a. We also meet his

name in the -O&ndogya-upanishad (III, 16, 7), where we
are told that he lived to an age of 116 years 1

. All this,

however, would only prove that, at the time of the compo-

sition or collection of these Ara^yakas and Upanishads,

a sage was known of the name of Mahiddsa Aitareya,

descended possibly from Itara or Itar&, and that one text

of the Br&hma*/as and the Ara«yakas of the Bahvn&as was

handed down in the family of the Aitareyins.

Not content with this apparently very obvious explana-

tion, later theologians tried to discover their own reasons for

the name of Aitareya. Thus S£ya#a, in his introduction

to the Aitareya-br&hmawa 2
, tells us that there was once

a Rishi who had many wives. One of them was called

Itari, and she had a son called Mahidisa. His father

preferred the sons of his other wives to Mahidisa, and once

he insulted him in the sacrificial hall, by placing his other

sons on his lap, but not Mahid&sa. Mahid&sa's mother,

seeing her son with tears in his eyes, prayed to her tutelary

goddess, the Earth (svtyakuladevati BhumiA), and the

goddess in her heavenly form appeared in the midst of

the assembly, placed Mahid&sa on a throne, and on account

of his learning, gave him the gift of knowing the Brdhmaaa,

consisting of forty adhy&yas, and, as S&ya#a calls it, another

Br£hma*/a, 'treating of the Ara«yaka duties' (£ra«yakavra-

tarupam br&hma«am).

Without attaching much value to the legend of Itari,

we see at all events that S&ya«a considered what we call

the Aitarey£ra«yaka as a kind of Br&hma#a, not however

the whole of it, but only the first, second, and third Ara-

wyakas (atha mah&vratam ity&dikam bkkryk kkkryk ityan-

tam). How easy it was for Hindu theologians to invent

such legends we see from another account of Mahid&sa,

given by Anandatirtha in his notes on the Aitareya-upani-

1 Not 1600 years, as I printed by mistake; for 24 + 44 + 48 make 116 years.

Rajendralal Mitra should not have corrected his right rendering 116 into 1600.

Ait. Ar. Introduction, p. 3.
9 M. M., History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature, p. 336.
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shad. He, as Colebrooke was the first to point out, takes

Mahid&sa ' to be an incarnation of N£r£ya«a, proceeding

from VLrila, son of Ab^a,' and he adds, that on the sudden

appearance of this deity at a solemn celebration, the whole

assembly of gods and priests (suraviprasangha) fainted, but

at the intercession of Brahmd, they were revived, and after

making their obeisance, they were instructed in holy science.

This avatira was called Mahid&sa, because those venerable

personages (mahin) declared themselves to be his slaves

(d&sa) \

In order properly to understand this legend, we must

remember that Anandatirtha, or rather Vuvexvaratirtha,

whose commentary he explains, treated the whole of the

Mahaitareya-upanishad from a Vaish«ava point of view, and

that his object was to identify Mahid&sa with N&r£ya«a.

He therefore represents Nirdyawa or Hari as the avatira

of VLrAla, the son of Brahman (ab^asuta), who appeared

at a sacrifice, as described before, who received then and

there the name of Mahid&sa (or Mahtddsa), and who taught

this Upanishad. Any other person besides Mahid&sa would

have been identified with the same ease by VLrvewara-

ttrtha with Vishnu or Bhagavat.

A third legend has been made up out of these two by

European scholars who represent Mahidisa as the son of

VLrila and Itar&, two persons who probably never met

before, for even the Vaish#ava commentator does not

attempt to take liberties with the name of Aitareya, but

simply states that the Upanishad was called Aitareyl, from

Aitareya.

Leaving these legends for what they are worth, we may
at all events retain the fact that, whoever was the author of

the Aitareya-br£hma«a and the first three books of the

Aitareya-drawyaka, was not the author of the two con-

cluding Ara#yakas. And this is confirmed in different

ways. S&ya»a, when quoting in his commentary on the

Rig-veda from the last books, constantly calls it a SGtra of

5aunaka, while the fourth Araayaka is specially ascribed

1 Colebrooke, Miscellaneous Essays, 1873, II, p. 42.
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to A-rvaldyana, the pupil and successor of Saunaka 1
. These

two names of Saunaka and Arvaldyana are frequently in-

termixed. If, however, in certain MSS. the whole of the

Aitareya-irawyaka is sometimes ascribed either to Arvald-

yana or Saunaka, this is more probably due to the colophon

of the fourth and fifth Araayakas having been mistaken for

the title of the whole work than to the fact that such MSS.
represent the text of the Arawyaka, as adopted by the

school of A^valiyana.

The Aitareya-drawyaka consists of the following five

Arawyakas

:

The first Arawyaka has five Adhy&yas :

i. First Adhy&ya, Atha mah&vratam, has four Khaiufas, 1-4.

2. Second Adhy&ya, A tv& ratham, has four Khandas, 5-8.

3. Third Adhy&ya, Hink&re»a, has eight* Kha»<ias, 9-16.

4. Fourth Adhyaya, Atha stidadoh&A, has three Khandas, 17-19.

5. Fifth Adhy&ya, Vasam sawsati, has three Khanrfas, 20-22.

The second Ara/syaka has seven Adhydyas:

6. First Adhyaya, Esha panth&A, has eight Khaiufas, 1-8.

7. Second Adhy&ya, Esha imam lokam, has four Khandas, 9-12.

ns 8. Third Adhyaya, Yo ha v& atmAnam, has eight (not three)

Khandas, 13-20.

Fourth Adhy&ya, Atm& v& idam, has three Khandas, 21-23.

Fifth Adhyiya, Purushe ha v&, has one Kham/a, 24.

Sixth Adhyaya, Ko 'yam atmeti, has one Kham/a, 25.

2. Seventh Adhyaya, Van me manasi, has one Khaiu/a, 26.

1
S3

a r 9. foi

§ 1 10. Fifl

1 In. Six

The third Arawyaka has two Adhyiyas :

13. First Adhy&ya, Ath&ta* samhit&y& upanishat, has six Khandas,

1-6.

14. Second Adhy&ya, Pr&no vam*a iti sthariraA S&kalyaik, has six

Khanrfas, 7-12.

The fourth Arawyaka has one Adhyaya

:

15. First Adhy&ya, Vida* maghavan, has one Khanda (the Mah&-

n&mnfs).

The fifth Arawyaka has three Adhy&yas

:

16. First Adhy&ya, Mah&vratasya paftJavimsatim, has six Kha*</as,

1-6.

17. Second Adhy&ya, (Grtv&A) Yasyedam, has fire Khandas, 7-11.

18. Third Adhy&ya, (Oru) Indr&gnt, has four Khawdas, 11-14.

1 M. M., History of Ancient Sanskrit Literature, p. 235.

' Not six, as in Rajecdralal Mitra's edition.
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With regard to the Upanishad, we must distinguish

between the Aitareya-upanishad, properly so-called, which

fills the fourth, fifth, and sixth adhy&yas of the second

Ara«yaka, and the Mahaitareya-upanishad \ also called by

a more general name BahwT&a-upanishad, which comprises

the whole of the second and third Ara#yakas.

The Persian translator seems to have confined himself to

the second Ara«yaka 2
, to which he gives various titles,

Sarbsar, Asarbeh, Antrteheh. That Antrteheh *j^3\ is a

misreading of hjl>\ was pointed out long ago by Burnouf,

and the same explanation applies probably to jjj-J, asar-

beh, and if to that, then to Sarbsar also. No explanation

has ever been given why the Aitareya-upanishad should

haye been called SarvasAra, which Professor Weber thinks

was corrupted into Sarbsar. At all events the Aitareya-

upanishad is not the Sarvasdra-upanishad, the Oupnek'hat

Sarb, more correctly called Sarvopanishatsira, and ascribed

either to the Taittiriyaka or to the Atharva-veda 3
.

The Aitareya-upanishad, properly so called, has been

edited and translated in the Bibliotheca Indica by Dr.

R6er. The whole of the Aitareya-Ara#yaka with S&yawa's

commentary was published in the same series by Rajen-

dralal Mitra.

Though I have had several MSS. of the text and com-

mentary at my disposal, I have derived little aid from

them, but have throughout endeavoured to restore that

text which Sankara (the pupil of Govinda) and S&ya«a

had before them. Sdyawa, for the Upanishad portion, fol-

lows Ankara's commentary, of which we have a gloss by

Ananda£T&na.

Colebrooke in his Essays (vol. ii, p. 42) says that he

1 This may have been the origin of a -Rishi Mahaitareya, by the side of the

Uishi Aitareya, mentioned in the Asvalayana Grihya-sutras III, 4 (ed. Stenzler).

Professor Weber takes Aitareya and Mahaitareya here as names of works, but

he admits that in the £&nkh£yana Grthya-sutras they are clearly names of

Atshis (Ind. Stud. I, p. 389).
1 He translates II, i-II, 3, 4, leaving out the rest of the third adhyaya

;

afterwards II, 4-II, 7.
8 Bibliotheca Indica, the Atharvana-upanishads, p. 394.
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possessed one gloss by Nir&yatfendra on Sarikara's com-

mentary, and another by Anandattrtha on a different gloss

for the entire Upanishad. The gloss by N&rAya^endra \

however, is, so Dr. Rost informs me, the same as that of

Anand2£-n£na, while, so far as I can see, the gloss contained

in MS. E. I. H. 2386 (also MS. Wilson 401), to which Cole-

brooke refers, is not a gloss by Anandatlrtha at all, but a

gloss by VLrve^varattrtha on a commentary by Anandattr-

thabhagavatp&dai&rya, also called Ptimapn^i&^&rya, who

explained the whole of the Mahaitareya-upanishad from a

Vaishtfava point of view.

IV.

THE KAUSHlTAKI-BRAHMAA^A-UPANISHAD.

The Kaushitaki-upanishad, or, as it is more properly

called, the Kaushitaki-br&hmawa-upanishad, belongs, like

the Aitareya-upanishad, to the followers of the Rig-veda. It

was translated into Persian under the title of Kokhenk, and

has been published in the Bibliotheca Indica with 5anka-

r&nanda's commentary and an excellent translation by
Professor Cowell.

Though it is called the Kaushttaki-brihma#a-upanishad,

it does not form part of the Kaushitaki-br&hma#a in 30

adhy&yas which we possess, and we must therefore account

for its name by admitting that the Ara^yaka, of which it

formed a portion, could be reckoned as part of the Br4h-

ma/sa literature of the Rig-veda (see Aitareya-&ra#yal$a,

Introduction, p. xcii), and that hence the Upanishad might

be called the Upanishad of the Br&hma#a of the Kausht-

takins 2
. . .

From a commentary discovered by Professor Cowell

it appears that the four adhy&yas of this Upanishad

1 A MS. in the Notices of Sanskrit MSS., vol. ii, p. 133, ascribed to Abhi-

navanarayawendra, called Atmasha/kabhashvatfk&, begins like the gloss edited

by Dr. Roer, and ends like Sayaaa's commentary on the seventh adhyaya, as

edited by Rajendralal Mitra. The same name is given in MS. Wilson 94,

•Srimatkaivalyeudrasarasvattpfl^apadasishya-srimadabhinavanar^yanendrasara-

svatt.

* A Mahd-kaushitaki-brahmana is quoted, but has not yet been met with.
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were followed by five other adhy&yas, answering, so far as

we can judge from a few extracts, to some of the adhy&yas

of the Aitareya-&ra»yaka, while an imperfect MS. of an

Arawyaka in the Royal Library at Berlin (Weber, Catalogue,

p. 20) begins, like the Aitareya-irawyaka, with a descrip-

tion of the Mahivrata, followed by discussions on the uktha

in the second adhy&ya; and then proceeds in the third

adhyiya to give the story ofA'itra G&ngyiyani in the same
words as the Kaushitaki-upanishad in the first adhy&ya.

Other MSS. again adopt different divisions. In one MS.
of the commentary (MS. A), the four adhyiyas of the

Upanishad are counted as sixth, seventh, eighth, and ninth

(ending with ity&rawyake navamo 'dhy&yaA); in another

(MS. P) the third and fourth adhydyas of the Upanishad

are quoted as the fifth and sixth of the Kaushitaky£ra#yaka,

possibly agreeing therefore, to a certain extent, with the

Berlin MS. In a MS. of the S&nkhiyana Ara/zyaka in

the Royal Library at Berlin, there are 15 adhydyas, 1 and 2

corresponding to Ait. Ar. 1 and 5 ;
3-6 containing the Kau-

shitaki-upanishad
; 7 and 8 corresponding to Ait. Ar. 3 \

Poley seems to have known a MS. in which the four

adhy&yas of the Upanishad formed the first, seventh,

eighth, and ninth adhydyas of a Kaushitaki-brAhma^a.

As there were various recensions of the Kaushitaki-brdh-

ma*a (the S&hkh&yana, Kauthuma, &c), the Upanishad

also exists in at least two texts. The commentator, in

some of its MSS., refers to the various readings of the

S&kh&s, explaining them, whenever there seems to be

occasion for it. I have generally followed the text which is

presupposed by Sankar&nanda's Dipikd, and contained in

MSS. F, G (Cowell, Preface, p. v), so far as regards the

third and fourth adhyiyas. According to Professor Cowell,

Vidydrawya in his Sarvopanishadarthdnubhutipraklra fol-

lowed the text of the commentary, while Sankar&Hrya,

if we may trust to extracts in his commentary on the

Veddnta-sutras, followed the other text, contained in MS.

A (Cowell, Preface, p. v).

1 See Weber, History of Sanskrit Literature, p. 50.

g 2
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The style of the commentator differs in so marked a

manner from that of 5ahkar^Arya, that even without the

fact that the author of the commentary on the Kaushitaki-

upanishad is called Sankarinanda, it would have been

difficult to ascribe it, as has been done by some scholars,

to the famous .Sankar&£&rya. Sahkardnanda is called the

teacher of Mctdhav&^drya (Hall, Index, p. 98), and the dis-

ciple of Ananditma Muni (Hall, Index, p. 116).

I have had the great advantage of being able to consult

for the Kaushitaki-upanishad, not only the text and com-

mentary as edited by Professor Cowell, but also his excellent

translation. If I differ from him in some points, this is but

natural, considering the character of the text and the many
difficulties that have still to be solved, before we can hope

to arrive at a full understanding of these ancient philpso-

phical treatises.

V.

THE VAGASANEYI-SAJ/HITA-UPANISHAD.

The Va^asaneyi-sawhiti- upanishad, commonly called

from its beginning, ts<L or fj&v&sya, forms the fortieth and

concluding chapter of the Sawhitd of the White Ya^nr-veda.
If the Sawhit&s are presupposed by the Br&hma#as, at

least in that form in which we possess them, then this

Upanishad, being the only one that forms part of a
Sawhitd, might claim a very early age. The Sawhiti of

the White Ya^ur-veda, however, is acknowledged to be of

modern origin, as compared with the SawhitA of the Black
Ya^ur-veda, and it would not be safe therefore to ascribe

to this Upanishad a much higher antiquity than to those

which have found a place in the older Brdhma^as and
Ara*yakas.

There are differences between the text, as contained in

the Ya^nr-veda-sawhiti, and the text of the Upanishad by
itself. Those which are of some interest have been men-
tioned in the notes.

In some notes appended to the translation of this

Upanishad I have called attention to what seems to me
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its peculiar character, namely, the recognition of the

necessity of works as a preparation for the reception of

the highest knowledge. This agrees well with the position

occupied by this Upanishad at the end of the Sawhitcl, in

which the sacrificial works and the hymns that are to

accompany them are contained. The doctrine that the

moment a man is enlightened, he becomes free, as taught

in other Upanishads, led to a rejection of all discipline

and a condemnation of all sacrifices, which could hardly

have been tolerated in the last chapter of the Y^ur-veda-

sawhiti, the liturgical Veda par excellence.

Other peculiarities of this Upanishad are the name fJ,

lord, a far more personal name for the highest Being than

Brahman ; the asurya (demoniacal) or astirya (sunless)

worlds to which all go who have lost their self; Mdtaruvan,

used in the sense of prd/*a or spirit ; asniviram, without

muscles, in the sense of incorporeal ; and the distinction

between sambhtiti and asambhfiti in verses 12-14.

The editions of the text, commentaries, and glosses, and

the earlier translations may be seen in the works quoted

before, p. lxxxiv.
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A7/ANDOGYA-UPANISHAD.

FIRST PRAPATOAKA.

First Khanda 1
.

i. Let a man meditate on the syllable 2 Om,
called the udgltha; for the udgltha (a portion of the

S&ma-veda) is sung, beginning with Om,
The full account, however, of Om is this:

—

2. The essence 3 of all beings is the earth, the

essence of the earth is water, the essence of water

1 The iTMndogya-upanishad begins with recommending medi-

tation on the syllable Om, a sacred syllable that had to be pro-

nounced at the beginning of each Veda and of every recitation of

Vedic hymns. As connected with the S&ma-veda, that syllable Om
is called udgftha. Its more usual name is pra^ava. The object

of the Upanishad is to explain the various meanings which the

syllable Om may assume in the mind of a devotee, some of them

being extremely artificial and senseless, till at last the highest

meaning of Om is reached, viz. Brahman, the intelligent cause of

the universe.

8 Akshara means both syllable and the imperishable, i.e. Brahman.
8 Essence, rasa, is explained in different ways, as origin, sup-

port, end, cause, and effect. Rasa means originally the sap of

trees. That sap may be conceived either as the essence extracted

from the tree, or as what gives vigour and life to a tree. In the

former case it might be transferred to the conception of effect, in

the latter to that of cause. In our sentence it has sometimes the

one, sometimes the other meaning. Earth is the support of all

beings, water pervades the earth, plants arise from water, man lives

by plants, speech is the best part of man, the Rig-veda the best

part of speech, the Sdma-veda the best extract from the Rik,

udgftha, or the syllable Om, the crown of the S£ma-veda.

[5] »
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the plants, the essence of plants man, the essence

of man speech, the essence of speech the Rig-veda,

the essence of the Rig-veda the Sfima-veda 1
, the

essence of the S&ma-veda the udgttha (which is

Om).

3. That udgltha (Om) is t^ie best of all essences,

the highest, deserving the highest place 2
, the

eighth.

4. What then is the Rik ? What is the S&man?
What is the udgttha ? This is the question.

5. The Rik indeed is speech, S&man is breath,

the udgttha is the syllable Om. Now speech and

breath, or Rik and SAman, form one couple.

6. And that couple is joined together in the

syllable Om. When two people come together,

they fulfil each other s desire.

7. Thus he who knowing this, meditates on the

syllable (Om), the udgttha, becomes indeed a ful-

filler of desires.

8. That syllable is a syllable of permission, for

whenever we permit anything, we say Om, yes.

Now permission is gratification. He who knowing

this meditates on the syllable (Om), the udgttha,

becomes indeed a gratifier of desires.

9. By that syllable does the threefold know-

ledge (the sacrifice, more particularly the Soma-

sacrifice, as founded on the three Vedas) proceed

When the Adhvaryu priest gives an order, he

says Om. When the HotW priest recites, he says

Om. When the Udgktri priest sings, he says Om,

1 Because most of the hymns of the SSma-veda are taken from

the Rig-veda.
2 Par&rdhya is here derived from para, highest, and ardha, place.

The eighth means the eighth or last in the series of essences.
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—all for the glory of that syllable. The threefold

knowledge (the sacrifice) proceeds by the greatness

of that syllable (the vital breaths), and by its essence

(the oblations) 1
.

10. Now therefore it would seem to follow, that

both he who knows this (the true meaning of the

syllable Om), and he who does not, perform the

same sacrifice 2
. But this is not so, for knowledge

and ignorance are different. The sacrifice which

a man performs with knowledge, faith, and the

Upanishad 3
is more powerful. This is the full

account of the syllable Om.

1 These are allusions to sacrificial technicalities, all intended to

show the importance of the syllable Om, partly as a mere word,

used at the sacrifices, partly as the mysterious name of the Highest

Self. As every priest at the Soma-sacrifices, in which three classes

of priests are always engaged, has to begin his part of the cere-

monial with Om, therefore the whole sacrifice is said to be de-

pendent on the syllable Om, and to be for the glory of that syllable,

as an emblem of the Highest Self, a knowledge of whom is the

indirect result of all sacrifices. The greatness of the syllable Om
is explained by the vital breaths of the priest, the sacrificer, and his

wife ; its essence by rice, corn, &c, which constitute the oblations.

Why breath and food are due to the syllable Om is explained by the

sacrifice, which is dependent on that syllable, ascending to the sun,

the sun sending rain, rain producing food, and food producing

breath and life.

8 He who simply pronounces the syllable Om as part of his

recitation at a sacrifice, and he who knows the hidden meaning of

that syllable, both may perform the same sacrifice. But that per-

formed by the latter is more powerful, because knowledge is better

than ignorance. This is, as usual, explained by some comparisons.

It is true that both he who knows the quality of the harttakt and he

who does not, are purged alike if they take it. But on the other hand,

if a jeweller and a mere clod sell a precious stone, the knowledge of

the former bears better fruit than the ignorance of the latter,

8 Upanishad is here explained by yoga, and yoga by devatddi-

vishayam upisanam, meditation directed to certain deities. More

B 2
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Second Khanda 1
.

i. Whent he Devas and Asuras 2 struggled toge-

ther, both of the race of Pra£Apati, the Devas took

the udgitha 3 (Om), thinking they would vanquish

the Asuras with it.

2. They meditated on the udgttha 3 (Om) as

the breath (scent) in the nose 4
, but the Asuras

pierced it (the breath) with evil. Therefore we smell

by the breath in the nose both what is good-

smelling and what is bad-smelling. For the breath

was pierced by evil.

3. Then they meditated on the udgitha (Om) as

speech, but the Asuras pierced it with evil. There-

fore we speak both truth and falsehood. For

speech is pierced by evil.

4. Then they meditated on the udgttha (Om) as

the eye, but the Asuras pierced it with evil. There-

likely, however, it refers to this very upanishad, i.e. to the udgttha-

vidyi, the doctrine of the secret meaning of Om, as here explained.
1 A very similar story is told in the Br/had-ara«yaka I, 1, 3, 1.

But though the coincidences between the two are considerable,

amounting sometimes to verbal identity, the purport of the two

seems to be different. See Ved&nta-sutra III, 3, 6.

2 Devas and Asuras, gods and demons, are here explained by

the commentator as the good and evil inclinations of man; Pra-
£r&pati as man in general.

1 Udgttha stands, according to the commentator, for the sacri-

ficial act to be performed by the Udgitr/, the .Sdma-veda priest,

with the udgitha hymns ; and as these sacrificial acts always form

part of the Gyotish/oma &c, these great Soma-sacrifices are really

intended. In the second place, however, the commentator takes

udgttha in the sense of Udgitri', the performer of the udgitha,

which is or was by the Devas thought to be the breath in the

nose. I have preferred to take udgttha in the sense of Om, and

all that is implied by it.

* They asked that breath should recite the udgttha. Comm.
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fore we see both what is sightly and unsightly. For
the eye is pierced by evil.

5. Then they meditated on the udgttha (Om) as

the ear, but the Asuras pierced it with evil. There-

fore we hear both what should be heard and what
should not be heard. For the ear is pierced by
evil.

6. Then they meditated on the udgltha (Om) as

the mind, but the Asuras pierced it with evil.

Therefore we conceive both what should be con-

ceived and what should not be conceived. For

the mind is pierced by evil.

7. Then comes this breath (of life) in the mouth 1
.

They meditated on the udgltha (Om) as that breath.

When the Asuras came to it, they were scattered,

as (a ball of earth) would be scattered when hitting

a solid stone.

8. Thus, as a ball of earth is scattered when hit-

ting on a solid stone, will he be scattered who wishes

evil to one who knows this, or who persecutes him
;

for he is a solid stone.

9. By it (the breath in the mouth) he distinguishes

neither what is good nor what is bad-smelling, for

that breath is free from evil. What we eat and

drink with it supports the other vital breaths (i. e.

the senses, such as smell, &c.) When at the time

of death he 2 does not find that breath (in the

1 Mukhya prd«a is used in two senses, the principal or vital

breath, also called jresh/fa, and the breath in the mouth, also called

dsanya.
2 According to the commentator, the assemblage of the other

vital breaths or senses is here meant. They depart when the

breath of the mouth, sometimes called sarvambhari, all-supporting,

does no longer, by eating and drinking, support them.
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mouth, through which he eats and drinks and lives),

then he departs. He opens the mouth at the time

of death (as if wishing to eat).

10. Angiras 1 meditated on the udgltha (Om) as

that breath, and people hold it to be Angiras, i. e.

the essence of the members (angin&w rasa^)

;

ii. Therefore Brzhaspati meditated on udgltha

(Om) as that breath, and people hold it to be Brt-

haspati, for speech is brzhati, and he (that breath) is

the lord (pati) of speech
;

12. Therefore Ayisya meditated on the udgltha

(Om) as that breath, and people hold it to be

Ayisya, because it comes (ayati) from the mouth

(&sya) ;

13. Therefore Vaka D&lbhya knew it He was

the Udg&tW (singer) of the Naimishtya-sacrificers,

and by singing he obtained for them their wishes.

14. He who knows this, and meditates on the

syllable Om (the imperishable udgltha) as the breath

of life in the mouth, he obtains all wishes by singing.

So much for the udgltha (Om) as meditated on with

reference to the body 2
.

1 The paragraphs from 10 to 14 are differently explained

by Indian commentators. By treating the nominatives angirds,

br/'haspatis, and ay&syas (here the printed text reads ayisyam)
as accusatives, or by admitting the omission of an iti after them,

they connect paragraphs 9, 10, and 11 with paragraph 12, and thus

gain the meaning that Vaka Ddlbhya meditated on the breath in the

mouth as Angiras, Bnhaspati, and Ay&sya, instead of those saints

having themselves thus meditated ; and that he, knowing the secret

names and qualities of the breath, obtained, when acting as Udgitri

priest, the wishes of those for whom he sacrificed. Ten a is diffi-

cult to explain, unless we take it in the sense of tendnurish/ayfc,

taught by him.
9 Adhyitma means with reference to the body, not with refer-

ence to the self or the soul. Having explained the symbolical
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Third Khanda.

1. Now follows the meditation on the udgitha

with reference to the gods. Let a man meditate

on the udgttha (Om) as he who sends warmth (the

sun in the sky). When the sun rises it sings as

UdgcLt^' for the sake of all creatures. When it rises

it destroys the fear of darkness. He who knows this,

is able to destroy the fear of darkness (ignorance).

2. This (the breath in the mouth) and that (the

sun) are the same. This is hot and that is hot.

This they call svara (sound), and that they call pra-

tydsvara 1 (reflected sound). Therefore let a man
meditate on the udgitha (Om) as this and that (as

breath and as sun).

3. Then let a man meditate on the udgitha

(Om) as vyina indeed. If we breathe up, that is

pr£#a, the up-breathing. If we breathe down, that

is ap&na, the down-breathing. The combination of

pr&»a and apdna is vydna, back-breathing or holding

in of the breath. This vydna is speech. Therefore

when we utter speech, we neither breathe up nor

down.

4. Speech is Rik, and therefore when a man utters

a Rik verse he neither breathes up nor down.

meaning of Om as applied to the body and its organs of sense, he

now explains its symbolical meaning adhidaivatam, i.e. as applied

to divine beings.
1 As applied to breath, svara is explained by the commentator

in the sense of moving, going out
;
pratydsvara, as applied to the

sun, is explained as returning every day. More likely, however,

svara as applied to breath means sound, Om itself being called

svara {Kh. Up. I, 4, 3), and prasvdra in the Rig-veda-pr£tij£khya,

882. As applied to the sun, svara and pratydsvara were probably

taken in the sense of light and reflected light.
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Rik is Sclman, and therefore when a man utters a

Sdman verse he neither breathes up nor down.

Sdman is udgltha, and therefore when a man
sings (the udgitha, Om) he neither breathes up

nor down.

5. And other works also which require strength,

such as the production of fire by rubbing, running

a race, stringing a strong bow, are performed with-

out breathing up or down. Therefore let a man
meditate on the udgltha (Om) as vy&na.

6. Let a man meditate on the syllables of the

udgltha, i. e. of the word udgltha. Ut is breath

(pr&#a), for by means of breath a man rises (ut-

tishMati). Gl is speech, for speeches axe called

gira^. Tha is food, for by means of food all

subsists (sthita).

7. Ut is heaven, gl the sky, tha the earth. Ut
is the sun, gl the air, tha the fire. Ut is the

S&ma-veda, gt the Ya^ur-veda, tha the Rig-veda 1
.

1 The commentator supplies explanations to all these fanciful

etymologies. The heaven is ut, because it is high ; the sky is gf,

because it gives out all the worlds (gira«it); earth is tha, because it

is the place (stMna) of living beings. The sun is ut, because it is

high. The wind is gf, because it gives out fire, &c. (gira»£t) ; fire

is tha, because it is the place (sth&na) of the sacrifice. The S&ma-

veda is ut, because it is praised as svarga; the Ya^ur-veda is

gf, because the gods take the oblation offered with a Ya^us; the

Rig-veda is tha, because the Sima verses stand in it All this is

very childish, and worse than childish, but it is interesting as

a phase of human folly which is not restricted to the Brahmans

of India. I take the following passage from an interesting article,

' On the Ogam Beithluisnin and on Scythian Letters/ by Dr. Charles

Graves, Bishop of Limerick. ' An Irish antiquary/ he says, ' writing

several hundred years ago, proposes to give an account of the

origin of the names of the notes in the musical scale.

1 " It is asked here, according to Saint Augustine, What is chant-

ing, or why is it so called? Answer. From this word cantahna;
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Speech yields the milk, which is the milk of speech

itself 1
, to him who thus knowing meditates on those

and cantalena is the same thing as lenis can/us, i. e. a soft, sweet

chant to God, and to the Virgin Mary, and to all the Saints.

And the reason why the word puincc (puncta) is so called is be*

cause the points (or musical notes) ut, re, mi,fa, sol, la, hurt the

devil and puncture him. And it is thus that these points are to be

understood : viz. When Moses the son of Amram with his people

in their Exodus was crossing the Red Sea, and Pharaoh and his

host were following him, this was the chant which Moses had to

protect him from Pharaoh and his host—these six points in praise

of the Lord :

—

4 "The first point of these, L e. ut: and ut in the Greek is the

same as liberal in the Latin; and that is the same as saer in

the Gaelic; i.e. O God, said Moses, deliver us from the harm

of the devil.

' "The second point of them, i.e. re; and re is the same as saer;

i.e. O God, deliver us from everything, hurtful and malignant.

' "The third point, i. e. mi: and mi in the Greek is the same as

militum in the Latin ; and that is the same as ridere (a knight) in

the Gaelic ; i. e. O God, said Moses, deliver us from those knights

who are pursuing us.

' "The fourth point, i. e.fa: andfa in the Greek is the same as

famulus in the Latin ; and that is the same as mug (slave) in the

Gaelic ; i. e. O God, said Moses, deliver us from those slaves who
are pursuing us.

'"The fifth point, i.e. sol: and sol is the same as grian (sun);

and that is the same as righteousness ; because righteousness and

Christ are not different ; L e. O Christ, said Moses, deliver us.

'"The sixth point, i.e. la, is the same as lav; and that is the

same as indail (wash); i.e. O God, said Moses, wash away our

sins from us.

'"And on the singing of that laud Pharaoh and his host were

drowned.
' "Understand, O man, that in whatever place this laud, i.e. this

chant, is sung, the devil is bound by it, and his power is extirpated

thence, and the power of God is called in."

'We have been taught that the names of the first six notes

1 The milk of speech consists in rewards to be obtained by the

Rig-veda, &c. Or we may translate, Speech yields its milk to him

who is able to milk speech.
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syllables of the name of udgitha, he becomes rich

in food and able to eat food.

8. Next follows the fulfilment of prayers. Let

a man thus meditate on the Upasara#as, i. e. the

pbjects which have to be approached by meditation

:

Let him (the Udg&trz) quickly reflect on the S&man

with which he is going to praise

;

9. Let him quickly reflect on the Rik in which

that Sdman occurs ; on the Rishi (poet) by whom
it was seen or composed; on the DevatA (object)

which he is going to praise

;

10. On the metre in which he is going to praise; on

the tune with which he is going to sing for himself;

1 1. On the quarter of the world which he is going

to praise. Lastly, having approached himself (his

name, family, &c.) by meditation, let him sing the

hymn of praise, reflecting on his desire, and avoiding

all mistakes in pronunciation, &c. Quickly 1 will the

desire be then fulfilled to him, for the sake ofwhich he

may have offered his hymn of praise, yea, for which

he may have offered his hymn of praise 2
.

in the gamut were suggested by the initial syllables of the first

six hemistichs in one of the stanzas of a hymn to St. John

:

Ut queant laxis

ifrsonare fibris

Mira. gestorum

FamuXi tuorum,

Solve polluti

Zabu reatum,

•Sancte /oannes/
1 Abhya\ro ha yat, lit. depend on it that it will be fulfilled, but

always explained by quickly. See Kh. Up. II, 1, 4; III, 19, 4;
V, 10, 7. Frequently, but wrongly, written with a dental s.

9 The repetition of the last sentence is always an indication

that a chapter is finished. This old division into chapters is of

great importance for a proper study of the Upanishads.
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Fourth Kha^da.

1. Let a man meditate on the syllable Om, for

the udgttha is sung beginning with Om. And this

is the full account of the syllable Om :

—

2. The Devas, being afraid of death, entered

upon (the performance of the sacrifice prescribed

in) the threefold knowledge (the three Vedas). They
covered themselves with the metrical hymns. Be-

cause they covered (Mad) themselves with the

hymns, therefore the hymns are called Pandas..

3. Then, as a fisherman might observe a fish in

the water, Death observed the Devas in the Rik,

Ya^us, and Sdman-(sacrifices). And the Devas seeing

this, rose from the Rik, Ya^us, and Sdman-sacrifices,

and entered the Svara *, i.e. the Om (they meditated

on the Om).

4. When a man has mastered the Rig-veda, he

says quite loud Om ; the same, when he has mas-

tered the Siman and the Ya^us. This Svara is the

imperishable (syllable), the immortal, free from fear.

Because the Devas entered it, therefore they be-

came immortal, and free from fear.

5. He who knowing this loudly pronounces (pra-

#auti) 2 that syllable, enters the same (imperish-

able) syllable, the Svara, the immortal, free from

fear, and having entered it, becomes immortal, as

the Devas are immortal.

1 Cf. I, 3, 2.

9 Prawauti, he lauds, i. e. he meditates on. Comm.
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Fifth Khanda.

i. The udgitha is the prawava 1
, the pra#ava is

the udgitha. And as the udgitha is the sun 2
, so is

the pra/zava, for he (the sun) goes sounding Om.
2. ' Him I sang praises to, therefore art thou my

only one/ thus said Kaushltaki to his son. ' Do thou

revolve his rays, then thou wilt have many sons/

So much in reference to the Devas.

3. Now with reference to the body. Let a man
meditate on the udgitha as the breath (in the mouth),

for he goes sounding Om 3
.

4.
4 Him I sang praises to, therefore art thou my

only son/ thus said Kaushltaki to his son. ' Do thou

therefore sing praises to the breath as manifold, if

thou wishest to have many sons/

5. He who knows that the udgitha is the pra-

wava, and the pra«ava the udgitha, rectifies from

the seat of the Hotrt priest any mistake committed

by the Udg&tri priest in performing the udgitha,

yea, in performing the udgitha.

Sixth Khanda.

1. The Rik (veda) is this earth, the S&man (veda)

is fire. This S&man (fire) rests on that Rik (earth) 4
.

Therefore the S&man is sung as resting on the Rik.

1 Prawava is the name used chiefly by the followers of the Rig-

veda, udgitha the name used by the followers of the S&ma-veda.

Both words are intended for the syllable Om.
2 Cf. Kh. Up. I, 3, 1.

8 The breath in the mouth, or the chief breath, says Om, i. e.

gives permission to the five senses to act, just as the sun, by

saying Om, gives permission to all living beings to move about
4 The S£ma verses are mostly taken from the Rig-veda.
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Si is this earth, ama is fire, and that makes <-

Sima. /'

2. The Rik is the sky, the Siman air. This

Siman (air) rests on that Rik (sky). Therefore the

Siman is sung as resting on the Rik. S i is the sky,

ama the air, and that makes Sim a.

3. Rik is heaven, Siman the sun. This Siman
(sun) rests on that Rik (heaven). Therefore the

Siman is sung as resting on the Rik. Si is heaven,

ama the sun, and that makes Sim a.

4. Rik is the stars, Siman the moon. This

Siman (moon) rests on that Rik (stars). Therefore

the Siman is sung as resting on the Rik. Si is the

stars, ama the moon, and that makes Si ma.

5. Rik is the white light of the sun, Siman the

blue exceeding darkness * (in the sun). This Siman
(darkness) rests on that Rik (brightness). There-

fore the Siman is sung as resting on the Rik.

6. Si is the white light of the sun, ama the blue

exceeding darkness, and that makes Sima.
Now that golden 2 person, who is seen within the

sun, with golden beard and golden hair, golden

altogether to the very tips of his nails,

7. Whose eyes are like blue lotus's
3

, his name is

ut, for he has risen (udita) above all evil. He also

who knows this, rises above all evil.

8. Rik and Siman are his joints, and therefore

he is udgttha. And therefore he who praises him

1 The darkness which is seen by those who can concentrate

their sight on the sun.
2 Bright as gold.
8 The colour of the lotus is described by a comparison with the

Kapydsa, the seat of the monkey (kapipr/sh/A&nto yena upavixati).

It was probably a botanical name.
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(the ut) is called the Ud-gitrz 1 (the out-singer). He
(the golden person, called ut) is lord of the worlds

beyond that (sun), and of all the wishes of the Devas

(inhabiting those worlds). So much with reference

to the Devas.

Seventh Khanda.

i. Now with reference to the body. Rik is speech,

Siman breath 2
. This Siman (breath) rests on that

Rik (speech). Therefore the Siman is sung as

resting on the Rik. Si is speech, am a is breath,

and that makes Sim a.

2. Rik is the eye, Siman the self 3
. This Siman

(shadow) rests on that Rik (eye). Therefore the

Siman is sung as resting on the Rik. Si is the

eye, am a the self,and that makes Sim a.

3. Rik is the ear, Siman the mind. This Siman
(mind) rests on that Rik (ear). Therefore the

Siman is sung as resting on the Rik. Si is the

ear, ama the mind, and that makes Sim a.

4. Rik is the white light of the eye, Siman the

blue exceeding darkness. This Siman (darkness)

rests on the Rik (brightness). Therefore the Siman
is sung as resting on the Rik. Si is the white light

of the eye, ama the blue exceeding darkness, and

that makes Sim a.

5. Now the person who is seen in the eye, he is

Rik, he is Siman, Uktha 4
, Ya^us, Brahman. The

form of that person (in the eye) is the same 5 as the

1 Name of the principal priest of the S&ma-veda.
a Breath in the nose, sense of smelling. Comm.
8 The shadow-self, the likeness or image thrown upon the eye

;

see Kh. Up. VIII, 9, 1.

4 A set of hymns to be recited, whereas the Saman is sung, and

the Yagns muttered.
6

Cf. Kh. Up. I, 6, 6.
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form of the other person (in the sun), the joints of the

one (Rik and Sdman) are the joints of the other, the

name of the one (ut) is the name of the other.

6. He is lord of the worlds beneath that (the

self in the eye), and of all the wishes of men.

Therefore all who sing to the vl#£ (lyre), sing him,

and from him also they obtain wealth.

7. He who knowing this sings a S&man, sings to

both (the adhidaivata and adhydtma self, the person

in the sun and the person in the eye, as one and

the same person). He obtains through the one,

yea, he obtains the worlds beyond that, and the

wishes of the Devas

;

8. And he obtains through the other the worlds

beneath that, and the wishes of men.

Therefore an Udg&trz priest who knows this, may
say (to the sacrificer for whom he officiates)

;

9. 'What wish shall I obtain for you by my
songs ?

' For he who knowing this sings a S&man
is able to obtain wishes through his song, yea,

through his song.

Eighth Kha/wa.

1. There were once three men, well-versed in

udgltha 1
, .Silaka .SSl&vatya, Aaikitdyana D&lbhya,

and Pravfiha^a 6aivali. They said: 'We are well-

versed in udgltha. Let us have a discussion on

udgltha/

2. They all agreed and sat down. Then Pravd-

ha«a 6aivali 2 said :
' Sirs, do you both speak first,

1 Cognisant of the deeper meanings of udgltha, i. e. Om.
* He, though not being a Brdhmawa, turns out to be the only

one who knows the true meaning of udgltha, i. e. the Highest

Brahman.
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for I wish to hear what two Br&hmatfas 1 have to

say.'

3. Then *Silaka .S&l&vatya said to A'aikit&yana

D&lbhya :
' Let me ask you.'

1 Ask/ he replied.

4.
4 What is the origin of the S&man?' ' Tone

(svara)/ he replied.

' What is the origin of tone ? ' ' Breath/ he

replied.

' What is the origin of breath ?
'

' Food/ he

replied.
4 What is the origin of food ?

'
* Water/ he

replied.

5.
' What is the origin of water ?

'
* That world

(heaven)/ he replied.

* And what is the origin of that world ? '

—

He replied :
' Let no man carry the Sdman

beyond the world of svarga (heaven). We place

(recognise) the Siman in the world of svarga, for

the Siman is extolled as svarga (heaven)/

6. Then said .Silaka *S$l£vatya to A'aikitdyana

D&lbhya :

4 O Ddlbhya, thy S&man is not firmly

established. And if any one were to say, Your
head shall fall off (if you be wrong), surely your

head would now fall/

7.
' Well then, let me know this from you, Sir/

said Dilbhya.
* Know it/ replied .Silaka .SSl&vatya.

* What is the origin of that world (heaven) ?

'

* This world/ he replied.
1 And what is the origin of this world ? '

—

He replied: * Let no man carry the Sdman be-

yond this world as its rest. We place the S&man

1 In V,3,5, Pravfiha»a Gaivali is distinctly called a r^anyabandhu.
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in this world as its rest, for the Siman is extolled

as rest/

8. Then said Prav£ha#a (Jaivali to .Silaka .5S1&-

vatya :
' Your Sdman (the earth), O .SSl&vatya, has

an end. And if any one were to say, Your head

shall fall off (if you be wrong), surely your head

would now fall/

' Well then, let me know this from you, Sir/ said

.S&l&vatya.
1 Know it/ replied Gaivali.

Ninth Khaa-da.

1. ' What is the origin of this world ?
'

* Ether 1
/

he replied. For all these beings take their rise

from the ether, and return into the ether. Ether

is older than these, ether is their rest.

2. He is indeed the udgttha (Om = Brahman),

greater than great (parovariyas), he is without end.

He who knowing this meditates on the udgltha,

the greater than great, obtains what is greater than

great, he conquers the worlds which are greater

than great.

3. Atidhanvan .Saunaka, having taught this udgl-

tha to Udara-^/zaTilya, said :
' As long as they will

know in your family jthis udgltha, their life in this

world will be greater than great.

4.
4 And thus also will be their state in the other

world/ He who thus knows the udgttha, and

meditates on it thus, his life in this world will be

greater than great, and also his state in the other

world, yea, in the other world.

1 Ether, or we might translate it by space, both being intended,

however, as names or symbols of the Highest Brahman. See

Ved&nta-sfltra 1, 1, 22.
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Tenth Kkanda.

i. When the Kurus had been destroyed by (hail)

stones *, Ushasti A^kr&ya^a lived as a beggar with

his virgin 2 wife at Ibhyagr&ma.

2. Seeing a chief eating beans, he begged of

him. The chief said :

4
1 have no more, except

those which are put away for me here/

3. Ushasti said :
* Give me to eat of them/ He

gave him the beans, and said :
' There is something

to drink also/ Then said Ushasti: * If I drank of

it, I should have drunk what was left by another,

and is therefore unclean/

4. The chief said :
' Were not those beans also

left over and therefore unclean ?

'

' No/ he replied ;
' for I should not have lived,

if I had not eaten them, but the drinking of water

would be mere pleasure V
5. Having eaten himself, Ushasti gave the re-

maining beans to his wife. But she, having eaten

before, took them and put them away.

6. Rising the next morning, Ushasti said to

her: 'Alas, if we could only get some food, we
might gain a little wealth. The king here is going

to offer a sacrifice, he should choose me for all the

priestly offices/

1 When they had been killed either by stone weapons, or by a

shower of stones, which produced a famine in the land. Comm.
* A/ikf is not the name of the wife of Ushasti, nor does it mean

strong enough to travel. .Sankara explains it as anupa^tapayo-

dharadistrtvyaff^ana, and Anandagiri adds, Svairasa»u&are 'pi na

vyabhikdraranketi darrayitum d/lkyeti viresha«am. She was so

young that she was allowed to run about freely, without exciting

any suspicion. Another commentator says, Grihid bahirgantu-

marhd anupa^tapayodharl
* Or, according to the commentator, ' water I can get whenever

I like/
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7. His wife said to him :
' Look, here are those

beans of yours.' Having eaten them, he went to •

the sacrifice which was being performed.

8. He went and sat down on the orchestra near

the Udgitrzs, who were going to sing their hymns of

praise. And he said to the PrastotW (the leader)

:

9. ' Prastotrz, if you, without knowing l the deity

which belongs to the prastAva (the hymns &c. of

the Prastotr/), are going to sing it, your head will

•fall off.'

10. In the same manner he addressed the Udg&tr*

;

4 Udg&tri, if you, without knowing the deity which

belongs to the udgttha (the hymns of the Udgitrz),

.
are going to sing it, your head will fall off/

n. In the same manner he addressed the Pra-

tihartrz ; * Pratihartn, if you, without knowing the

deity which belongs to the pratihira (the hymns of

the Pratihartr*), are going to sing it, your head will

fall off/

They stopped, and sat down in silence.

Eleventh Khanda*

1. Then the sacrificer said to him: 'I should

like to know who you are, Sir.' He replied :
' I am

Ushasti K$kr&yan&.'

2. He said :
' I looked for you, Sir, for all these

sacrificial offices, but not finding you 2
, I chose

others.'

1 The commentator is at great pains to show that a priest may
officiate without knowing the secret meanings here assigned to

certain parts of the sacrifice, and without running any risk of

punishment Only, if another priest is present, who is initiated,

then the uninitiated, taking his place, is in danger of losing his

head.

* Should it be avittva, as in I, 2, 9 ?

C 2
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3.
' But now, Sir, take all the sacrificial offices.'

Ushasti said :
' Very well ; but let those, with my

permission, perform the hymns of praise. Only as

much wealth as you give to them, so much give

to me also/

The sacrificer assented.

4. Then the PrastotW approached him, saying:

* Sir, you said to me, " Prastotr/, if you, without

knowing the deity which belongs to the prast&va,

are going to sing it, your head will fall off,"—which

then is that deity?'

5. He said :
* Breath (pr&#a). For all these beings

merge into breath alone, and from breath they arise.

This is the deity belonging to the prast&va. If,

without knowing that deity, you had sung forth

your hymns, your head would have fallen off, after

you had been warned by me/

6. Then the Udg&trt approached him, saying

:

' Sir, you said to me, " Udg&trz, if you, without

knowing the deity which belongs to the udgttha,

are going to sing it, your head will fall off,"

—

which then is that deity ?

'

7. He said :

4 The sun (Aditya). For all these

beings praise the sun when it stands on high. This

is the deity belonging to the udgttha. If, without

knowing that deity, you had sung out your hymns,

your head would have fallen off, after you had been

warned by me/
8. Then the PratihartW approached him, saying

:

' Sir, you said to me, " Pratihartr*, if you, without

knowing the deity belonging to the pratih&ra, are

going to sing it, your head will fall off,"—which

then is that deity ?

'

9. He said :
' Food (anna). For all these beings
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live when they partake of food. This is the deity

belonging to the pratih&ra. If, without knowing

that deity, you had sung your hymns, your head

would have fallen off, after you had been warned

by me V

Twelfth Khanda.

1. Now follows the udgttha of the dogs. Vaka
Ddlbhya, or, as he was also called, Gliva Maitreya,

went out to repeat the Veda (in a quiet place).

2. A white (dog) appeared before him, and other

dogs gathering round him, said to him :
' Sir, sing

and get us food, we are hungry/

3. The white dog said to them :
* Come to me

to-morrow morning/ Vaka Ddlbhya, or, as he was

also called, Gliva Maitreya, watched.

4. The dogs came on, holding together, each dog

keeping the tail of the preceding dog in his mouth,

as the priests do when they are going to sing praises

with the Vahishpavamina hymn 2
. After they had

settled down, they began to say Hin.

5. 'Om, let us eat! Om, let us drink ! Om, may
the divine Varuwa, Pra^Apati, Savim 3 bring us food!

Lord of food, bring hither food, bring it, Om !

'

1 There are certain etymological fancies for assigning each

deity to a certain portion of the S£ma-veda ceremonial Thus

pr&wa is assigned to the prastdva, because both words begin

with pra. Aditya is assigned to the udgttha, because the sun

is ut. Anna, food, is assigned to the pratihira, because food

is taken, pratihr/yate, Sec.

* This alludes to a ceremony where the priests have to walk

in procession, each priest holding the gown of the preceding

priest.

8 The commentator explains Varuna and Pra^dpati as epithets

of Savitr/, or the sun, meaning rain-giver and man-protector.
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Thirteenth Khanda 1
.

i. The syllable HAu 2
is this world (the earth),

the syllable H&i 8 the air, the syllable Atha the

moon, the syllable Iha the self, the syllable I
4

is

Agni, fire.

2. The syllable U is the sun, the syllable E is the

Nihava or invocation, the syllable Auhoi 6 is the

Vwve Devas, the syllable Hin is Pra^&pati, Svara e

(tone) is breath (pr&«a), the syllable Y& is food, the

syllable V&g 7 is Virif.

3. The thirteenth stobha syllable, viz. the indis-

tinct syllable Hun, is the Undefinable (the Highest

Brahman).

4. Speech yields the milk, which is the milk of

speech itself to him who knows this Upanishad

(secret doctrine) of the S&mans in this wise. He
becomes rich in food, and able to eat food 8

,—yea,

able to eat food.

1 The syllables here mentioned are the so-called stobh&ksha-

ras, sounds used in the musical recitation of the S&man hymns,

probably to fill out the intervals in the music for which there were

no words in the hymns. These syllables are marked in the MSS.
of the Sdma-veda, but their exact character and purpose are not

quite clear.

1 A stobha syllable used in the Rathantara Sdman.
• Used in the V£madevya Sdman.
4 The Sdman addressed to Agni takes the syllable f as nidhana.
5 The stobha syllables used in the S&man addressed to the

Vijve Devas.
6 See Kh. Up. I, 4, 4.
T The commentator takes v&g as a stobha, as a syllable

occurring in hymns addressed to Vira^, and as implying either

the deity Vira*^ or food.

• Le. wealthy and healthy.
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SECOND PRAPA77/AKA.

First Khanda.

i. Meditation on the whole * of the S&man is

good, and people, when anything is good, say it is

S&man ; when it is not good, it is not S&man.

2. Thus they also say, he approached him with

S£man, i.e. becomingly; and he approached him

without S&man, i. e. unbecomingly.

3. And they also say, truly this is Sdman for us,

i.e. it is good for us, when it is good; and truly

that is not S&man for us, i. e. it is not good for

us, when it is not good.

4. If any one knowing this meditates on the

S&man as good, depend upon it all good qualities

will approach quickly, aye, they will become his

own 2
.

Second Khanda.

1. Let a man meditate on the fivefold Sdman 3

as the five worlds. The hinkdra is the earth, the

prastdva the fire, the udgttha the sky, the pratihdra

the sun, the nidhana heaven; so in an ascending

line.

2. In a descending line, the hink&ra is heaven,

1 Hitherto meditation on certain portions only of the S&na-

veda and the S&ma-sacrifice had been enjoined, and their deeper

meaning explained. Now the same is done for the whole of the

Saman.

Cf. Kh. Up. Ill, 19, 4.

* The five forms in which the SSman is used for sacrificial

purposes. The Siman is always to be understood as the Good,

as Dharma, and as Brahman.
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the prastdva the sun, the udgttha the sky, the

pratihdra the fire, the nidhana the earth.

3. The worlds in an ascending and in a descend-

ing line belong to him who knowing this meditates

on the fivefold S&man as the worlds K

Third Khanda.

1. Let a man meditate on the fivefold Sdman
as rain. The hinkdra is wind (that brings the

rain); the prast&va is, 'the cloud is come;' the

udgltha is, 'it rains/ the pratih&ra, 'it flashes, it

thunders
;

'

2. The nidhana is, * it stops/ There is rain for

him, and he brings rain for others who thus knowing

meditates on the fivefold Sdman as rain.

Fourth Khanda.

1. Let a man meditate on the fivefold SAman
in all waters. When the clouds gather, that is the

hinkdra ; when it rains, that is the prastdva ; that

which flows in the east 2
, that is the udgttha ; that

which flows in the west \ that is the pratihfira ; the

sea is the nidhana.

2. He does not die in water 4
, nay, he is rich in

1 The commentator supplies some fanciful reasons why each of

the five S£mans is identified with certain objects. Earth is said to

be the hihkdra, because both always come first Agni is prast&va,

because sacrifices are praised in the fire (prastuyante). The sky is

udgttha, because it is also called gagana, and both words have the

letter g in common. The sun is pratihSra, because everybody

wishes the sun to come towards him (prati). Heaven is nidhana,

because those who depart from here are placed there (nidhf-

yante), &c.
2 The Ganges, &c. Comm.
3 The Narmadd, Sec. Comm.
* The commentator adds, 'unless he wishes to die in the

Ganges.'
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water who knowing this meditates on the fivefold

Sdman as all waters.

Fifth Khajvda.

1. Let a man meditate on the fivefold S&man as

the seasons. The hink&ra is spring, the prastdva

summer (harvest of yava, &c), the udgttha the

rainy season, the pratihdra autumn, the nidhana

winter.

2. The seasons belong to him, nay, he is always

in season (successful) who knowing this meditates

on the fivefold S&man as the seasons.

Sixth Khanda.

1. Let a man meditate on the fivefold Sdman in

animals. The hirikdra is goats, the prastdva sheep,

the udgltha cows, the pratihdra horses, the nidhana

man.

2. Animals belong to him, nay, he is rich in

animals who knowing this meditates on the fivefold

Sdman as animals.

Seventh Khanda.

1. Let a man meditate on the fivefold Sdman,

which is greater than great, as the pr&was (senses).

The hinkSra is smell 1 (nose), the prastdva speech

(tongue), the udgltha sight (eye), the pratihAra

hearing (ear), the nidhana mind. These are one

greater than the other.

2. What is greater than great belongs to him,

nay, he conquers the worlds which are greater than

1 Pr£/*a is explained by ghra«a, smell; possibly ghra*a may
have been the original reading. Anyhow, it cannot be the mukhya

pra«a here, because it is distinctly represented as the lowest sense.
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great, who knowing this meditates on the fivefold

S&man, which is greater than great, as the pri^as

(senses).

Eighth Khanda.

i. Next for the sevenfold SSman. Let a man
meditate on the sevenfold Siman in speech.

Whenever there is in speech the syllable hun\
that is hink&ra, pra is the prastdva, 4 is the 4di,

the first, i. e. Om,
2. Ud is the udgttha, pra the pratihdra, upa the

upadrava, ni the nidhana.

3. Speech yields the milk, which is the milk of

speech itself, to him who knowing this meditates on

the sevenfold Sdman in speech. He becomes rich in

food, and able to eat food.

Ninth Khanda.

1. Let a man meditate on the sevenfold SSman
as the sun. The sun is S&man, because he is

always the same (sama) ; he is Sdman because he

is the same, everybody thinking he looks towards

me, he looks towards me 2
.

2. Let him know that all beings are dependent

on him (the sun). What he is before his rising,

that is the hink&ra. On it animals are dependent.

Therefore animals say hin (before sunrise), for they

share the hink&ra of that Sdman (the sun).

3. What he is when first risen, that is the pra-

stdva. On it men are dependent Therefore men
love praise (prastuti) and celebrity, for they share

the prastdva of that S&man.

1 These are again the stobhaksharas, or musical syllables used

in the performance of the Sdman hymns ; see p. 22.
8 Cf. Kh. Up. II, 2, 2. Coram.
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4. What he is at the time of the sangava \ that

is the £di, the first, the Om. On it birds are de-

pendent. Therefore birds fly about in the sky

without support, holding themselves, for they share

the 4di 2 (the Om) of that S&man.

5. What he is just at noon, that is the udgltha.

On it the Devas are dependent (because they are

brilliant). Therefore they are the best of all the

descendants of Pra^lpati, for they share the udgl-

tha of that Siman.

6. What he is after midday and before afternoon,

that is the pratihcira. On it all germs are depend-

ent Therefore these, having been conceived (pra-

tihrzta), do not fall, for they share the pratihfira of

that S£man.

7. What he is after the afternoon and before

sunset, that is the upadrava. On it the animals

of the forest are dependent Therefore, when they

see a man, they run (upadravanti) to the forest as

a safe hiding-place, for they share the upadrava of

that S£man.

8. What he is when he first sets, that is the

nidhana. On it the fathers are dependent There-

fore they put them 3 down (nidadhati), for they

share the nidhana of that S&man. Thus a man
meditates on the sevenfold S&man as the sun.

1 When the sun puts forth his rays, and when the cows are

together with their calves, i.e. as Rajendralal Mitra says, after

the cows have been milked and are allowed by the cowherds to

suckle their young.
2 The tertium comparationis is here the & of Sdi and the

& of adaya, i. e. holding. The d might have been added.
8 The cakes for the ancestral spirits, or the spirits themselves.
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Tenth Khanda.

i. Next let a man meditate on the sevenfold

Sdman which is uniform in itself 1 and leads beyond

death. The word hirikdra has three syllables, the word

prast&va has three syllables : that is equal (sama).

2. The word £di (first, Om) has two syllables,

the word pratihdra has four syllables. Taking one

syllable from that over, that is equal (sama).

3. The word udgltha has three syllables, the

word upadrava has four syllables. With three and

three syllables it should be equal. One syllable being

left over, it becomes trisyllabic. Hence it is equal.

4. The word nidhana has three syllables, there-

fore it is equal. These make twenty-two syllables.

5. With twenty-one syllables a man reaches the

sun (and death), for the sun is the twenty-first 2 from

here ; with the twenty-second he conquers what is

beyond the sun: that is blessedness, that is freedom

from grief.

6. He obtains here the victory over the sun

(death), and there is a higher victory than the

victory over the sun for him, who knowing this

meditates on the sevenfold S&man as uniform in

itself, which leads beyond death, yea, which leads

beyond death.

Eleventh Khajvda 3
.

1. The hinkdra is mind, the prast&va speech, the

udgltha sight, the pratih&ra hearing, the nidhana

1 Atmasammita is explained by the commentator either as

having the same number of syllables in the names of the different

Sdmans, or as equal to the Highest Self.

2 There are twelve months, five seasons, three worlds, then

follows the sun as the twenty-first. Comm.
3 After having explained the secret meaning of the whole Sdma-
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breath. That is the G&yatra S&man, as interwoven

in the (five) pr£#as l
.

2. He who thus knows this Gdyatra interwoven

in the prfi^as, keeps his senses, reaches the full life,

he lives long 2
, becomes great with children and

cattle, great by fame. The rule of him who thus

meditates on the Gfiyatra is, ' Be not high-minded/

Twelfth Khanda.

1. The hinkira is, he rubs (the fire-stick); the

prast&va, smoke rises ; the udgltha, it burns ; the

pratihira, there are glowing coals ; the nidhana, it

goes down; the nidhana, it is gone out. This is

the Rathantara Sdman as interwoven in fire 3
.

2. He who thus knows this Rathantara inter-

woven in fire, becomes radiant 4 and strong. He
reaches the full life, he lives long, becomes great

with children and cattle, great by fame. The rule

is, ' Do not rinse the mouth or spit before the fire/

Thirteenth Khajtoa.

1, 2. Next follows the V&madevya as interwoven

in generation 5
.

veda ceremonial, as it is to be understood by meditation only

(dhydna), he proceeds to explain the secret meaning of the same

ceremonial, giving to each its proper name in proper succession

(giyatra, rathantara, &c), and showing the hidden purport of

those names.
1 Cf. Kh. Up. II, 7, 1, where prd«a is explained differently.

The Gayatri itself is sometimes called pr&»a.
2 The commentator generally takes £yok in the sense of bright.
3 The Rathantara is used for the ceremony of producing fire.

4 Brahmavaryfcasa is the 'glory of countenance 1

produced by

higher knowledge, an inspired look. Annida, lit able to eat,

healthy, strong.
6 Upamantrayate sa hinkaro, ^Hapayate sa prast&va^, striy& saha
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Fourteenth Khayda.

i. Rising, the sun is the hink&ra, risen, he is the

prastiva, at noon he is the udgltha, in the afternoon

he is the pratihira, setting, he is the nidhana. That

is the BWhat Sftman as interwoven in the sun *.

2. He who thus knows the Brzhat as interwoven

in the sun, becomes refulgent 2 and strong, he

reaches the full life, he lives long, becomes great

with children and cattle, great by fame. His rule

is, ' Never complain of the heat of the sun/

Fifteenth Khanda.

i. The mists gather, that is the hinkira ; the

cloud has risen, that is the prastiva ; it rains, that

is the udgttha ; it flashes and thunders, that is the

pratihAra; it stops, that is the nidhana. That is

the Vairtipa Sdman, as interwoven in Par^anya, the

god of rain.

2. He who thus knows the Vairftpa as interwoven

in Par^anya, obtains all kinds of cattle (virflpa), he

reaches the full life, he lives long, becomes great

with children and cattle, great by fame. His rule

is, * Never complain of the rain/

Sixteenth Khajtoa.

i. The hinkira is spring, the prast&va summer,

the udgltha the rainy season, the pratihira autumn,

sete sa udgitha^, pratistri saha sete sa pratihara^, k&lam gaAMati

tan nidhanam, paraw ga£Mati tan nidhanam. Etad v&madevyam
mithune protam. 2. Sa ya evam etad vamadevyam mithune pro-

tarn veda, mithunf bhavati, mithunln mithun&t pra^ayate, sarvam

ayur eti, gycg ^tvati, mahdn pra^ayi paxubhir bhavati, mahan
kitttyi. Na k&w£ana pariharet tad vratam.

1 The sun is bn'hat. The Br/hat Sdman is to be looked upon
as the sun, or the Br*hat has Aditya for its deity.

s The same as brahmavar£asin.
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1

the nidhana winter. That is the Vair&^a Sdman,
as interwoven in the seasons.

2. He who thus knows the Vair&^a, as interwoven

in the seasons, shines (virA^ati) through children,

cattle, and glory of countenance. He reaches the

full life, he lives long, becomes great with children

and cattle, great by fame. His rule is, ' Never
complain of the seasons/

Seventeenth Kkanda*

i. The hinkdra is the earth, the prastiva the sky,

the udgttha heaven, the pratihdra the regions, the

nidhana the sea. These are the .Sakvart SAmans,

as interwoven in the worlds \

2. He who thus knows the .Sakvaris, as inter-

woven in the worlds, becomes possessed, of the

worlds, he reaches the full life, he lives long, be-

comes great with children and cattle, great by fame.

His rule is, ' Never complain of the worlds.'

Eighteenth Khanda.

i. The hinkdra is goats, the prastAva sheep,

the udgitha cows, the pratihira horses, the nidhana

man. These are the Revatl SAmans, as interwoven

in animals.

2. He who thus knows these Revatls, as inter-

woven in animals, becomes rich in animals 2
, he

reaches the full life, he lives long, becomes great

with children and cattle, great by fame. His rule

is, * Never complain of animals/

1 The Sakvarts are sung with the Mahin&mnts. These are said

to be water, and the worlds are said to rest on water.

* Revat means rich.
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Nineteenth Khanda.

i. The hinkdra is hair, the prastiva skin, the

udgltha flesh, the pratihfira bone, the nidhana

marrow. That is the Ya^niya^ntya Siman, as

interwoven in the members of the body.

2. He who thus knows the Ya^ndya^fitya, as

interwoven in the members of the body, becomes

possessed of strong limbs, he is not crippled in any

limb, he reaches the full life, he lives long, becomes

great with children and cattle, great by fame. His

rule is, * Do not eat marrow for a year/ or ' Do
not eat marrow at all/

Twentieth Khanda.

i. The hinkdra is fire, the prastdva air, the ud-

gltha the sun, the pratih&ra the stars, the nidhana

the moon. That is the Rifana S&man, as inter-

woven in the deities.

2. He who thus knows the Rd^ana, as inter-

woven in the deities, obtains the same world, the

same happiness, the same company as the gods, he

reaches the full life, he lives long, becomes great

with children and cattle, great by fame. His rule

is, ' Do not speak evil of the Br&hma/sas/

Twenty-first Khanda.

i. The hinkdra is the threefold knowledge, the

prast&va these three worlds, the udgltha Agni (fire),

V&yu (air), and Aditya (sun), the pratih&ra the stars,

the birds, and the rays, the nidhana the serpents,

Gandharvas, and fathers. That is the S&man, as

interwoven in everything.

2. He who thus knows this S&man, as interwoven

in everything, he becomes everything.
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3. And thus it is said in the following verse

:

' There are the. fivefold three (the three kinds of

sacrificial knowledge, the three worlds &c. in their

fivefold form, i. e. as identified with the hink&ra, the

prastdva, &c), and the other forms of the Sdman.

Greater than these there is nothing else besides/

4. He who knows this, knows everything. All

regions offer him gifts. His rule is, * Let him

meditate (on the Sdman), knowing that he is

everything, yea, that he is everything 1/

Twenty-second Khanda 2
.

1. The udgttha, of which a poet said, I choose

the deep sounding note of the Sdman as good for

cattle, belongs to Agni ; the indefinite note belongs

to Pra^&pati, the definite note to Soma, the soft and

smooth note to V&yu, the smooth and strong note to

Indra, the heron-like note to Brzhaspati, the dull

note to Varu#a. Let a man cultivate all of these,

avoiding, however, that of Vanroa.

2. Let a man sing 3
, wishing to obtain by his

song immortality for the Devas. ' May I obtain by
my song oblations (svadh&) for the fathers, hope

for men, fodder and water for animals, heaven for

the sacrificer, food for myself/ thus reflecting on

these in his mind, let a man (Udg&tW priest) sing

praises, without making mistakes in pronuncia-

tion, &c.

1 Here ends the Sdmop&sana.
1 These are lucubrations on the different tones employed in

singing the S&man hymns, and their names, such as vinardi, ani-

nikta, nirukta, mridu dakstoia, $laksh»a balavad, krauflfo, apa-

dhvinta.

* It would be better if the first ity &g&yet could be left out.

The commentator ignores these words.

[3] D
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3. All vowels (svara) belong to Indra, all sibilants

(ftshman) to Pra^&pati, all consonants (sparca) to

Mrztyu (death). If somebody should reprove him

for his vowels, let him say, * I went to Indra as

my refuge (when pronouncing my vowels) : he will

answer thee/

4. And if somebody should reprove him for his

sibilants, let him say, ' I went to Pra^lpati as my
refuge : he will smash thee/ And if somebody

should reprove him for his consonants, let him say,

' I went to Mntyu as my refuge : he will reduce

thee to ashes/

5. All vowels are to be pronounced with voice

(ghosha) and strength (bala), so that the Udg&tr*

may give strength to Indra. All sibilants are to be

pronounced, neither as if swallowed (agrasta) *, nor

as if thrown out (nirasta)
2

, but well opened 3 (vivWta),

so that the Udgitre may give himself to Pra^L-

pati. All consonants are to be pronounced slowly,

and without crowding them together 4
, so that the

Udg&tW may withdraw himself from Mrztyu.

1 Grdsa, according to the Rig-veda-prdtLrdkhya 766, is the

stiffening of the root of the tongue in pronunciation.

* Nirasa, according to the Rig-veda-prdtLrdkhya 760, is the with-

drawing of the active from the passive organ in pronunciation.

* The opening, vivrrta, may mean two things, either the opening

of the vocal chords (kha), which imparts to the ushmans their

surd character (Rig. Prdt. 709), or the opening of the organs

of pronunciation (karawa), which for the ushmans is aspn'sh/am

sthitam (Rig. Prdt. 719), or vivr/'ta (Ath. Prdt I, 31 ; Taitt Prdt.

II, 5).
4 Anabhinihita, for thus the commentaries give the reading, is

explained by anabhinikshipta. On the real abbinidhdna, see Rig.

Prat. 393. The translation does not follow the commentary. The
genitive pra^dpateA is governed by paridaddni.
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Twenty-third Kuanda.

1. There are three branches of the law. Sacrifice,

study, and charity are the first \
2. Austerity the second, and to dwell as a Brah-

ma^drin in the house of a tutor, always mortifying

the body in the house of a tutor, is the third. All

these obtain the worlds of the blessed; but the

Brahmasawstha alone (he who is firmly grounded

in Brahman) obtains immortality.

3. Pra^&pati brooded on the worlds. From them,

thus brooded on, the threefold knowledge (sacrifice)

issued forth. He brooded on it, and from it, thus

brooded on, issued the three syllables, BhM, Bhuva^,

Sva^.

4. He brooded on them, and from them, thus

brooded on, issued the Om. As all leaves are

attached to a stalk, so is all speech (all words)

attached to the Om (Brahman). Om is all this,

yea, Om is all this.

Twenty-fourth Khanda.

1. The teachers of Brahman (Veda) declare, as

the Prita^-savana (morning-oblation) belongs to the

Vasus, the M&dhyandina-savana (noon-libation) to

1 Not the first in rank or succession, but only in enumerating

the three branches of the law. This first branch corresponds to the

second stage, the aVrama of the householder. Austerity is meant

for the V£naprastha, the third a\rrama, while the third is intended

for the BrahraaHrin, the student, only that the naish/Aika or per-

petual BrahmaHrin here takes the place of the ordinary student.

The Brahmasa/wstha would represent the fourth a\nrama, that of

the Sanny&sin or parivra^, who has ceased to perform any works,

even the tapas or austerities of the V&naprastha.

D 2
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the Rudras, the third Savana (evening-libation) to

the Adityas and the VLrve Devas,

2. Where then is the world of the sacrificer? He
who does not know this, how can he perform the •

sacrifice ? He only who knows, should perform it
1

.

3. Before the beginning of the Pr&taranuvdka

(matin-chant), the sacrificer, sitting down behind the

household altar (gdrhapatya), and looking towards

the north, sings the Sdman, addressed to the

Vasus

:

4. ' Open the door of the world (the earth), let

us see thee, that we may rule (on earth)/

5. Then he sacrifices, saying :
' Adoration to

Agni, who dwells on the earth, who dwells in the

world I Obtain that world for me, the sacrificer!

That is the world for the sacrificer !'

6. ' I (the sacrificer) shall go thither, when this life

is over. Take this! (he says, in offering the liba-

tion.) Cast back the bolt!' Having said this,

he rises. For him the Vasus fulfil the morning-

oblation.

7. Before the beginning of the M&dhyandina-

savana, the noon-oblation, the sacrificer, sitting down
behind the Agnidhrtya altar, and looking towards

the north, sings the S&man, addressed to the

Rudras

:

8. * Open the door of the world (the sky), let us

see thee, that we may rule wide (in the sky)/

9. Then he sacrifices, saying : ' Adoration to

1 The commentator is always very anxious to explain that

though it is better that a priest should know the hidden meaning

of the sacrificial acts which he has to perform, yet there is nothing

to prevent a priest, who has not yet arrived at this stage of know-

ledge, from performing his duties.
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V&yu (air), who dwells in the sky, who dwells in

the world. Obtain that world for me, the sacri-

ficer ! That is the world Tor the sacrificer
!

'

10. ' I (the sacrificer) shall go thither, when this

life is over. Take this! Cast back the bolt!'

Having said this, he rises. For him the Rudras

fulfil the noon-oblation.

~n. Before the beginning of the third oblation,

the sacrificer, sitting down behind the Ahavanlya

altar, and looking towards the north, sings the

SAman, addressed to the Adityas and Visve

Devas

:

12. ' Open the door of the world (the heaven),

let us see thee, that we may rule supreme (in

heaven)/ This is addressed to the Adityas.

13. Next the S&man addressed to the VLrve

Devas :
' Open the door of the world (heaven),

let us see thee, that we may rule supreme (in

heaven).'

14. Then he sacrifices, saying: 'Adoration to

the Adityas and to the VLrve Devas, who dwell in

heaven, who dwell in the world. Obtain that world

for me, the sacrificer !

'

1 5.
' That is the world for the sacrificer ! I

(the sacrificer) shall go thither, when this life is

over. Take this ! Cast back the bolt
!

' Having

said this, he rises.

16. For him the Adityas and the Visve Devas

fulfil the third oblation. He who knows this,

knows the full measure of the sacrifice, yea, he
knows it.
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THIRD PRAPA7^AKA.

First Khajvda 1
.

i. The sun is indeed the honey 2 of the Devas.

The heaven is the cross-beam (from which) the sky

(hangs as) a hive, and the bright vapours are the

eggs of the bees 8
.

2. The eastern rays of the sun are the honey-

cells in front. The Rik verses are the bees, the

Rig-veda (sacrifice) is the flower, the water (of the

sacrificial libations) is the nectar (of the flower).

3. Those very Rik verses then (as bees) brooded

over the Rig-veda sacrifice (the flower) ; and from it,

thus brooded on, sprang as its (nectar) essence, fame,

glory of countenance, vigour, strength, and health 4
.

4. That (essence) flowed forth and went towards

the sun 6
. And that forms what we call the red

(rohita) light of the rising sun.

1 After the various meditations on the S&ma-veda sacrifice, the

sun is next to be meditated on, as essential t othe performance of

all sacrifices.

8 Everybody delights in the sun, as the highest reward of all

sacrifices.

8 I am not certain whether this passage is rightly translated.

Rajendralal Mitra speaks of an arched bamboo, whence the atmo-

sphere hangs pendant like a hive, in which the vapours are the

eggs. Apupa means a cake, and may mean a hive. In order to

understand the simile, we ought to have a clearer idea of the con-

struction of the ancient bee-hive.

4 Annadya, explained as food, but more likely meaning power

to eat, appetite, health. See III, 13, 1.

8 The commentator explains: The Rik verses, on becoming

part of the ceremonial, perform the sacrifice. The sacrifice (the

flower), when surrounded by the Rik verses (bees), yields its essence,

the nectar. That essence consists in all the rewards to be obtained

through sacrifice, and as these rewards are to be enjoyed in the
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Second Khanda.

1. The southern rays of the sun are the honey-

cells on the right. The Ya^iis verses are the bees,

the Ya^ur-veda sacrifice is the flower, the water (of

the sacrificial libations) is the nectar (of the flower).

2. Those very Ya^us verses (as bees) brooded

over theYa^ur-veda sacrifice (the flower) ; and from it,

thus brooded on, sprang as its (nectar) essence, fame,

glory of countenance, vigour, strength, and health.

3. That flowed forth and went towards the sun.

And that forms what we call the white (mkla) light

of the sun.

Third Khanda.

1. The western rays of the sun are the honey-

cells behind. The Sdman verses are the bees, the

Sdma-veda sacrifice is the flower, the water is the

nectar.

2. Those very S&man verses (as bees) brooded

over the Sdma-veda sacrifice ; and from it, thus

brooded on, sprang as its (nectar) essence, fame,

glory of countenance, vigour, strength, and health.

3. That flowed forth and went towards the sun.

And that forms what we call the dark (krtshna)

light of the sun.

Fourth Khanda.

1. The northern rays of the sun are the honey-

cells on the left. The (hymns of the) Atharvdngiras

are the bees, the Itih&sa-purAtfa 1 (the reading of the

old stories) is the flower, the water is the nectar.

next world and in the sun, therefore that essence or nectar is said

to ascend to the sun.

1 As there is no Atharva-veda sacrifice, properly so called, we

have corresponding to the Atharva-veda hymns the so-called fifth
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2. Those very hymns of the Atharv&ngiras (as

bees) brooded over the Itih&sa-pur£#a ; and from it,

thus brooded on, sprang as its (nectar) essence, fame,

glory of countenance, vigour, strength, and health.

3. That flowed forth, and went towards the sun.

And that forms what we call the extreme dark

(para^ krzsh«am) light of the sun.

Fifth Khanda.

1. The upward rays of the sun are the honey-

cells above. The secret doctrines are the bees,

Brahman (the Om) is the flower, the water is the

nectar.

2. Those secret doctrines (as bees) brooded over

Brahman (the Om) ; and from it, thus brooded on,

sprang as its (nectar) essence, fame, glory of coun-

tenance, brightness, vigour, strength, and health.

3. That flowed forth, and went towards the sun.

And that forms what seems to stir in the centre of

the sun.

4. These (the different colours in the sun) are

the essences of the essences. For the Vedas are

essences (the best things in the world) ; and of them

(after they have assumed the form of sacrifice)

these (the colours rising to the sun) are again the

essences. They are the nectar of the nectar. For

the Vedas are nectar (immortal), and of them these

are the nectar.

Veda, the Itih&sa-pur&ia. This may mean the collection of legends

and traditions, or the old book of traditions. At all events it is

taken as one Pura^a, not as many. These ancient stories were

repeated at the Afvamedha sacrifice during the so-called Pariplava

nights. Many of them have been preserved in the Brdhmawas

;

others, in a more modern form, in the Mahdbhdrata. See Weber,

Indische Studien, I, p. 258, note.
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1

Sixth Khanda.

1. On the first of these nectars (the red light,

which represents fame, glory of countenance, vigour,

strength, health) the Vasus live, with Agni at their

head. True, the Devas do not eat or drink, but

they enjoy by seeing the nectar.

2. They enter into that (red) colour, and they

rise from that colour 1
.

3. He who thus knows this nectar, becomes one

of the Vasus, with Agni at their head, he sees the

nectar and rejoices. And he, too, having entered

that colour, rises again from that colour.

4. So long as the sun rises in the east and sets

in the west 2
, so long does he follow the sovereign

supremacy of the Vasus.

Seventh Khanda.

1. On the second of these nectars the Rudras live,

with Indra at their head. True, the Devas do not

eat or drink, but they enjoy by seeing the nectar.

2. They enter into that white colour, and they rise

from that colour.

3. He who thus knows this nectar, becomes one

of the Rudras, with Indra at their head, he sees the

1 This is differently explained by the commentator. He takes

it to mean that, when the Vasus have gone to the sun, and see

that there is no opportunity for enjoying that colour, they rest

;

but when they see that there is an opportunity for enjoying it,

they exert themselves for it. I think the colour is here taken

for the colour of the morning, which the Vasus enter, and from

which they go forth again.
8

1. East: Vasus: red: Agni. a. South: Rudras: white:

Indra. 3. West : Aditya : dark : Varuwa. 4. North : Marut : very

dark : Soma. 5. Upward : Sddhya : centre : Brahman,
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nectar and rejoices. And he, having entered that

colour, rises again from that colour.

4. So long as the sun rises in the east and sets

in the west, twice as long does it rise in the south

and set in the north ; and so long does he follow

the sovereign supremacy of the Rudras.

Eighth Khanda.

1. On the third of these nectars the Adityas

live, with Varuwa at their head. True, the Devas

do not eat or drink, but they enjoy by seeing the

nectar.

2. They enter into that (dark) colour, and they

rise from that colour.

3. He who thus knows this nectar, becomes one

of the Adityas, with Vanma at their head, he sees

the nectar and rejoices. And he, having entered

that colour, rises again from that colour.

4. So long as the sun rises in the south and sets

in the north, twice as long does it rise in the west

and set in the east ; and so long does he follow the

sovereign supremacy of the Adityas.

Ninth Khanda.

1. On the fourth of these nectars the Maruts live,

with Soma at their head. True, the Devas do not

eat or drink, but they enjoy by seeing the nectar.

2. They enter in that (very dark) colour, and they

rise from that colour.

3. He who thus knows this nectar, becomes one

of the Maruts, with Soma at their head, he sees the

nectar and rejoices. And he, having entered that

colour, rises again from that colour.

4. So long as the sun rises in the west and sets
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in the east, twice as long does it rise in the north

and set in the south ; and so long does he follow the

sovereign supremacy of the Maruts.

Tenth Khanda.

1. On the fifth of these nectars the S&dhyas live,

with Brahman at their head. True, the Devas do

not eat or drink, but they enjoy by seeing the

nectar.

2. They enter into that colour, and they rise from

that colour.

3. He who thus knows this nectar, becomes one

of the S&dhyas, with Brahman at their head ; he sees

the nectar and rejoices. And he, having entered

that colour, rises again from that colour.

4. So long as the sun rises in the north and sets

in the south, twice as long does it rise above, and

set below ; and so long does he follow the sovereign

power of the Sddhyas 1
.

1 The meaning of the five Kha«*/as from 6 to 10 is clear, in so

far as they are intended to show that he who knows or meditates

on the sacrifices as described before, enjoys his reward in different

worlds with the Vasus, Rudras, &c. for certain periods of time, till at

last he reaches the true Brahman. Of these periods each succeed-

ing one is supposed to be double the length of the preceding one.

This is expressed by imagining a migration of the sun from east

to south, west, north, and zenith. Each change of the sun marks

a new world, and the duration of each successive world is com-

puted as double the duration of the preceding world. Similar ideas

have been more fully developed in the Purdwas, and the commen-
tator is at great pains to remove apparent contradictions between

the Paur&rik and Vaidik accounts, following, as Ananda^fSdnagiri

remarks, the Dravu&fcSrya (p. 173, 1. 13).
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Eleventh Khanda.

i. When from thence he has risen upwards, he

neither rises nor sets. He is alone, standing in the

centre. And on this there is this verse

:

2. ' Yonder he neither rises nor sets at any time.

If this is not true, ye gods, may I lose Brahman/

3. And indeed to him who thus knows this Brah-

ma-upanishad (the secret doctrine of the Veda) the

sun does not rise and does not set. For him there

is day, once and for all 1
.

4. This doctrine (beginning with III, 1, 1) Brah-

man (m. Hira^yagarbha) told to Pra^ipati (Vird^),

Pra^lpati to Manu, Manu to his offspring (Iksh-

v&ku, &c.) And the father told that (doctrine of)

Brahman (n.) to Udddlaka Aru«i.

5. A father may therefore tell that doctrine of

Brahman to his eldest son 2
, or to a worthy pupil.

But no one should tell it to anybody else, even if

he gave him the whole sea-girt earth, full of treasure,

for this doctrine is worth more than that, yea,

it is worth more.

Twelfth Khanda.

1. The Gdyatrl 8 (verse) is everything whatsoever

here exists. G&yatrt indeed is speech, for speech

1 Cf. Kh. Up. VIII, 4, a.

8 This was the old, not the present custom, says Anandagiri.

Not the father, but an &£&rya, has now to teach his pupils.

8 The Gdyatri is one of the sacred metres, and is here to be

meditated on as Brahman. It is used in the sense of verse, and

as the name of a famous hymn. The Gdyatrt is often praised as

the most powerful metre, and whatever can be obtained by means

of the recitation of Giyatri verses is described as the achievement

of the Gayatrt The etymology of g&yatrf from gai and tr£ is, of

course, fanciful.
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sings forth (g&ya-ti) and protects (tr&ya-te) every-

thing that here exists.

2. That GAyatrl is also the earth, for everything

that here exists rests on the earth, and does not go
beyond.

3. That earth again is the body in man, for in

it the vital airs (pritfas 1
, which are everything)

rest, and do not go beyond.

4. That body again in man is the heart within

man, for in it the pr£#as (which are everything)

rest, and do not go beyond.

5. That G&yatrt has four feet 2 and is sixfold 3
.

And this is also declared by a Rik verse (Rig-veda

X, 90, 3) :—
^

*

6. ' Such is the greatness of it (of Brahman,

under the disguise of Giyatrl 4
) ;

greater than it is

the Person 6 (purusha). His feet are all things.

The immortal with three feet is in heaven (i. e. in

himself)/

1 The prd/*as may be meant for the five senses, as explained in

Kh. I, 2, 1 ; II, 7, 1 ; or for the five breathings, as explained im-

mediately afterwards in III, 13, 1. The commentator sees in

them everything that here exists {Kh. Up. Ill, 15, 4), and thus

establishes the likeness between the body and the Gayatrf. As
G&yatrf is the earth, and the earth the body, and the body the

heart, G&yatrf is in the end to be considered as the heart.

* The four feet are explained as the four quarters of the Gdyatrt

metre, of six syllables each. The GSyatrf really consists of three

feet of eight syllables each.
8 The Gayatrf has been identified with all beings, with speech,

earth, body, heart, and the vital airs, and is therefore called sixfold.

This, at least, is the way in which the commentator accounts for

the epithet ' sixfold.'

4 Of Brahman modified as Gayatrf, having four feet, and being

sixfold.

5 The real Brahman, unmodified by form and name.
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7. The Brahman which has been thus described

(as immortal with three feet in heaven, and as G&ya-

trl) is the same as the ether which is around us ;

8. And the ether which is around us, is the same

as the ether which is within us. And the ether

which is within us,

9. That is the ether within the heart. That ether

in the heart (as Brahman) is omnipresent and un-

changing. He who knows this obtains omnipresent

and unchangeable happiness.

Thirteenth Khanda 1
.

1. For that heart there are five gates belonging

to the Devas (the senses). The eastern gate is the

Prd#a (up-breathing), that is the eye, that is Aditya

(the sun). Let a man meditate on that as brightness

(glory of countenance) and health. He who knows,

this, becomes bright and healthy.

2. The southern gate is the Vy&na (back-

breathing), that is the ear, that is the moon. Let

a man meditate on that as happiness and fame.

He who knows this, becomes happy and famous.

3. The western gate is the Apina (down-

breathing), that is speech, that is Agni (fire). Let

a man meditate on that as glory of countenance

and health. He who knows this, becomes glorious

and healthy.

4. The northern gate is the Sam&na (on-

breathing), that is mind, that is Parfanya (rain).

Let a man meditate on that as celebrity and beauty.

1 The meditation on the five gates and the five gate-keepers

of the heart is meant to be subservient to the meditation on
Brahman, as the ether in the heart, which, as it is said at the end,

is actually seen and heard by the senses as being within the heart
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He who knows this, becomes celebrated and beau-

tiful.

5. The upper gate is the Udina (out-breathing),

that is air, that is ether. Let a man meditate on

that as strength and greatness. He who knows

this, becomes strong and great.

6. These are the five men of Brahman, the door-

keepers of the Svarga (heaven) world. He who
knows these five men of Brahman, the door-keepers

of the Svarga world, in his family a strong son is

born. He who thus knows these five men of

Brahman, as the door-keepers of the Svarga world,

enters himself the Svarga world.

7. Now that light which shines above this

heaven, higher than all, higher than everything,

in the highest world, beyond which there are no

other worlds, that is the same light which is

within man. And of this we have this visible

proof 1
:

8. Namely, when we thus perceive by touch the
;

>

warmth here in the body 2
. And of it we have this Ci'u r

audible proof : Namely, when we thus, after stopping

our ears, listen to what is like the rolling of a car-

riage, or the bellowing of an ox, or the sound of a

burning fire 3 (within the ears). Let a man meditate

on this as the (Brahman) which is seen and heard.

1 The presence of Brahman in the heart of man is not to rest

on the testimony of revelation only, but is here to be established

by the evidence of the senses. Childish as the argument may
seem to us, it shows at all events how intently the old Brahmans

thought on the problem of the evidence of the invisible.

8 That warmth must come from something, just as smoke comes

from fire, and this something is supposed to be Brahman in

the heart
8 Cf. Ait At. Ill, 2, 4, n-13.
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He who knows this, becomes conspicuous and cele-

brated, yea, he becomes celebrated.

Fourteenth Kha^da.

i. All this is Brahman (n.) Let a man medi-

tate on that (visible world) as beginning, ending,

and breathing 1 in it (the Brahman).

Now man is a creature of will. According to

what his will is in this world, so will he be when he

has departed this life. Let him therefore have this

will and belief:

2. The intelligent, whose body is spirit, whose

form is light, whose thoughts are true, whose nature

is like ether (omnipresent and invisible), from whom
all works, all desires, all sweet odours and tastes

proceed ; he who embraces all this, who never

speaks, and is never surprised,

3. He is my self within the heart, smaller than a

corn of rice, smaller than a corn of barley, smaller

than a mustard seed, smaller than a canary seed or the

kernel of a canary seed. He also is my self within the

heart, greater than the earth, greater than the sky,

greater than heaven, greater than all these worlds.

4. He from whom all works, all desires, all sweet

odours and tastes proceed, who embraces all this,

who never speaks and who is never surprised, he,

my self within the heart, is that Brahman (n.) When
I shall have departed from hence, I shall obtain him

(that Self). He who has this faith 2 has no doubt;

thus said S&ndilya, 3
,
yea, thus he said.

1 (xal&n is explained by ^a, born, la, absorbed, and an, breathing.

It is an artificial term, but fully recognised by the Ved&nta school,

and always explained in this manner.
9 Or he who has faith and no doubt, will obtain this.

8 This chapter is frequently quoted as the .SaWilya-vidyS,

Vedantasdra, init; Veddnta-sutra III, 3, 31.
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Fifteenth Kha^da 1
.

1. The chest which has the sky for its circum-

ference and the earth for its bottom, does not

decay, for the quarters are its sides, and heaven

its lid above. That chest is a treasury, and all

things are within it.

2. Its eastern quarter is called Guhti, its southern

Sahamdni, its western RA^fit, its northern Subhtitd 2
.

The child of those quarters is V&yu, the air, and

he who knows that the air is indeed the child of

the quarters, never weeps for his sons. * I know the

wind to be the child of the quarters, may I never

weep for my sons/

3. * I turn to the imperishable chest with such

and such and such V ' I turn to the Pr£#a (life)

with such and such and such/ ' I turn to BhhA
with such and such and such/ ' I turn to Bhuva^

with such and such and such/ ' I turn to Sva^

with such and such and such/

4. 'When I said, I turn to Pr£#a, then Pri#a

means all whatever exists here—to that I turn/

5. 'When I said, I turn to BhH4, what I said

is, I turn to the earth, the sky, and heaven/

1 The object of this section, the Ko^avi^dna, is to show how
the promise made in III, 13, 6, 'that a strong son should be born

in a man's family,' is to be fulfilled.

1 These names are explained by the commentator as follows

:

Because people offer libations (^uhvati), turning to the east, therefore

it is called Guhu. Because evil doers suffer (sahante) in the town

of Yama, which is in the south, therefore it is called SahamSnd.

The western quarter is called Ra^fif, either because it is sacred

to king Vanwa (ra^an), or on account of the red colour (rdga)

of the twilight. The north is called Subhuta
4

, because wealthy

beings (bhutimat), like Kuvera &c, reside there.

8 Here the names of the sons are to be pronounced,

[3] E
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6. ' When I said, I turn to Bhuva^, what I said

is, I turn to Agni (fire), V&yu (air), Aditya (sun)/

7. ' When I said, I turn to Sva^, what I said is,

I turn to the 7?*g-veda, Ya^ur-veda, and Sima-veda.

That is what I said, yea, that is what I said/

Sixteenth Khanda 1
.

1. Man is sacrifice. His (first) twenty-four years

are the morning-libation. The Gdyatrl has twenty-

four syllables, the morning-libation is offered with

Gdyatrl hymns. The Vasus are connected with

that part of the sacrifice. The Pr4#as (the five

senses) are the Vasus, for they make all this to

abide (v&sayanti).

2. If anything ails him in that (early) age, let him

say: 'Ye Pr&#as, ye Vasus, extend this my morning-

libation unto the midday-libation, that I, the sacrifices

may not perish in the midst of the Pr4#as or Vasus/

Thus he recovers from his illness, and becomes whole.

3. The next forty-four years are the midday-

libation. The Trish/ubh has forty-four syllables,

the midday-libation is offered with Trish/ubh hymns.

The Rudras are connected with that part of it.

The Pr&#as are the Rudras, for they make all

this to cry (rodayanti).

4. If anything ails him in that (second) age, let

him say :
' Ye Pr£#as, ye Rudras, extend this my

midday-libation unto the third libation, that I, the

sacrificer, may not perish in the midst of the

Pr£#as or Rudras/ Thus he recovers from his ill-

ness, and becomes whole.

5. The next forty-eight years are the third

1 The object of this Khawfe is to show how to obtain long

life, as promised before.
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libation. The Gagatl has forty-eight syllables, the

third libation is offered with £agatl hymns. The
Adityas are connected with that part of it. The
Pri#as are the Adityas, for they take up all this

(ddadate).

6. If anything ails him in that (third) age, let him
say: ' Ye Prd^as, ye Adityas, extend this my third

libation unto the full age, that I, the sacrificer, may
not perish in the midst of the Prd«as or Adityas/

Thus he recovers from his illness, and becomes whole.

7. Mahiddsa Aitareya (the son of Itari), who
knew this, said (addressing a disease) :

' Why dost

thou afflict me, as I shall not die by it ? ' He lived

a hundred and sixteen years (i.e. 24 + 44 + 48). He,

too, who knows this lives on to a hundred and six-

teen years.

Seventeenth Khajvda 1
.

1. When a man (who is the sacrificer) hungers,

thirsts, and abstains from pleasures, that is the

Diksha (initiatory rite).

2. When a man eats, drinks, and enjoys pleasures,

he does it with the Upasadas (the sacrificial days on

which the sacrificer is allowed to partake of food).

3. When a man laughs, eats, and delights him-

self, he does it with the Stuta-jastras (hymns sung

and recited at the sacrifices).

4. Penance, liberality, righteousness, kindness,

truthfulness, these form his Dakshm&s (gifts be-

stowed on priests, &c.)

5. Therefore when they say, 'There will be a

1 Here we have a representation of the sacrifice as performed

without any ceremonial, and as it is often represented when

performed in thought only by a man living in the forest.

E 2
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birth/ and 'there has been a birth' (words used at

the Soma-sacrifice, and really meaning, ' He will

pour out the Soma-juice/ and ' he has poured out

the Soma-juice '), that is his new birth. His death

is the AvabhWtha ceremony (when the sacrificial

vessels are carried away to be cleansed).

6. Ghora Angirasa, after having communicated

this (view of the sacrifice) to Krishna, the son of

Deviki 1—and he never thirsted again (after other

knowledge)—said : * Let a man, when his end ap-

1 The curious coincidence between Kr*sh»a Devaktputra, here

mentioned as a pupil of Ghora Angirasa, and the famous Kr*sh»a,

the son of Devakf, was first pointed out by Colebrooke, MiscelL

Essays, II, 177. Whether it is more than a coincidence, is difficult

to say. Certainly we can build no other conclusions on it than

those indicated by Colebrooke, that new fables may have been

constructed elevating this personage to the rank of a god. We
know absolutely nothing of the old Krishna Devakfputra except

his having been a pupil of Ghora Angirasa, nor does there seem

to have been any attempt made by later Brahmans to connect

their divine Krishna, the son of Vasudeva, with the Krishna.

Devakfputra of our Upanishad. This is all the more remarkable

because the author of the *SaWilya-sutras, for instance, who is

very anxious to find a jrauta authority for the worship of Krishna

V&sudeva as the supreme deity, had to be satisfied with quoting

such modern compilations as the N&r$ya#opanishad, Atharvanras,

VI, 9, brahmawyo devakfputro brahmawyo madhusudana^ (see

•SaVafilya-sutras, ed. Ballantyne, p. 36, translated by Cowell, p. 51),

without venturing to refer to the Krishna Devaktputra of the

A*Mndogya-upanishad. The occurrence of such names as Kr/sh/ia,

Vdsudeva, Madhusudana stamps Upanishads, like the Atmabodha-

upanishad, as modern (Colebrooke, Essays, I, 101), and the same

remark applies, as Weber has shown, to the Gopalat&pant-upani-

shad (Bibliotheca Indica, No. 183), where we actually find such

names as «S*rikrish/*a Govinda, Gopt^anavallabha, Devakydm gfoaA

(p. 38), &c. Professor Weber has treated these questions very

fully, but it is not quite clear to me whether he wishes to go

beyond Colebrooke and to admit more than a similarity of name
between the pupil of Ghora Angirasa and the friend of the Gopfs.
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proaches, take refuge with this Triad * :
" Thou art

the imperishable/' " Thou art the unchangeable,"

"Thou art the edge of Pr&#a." ' On this subject

there are two Rik verses (Rig-veda VIII, 6, 30) :

—

7. ' Then they see (within themselves) the ever-

present light of the old seed (of the world, the Sat),

the highest, which is lighted in the brilliant (Brah-

man)/ Rig-veda I, 50, 10 :

—

' Perceiving above the darkness (of ignorance)

the higher light (in the sun), as the higher light

within the heart, the bright source (of light and

life) among the gods, we have reached the highest

light, yea, the highest light 2/

Eighteenth Khanda 3
.

1. Let a man meditate on mind as Brahman (n.),

this is said with reference to the body. Let a

man meditate on the ether as Brahman (n.), this is

said with reference to the Devas. Thus both the

meditation which has reference to the body, and the

meditation which has reference to the Devas, has

been taught.

2. That Brahman (mind) has four feet (quarters).

1 Let him recite these three verses.

* Both these verses had to be translated here according to their

scholastic interpretation, but they had originally a totally different

meaning. Even the text was altered, divd being changed to divi,

sva^ to sve. The first is taken from a hymn addressed to Indra,

who after conquering the dark clouds brings back the light of

the sun. When he does that, then the people see again, as

the poet says, the daily light of the old seed (from which the sun

rises) which is lighted in heaven. The other verse belongs to

a hymn addressed to the sun. Its simple meaning is: 'Seeing

above the darkness (of the night) the rising light, the Sun, bright

among the bright, we came towards the highest light.'

8 This is a further elucidation of Kh. Up. Ill, 14, 2.
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Speech is one foot, breath is one foot, the eye is one

foot, the ear is one foot—so much with reference to

the body. Then with reference to the gods, Agni

(fire) is one foot, V&yu (air) is one foot, Aditya (sun)

is one foot, the quarters are one foot. Thus both

the worship which has reference to the body, and

the worship which has reference to the Devas, has

been taught.

3. Speech is indeed the fourth foot of Brahman.

That foot shines with Agni (fire) as its light, and

warms. He who knows this, shines and warms through

his celebrity, fame, and glory of countenance.

4. Breath is indeed the fourth foot of Brahman.

That foot shines with V&yu (air) as its light, and

warms. He who knows this, shines and warms through

his celebrity, fame, and glory of countenance.

5. The eye is indeed the fourth foot of Brahman.

That foot shines with Aditya (sun) as its light, and

warms. He who knows this, shines and warms through

his celebrity, fame, and glory of countenance.

6. The ear is indeed the fourth foot of Brahman.

That foot shines with the quarters as its light, and

warms. He who knows this, shines and warms through

his celebrity, fame, and glory of countenance.

Nineteenth Khanda.

1. Aditya (the sun 1
) is Brahman, this is the doc-

trine, and this is the fuller account of it :
—

In the beginning this was non-existent 2
. It be-

1 Aditya, or the sun, had before been represented as one of

the four feet of Brahman. He is now represented as Brahman,
or as to be meditated on as such.

* Not yet existing, not yet developed in form and name, and
therefore as if not existing.
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came existent, it grew. It turned into an egg 1
.

The egg lay for the time of a year. The egg

broke open. The two halves were one of silver,

the other of gold.

2. The silver one became this earth, the golden

one the sky, the thick membrane (of the white) the

mountains, the thin membrane (of the yoke) the

mist with the clouds, the small veins the rivers, the

fluid the sea.

3. And what was born from it that was Aditya,

the sun. When he was born shouts of hurrah arose,

and all beings arose, and all things which they de-

sired. Therefore whenever the sun rises and sets,

shouts of hurrah arise, and all beings arise, and all

things which they desire.

4. If any one knowing this meditates on the sun

as Brahman, pleasant shouts will approach him and

will continue, yea, they will continue.

FOURTH PRAPAZ^AKA.

First Kha^da 2
.

1. There lived once upon a time &£namiti Pau-

tr&ya#a (the great-grandson of Gananruta), who was

a pious giver, bestowing much wealth upon the

1 And* instead of a/a/a is explained as a Vedic irregularity.

A similar cosmogony is given in Manu's Law Book, I, 12 seq.

See Kellgren, Mythus de ovo mundano, Helsingfors, 1849.
a Vdyu (air) and Pr&*a (breath) had before been represented

as feet of Brahman, as the second pair. Now they are repre-

sented as Brahman, and as to be meditated on as such. This

is the teaching of Raikva. The language of this chapter is very

obscure, and I am not satisfied with the translation.
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people, and always keeping open house. He built

places of refuge everywhere, wishing that people

should everywhere eat of his food.

2. Once in the night some Hawsas (flamingoes)

flew over his house, and one flamingo said to an-

other :
' Hey, Bhalldksha, Bhall&ksha (short-sighted

friend). The light (glory) of C&namiti Pautr£ya»a

has spread like the sky. Do not go near, that it

may not burn thee/

3. The other answered him :
' How can you speak

of him, being what he is (a r£*anya, noble), as if he

were like Raikva with the car 1 ?

'

4. The first replied : 'How is it with this Raikva

with the car of whom thou speakest ?

'

The other answered :
' As (in a game of dice) all

the lower casts 2 belong to him who has conquered

with the Krzta cast, so whatever good deeds other

people perform, belong to that Raikva. He who
knows what he knows, he is thus spoken of by me/

5. G&namiti Pautrdya^a overheard this conversa-

tion, and as soon as he had risen in the morning, he

said to his door- keeper (kshattrz): * Friend, dost thou

speak of (me, as if I were) Raikva with the car?'

He replied :
' How is it with this Raikva with the

car?'

6. The king said :
' As (in a game of dice), all the

lower casts belong to him who has conquered with

the Krita cast, so whatever good deeds other people

perform, belong to that Raikva. He who knows
what he knows, he is thus spoken of by me/

1 Sayugvan is explained as possessed of a car with yoked

horses or oxen. Could it have meant originally, 'yoke-fellow,

equal/ as in Rig-veda X, 130,4? Anquetil renders it by 'semper

cum se ipso camelum solutum habens.'
8 Insteai of adhareya^, we must read adhare 'ya^.
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7. The door-keeper went to look for Raikva, but

returned saying, ' I found him not/ Then the king

said : 'Alas! where a Brdhmawa should be searched

for (in the solitude of the forest), there go for him/

8. The door-keeper came to a man who was
lying beneath a car and scratching his sores \ He
addressed him, and said :

' Sir, are you Raikva with

the car ?

'

He answered :
' Here I am/

Then the door-keeper returned, and said: 'I have

found him/

Second Khanda.

1. Then G&namiti Pautrdya«a took six hundred

cows, a necklace, and a carriage with mules, went

to Raikva and said :

2. ' Raikva, here are six hundred cows, a neck-

lace, and a carriage with mules ; teach me the deity

which you worship/

3. The other replied : 'Fie, necklace and carriage

be thine, O .SYldra, together with the cows/

Then G&namiti Pautrdyawa took again a thou-

sand cows, a necklace, a carriage with mules, and his

own daughter, and went to him.

4. He said to him :
' Raikva, there are a thou-

sand cows, a necklace, a carriage with mules, this

wife, and this village in which thou dwellest. Sir,

teach me!'

5. He, opening her mouth 2
, said: 'You have

1
It is curious that in a hymn of the Atharva-veda (V, 22, 5, 8)

takman, apparently a disease of the skin, is relegated to the Mah£-

vr/shas, where Raikva dwelt. Roth, Zur Literatur des Veda, p. 36.

2 To find out her age. The commentator translates, ' Raikva,

knowing her mouth to be the door of knowledge, i. e. knowing

that for her he might impart his knowledge to G&najruti, and that
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brought these (cows and other presents), O .Sttdra,

but only by that mouth did you make me speak/

These are the Raikva-paraa villages in the country

of the MahdvWshas (mah&pu#yas) where Raikva

dwelt under him x
. And he said to him :

Third Khajvda.

i. 'Air (v&yu) is indeed the end of all 2
. For

when fire goes out, it goes into air. When the sun

goes down, it goes into air. When the moon goes

down, it goes into air.

2. ' When water dries up, it goes into air. Air

indeed consumes them all. So much with reference

to the Devas.

3. ' Now with reference to the body. Breath

(prd/za) is indeed the end of all. When a man sleeps,

speech goes into breath, so do sight, hearing, and

mind Breath indeed consumes them all.

4. ' These are the two ends, air among the Devas,

breath among the senses (pr&n&A).'

5. Once while .Saunaka K&peya and Abhipra-

t&rin K&kshaseni were being waited on at their

meal, a religious student begged of them. They
gave him nothing.

6. He said ;
' One god—who is he ?—swallowed

the four great ones 8
, he, the guardian of the world.

G&nasruti by bringing such rich gifts had become a proper receiver

of knowledge, consented to do what he had before refused.'

1 The commentator supplies ad£t, the king gave the villages

to him.
9 Sa/gvarga, absorption, whence sa/rcvargavidyd, not sa#?sarga.

It is explained by sa/wvar^-ana, sa**graha»a, and sa#?grasana, in

the text itself by adana, eating.
8 This must refer to Vayu and Prawa swallowing the four, as

explained in IV, 3, 2, and IV, 3, 3. The commentator explains
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O K&peya, mortals see him not, O Abhipratdrin,

though he dwells in many places. He to whom this

food belongs, to him it has not been given V
7. .Saunaka K&peya, pondering on that speech,

went to the student and said :
' He is the self of the

Devas, the creator of all beings, with golden tusks,

the eater, not without intelligence. His greatness

is said to be great indeed, because, without being

eaten, he eats even what is not food a
. Thus do we,

O Brahmaidrin, meditate on that Being/ Then he

said :
' Give him food/

8. They gave him food. Now these five (the

eater Vdyu (air), and his food, Agni (fire), Aditya

(sun), iifandramas (moon), Ap (water)) and the

other five (the eater Prd«a (breath), and his food,

speech, sight, hearing, mind) make ten, and that

is the Krita. (the highest 3
) cast (representing the

ten, the eaters and the food). Therefore in all

quarters those ten are food (and) Krtta. (the highest

cast). These are again the Vir&£* 4 (often syllables)

it by Pni^&pati, who is sometimes called Ka. In one sense

it would be Brahman, as represented by V&yu and Pr&ia.
1 The food which you have refused to me, you have really

refused to Brahman.
2 Saunaka wishes the student to understand that though ' mortals

see him not/ he sees and knows him, viz. the god who, as

Vdyu, swallows all the gods, but produces them again, and who,

as pr£»a, swallows during sleep all senses, but produces them

again at the time of waking.
8 The words are obscure, and the commentator does not throw

much light on them. He explains, however, the four casts of

the dice, the Krrta=4, the Tretd=3, the Dvdpara=2, the Kali=i,

making together 10, the Krtta cast absorbing the other casts,

and thus counting ten.

* Vir^, name of a metre of ten syllables, and also a name

of food. One expects, ' which is the food and eats the food.'
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which eats the food. Through this all this becomes

seen. H e who knows this sees all this and becomes an

eater of food, yea, he becomes an eater of food.

Fourth Khanda 1
.

i. Satyak&ma, the son of Gab£l&, addressed his

mother and said :
' I wish to become a Brahmai&rin

(religious student), mother. Of what family ami?'
2. She said to him :

' I do not know, my child,

of what family thou art. In my youth when I had

to move about much as a servant (waiting on the

guests in my father's house), I conceived thee. I do

not know of what family thou art. I am Cabdld by
name, thou art Satyak&ma (Philalethes). Say that

thou art Satyak&ma G&b&la/

3. He going to Gautama H&ridrumata said to

him, ' I wish to become a Brahmaiclrin with you,

Sir. May I come to you, Sir ?

'

4. He said to him :
' Of what family are you, my

friend ?
' He replied :

' I do not know, Sir, of what

family I am. I asked my mother, and she answered

:

"In my youth when I had to move about much as

a servant, I conceived thee. I do not know of what

family thou art. I am Gabdld by name, thou art

Satyak&ma," I am therefore Satyak&ma G&bdla, Sir/

5. He said to him :
' No one but a true Br&h-

ma#a would thus speak out. Go and fetch fuel,

friend, I shall initiate you. You have not swerved

from the truth/

Having initiated him, he chose four hundred

lean and weak cows, and said :
' Tend these, friend/

1 This carries on the explanation of the four feet of Brahman,

as first mentioned in III, 18, 1. Each foot or quarter of Brahman

is represented as fourfold, and the knowledge of these sixteen parts

is called the Sho<fojakal£vidya\
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1

He drove them out and said to himself, ' I shall not

return unless I bring back a thousand.' He dwelt a

number of years (in the forest), and when the cows

had become a thousand, #

Fifth Khanda.

i. The bull of the herd (meant for V&yu) said to

him :
' Satyaldtma

!

' He replied :
' Sir

!

' The bull

said :
' We have become a thousand, lead us to the

house of the teacher

;

2. 'And I will declare to you one foot of Brahman/
' Declare it, Sir/ he replied.

He said to him; ' The eastern region is one quar-

ter, the western region is one quarter, the southern

region is one quarter, the northern region is one

quarter. This is a foot of Brahman, consisting of

the four quarters, and called Prak&avat (endowed

with splendour).

3. 'He who knows this and meditates on the foot

of Brahman, consisting of four quarters, by the name

of Praklravat, becomes endowed with splendour in

this world. He conquers the resplendent worlds,

whoever knows this and meditates on the foot of

Brahman, consisting of the four quarters, by the

name of Prak&avat.

Sixth Khanda.

1. 'Agni will declare to you another foot of

Brahman/

(After these words of the bull), Satyak&ma, on

the morrow, drove the cows (toward the house of

the teacher). And when they came towards the

evening, he lighted a fire, penned the cows, laid

wood on the fire, and sat down behind the fire,

looking to the east
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2. Then Agni (the fire) said to him : 'Satyakima!'

He replied :
' Sir/

3. Agni said :
' Friend, I will declare unto you

o§e foot of Brahman/
1 Declare it, Sir/ he replied.

He said to him :
' The earth is one quarter, the

sky is one quarter, the heaven is one quarter, the

ocean is one quarter. This is a foot of Brahman,

consisting of four quarters, and called Anantavat

(endless).

4. 'He who knows this and meditates on the foot

of Brahman, consisting of four quarters, by the name
of Anantavat, becomes endless in this world. He
conquers the endless worlds, whoever knows this

and meditates on the foot of Brahman, consisting of

four quarters, by the name of Anantavat.

Seventh Khajvda.

1. 'A Hawsa (flamingo, meant for the sun) will

declare to you another foot of Brahman/

(After these words of Agni), Satyak&ma, on the

morrow, drove the cows onward. And when they

came towards the evening, he lighted a fire, penned

the cows, laid wood on the fire, and sat down behind

the fire, looking toward the east.

2. Then a Hawsa flew near and said to him :

1 Satyakima/ He replied : 'Sir/

3. The Hawsa said :
' Friend, I will declare unto

you one foot of Brahman/
s Declare it, Sir/ he replied.

He said to him :
' Fire is one quarter, the sun

is one quarter, the moon is one quarter, lightning is

one quarter. This is a foot of Brahman, consisting

of four quarters, and called Gyotishmat (full of light).
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4. ' He who knows this and meditates on the

foot of Brahman, consisting of four quarters, by the

name of Gyotishmat, becomes full of light in this

world. He conquers the worlds which are full of

light, whoever knows this and meditates on the

foot of Brahman, consisting of four quarters, by the

name of Gyotishmat.

Eighth Khanda.

1. 'A diver-bird (Madgu, meant for Pr£#a) will

declare to you another foot of Brahman/

(After these words of the Ha^sa), SatyakSma, on

the morrow, drove the cows onward. And when they

came towards the evening, he lighted a fire, penned

the cows, laid wood on the fire, and sat down be-

hind the fire, looking toward the east.

2. Then a diver flew near and said to him

:

'Satyak&ma/ He replied: 'Sir.'

3. The diver said :
' Friend, I will declare unto

you one foot of Brahman/
' Declare it, Sir/ he replied.

He said to him :
* Breath is one quarter, the eye

is one quarter, the ear is one quarter, the mind is

one quarter. This is a foot of Brahman, consisting

of four quarters, and called Ayatanavat (having a

home).
1 He who knows this and meditates on the foot

of Brahman, consisting of four quarters, by the

name of Ayatanavat, becomes possessed of a home

in this world. He conquers the worlds which offer

a home, whoever knows this and meditates on the

foot of Brahman, consisting of four quarters, by the

name of Ayatanavat/
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Ninth Khanda.

i. Thus he reached the house of his teacher.

The teacher said to him :
' Satyakdma/ He re-

plied: 'Sir/

2. The teacher said :
' Friend, you shine like

one who knows Brahman. Who then has taught

you * ?
' He replied : 'Not men. But you only,

Sir, I wish, should teach me 2
;

3. ' For I have heard from men like you, Sir,

that only knowledge which is learnt from a teacher

(A^drya), leads to real good/ Then he taught him

the same knowledge. Nothing was left out, yea,

nothing was left out.

Tenth Khanda \

1. Upako^ala K&mal&yana dwelt as a Brahma-

£&rin (religious student) in the house of Satyak&ma

G&b£la. He tended his fires for twelve years. But

the teacher, though he allowed other pupils (after

they had learnt the sacred books) to depart to their

own homes, did not allow Upako^ala to depart

2. Then his wife said to him :
* This student, who

is quite exhausted (with austerities), has carefully

tended your fires. Let not the fires themselves blame

you, but teach him.' The teacher, however, went

away on a journey without having taught him.

3. The student from sorrow was not able to eat.

1 It would have been a great offence if Satyak&ma had accepted

instruction from any man, except his recognised teacher.

* The text should be, bhagav&ws tv eva me k&me brfiy&t (me

k&me=mame&Maydm).
* The Upakoxala-vidya* teaches first Brahman as the cause, and

then in its various forms, and is therefore called atmavidyd and
agnividyS.
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Then the wife of the teacher said to him :
' Student,

eat ! Why do you not eat ?' He said :
' There are

many desires in this man here, which lose themselves

in different directions. I am full of sorrows, and

shall take no food.'

4. Thereupon the fires saicj among themselves :

' This student, who is quite exhausted, has carefully

tended us. Well, let us teach him/ They said to

him:

5.
' Breath is Brahman, Ka (pleasure) is Brahman,

Kha (ether) is Brahman/

He said :
' I understand that breath is Brahman,

but I do not understand Ka or KhaV
They said :

' What is Ka is Kha, what is Kha is

Ka 2/ They therefore taught him Brahman as

breath, and as the ether (in the heart) 8
.

Eleventh Khanda.

1. After that the Gdrhapatya fire 4 taught him:
* Earth, fire, food, and the sun (these are my forms, or

1 1 do not understand, he means, how Ka, which means pleasure,

and is non- eternal, and how Kha, which means ether, and is not

intelligent, can be Brahman.
2 The commentator explains as follows :—Ka is pleasure, and

Kha is ether, but these two words are to determine each other

mutually, and thus to form one idea. Ka therefore does not

mean ordinary pleasures, but pleasures such as belong to Kha,

the ether. And Kha does not signify the ordinary outward ether,

but the ether in the heart, which alone is capable of pleasure.

What is meant by Ka and Kha is therefore the sentient ether

in the heart, and that is Brahman, while Prawa, breath, is Brahman,

in so far as it is united with the ether in the heart.

8 And as its ether, i. e. as the ether in the heart, the Brahman,

with which prd«a is connected. Comm.
4 The household altar.

[3] F
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forms of Brahman). The person that is seen in

the sun, I am he, I am he indeed l
.

2. 'He who knowing this meditates on him,

destroys sin, obtains the world (of Agni GArha-

patya), reaches his full age, and lives long ; his

descendants do not perish. We guard him in this

world and in the other
;
whosoever knowing this

meditates on him/

Twelfth Khanda.

i. Then the Anv&hirya fire 2 taught him

:

' Water, the quarters, the stars, the moon (these

are my forms). The person that is seen in the

moon, I am he, I am he indeed.

2. * He who knowing this meditates on him,

destroys sin, obtains the world (of Agni Anvd-

h&rya), reaches his full age, and lives long; his

descendants do not perish. We guard him in this

world and in the other, whosoever knowing this

meditates on him.'

Thirteenth Kha^z>a.

i. Then the Ahavaniya 3 fire taught him :
' Breath,

ether, heaven, and lightning (these are my forms).

The person that is seen in the lightning, I am he,

I am he indeed

1 Fanciful similarities and relations between the fires of the three

altars and their various forms and manifestations are pointed out

by the commentator. Thus earth and food are. represented as

warmed and boiled by the fire. The sun is said to give warmth

and light like the fire of the altar. The chief point, however, is

that in all of them Brahman is manifested.

* The altar on the right. Anvdhdrya is a sacrificial oblation,

chiefly one intended for the manes.
• The Ahavaniya altar is the altar on the eastern side of the

sacrificial ground
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2. 'He who knowing this meditates on him,

destroys sin, obtains the world (of Agni Ahava-

nlya), reaches his full age, and lives long; his

descendants do not perish. We guard him in this

world and in the other, whosoever knowing this

meditates on him/

Fourteenth Khanda.

i. Then they all said :
' Upakosala, this is our

knowledge, our friend, and the knowledge of the

Self, but the teacher will tell you the way (to

another life).'

2. I ft time his teacher came back, and said to

him :
' Upakctfala/ He answered :

' Sir/ The
teacher said :

' Friend, your face shines like that of

one who knows Brahman. Who has taught you ?

'

' Who should teach me, Sir ?' he said. He denies,

as it were. And he said (pointing) to the fires :

' Are these fires other than fires ?

'

The teacher said :
* What, my friend, have these

fires told you ?
'

3. He answered :
' This' (repeating some of what

they had told him).

The teacher said :
' My friend, they have taught

you about the worlds, but I shall tell you this ; and

as water does not cling to a lotus leaf, so no evil

deed clings to one who knows it/ He said : 'Sir,

tell it me/
Fifteenth Khajvda.

1. He said :
' The person that is seen in the eye,

that is the Self. This is the immortal, the fearless,

this is Brahman \ Even though they drop melted

1 This is also the teaching of Pra#a*pati in VIII, 7, 4.

F 2
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butter or water on him, it runs away on both

sides \

2. * They call him Sawyadvima, for all blessings

(vfima) go towards him (sazwyanti). All blessings

go towards him who knows this.

3.
* He is also Vdmant, for he leads (nayati) all

blessings (v&ma). He leads all blessings who
knows this.

4. ' He is also Bhdmanl, for he shines (bh4ti)

in all worlds. He who knows this, shines in all

worlds.

5.
c Now (if one who knows this, dies), whether

people perform obsequies for him or no, he goes

to light (ar^is) 2
, from light to day, from day to

the light half of the moon, from the light half of

the moon to the six months during which the sun

goes to the north, from the months to the year,

from the year to the sun, from the sun to the moon,

from the moon to the lightning. There is a person

not human,

6. 'He leads them to Brahman. This is the path

of the Devas, the path that leads to Brahman.

Those who proceed on that path, do not return

to the life of man, yea, they do not return/

Sixteenth Khanda*.

1. Verily, he who purifies (V&yu) is the sacrifice,

for he (the air) moving along, purifies everything.

1
It does so in the eye, and likewise with the person in the eye,

who is not affected by anything. Cf. Kh. Up. IV, 14, 3.
8 The commentator takes light, day, &c. as persons, or devatds.

Cf. Kh. Up. V, 10, 1.

8 If any mistakes happen during the performance of a sacri-

fice, as described before, they are remedied by certain interjectional
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Because moving along he purifies everything, there-

fore he is the sacrifice. Of that sacrifice there are

two ways, by mind and by speech.

2. The Brahman priest performs one of them
in his mind 1

, the Hotrt, Adhvaryu, and Udgbtrt

priests perform the other by words. When the

Brahman priest, after the Pr&taranuv&ka ceremony

has begun, but before the recitation of the Paridhd-

nly£ hymn, has (to break his silence and) to speak,

3. He performs perfectly the one way only (that

by words), but the other is injured. As a man
walking on one foot, or a carriage going on one

wheel, is injured, his sacrifice is injured, and with

the injured sacrifice the sacrificer is injured
;
yes,

having sacrificed, he becomes worse.

4. But when after the Pr&taranuv&ka ceremony

has begun* and before the recitation of the Paridhd-

nlyd hymn, the Brahman priest has not (to break

his silence and) to speak, they perform both ways

perfectly, and neither of them is injured.

5. As a man walking on two legs and a carriage

going on two wheels gets on, so his sacrifice gets on,

and with the successful sacrifice the sacrificer gets

on
;
yes, having sacrificed, he becomes better.

syllables (vydhr/'ti), the nature of which is next described. All this

is supposed to take place in the forest.

1 While the other priests perform the sacrifice, the Brahman

priest has to remain silent, following the whole sacrifice in his

mind, and watching,that no mistake be committed. If a mistake

is committed, he has to correct it, and for that purpose certain

corrective penances (pr£yar£itta) are enjoined. The performance

of the Brahman priest resembles the meditations of the sages in

the forest, and therefore this chapter is here inserted.
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Seventeenth Khanda.

i. Pra^dpati brooded over the worlds, and from

them thus brooded on he squeezed out the essences,

Agni (fire) from the earth, V&yu (air) from the sky,

Aditya (the sun) from heaven.

2. He brooded over these three deities, and

from them thus brooded on he squeezed out the

essences, the Rik verses from Agni, the Ya^us

verses from Viyu, the S£man verses from Aditya.

3. He brooded over the threefold knowledge

(the three Vedas), and from it thus brooded on he

squeezed out the essences, the sacred interjection

Bhfts from the Rik verses, the sacred interjection

Bhuvas from the Ya^xis verses, the sacred inter-

jection Svar from the S&man verses.

4. If the sacrifice is injured from the Rzg-veda,

side, let him offer a libation in the Gdrhapatya fire,

saying, BhM, Sv&ha ! Thus does he bind together

and heal, by means of the essence and the power

of the Rik verses themselves, whatever break the

Rik sacrifice may have suffered.

5. If the sacrifice is injured from the Ya^ur-veda

side, let him offer a libation in the Dakshiwa fire,

saying, Bhuva^, SvfihA ! Thus does he bind together

and heal, by means of the essence and the power

of the Ya^us verses themselves, whatever break the

Ya^us sacrifice may have suffered.

6. If the sacrifice is injured by the Sima-veda

side, let him offer a libation in the Ahavantya fire,

saying, Sva^, Svih& ! Thus does he bind together

and heal, by means of the essence and the power

of the S&man verses themselves, whatever break the

Sdman sacrifice may have suffered.
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7. As one binds (softens) gold by means of

lava^a 1 (borax), and silver by means of gold, and
tin by means of silver, and lead by means of tin,

and iron (loha) by means of lead, and wood by
means of iron, or also by means of leather,

8. Thus does one bind together and heal any

break in the sacrifice by means of (the Vy&hmis or

sacrificial interjections which are) the essence and

strength of the three worlds, of the deities, and of

the threefold knowledge. That sacrifice is healed 2

in which there is a Brahman priest who knows this.

9. That sacrifice is inclined towards the north

(in the right way) in which there is a Brahman priest

who knows this. And with regard to such a Brah-

man priest there is the following Gdthd 3
: 'Where-

ever it falls back, thither the man 4 goes/—viz. the

Brahman only, as one of the Ritvig priests. *He saves

the Kurus as a mare' (viz. a Brahman priest who

1 Lavaca, a kind of salt, explained by kshdra and /ahka or

/ankana. It is evidently borax, which is still imported from the

East Indies under the name of tincal, and used as a flux in chemi-

cal processes.
8 Bhesha^akr/ta, explained by bhesha^ena 'iva k/rfca£ saa&skrrtaA,

and also by iikitsakena surikshitena c esha ya^flo bhavati,' which

looks as if the commentator had taken it as a genitive of

bhesha^akr/'t.

3 This G£tha* (or, according to •S'ahkara, Anugdtha) is probably

a Gayatri, though Anandagiri says that it is not in the Gayatri

or any other definite metre. It may have been originally ' yato

yata dvartate, tattad ga£Mati m&navaA, kurun arvdbhirakshati.'

This might be taken from an old epic ballad, ' Wherever the army

fell back, thither the man went ; the mare (mares being preferred

to stallions in war) saves the Kurus/ That verse was applied to the

Brahman priest succouring the sacrifice,whenever it seemed to waver,

and protecting the Kurus, i. e. the performers of the sacrifice.

4 Mdnava, explained from mauna, or manana, but possibly ori

ginally, a descendant of Manu.
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knows this, saves the sacrifice, the sacrificer, and all

the other priests). Therefore let a man make him

who knows this his Brahman priest, not one who
does not know it, who does not know it

FIFTH PRAPA7JYAKA 1
.

First Kuanda.

i. He who knows the oldest and the best be-

comes himself the oldest and the best. Breath

indeed is the oldest and the best

2. He who knows the richest, becomes himself

the richest. Speech indeed is the richest.

3. He who knows the firm rest, becomes himself

firm in this world and in the next. The eye indeed

is the firm rest.

4. He who knows success, his wishes succeed,

both his divine and human wishes. The ear indeed

is success.

5. He who knows the home, becomes a home
of his people. The mind indeed is the home.

6. The five senses quarrelled together 2
, who was

the best, saying, I am better, I am better.

1 The chief object is to show the different ways on which people

proceed after death. One of these ways, the Devapatha that leads

to Brahman and from which there is no return, has been described,

IV, 15. The other ways for those who on earth know the

conditioned Brahman only, have to be discussed now.
8 The same fable, the prdwasawvdda or prdwavidyd, is told in

the Br*had£raayaka VI, 1, 1-14, the Aitareya Ar. II, 4, the Kaush.

Up. Ill, 3, and the Prajna Up. II, 3. The last is the simplest

version of all, but it docs not follow therefore that it is the oldest.

It would be difficult to find two fables apparently more alike, yet

in reality differing from each other more characteristically than this

fable and the fable told to the plebeians by Menenius Agrippa.
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7. They went to their father Pra^cipati and said :

4

Sir, who is the best of us ?' He replied :
' He by

whose departure the body seems worse than worst,

he is the best of you/

8. The tongue (speech) departed, and having

been absent for a year, it came round and said

:

1 How have you been able to live without me ?

'

They replied :
' Like mute people, not speaking, but

breathing with the breath, seeing with the eye,

hearing with the ear, thinking with the mind. Thus
we lived/ Then speech went back.

9. The eye (sight) departed, and having been

absent for a year, it came round and said :
' How

have you been able to live without me ?
' They

replied :
* Like blind people, not seeing, but breath-

ing with the breath, speaking with the tongue,

hearing with the ear, thinking with the mind. Thus
we lived/ Then the eye went back.

10. The ear (hearing) departed, and having been

absent for a year, it came round and said :
* How

have you been able to live without me ?
' They

replied :
' Like deaf people, not hearing, but breath-

ing with the breath, speaking with the tongue,

thinking with the mind. Thus we lived/ Then
the ear went back.

11. The mind departed, and having been absent

for a year, it came round and said : 'How have

you been able to live.without me ?
' They replied

:

* Like children whose mind is not yet formed, but

breathing with the breath, speaking with the tongue,

seeing with the eye, hearing with the ear. Thus we
lived/ Then the mind went back.

1 2. The breath, when on the point of departing,

tore up the other senses, as a horse, going to start,
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might tear up the pegs to which he is tethered 1
.

They came to him and said:
4

Sir, be thou (our lord);

thou art the best among us. Do not depart from us!'

13. Then the tongue said to him :
' If I am the

richest, thou art the richest/ The eye said to him :

1

If I am the firm rest, thou art the firm rest 2/

14. The ear said to him :
* If I am success, thou

art success/ The mind said to him :
* If I am the

home, thou art the home/

15. And people do not call them, the tongues,

the eyes, the ears, the minds, but the breaths

(pr&#a, the senses). For breath are all these.

Second Kiiajvda.

1. Breath said: 'What shall be my food?'

They answered :
' Whatever there is, even unto

dogs and birds/ Therefore this is food for Ana
(the breather). His name is clearly Ana 3

. T6
him who knows this there is nothing that is not

(proper) food.

2, He said: 'What shall be my dress?' They
answered :

' Water/ Therefore wise people, when
they are going to eat food, surround their food be-

fore and after with water 4/ He (pr£#a) thus gains

a dress, and is no longer naked 5
.

1 PsuMra, fetter, wc'ty, pedica, a word now well known, but

which Burnouf (Commentaire sur le Yac.na, Notes, CLXXIV)
tried in vain to decipher.

8 Burnouf rightly preferred pratishMSsi to pratishMo 'si, though

the commentary on the corresponding passage of the Br/had&ra-

wyaka seems to favour tatpratish/Ao 'si.

8 Ana, breather, more general than pra-ana=prawa, forth-

breather, and the other more specified names of breath.
4 They rinse the mouth before and after every meal.

• We expect, ' He who knows this ' instead of prd»a, but as
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3. Satyak&ma 6£b&la, after he had communi-

cated this to Go^ruti Vaiyighrapadya, said to him :

* If you were to tell this to a dry stick, branches

would grow, and leaves spring from it/

4. If l a man wishes to reach greatness, let him

perform the Dikshd 2 (preparatory rite) on the day of

the new moon, and then, on the night of the full

moon, let him stir a mash of all kinds of herbs

with curds and honey, and let him pour ghee on the

fire (fivasathya laukika), saying, c Sv&hA to the oldest

and the best/ After that let him throw all that

remains (of the ghee) 3 into the mash.

5. In the same manner let him pour ghee on

the fire, saying, * Sv&hA to the richest/ After that

let him throw all that remains together into the

mash.

In the same manner let him pour ghee on the fire,

saying, ' Svfihfi to the firm rest/ After that let him

throw all that remains together into the mash.

In the same manner let him pour ghee on the

fire, saying,
4

SvfihA to success/ After that let him

throw all that remains together into the mash.

6. Then going forward and placing the mash

pr&na may apply to every individual prawa, the usual finishing

sentence was possibly dropt on purpose.
1 The oblation here described is called mantha, a mortar, or

what is pounded in a mortar, i. e. barley stirred in some kind of

gravy. See (7aim. N. M. V. p. 406.
2 Not the real dikshi, which is a preparatory rite for great

sacrifices, but penance, truthfulness, abstinence, which take the

place of diksha* with those who live in the forest and devote

themselves to updsana, meditative worship.
8 What is here called sampdtam avanayati is the same as

sawsravam avanayati in the Brih. Ar. VI, 3, 2. The commentator

says : Sruv&valepanam a^yam mantham sawsr&vayati.
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in his hands, he recites :
' Thou (Pri#a) art Ama l

by name, for all this together exists in thee. He
is the oldest and best, the king, the sovereign.

May he make me the oldest, the best, the king,

the sovereign. May I be all this.'

7. Then he eats with the following Rik verse at

every foot :
' We choose' that food '—here he swal-

lows—'Of the divine Savitr* (pr&tfa)'—here he

swallows— • The best and all-supporting food '—here

he swallows—' We meditate on the speed of Bhaga

(Savitrz, pr4»a)'—here he drinks all.

8. Having cleansed the vessel, whether it be a

kawsa or a ^amasa, he sits down behind the fire on

a skin or on the bare ground, without speaking or

making any other effort. If in his dream he sees a

woman, let him know this to be a sign that his

sacrifice has succeeded.

9. On this there is a .Sloka: 'If during sacri-

fices which are to fulfil certain wishes he sees in

his dreams a woman, let him know success from

this vision in a dream, yea, from this vision in

a dream/
Third Kham>a 2

.

1. .SVetaketu Aru^eya went to an assembly 3 of

the PaiUfilas. Prav&ha#a Gaivali 4 said to him

:

' Boy, has your father instructed you ?
'

' Yes, Sir,'

he replied.

2. ' Do you know to what place men go from

here ?
' ' No, Sir/ he replied.

1 Cf. Brth. Ar. I, 1, 3, 22.

* This story is more fully told in the Bnhadiratfyaka VI, 2,

«Satapatha-br£hma«a XIV, 8, 16.

8 Samiti, or parishad, as in the Bnh. Ar.
4 He is the same Kshatriya sage who appeared in 1, 8, 1, silencing

the Br&hmans.
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* Do you know how they return again ?
'

' No
Sir/ he replied.

' Do you know where the path of Devas and the

path of the fathers diverge ?
' ' No, Sir/ he replied.

3.
' Do you know why that world 1 never becomes

full?' 'No, Sir/ he replied.

1 Do you know why in the fifth libation water is

called Man 2 ?' ' No, Sir/ he replied.

4. 'Then why did you say (you had been) in-

structed ? How could anybody who did not know
these things say that he had been instructed ?

'

Then the boy went back sorrowful to the place of his

father, and said :
* Though you had not instructed

me, Sir, you said you had instructed me.

5.
' That fellow of a R&^anya asked me five

questions, and I could not answer one of them/

The father said :
' As you have told me these

questions of his, I do not know any one of them 3
.

If I knew these questions, how should I not have

told you 4 ?

'

6. Then Gautama went to the kings place, and

when he had come to him, the king offered him

proper respect. In the morning the king went out

on his way to the assembly 6
. The king said to him :

1 That of the fathers. Comm.
* Or, according to others, why the water has a human voice

;

purushav&fcaA in Brih. Ar. XIV, 9, 3.
1 I doubt whether the elliptical construction of these sentences

is properly filled out by the commentator. In the Bnhadarawyaka

the construction is much easier. ' You know me well enough to

know that whatever I know, I told you.'

4 I read avedishyam, though both the text and commentary

give avadishyam. Still viditavdn asmi points to an original

avedishyam, and a parallel passage, VI, 1, 7, confirms this

emendation.

* Cf.JR.Up.V, 11,5.
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' Sir, Gautama, ask a boon of such things as men
possess/ He replied :

' Such things as men possess

may remain with you. Tell me the speech which

you addressed to the boy.'

7. The king was perplexed, and commanded
him, saying :

€ Stay with me some time/ Then he

said :
*As (to what) you have said to me, Gautama,

this knowledge did not go to any Brihma#a before

you, and therefore this teaching belonged in all

the worlds to the Kshatra class alone. Then he

began

:

Fourth Khajvda 1
.

1. 'The altar (on which the sacrifice is supposed

to be offered) is that world (heaven), O Gautama

;

its fuel is the sun itself, the smoke his rays, the

light the day, the coals the moon, the sparks the

stars.

2. 'On that altar the Devas (or pr4#as, repre-

sented by Agni, &c.) offer the ^raddhd libation

(consisting of water). From that oblation rises

Soma, the king 2 (the moon).

Fifth Khanda.

1. 'The altar is Par^anya (the god of rain), O
Gautama; its fuel is the air itself, the smoke

the cloud, the light the lightning, the coals the

thunderbolt, the sparks the thunderings 3
.

1 He answers the last question, why water in the fifth libation

is called Man, first

* The sacrificers themselves rise through their oblations to

heaven, and attain as their reward a Soma-like nature.
8 Hrdduni, generally explained by hail, but here by stanayitnu-

xabda^, rumblings.
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2. ' On that altar the Devas offer Soma, the king

(the moon). From that oblation rises rain \

Sixth Khanda.

1. 'The altar is the earth, O Gautama; its fuel

is the year itself, the smoke the ether, the light

the night, the coals the quarters, the sparks the

intermediate quarters.

2. ' On that altar the Devas (pr£#as) offer rain.

From that oblation rises food (corn, &c.)

Seventh Khanda.

1. 'The altar is man, O Gautama; its fuel

speech itself, the smoke the breath, the light the

tongue, the coals the eye, the sparks the ear.

2. 'On that altar the Devas (pr4»as) offer food.

From that oblation rises seed.

Eighth Khanda.

1. 'The altar is woman, O Gautama 2
.

2. ' On that altar the Devas (priUas) offer seed.

From that oblation rises the germ.

Ninth Khanda.

1. ' For this reason is water in the fifth oblation

called Man. This germ, covered in the womb, having

dwelt there ten months, or more or less, is born.

2. ' When born, he lives whatever the length of

his life may be. When he has departed, his friends

carry him, as appointed, to the fire (of the funeral

pile) from whence he came, from whence he sprang.

1 The water, which had assumed the nature of Soma, now
becomes rain.

* Tasyi upastha eva samid, yad upamantrayate sa dh&mo,

yonir ar&r, yad anta£ karoti te 'ng&r& abhinanda* vishphulingdA.
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Tenth Khajvda.

i. * Those who know this 1 (even though they

still be gri hasthas, householders) and those who in

the forest follow faith and austerities (the v£na-

prasthas, and of the parivrA^akas those who do not

yet know the Highest Brahman) go 2 to light (arvfcis),

from light to day, from day to the light half of the

moon, from the light half of the moon to the six

months when the sun goes to the north, from the

six months when the sun goes to the north to the

year, from the year to the sun, from the sun to the

moon, from the moon to the lightning. There is

a person not human 3
,

—

2.
c He leads them to Brahman (the conditioned

Brahman). This is the path of the Devas.

3.
' But they who living in a village practise (a life

of) sacrifices, works of public utility, and alms, they

go to the smoke, from smoke to night, from night

to the dark half of the moon, from the dark half of

the moon to the six months when the sun goes to

the south. But they do not reach the year.

4. ' From the months they go to the world of the

fathers, from the world of the fathers to the ether,

from the ether to the moon. That is Soma, the

king. Here they are loved (eaten) by the Devas,

yes, the Devas love (eat) them 4
.

1 The doctrine of the five fires, and our being born in them,

i. e. in heaven, rain, earth, man, and woman.
» Cf. Kh. Up. IV, 15, 5.

* Instead of mdnava, human, or am&nava, not human, the Brrb.

At. reads mdnasa, mental, or created by manas, mind.
4 This passage has been translated, ' They are the food of the

gods. The gods do eat it' And this is indeed the literal meaning

of the words. But bha^ (to enjoy) and bhaksh (to eat) are often
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1

5. ' Having dwelt there, till their (good) works

are consumed, they return again that way as they

came 1
, to the ether, from the ether to the air. Then

the sacrificer, having become air, becomes smoke,

having become smoke, he becomes mist,

6. ' Having become mist, he becomes a cloud,

having become a cloud, he rains down. Then he

is born as rice and corn, herbs and trees, sesamum
and beans. From thence the escape is beset with

most difficulties. For whoever the persons may be

that eat the food, and beget offspring, he hence-

forth becomes like unto them.

used by theosophical writers in India, in the more general sense of

cherishing or loving, and anna in the sense of an object of desire,

love, and protection. The commentators, however, as the use of

bhaksh in this sense is exceptional, or as it has no support in

the use of the ancients, warn us here against a possible mis-

understanding. If those, they say, who have performed sacrifices

enter at last into the essence of Soma, the moon, and are eaten by

the Devas, by Indra, &c, what is the use of their good works ?

No, they reply, they are not really eaten. Food (anna) means

only what is helpful and delightful; it is not meant that they

are eaten by morsels, but that they form the delight of the Devas.

Thus we hear it said that men, women, and cattle are food for

kings. And if it is said that women are loved by men, they are, in

being loved, themselves loving. Thus these men also, being loved

by the Devas, are happy and rejoice with the Devas. Their body,

in order to be able to rejoice in the,moon, becomes of a watery

substance, as it was said before, that the water, called the •Sraddhd

libation, when offered in heaven, as in the fire of the altar, becomes

Soma, the king (Kh. Up. V, 4, 1). That water becomes, after

various changes, the body of those who have performed good

works, and when a man is dead and his body burnt (Kh. Up. V,

9, 2), the water rises from the body upwards with the smoke, and

carries him to the moon, where, in that body, he enjoys the fruits

of his good works, as long as they last. When they are consumed,

like the oil in a lamp, he has to return to a new round of

existences.
1 But only to a certain point.

\
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7. * Those whose conduct has been good, will

quickly attain some good birth, the birth of a Br&h-

ma«a, or a Kshatriya, or a Vai^ya. But those whose

conduct has been evil, will quickly attain an evil

birth, the birth of a dog, or a hog, or a Aa^/dla.

8. ' On neither of these two ways those small crea-

tures (flies, worms, &c.) are continually returning of

whom it may be said, Live and die. Theirs is a

third place.

'Therefore that world never becomes full
1

(cf.

V, 3, 2).

1 In this manner all the five questions have been answered.

First, why in the fifth oblation water is called man ; secondly, to

what place men go after death, some by the path of the Devas,

others by the path of the fathers, others again by neither of these

paths ; thirdly, how they return, some returning to Brahman, others

returning to the earth ; fourthly, where the paths of the Devas and

the fathers diverge, viz. when from the half-year the path of the

Devas goes on to the year, while that of the fathers branches off

to the world of the fathers; fifthly, why that world, the other

world, does never become full, viz. because men either go on to

Brahman or return again to this world.

Many questions are raised among Indian philosophers on the

exact meaning of certain passages occurring in the preceding para-

graphs. First, as to who is admitted to the path of the Devas ?

Householders, who know the secret doctrine of the five fires

or the five libations of the Agnihotra, as described above, while

other householders, who only perform the ordinary sacrifices, with-

out a knowledge of their secret meaning, go by the path of the

fathers. Secondly, those who have retired to the forest, and whose

worship there consists in faith and austerities, i. e. Vinaprasthas

and Parivra^akas, before they arrive at a knowledge of the true

Brahman. The question then arises, whether religious students

also enter the path of the Devas? This is affirmed, because

Pur&ias and Smr/'tis assert it, or because our text, if properly

understood, does not exclude it. Those, on the contrary, who

know not only a conditioned, but the highest unconditioned Brah-

man, do not proceed on the path of the Devas, but obtain Brahman

immediately.

Again, there is much difference of opinion whether, after a man
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' Hence let a man take care to himself 1
! And thus

it is said in the following .Sloka 2
:

—

9. 'A man who steals gold, who drinks spirits,

has been in the moon, consuming his works, he can be born again.

Birth is the result of former works, and if former works are alto-

gether consumed, there can be no new birth. This, however, is

shown to be an erroneous view, because, besides the good sacrificial

works, the fruits of which are consumed in the moon, there are

other works which have to be enjoyed or expiated, as the case

may be, in a new existence.

The great difficulty or danger in the round of transmigration

arises when the rain has fructified the earth, and passes into herbs

and trees, rice, corn, and beans. For, first of all, some of the rain

does not fructify at once, but falls into rivers and into the sea, to be

swallowed up by fishes and sea monsters. Then, only after these

have been dissolved in the sea, and after the sea water has been

attracted by the clouds, the rain falls down again, it may be on

desert or stony land. Here it may be swallowed by snakes or

deer, and these may be swallowed by other animals, so that the

round of existence seems endless. Nor is this all. Some rain

may dry up, or be absorbed by bodies that cannot be eaten.

Then, if the rain is absorbed by rice, corn, &c, and this be

eaten, it may be eaten by children or by men who have renounced

marriage, and thus again lose the chance of a new birth. Lastly,

there is the danger arising from the nature of the being in whom
the food, such as rice and corn, becomes a new seed, and likewise

from the nature of the mother. All these chances have to be met

before a new birth as a Br£hma«a, Kshatriya, or Vaijya can be

secured.

Another curious distinction is here made by Sahkara in his

commentary. There are some, he says, who assume the form of

rice, corn, &c, not in their descent from a higher world, as described

in the Upanishad, but as a definite punishment for certain evil

deeds they have committed. These remain in that state till the

results of their evil deeds are over, and assume then a new body,

according to their work, like caterpillars. With them there is also

a consciousness of these states, and the acts which caused them to

1 Let him despise it Comm.
1 Evidently an old Trish/ubh verse, but irregular in the third

line. See Manu XI, 54.
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who dishonours his Guru's bed, who kills a Brah-

man, these four fall, and as a fifth he who associates

with them.

10. ' But he who thus knows the five fires is not

defiled by sin even though he associates with them.

He who knows this, is pure, clean, and obtains the

world of the blessed, yea, he obtains the world

of the blessed/

Eleventh Kha/tda 1
.

i. Pr&^inarfda Aupamanyava, Satyaya^na Paulu-

shi, Indradyumna BhAllaveya, 6ana .S4rkar&kshya,

and Budfila A^vatararvi, these five great house-

holders and great theologians came once together

and held a discussion as to What is our Self, and

what is Brahman 2
.

2. They reflected and said: 'Sirs, there is that

Udd&laka Arum, who knows at present that Self,

assume this or that body, leave impressions behind, like dreams.

This is not the case with those who in their descent from the

moon, pass, as we saw, through an existence as rice, corn, ftc.

They have no consciousness of such existences, at least not in their

descent. In their ascent to the moon, they have consciousness, as

a man who climbs up a tree knows what he is about. But in their

descent, that consciousness is gone, as it is when a man falls down
from a tree. Otherwise a man, who by his good works had de-

served rewards in the moon, would, while corn is being ground, suffer

tortures, as if he were in hell, and the very object of good works,

as taught by the Veda, would be defeated. As we see that a man
struck by a hammer can be carried away unconscious, so it is in

the descent of souls, till they are born again as men, and gain

a new start for the attainment of the Highest Brahman.

1 The same story is found in the aSatapatha-brihrnaaa X, 6, i, i.

* Atman and Br&hman are to be taken as predicate and subject
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called VaLrvdnara. Well, let us go to him/ They
went to him.

3. But he reflected :
' Those great householders

and great theologians will examine me, and I shall

not be able to tell them all ; therefore I shall

recommend another teacher to them/

4. He said to them: 'Sirs, Aivapati Kaikeya
knows at present that Self, called VaLrv&nara. Well,

let us go to him.' They went to him.

5. When they arrived (the king) ordered proper

presents to be made separately to each of them.

And rising the next morning 1 he said :
' In my

kingdom there is no thief, no miser, no drunkard,

no man without an altar in his house, no ignorant

person, no adulterer, much less an adulteress. 1
2

am going to perform a sacrifice, Sirs, and as much
wealth as I give to each J&tvijr priest, I shall give

to you, Sirs. Please to stay here/

6. They replied :
* Every man ought to say for

what purpose he comes. You know at present that

VaLrvAnara Self, tell us that.'

7. He said :
* To-morrow I shall give you an

answer/ Therefore on the next morning they ap-

proached him, carrying fuel in their hands (like

students), and he, without first demanding any pre-

paratory rites 3
, said to them :

1 The commentator explains that the king, seeing that they would

not accept his presents, and thinking that they did not consider him

worthy of bestowing presents on them, made these remarks.

2 When they still refused his presents, he thought the presents

he had offered were too small, and therefore invited them to a

sacrifice.

8 He was satisfied with the humility of the Brahmans, who, being

Brahmans, came to him, who was not a Brahman, as pupils. Gene-
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Twelfth Khanda.

i. ' Aupamanyava, whom do you meditate on as

the Self?' He replied: 'Heaven only, venerable

king/ He said :
' The Self which you meditate on

is the Vai^vdnara Self, called Sute^as (having good

light). Therefore every kind of Soma libation is

seen in your house l
.

2. 'You eat food, and see your desire (a son, &c),

and whoever thus meditates on that Vairvdnara Self,

eats food, sees his desire, and has Vedic glory (arising

from study and sacrifice) in his house. That, how-

ever, is but the head of the Self, and thus your

head would have fallen (in a discussion), if you had

not come to me.'

Thirteenth Khanda.

i. Then he said to Satyaya^fia Paulushi :
* O Pri-

^Inayogya, whom do you meditate on as the Self ?

'

He replied :
' The sun only, venerable king.' He

said: 'The Self which you meditate on is the Vairvd-

nara Self, called ViivarApa (multiform). Therefore

much and manifold wealth is seen in your house.

2. ' There is a car with mules, full of slaves and

jewels. You eat food and see your desire, and who-

ever thus meditates on that Vai^vdnara Self, eats

food and sees his desire, and has Vedic glory in

his house.
1 That, however, is but the eye of the Self, and

you would have become blind, if you had not come
to me.'

rally a pupil has first to pass through several initiatory rites before

he is admitted to the benefit of his master's teaching.
1 Soma is said to be suta in the EkSha, prasuta in the Ahina,

&suta in the Sattra-sacrifices.
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Fourteenth Kuanda.

1. Then he said to Indradyumna Bh&llaveya :
' O

Vaiydghrapadya, whom do you meditate on as the

Self ?
' He replied : 'Air only, venerable king/ He

said :
' The Self which you meditate on is the Vai-

yv4nara Self, called Przthagvartman (having various

courses). Therefore offerings come to you in various

ways, and rows of cars follow you in various ways.

2. 'You eat food and see your desire, and who-

ever thus meditates on that Vaiiv&nara Self, eats

food and sees his desire, and has Vedic glory in

his house.

'That, however, is but the breath of the Self, and

your breath would have left you, if you had not

come to me/

Fifteenth Khanda.

1. Then he said to Gana .S&rkar£kshya : 'Whom
do you meditate on as the Self ?' He replied :

' Ether

only, venerable king/ He said :
' The Self which

you meditate on is the VaLrvdnara Self, called Bahula

(full). Therefore you are full of offspring and wealth.

2. ' You eat food and see your desire, and who-

ever thus meditates on that Vai^vAnara Self, eats

food and sees his desire, and has Vedic glory in

his house.

' That, however, is but the trunk of the Self, and

your trunk would have perished, if you had not

come to me/

Sixteenth Khanda.

1. Then he said to Budfila A^vatarlrvri, 'O Vaiy&-

ghrapadya, whom do you meditate on as the Self?'

He replied: ' Water only, venerable king/ He said:
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* The Self which you meditate on is the Vairvdnara

Self, called Rayi (wealth). Therefore are you

wealthy and flourishing.

2. ' You eat food and see your desire, and who-

ever thus meditates on that Vai-rvfinara Self, eats

food and sees his desire, and has Vedic glory in

his house.
4 That, however, is but the bladder of the Self, and

your bladder would have burst, if you had not come
to me.'

Seventeenth Khajvda.

i. Then he said to Audd&laka Aruni :
' O Gau-

tama, whom do you meditate on as the Self?' He
replied: 'The earth only, venerable king/ He said

:

' The Self which you meditate on is the VaLrv&nara

Self, called PratishMd (firm rest). Therefore you

stand firm with offspring and cattle.

2. ' You eat food and see your desire, and who-

ever thus meditates on that VaLrvdnara Self, eats

food and sees his desire, and has Vedic glory in his

house.

' That, however, are but the feet of the Self, and

your feet would have given way, if you had not

come to me/

Eighteenth Khajvda.

i. Then he said to them all: 'You eat your

food, knowing that Vai^vdnara Self as if it were

many. But he who worships the VaLrv&nara Self

as a span long, and as 1 identical with himself, he eats

food in all worlds, in all beings, in all Selfs.

1 The two words prideramitra and abhivim&na are doubtful.

The commentator explains the first in different ways, which are all

more or less fanciful. He is measured or known (m&tra) as Self,
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2. 'Of that Vaiivdnara Self the head is Sute^as

(having good light), the eye VLrvarftpa (multiform),

the breath Przthagvartman (having various courses),

the trunk Bahula (full), the bladder Rayi (wealth),

the feet the earth, the chest the altar, the hairs the

grass on the altar, the heart the G&rhapatya fire,

the mind the Anvdh&rya fire, the mouth the Ahava-

nlya fire.

Nineteenth Khanda.

1

.

' Therefore * the first food which a man may
take, is in the place of Homa. And he who offers

that first oblation, should offer it to Pri»a (up-

breathing), saying Svihd. Then Prd#a (up-breath-

ing) is satisfied,

2. 'If Pr£#a is satisfied, the eye is satisfied, if the

eye is satisfied, the sun is satisfied, if the sun is

satisfied, heaven is satisfied, if heaven is satisfied,

whatever is under heaven and under the sun is satis-

fied. And through their satisfaction he (the sacri-

ficer or eater) himself is satisfied with offspring,

cattle, health, brightness, and Vedic splendour.

by means of heaven as his head and the earth as his feet, these being

the pr&deras ; or, in the mouth and the rest, which are instruments,

he is known as without action himself; or, he has the length from

heaven to earth, heaven and earth being called pr£de*a, because

they are taught. The interpretation, supported by the G$b£la-

jruti, that pr&dera is the measure from the forehead to the chin,

he rejects. Abhivimdna is taken in the same meaning as abhim&na

in the Ved&nta, seeing everything in oneself. Vai^vinara is taken

as the real Self of all beings, and, in the end, of all Selfs, and as

thus to be known and worshipped.
1 The object now is to show that to him who knows the VaLrv&-

nara Self, the act of feeding himself is like feeding Vaijv&nara, and

that feeding Vawv&nara is the true Agnihotra.
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Twentieth Khajvda.

i. ' And he who offers the second oblation, should

offer it to Vyina (back-breathing), saying Sv&hA.

Then Vyina is satisfied,

2. ' If VyAna is satisfied, the ear is satisfied, if the

ear is satisfied, the moon is satisfied, if the moon is

satisfied, the quarters are satisfied, if the quarters

are satisfied, whatever is under the quarters and

under the moon is satisfied And through their

satisfaction he (the sacrificer or eater) himself is

satisfied with offspring, cattle, health, brightness,

and Vedic splendour.

Twenty-first Khanda.

i. 'And he who offers the third oblation, should

offer it to Apdna (down-breathing), saying Sv&hd.

Then Apdna is satisfied. If Apdna is satisfied, the

tongue is satisfied, if the tongue is satisfied, Agni

(fire) is satisfied, if Agni is satisfied, the earth is

satisfied, if the earth is satisfied, whatever is under

the earth and under fire is satisfied.

2. 'And through their satisfaction he (the sacri-

ficer or eater) himself is satisfied with offspring,

cattle, health, brightness, and Vedic splendour.

Twenty-second Khanda.

i. 'And he who offers the fourth oblation, should

offer it to Sam&na (on-breathing), saying Svdhd.

Then Sam&na is satisfied,

2. 'If Sam&na is satisfied, the mind is satisfied,

if the mind is satisfied, Par^anya (god of rain) is

satisfied, if Parfanya is satisfied, lightning is satisfied,

if lightning is satisfied, whatever is under Par^anya

and under lightning is satisfied. And through their
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1

satisfaction he (the sacrificer or eater) himself is

satisfied with offspring, cattle, health, brightness,

and Vedic splendour.

Twenty-third Khanda.

1. 'And he who offers the fifth oblation, should

offer it to Udina (out-breathing), saying Svihd.

Then Ud&na is satisfied,

2. 'If UdAna is satisfied, V&yu (air) is satisfied, if

VAyu is satisfied, ether is satisfied, if ether is satis-

fied, whatever is under V£yu and under the ether

is satisfied. And through their satisfaction he (the

sacrificer or eater) himself is satisfied with offspring,

cattle, health, brightness, and Vedic splendour.

Twenty-fourth Khanda.

1. 'If, without knowing this, one offers an Agni-

hotra, it would be as if a man were to remove the

live coals and pour his libation on dead ashes.

2. ' But he who offers this Agnihotra with a full

knowledge of its true purport, he offers it (i. e. he

eats food) 1 in all worlds, in all beings, in all Selfs.

3. 'As the soft fibres of the Ishikd reed, when

thrown into the fire, are burnt, thus all his sins

are burnt whoever offers this Agnihotra with a full

knowledge of its true purport.

4. ' Even if he gives what is left of his food to a

A*a#a&la, it would be offered in his (the A'a/sd&las)

VaLrvinara Self. And so it is said in this .Sloka :

—

'As hungry children here on earth sit (expect-

antly) round their mother, so do all beings sit round

the Agnihotra, yea, round the Agnihotra/

1 Cf.V, 18, 1.
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SIXTH PRAPA7WAKA.

First Khanla.

/ i. Hari^, Om. There lived once .Svetaketu
' Arimeya (the grandson of Aru«&). To him his

)f father (UddAlaka, the son of Aru#jtf) said :
' .Sveta-

/ ketu, go to school ; for there is none belonging to

our race, darling, who, not having studied (the

Veda), is, as it were, a Br&hma^a by birth only.'

2. Having begun his apprenticeship (with a

teacher) when he was twelve years of age \ Sveta-

ketu returned to his father, when he was twenty-

four, having then studied all the Vedas,—conceited,

considering himself well-read, and stern.

3. His father said to him :
' Svetaketu, as you

are so conceited, considering yourself so well-read,

and so stern, my dear, have you ever asked for

that instruction by which we hear what cannot be

heard, by which we perceive what cannot be per-

ceived, by which we know what cannot be known V
4. * What is that instruction, Sir ?

' he asked.

The father replied :
* My dear, as by one clod of

clay all that is made of clay is known, the dif-

ference^Jfreing only a name, arising from speech,

but the truth being that all is clay

;

5. 'And as, my dear, by one nugget of gold 3

1 This was rather late, for the son of a Brahman might have

begun his studies when he was seven years old. Apastamba-sutras

I, 1, 18. Twelve years was considered the right time for mastering

one of the Vedas.
2

, Vikdra, difference, variety, change, by form and name, develop-

ment, cf. VI, 3, 3.
3 The commentator takes lohamam here as suvarwapiWa.
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all that is made of gold is known, the difference

being only a name, arising from speech, but the

truth being that all is gold ?

6. ' And as, my dear, by one pair of nail-scissors

all that is made of iron (k4rsh#dyasam) is known,

the difference being only a name, arising from

speech, but the truth being that all is iron,—thus,

my dear, is that instruction/

7. The son said: 'Surely those venerable men
(my teachers) did not know that. For if they had

known it, why should they not have told it me ?

Do you, Sir, therefore tell me that/ ' Be it so/

said the father.

Second Khanda 1
.

1.
l In the beginning,' my dear, * there was that

only which is (to oV), one only, without a second.

Others say, in the beginning there was that only

which is not (to m 6V), one only, without a second;

and from that which is not, that which is was

born.

a. ' But how could it be thus, my dear ?' the

father continued. € How could that which is, be

born of that which is not ? No, my dear, only that

which is, was in the beginning, one only, without a

second.

3. 'It though^? may I be many, may I grow

forth. It sent forth fire 8
.

1 Cf. Taitt. Up. II, 6.

(^Literally, it saw. This verb is explained as showing that the

Sat is conscious, not unconscious (bewusst, nicht unbewusst).

• In other Upanishads the Sat produces first 4k4ja, ether, then

v&yu, air, and then only te^as, fire. Fire is a better rendering

for te^as than light or heat. See Jacobi, Zeitschrift derDeutschen

Morgenl. Gesellschaft, XXIX, p. 242. The difficulties, however, of
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' That fire l thought, may I be many, may I grow

forth. It sent forth water *.

1 And therefore whenever anybody anywhere is

hot and perspires, water is produced on him from

fire alone.

4. * Water thought, may I be many, may I grow

forth. It sent forth earth 8 (food).

* Therefore whenever it rains anywhere, most

food is then produced. From water alone is eatable

food produced.

Third Khajvda.

1. 'Of all living things there are indeed three

origins only 4
, that which springs from an egg

(oviparous), that which springs from a living being

(viviparous), and that which springs from a germ.

2. * That Being 6
(i. e. that which had produced

fire, water, and earth) thought, let me now enter those

three beings 6 (fire, water, earth) with this living

accurately translating te^as are not removed by rendering it by

fire, as may be seen immediately afterward in VI, 4, 1, where

te^as is said to supply the red colour of agni, the burning fire,

not the god of fire. See also VI, 8, 6. In later philosophical

treatises the meaning of tcgas is more carefully determined than

in the Upanishads.
1 Really the Sat, in the form of fire. Fire is whatever burns,

cooks, shines, and is red.

1 By water is meant all that is fluid, and bright in colour.

* By anna, food, is here meant the earth, and all that is heavy,

firm, dark in colour.

4 In the Ait. Up. four are mentioned, znfag*^ here &nd2g%g&n\g*

(i.e. ^ardyu^a), here ^tva^a, sveda^a, and udbh^a, sveda^a, born

from heat, being additional. Cf. Atharva-veda I, ia, 1.

6 The text has devatA, deity ; here used in a very general sense.

The Sat, though it has produced fire, water, and earth, has not yet

obtained its wish of becoming many.
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Self (^iva dtmA) 1
, and let me then reveal (develop)

names and forms.

3. * Then that Being having said, Let me make
each of these three tripartite (so that fire, water,

and earth should each have itself for its principal

ingredient, besides an admixture of the other two)

entered into those three beings (devatA) with this

living self only, and revealed names and forms.

4. * He made each of these tripartite ; and how
these three beings become each of them tripartite,

that learn from me now, my friend

!

Fourth Khanda. •

1. 'The red colour of burning fire (agni) is the

colour of fire, the white colour of fire is the colour

of water, the black colour of fire the colour of earth.

Thus vanishes what we call fire, as a mere variety,

being a name, arising from speech. What is true

(satya) are the three colours (or forms).

2. 'The red colour of the sun (dditya) is the

colour of fire, the white of water, the black of earth.

Thus vanishes what we call the sun, as a mere

variety, being a name, arising from speech. What
is true are the three colours.

3. ' The red colour of the moon is the colour

of fire, the white of water, the black of earth. Thus
vanishes what we call the moon, as a mere variety,

being a name, arising from speech. What is true

are the three colours.

4. 'The red colour of the lightning is the colour

of fire, the white of water, the black of earth. Thus

1 This living self is only a shadow, as it were, of the Highest Self;

and as the sun, reflected in the water, does not suffer from the

movement of the water, the real Self does not suffer pleasure or

pain on earth, but the living self only.
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vanishes what we call the lightning, as a mere variety,

being a name, arising from speech. What is true

are the three colours.

5.
* Great householders and great theologians of

olden times who knew this, have declared the same,

saying, " No one can henceforth mention to us any-

thing which we have not heard, perceived, or known 1."

Out of these (three colours or forms) they knew' all.

6. ' Whatever they thought looked red, they knew
was the colour of fire. Whatever they thought

looked white, they knew was the colour of water.

Whatever they thought looked black, they knew
was the colour of earth.

7. 'Whatever they thought was altogether un-

known, they knew was some combination of those

three beings (devatA).
1 Now learn from me, my friend, how those three

beings, when they reach man, become each of them

tripartite.

Fifth Khanda.

1. 'The earth (food) when eaten becomes three-

fold ; its grossest portion becomes feces, its middle

portion flesh, its subtilest portion mind.

2. ' Water when drunk becomes threefold ; its

grossest portion becomes water, its middle portion

blood, its subtilest portion breath.

3.
4 Fire (i. e. in oil, butter, &c.) when eaten be-

comes threefold ; its grossest portion becomes bone,

its middle portion marrow, its subtilest portion

speech 2
.

1 This reminds one of the Aristotelian &a yap ravra ical eV tovtw

rSXXa ytwpifatu, aXX* ov ravra &ia rw vnoiccifitHor.

1 Food, water, and fire are each to be taken as tripartite ; hence

animals which live on one of the three elements only, still share in

some measure the qualities of the other elements also.
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4. ' For truly, my child, mind comes of earth,

breath of water, speech of fire.'

' Please, Sir, inform me still more,' said the son.

1 Be it so, my child/ the father replied.

Sixth Khanda.

1. 'That which is the subtile portion of curds,

when churned, rises upwards, and becomes butter.

2. ' In the same manner, my child, the subtile

portion of earth (food), when eaten, rises upwards,

and becomes mind*

3. 'That which is the subtile portion of water,

when drunk, rises upwards, and becomes breath.

4.
' That which is the subtile portion of fire, when

consumed, rises upwards, and becomes speech.

5.
' For mind, my child, comes of earth, breath

of water, speech of fire/

' Please, Sir, inform me still more/ said the son.

' Be it so, my child/ the father replied.

Seventh Khanda.

1. ' Man (purusha), my son, consists of sixteen

parts. Abstain from food for fifteen days, but

drink as much water as you like, for breath comes

from water, and will not be cut off, if you drink

water/

2. 6Vetaketu abstained from food for fifteen days.

Then he came to his father and said :
' What shall I

say?' The father said: 'Repeat the Rik, Ya^us,

and Sdman verses/ He replied :
* They do not occur

to me, Sir/

3. The father said to him :
' As of a great lighted

fire one coal only of the size of a firefly may be left,

which would not burn much more than this (i. e. very

[3] H
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little), thus, my dear son, one part only of the sixteen

parts (of you) is left, and therefore with that one part

you do not remember the Vedas. Go and eat!

(4. ' Then wilt thou understand me/ Then £Ve-

taketu ate, and afterwards approached his father.

^ And whatever his father asked him, he knew it all

%>J?y heart. Then his father said to him :

5. * As of a great lighted fire one coal of the

size of a firefly, if left, may be made to blaze up

again by putting grass upon it, and will thus burn

more than this,

6. ' Thus, my dear son, there was one part of the

sixteen parts left to you, and that, lighted up with

food, burnt up, and by it you remember now
the Vedas/ After that, he understood what his

father meant when he said :
' Mind, my son, comes

from food, breath from water, speech from fire/ He
understood what he said, yea, he understood it

1
.

Eighth Kha^da.

1. Udd&laka Aru/ri said to his son .Svetaketu

:

' Learn from me the true nature of sleep (svapna).

When a man sleeps here, then, my dear son, he

becomes united with the True 2
, he is gone to his

1 The repetition shows that the teaching of the Trivritkara«a,

the tripartite nature of things, is ended.

8 The deep sushupta sleep is meant, in which personal con-^

sciousness is lost, and the self for a time absorbed in the Highest

Self. Sleep is produced by fatigue. Speech, mind, and the senses

rest, breath only remains awake, and the ^iva, the living soul, in

order to recover from his fatigue, returns for a while to his true

Self (&tm&). The Sat must be taken as a substance, nay, as the

highest substance or subject, the Brahman. The whole purpose

of the Upanishad is obscured if we translate sat or satyam by truth,

instead of the True, the true one, to font* fr.
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own (Self). Therefore they say, svapiti, he sleeps,

because he is gone (aplta) to his own (sva) \

2. 'As a bird when tied by a string flies first

in every direction, and finding no rest anywhere,

settles down at last on the very place where it is

fastened, exactly in the same manner, my son, that

mind (the gtva, or living Self in the mind, see VI,

3, 2), after flying in every direction, and finding no

rest anywhere, settles down on breath 2
; for indeed,

my son, mind is fastened to breath.

3. 'Learn from me, my son, what are hunger

and thirst. When a man is thus said to be

hungry, water is carrying away (digests) what has

been eaten by him. Therefore as they speak of

a cow-leader (go-ndya), a horse-leader (a^va-ndya), a

man-leader (purusha-nAya), so they call water (which

digests food and causes hunger) food-leader (&ra-

nAya). Thus (by food digested &c), my son, know
this offshoot (the body) to be brought forth, for

this (body) could not be without a root (cause).

4. ' And where could its root be except in food

(earth) 3
? And in the same manner, my son, as

1 This is one of the many recognised plays on words in the

Upanishads and the Ved&nta philosophy. Svapiti, he sleeps, stands

for sva (his own), i.e. the self, and apfta, gone to.

* The commentator takes pri«a here in the sense of Sat, which

it often has elsewhere. If so, this illustration would have the same

object as the preceding one. If we took pr&«a in the sense of

breath, breath being the result of water, this paragraph might be

taken to explain the resignation of the living Self to its bondage to

breath, while on earth.

8 That food is the root of the body is shown by the commen-
tator in the following way : Food when softened by water and

digested becomes a fluid, blood (^onita). From it comes flesh,

from flesh fat, from fat bones, from bones marrow, from marrow
seed. Food eaten by a woman becomes equally blood (lohita),

H 2
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food (earth) too is an offshoot, seek after its root,

viz. water. And as water too is an offshoot, seek

after its root, viz. fire. And as fire too is an off-

shoot, seek after its root, viz. the True. Yes, all

these creatures, my son, have their root in the True,

they dwell in the True, they rest in the True.

5.
' When a man is thus said to be thirsty, fire

carries away what has been drunk by him. There-

fore as they speak of a cow-leader (go-ndya), of a

horse-leader (awa-ndya), of a man-leader (purusha-

ndya), so they call fire udanyd, thirst, i.e. water-

leader. Thus (by water digested &c), my son,

know this offshoot (the body) to be brought forth

:

this (body) could not be without a root (cause).

6. * And where could its root be except in

water ? As water is an offshoot, seek after its

root, viz. fire. As fire is an offshoot, seek after its

root, viz. the True. Yes, all these creatures, O son,

have their root in the True, they dwell in the True,

they rest in the True.
1 And how these three beings (devatd), fire, water,

earth, O son, when they reach man, become each of

them tripartite, has been said before (VI, 4, 7). When
a man departs from hence, his speech 1

is merged

and from seed and blood combined the new body is produced.

We must always have before us the genealogical table :

—

Sat, t6 &v,

Tegzs (fire)=V&£ (speech).

Ap (water)=Pnl«a (breath).

Anna (earth)=Manas (mind).

1 If a man dies, the first thing which his friends say is, He
speaks no more. Then, he understands no more. Then, he
moves no more. Then, he is cold.
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in his mind, his mind in his breath, his breath in

heat (fire), heat in the Highest Being.

7. ' Now that which is that subtile essence (the

root of all), in it all that exists has its self. It is the

True. It is the Self, and thou, O .SVetaketu, art it.'

1

Please, Sir, inform me still more/ said the son.

' Be it so, my child/ the father replied.

Ninth Khanda.

1. 'As the bees 1
, my son, make honey by col-

lecting the juices of distant trees, and reduce the

juice into one form,

2. 'And as these juices have no discrimination,

so that they might say, I am the juice of this tree

or that, in the same manner, my son, all these crea-

tures, when they have become merged in the True
(either in deep sleep or in death), know not that

they are merged in the True.

3. ' Whatever these creatures are here, whether

a lion, or a wolf, or a boar, or a worm, or a midge,

or a gnat, or a musquito, that they become again

and again.

4. 'Now that which is that subtile essence, in it

all that exists has its self. It is the True. It is

the Self, and thou, O .SVetaketu, art it/

4 Please, Sir, inform me still more/ said the son.

' Be it so, my child/ the father replied.

1 At the beginning of each chapter the commentator supplies

the question which the son is supposed to have asked his father.

The first is : All creatures falling every day into deep sleep (su-

shupti) obtain thereby the Sat, the true being. How is it then

that they do not know that they obtain the Sat every day ?
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Tenth Khanda 1
.

i. 'These rivers, my son, run, the eastern (like the

Gangi) toward the east, the western (like the Sindhu)

toward the west. They go from sea to sea (i. e. the

clouds lift up the water from the sea to the sky, and

send it back as rain to the sea). They become indeed

sea. And as those rivers, when they are in the sea,

do not know, I am this or that river,

2.
( In the same manner, my son, all these crea-

tures, when they have come back from the True,

know not that they have come back from the True.

Whatever these creatures are here, whether a lion,

or a wolf, or a boar, or a worm, or a midge, or a

gnat, or„a musquito, that they become again and

again.

3. ' That which is that subtile essence, in it all

that exists has its self. It is the True. It is the

Self, and thou, O .SVetaketu, art it.'

* Please, Sir, inform me still more/ said the son.
1 Be it so, my child/ the father replied.

Eleventh Khanda 2
.

1. 'If some one were to strike at the root of this

large tree here, it would bleed, but live. If he were

to strike at its stem, it would bleed, but live. If he

were to strike at its top, it would bleed, but live.

1 The next question which the son is supposed to have asked is

:

If a man who has slept in his own house, rises and goes to another

village, he knows that he has come from his own house. Why
then do people not know that they have come from the Sat?

9 The next question is : Waves, foam, and bubbles arise from the

water, and when they merge again in the water, they are gone.

How is it that living beings, when in sleep or death they are

merged again in the Sat, are not destroyed?
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Pervaded by the living Self that tree stands firm,

drinking in its nourishment and rejoicing
;

2. ' But if the life (the living Self) leaves one of

its branches, that branch withers; if it leaves at

second, that branch withers ; if it leaves a third, that

branch withers. If it leaves the whole tree, the

whole tree withers \ In exactly the same manner,

my son, know this/ Thus he spoke :

3.
' This (body) indeed withers and dies when the

living Self has left it ; the living Self dies not.

' That which is that subtile essence, in it all that

exists has its self. It is the True. It is the Self,

and thou, 6Vetaketu, art it/

' Please, Sir, inform me still more/ said the son,
4 Be it so, my child/ the father replied.

1 The commentator remarks that according to the Veda, trees

are conscious, while Buddhists and followers of Kaw&da hold them

to be unconscious. They live, because one sees how their sap

runs and how it dries up, just as one sees the sap in a living body,

which, as we saw, was produced by food and water. Therefore

the simile holds good. The life, or, more correctly, the liver, the

living Self, pervades the tree, as it pervades man, when it has

entered the organism which produces breath, mind, and speech.

If any accident happens to a branch, the living Self draws himself

away from that branch, and then the branch withers. The sap

which caused the living Self to remain, goes, and the living Selfgoes

away with it. The same applies to the whole tree. The tree dies

when the living Self leaves it, but the living Self does not die ; it

only leaves an abode which it had before occupied. Some other

illustrations, to show that the living Self remains, are added by the

commentator : First, with regard to the living Self being the same

when it awakes from deep sleep (sushupti), he remarks that we

remember quite well that we have left something unfinished before

we fell asleep. And then with regard to the living Self being the

same when it awakes from death to a new life, he shows that crea-

tures, as soon as they are born take the breast, and exhibit terror,

which can only be explained, as he supposes, by their possessing a

recollection of a former state of existence.
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Twelfth Khanda 1
.

1. * Fetch me from thence a fruit ofthe Nyagrodha

tree/

' Here is one, Sir/
1 Break it/

' It is broken, Sir/

' What do you see there ?

'

1 These seeds, almost infinitesimal/

' Break one of them/
' It is broken, Sir/

* What do you see there ?

'

' Not anything, Sir/

2. The father said :
* My son, that subtile essence

which you do not perceive there, of that very

essence this great Nyagrodha tree exists.

3.
' Believe it, my son. That which is the subtile

essence, in it all that exists has its self. It is the

True. It is the Self, and thou, O .SVetaketu, art it'

4

Please, Sir, inform me still more/ said the son.

' Be it so, my child/ the father replied.

Thirteenth Khanda 2
.

1. ' Place this salt in water, and then wait on

me in the morning/

The son did as he was commanded.

The father said to him :
' Bring me the salt, which

you placed in the water last night'

1 The question which the son is supposed to have asked is :

How can this universe which has the form and name of earth &c.

be produced from the Sat which is subtile, and has neither form

nor name ?

* The question here is supposed to have been : If the Sat is the

root of all that exists, why is it not perceived ?
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The son having looked for it, found it not, for,

of course, it was melted '

2. The father said: 'Taste it from the surface

of the water. How is it ?

'

The son replied :
' It is salt.'

' Taste it from the middle. How is it ?
'

The son replied :
* It is salt/

'Taste it from the bottom. How is it?'

The son replied :
* It is salt/

The father said :
' Throw it away x and then wait

on me/
He did so ; but salt exists for ever.

Then the father said :
' Here also, in this body,

forsooth, you do not perceive the True (Sat), my
son; but there indeed it is.

3.
' That which is the subtile essence, in it all that

exists has its self. It is the True. It is the Self,

and thou, O .SVetaketu, art it/

4

Please, Sir, inform me still more/ said the son.
1 Be it so, my child/ the father replied.

Fourteenth Khawa 2
.

1. 'As one might lead a person with his eyes

covered away from the Gandhdras 8
, and leave him

1 Read abhiprdsya, which is evidently intended by the com-

mentary: abhipr&yasya paritya^ya. See B. R. Sanskrit Dic-

tionary, s. v.

2 The question here asked is: The salt, though no longer per-

ceptible by means of sight or touch, could be discovered by taste.

Then how can the Sat be discovered, although it is imperceptible

by all the senses ?

8 The Gandharas, but rarely mentioned in the Rig-veda and

the Ait. Br&hma«a, have left their name in Kdv&apoi and Candahar.

The fact of their name being evidently quite familiar to the author

of the Upanishad might be used to prove either its antiquity or its

Northern origin.

'"!<•:•'
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then in a place where there are no human beings

;

and as that person would turn towards the east, or

the north, or the west, and shout, " I have been

brought here with my eyes covered, I have been

left here with my eyes covered,"

2. 'And as thereupon some one might loose his

bandage and say to him, " Go in that direction, it

is Gandhdra, go in that direction
;

" and as there-

upon, having been informed and being able to judge

for himself, he would by asking his way from village

to village arrive at last at Gandhdra,—in exactly the

same manner does a man, who meets with a teacher

to inform him, obtain the true knowledge *. For him
1 Tedious as the commentator is in general, he is sometimes almost

eloquent in bringing out all that is implied or supposed to be implied

in the sacred text He explains the last simile as follows : A man
was carried away by robbers from his own country. After his eyes

had been covered, he was taken to a forest full of terrors and dangers

arising from tigers, robbers, &c. Not knowing where he was, and

suffering from hunger and thirst, he began to cry, wishing to be de-

livered from his bonds. Then a man took pity on him and removed

his bonds, and when he had returned to his home, he was happy.

Next follows the application. Our real home is the True (Sat), the

Self of the world. The forest into which we are driven is the

body, made of the three elements, fire, water, earth, consisting of

blood, flesh, bones, &c, and liable to cold, heat, and many other

evils. The bands with which our eyes are covered are our desires

for many things, real or unreal, such as wife, children, cattle, &c,
while the robbers by whom we are driven into the forest are our

good and evil deeds. Then we cry and say : * I am the son of so

and so, these are my relatives, I am happy, I am miserable, I am
foolish, I am wise, I am just, I am born, I am dead, I am old,

I am wretched, my son is dead, my fortune is gone, I am undone,

how shall I live, where shall I go, who will save me ?
' These and

hundreds and thousands of other evils are the bands which blind

us. Then, owing to some supererogatory good works we may
have done, we suddenly meet a man who knows the Self of

Brahman, whose own bonds have been broken, who takes pity

on us and shows us the way to see the evil which attaches to all
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there is only delay so long as he is not delivered

(from the body) ; then he will be perfect l
.

3. ' That which is the subtile essence, in it all

that exists has its self. It is the True. It is the

Self, and thou, O £Vetaketu, art it/

' Please, Sir, inform me still more/ said the son.
4 Be it so, my child/ the father replied.

Fifteenth Kha^vda 2
.

1. ' If a man is ill, his relatives assemble round

him and ask : " Dost thou know me ? Dost thou

know me ? " Now as long as his speech is not

that we love in this world. We then withdraw ourselves from all

worldly pleasures. We learn that we are not mere creatures of

the world, the son of so and so, &c, but that we are that which is

the True (Sat). The bands of our ignorance and blindness are

removed, and, like the man of Gandhdra, we arrive at our own
home, the Self, or the True. Then we are happy and blessed.

1 The last words are really
—

' for him there is only delay so long

as I shall not be delivered ; then I shall be perfect' This requires

some explanation. First of all, the change from the third to the

first person, is best explained by assuming that at the point where

all individuality vanishes, the father, as teacher, identifies himself

with the person of whom he is speaking.

The delay (the £ira or kshepa) of which he speaks is the time

which passes between the attainment of true knowledge and death,

or freedom from the effects of actions performed before the at-

tainment of knowledge. The actions which led to our present

embodiment must be altogether consumed, before the body can

perish, and then only are we free. As to any actions performed

after the attainment of knowledge, they do not count ; otherwise

there would be a new embodiment, and the attainment of even true

knowledge would never lead to final deliverance.

8 The question supposed to be asked is : By what degrees a man,

who has been properly instructed in the knowledge of Brahman,

obtains the Sat, or returns to the True. To judge from the text

both he who knows the True and he who does not, reach, when they

die, the Sat, passing from speech to mind and breath and heat (fire).

But whereas he who knows, remains in the Sat, they who do not
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merged in his mind, his mind in breath, breath in

heat (fire), heat in the Highest Being (devatd), he

knows them.

2. * But when his speech is merged in his mind,

his mind in breath, breath in heat (fire), heat in the

Highest Being, then he knows them not
' That which is the subtile essence, in it all that

exists has its self. It is the True. It is the Self,

and thou, O 6vetaketu, art it.'

' Please, Sir, inform me still more,' said the son.

* Be it so, my child/ the father replied.

Sixteenth Kha^da 1
.

i. ' My child, they bring a man hither whom they

have taken by the hand, and they say : "He has

taken something, he has committed a theft" (When

know, return again to a new form of existence. It is important to

observe that the commentator denies that he who knows, passes at

his death through the artery of the head to the sun, and then to the

Sat. He holds that with him who knows there is no further cause

for delay, and that as soon as he dies, he returns to the Sat.

1 The next question is : Why does he who knows, on obtaining

the Sat, not return, while he who does not know, though obtaining

the Sat in death, returns? An illustration is chosen which is

intended to show how knowledge produces a material effect The
belief in the efficacy of ordeals must have existed at the time, and

appealing to that belief, the teacher says that the man who knows

himself guilty, is really burnt by the heated iron, while the man
who knows himself innocent, is not. In the same manner the man
who knows his Self to be the true Self, on approaching after death

the true Self, is not repelled and sent back into a new existence,

while he who does not know, is sent back into a new round of

births and deaths. The man who tells a falsehood about himself,

loses his true Self and is burnt ; the man who has a false concep-

tion about his Self, loses likewise his true Self, and not knowing

the true Self, even though approaching it in death, he has to suffer

till he acquires some day the true knowledge.
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he denies, they say), " Heat the hatchet for him."

If he committed the theft, then he makes himself to

be what he is not. Then the false-minded, having

covered his true Self by a falsehood, grasps the

heated hatchet—he is burnt, and he is killed.

2. ' But if he did not commit the theft, then he

makes himself to be what he is. Then the true-

minded, having covered his true Self by truth,

grasps the heated hatchet—he is not burnt, and he

is delivered.

' As that (truthful) man is not burnt, thus has all

that exists its self in That It is the True. It is

the Self, and thou, O .Svetaketu, art it/ He under-

stood what he said, yea, he understood it.

SEVENTH PRAPA777AKA.

First Khanda.

1. Nirada approached SanatkumAra and said,
1 Teach me, Sir

!

' Sanatkumdra said to him :
' Please

to tell me what you know; afterward I shall tell you

what is beyond/

2. N&rada said :

<
I know the i?zg-veda, Sir, the

Ya^ur-veda, the S&ma-veda, as the fourth the Athar-

vawa, as the fifth the Itih&sa-pur£#a (the Bhdrata)

;

the Veda of the Vedas (grammar) ; the Pitrya (the

iules for the sacrifices for the ancestors) ; the Rlri

(the science of numbers) ; the Daiva (the science of

portents) ; the Nidhi (the science of time) ; the

Vdkovikya (logic); the EkAyana (ethics); the Deva-

vidy& (etymology) ; the Brahma-vidyd (pronunciation,

jikshd, ceremonial, kalpa, prosody, >£^andas); the

Bhtita-vidy& (the science of demons) ; the Kshatra-
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vidyA (the science of weapons) ; the Nakshatra-vidyi

(astronomy) ; the Sarpa and Deva£ana-vidy&# (the

science of serpents or poisons, and the sciences of

the genii, such as the making of perfumes, dancing,

singing, playing, and other fine arts) 1
. All this

I know, Sir.

3.
' But, Sir, with all this I know the Mantras only,

the sacred books, I do not know the Self. I have

heard from men like you, that he who knows the

Self overcomes grief. I am in grief. Do, Sir, help

me over this grief of mine/

Sanatkumira said to him :
' Whatever you have

read, is only a name.

4. 'A name is the i?zg-veda, Ya^ur-veda, S&ma-

veda, and as the fourth the Atharvawa, as the fifth

the Itih&sa-pur£#a, the Veda of the Vedas, the

Pitrya, the R&si, the Daiva, the Nidhi, the V&ko-

vAkya, the EkAyana, the Deva-vidyd, the Brahma-

vidyA, the Bhtita-vidyd, the Kshatra-vidyA, the Na-

kshatra-vidyA, the Sarpa and Deva^ana-vidyi. All

these are a name only. Meditate on the name.

5. 'He who meditates on the name as Brahman 2
,

1 This passage, exhibiting the sacred literature as known at the

time, should be compared with the Brihad£ra»yaka, II, 4, 10. The
explanation of the old titles rests on the authority of Sankara,

and he is not always consistent. See Colebrooke, Miscellaneous

Essays, 1873, II, p. 10.

2 Why a man who knows the Veda should not know the Self,

while in other places it is said that the Veda teaches the Self, is

well illustrated by the commentary. If a royal procession ap-

proaches, he says, then, though we do not see the king, because

he is hidden by flags, parasols, &c, yet we say, there is the king.

And if we ask who is the king, then again, though we cannot see

him and point him out, we can say, at least, that he is different

from all that is seen. The Self is hidden in the Veda as a king

is hidden in a royal procession.
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2. Ill

is, as it were, lord and master as far as the name
reaches—he who meditates on the name as Brah-

man.'

' Sir, is there something better than a name ?

'

* Yes, there is something better than a name/
' Sir, tell it me/

Second Khanda.

i. ' Speech is better than a name. Speech makes

us understand the ./?zg-veda, Ya^ur-veda, S&ma-veda,

and as the fourth the Atharva«a, as the fifth the

Itih£sa-pur£#a, the Veda of the Vedas, the Pitrya,

the Rlri, the Daiva, the Nidhi, the Vdkovdkya, the

Ek&yana, the Deva-vidyi, the Brahma-vidyi, the

Kshatra-vidy£, the Nakshatra-vidyi, the Sarpa and

Deva^ana-vidyS. ; heaven, earth, air, ether, water,

fire, gods, men, cattle, birds, herbs, trees, all

beasts down to worms, midges, and ants; what is

right and what is wrong ; what is true and what

is false; what is good and what is bad; what is

pleasing and what is not pleasing. For if there

were no speech, neither right nor wrong would be

known \ neither the true nor the false, neither the

good nor the bad, neither the pleasant nor the

unpleasant. Speech makes us understand all this.

Meditate on speech.

2. ' He who meditates on speech as Brahman, is,

as it were, lord and master as far as speech reaches

—

he who meditates on speech as Brahman/
1

Sir, is there something better than speech ?

'

1 Yes, there is something better than speech/

' Sir, tell it me/

1 The commentator explains vya^R&payishyat by avi^iidtam

abhavishyat Possibly hr/daya^fio stands for hridaya^flam.
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Third Khanda.

i. ' Mind (manas) is better than speech. For as

the closed fist holds two amalaka or two kola or two

aksha fruits, thus does mind hold speech and name.

For if a man is minded in his mind to read the

sacred hymns, he reads them ; if he is minded in

his mind to perform any actions, he performs them
;

if he is minded to wish for sons and cattle, he

wishes for them ; if he is minded to wish for this

world and the other, he wishes for them. For mind

is indeed the self
1
, mind is the world, mind is Brah-

man. Meditate on the mind.

2. ' He who meditates on the mind as Brahman,

is, as it were, lord and master as far as the mind

reaches—he who meditates on the mind as Brahman/
' Sir, is there something better than mind ?

'

' Yes, there is something better than mind/
' Sir, tell it me/

Fourth Khanda.

i. 'Will 2 (sankalpa) is better than mind. For

when a man wills, then he thinks in his mind, then

he sends forth speech, and he sends it forth in a

name. In a name the sacred hymns are contained,

in the sacred hymns all sacrifices.

2. * All these therefore (beginning with mind and

1 The commentator explains this by saying that, without the

instrument of the mind, the Self cannot act or enjoy.
9 Sankalpa is elsewhere defined as a modification of manas.

The commentator says that, like thinking, it is an activity of the

inner organ. It is difficult to find any English term exactly corres-

ponding to sankalpa. Rajendralal Mitra translates it by will, but it

implies not only will, but at the same time conception, determina-

tion, and desire.
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ending in sacrifice) centre in will, consist of will,

abide in will. Heaven and earth willed, air and

ether willed, water and fire willed. Through the

will of heaven and earth &c. rain wills ; through

the will of rain food wills ; through the will of food

the vital airs will ; through the will of the vital airs

the sacred hymns will; through the will of the sacred

hymns the sacrifices will ; through the will of the

sacrifices the world (as their reward) wills ; through

the will of the world everything wills \ This is will.

Meditate on will.

3. ' He who meditates on will as Brahman, he,

being himself safe, firm, and undistressed, obtains

the safe, firm, and undistressed worlds which he has

willed ; he is, as it were, lord and master as far as

will reaches—he who meditates on will as Brahman/
' Sir, is there something better than will ?

'

4 Yes, there is something better than will/

' Sir, tell it-me/

Fifth Khanda*

1. ' Consideration (iitta) 2
is better than will. For

when a man considers, then he wills, then he thinks

in his mind, then he sends forth speech, and he

1 This paragraph is obscure. The text seems doubtful, for

instance, in samak/ZpatSm, samakalpetam, and samakalpat&m.

Then the question is the exact meaning of sawk/iptyai, which

must be taken as an instrumental case. What is intended is that,

without rain, food is impossible &c. or inconceivable ; but the text

says, ' By the will of rain food wills/ &c. Will seems almost to be

taken here in the sense in which modern philosophers use it, as a

kind of creative will. By the will of rain food wills, would mean,

that first rain wills and exists, and afterwards the vital airs will

and exist, &c.
1 Altta, thought, implies here consideration and reflection.

[3] *
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sends it forth in a name. In a name the sacred

hymns are contained, in the sacred hymns all

sacrifices.

2. 'All these (beginning with mind and ending

in sacrifice) centre in consideration, consist of con-

sideration, abide in consideration. Therefore if a

man is inconsiderate, even if he possesses much
learning, people say of him, he is nothing, whatever

he may know; for, if he were learned, he would not be

so inconsiderate. But if a man is considerate, even

though he knows but little, to him indeed do people

listen gladly. Consideration is the centre, considera-

tion is the self, consideration is the support of all

these. Meditate on consideration.

3. 'He who meditates on consideration as Brah-

man, he, being himself safe, firm, and undistressed,

obtains the safe, firm, and undistressed worlds which

he has considered ; he is, as it were, lord and master

as far as consideration reaches—he who meditates

on consideration as Brahman/

'Sir, is there something better than consideration ?'

'Yes, there is something better than considera-

tion/
1

Sir, tell it me/

Sixth Khanda.

1. ' Reflection (dhyina) l
is better than considera-

tion. The earth reflects, as it were, and thus does

the sky, the heaven, the water, the mountains, gods

and men. Therefore those who among men obtain

1 Reflection is concentration of ail our thoughts on one object,

ek&grati. And as a man who reflects and meditates on the highest

objects acquires thereby repose, becomes firm and immovable, so

the earth is supposed to be in repose and immovable, as it were, by

reflection and meditation.
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greatness here on earth, seem to have obtained a

part of the object of reflection (because they show

a certain repose of manner). Thus while small and

vulgar people are always quarrelling, abusive, and

slandering, great men seem to have obtained a part

of the reward of reflection. Meditate on reflection.

2. 'He who meditates on reflection as Brahman,

is lord and master, as it were, as far as reflec-

tion reaches—he who meditates on reflection as

Brahman/
€

Sir, is there something better than reflection ?'

' Yes, there is something better than reflection/
4

Sir, tell it me/

Seventh Khanda.

1. ' Understanding (vi^fi&na) is better than reflec-

tion. Through understanding we understand the

-ffzg-veda, the Yafur-veda, the SUma-veda, and as

the fourth the Atharva»a, as the fifth the Itihisa-

puri^a 1
, the Veda of the Vedas, the Pitrya, the

Riri, the Daiva, the Nidhi, the Vikovikya, the

Ekiyana, the Deva-vidyi, the Brahma-vidyd, the

Bhfita-vidyi, the Kshatra-vidyd, the Nakshatra-vidyi,

the Sarpa and Deva^ana-vidyi, heaven, earth, air,

ether, water, fire, gods, men, cattle, birds, herbs, trees,

all beasts down to worms, midges, and ants; what is

right and what is wrong ; what is true and what is

false ; what is good and what is bad ; what is pleas-

ing and what is not pleasing ; food and savour, this

world and that, all this we understand through under-

standing. Meditate on understanding.

2. ' He who meditates on understanding as Brah-

man, reaches the worlds where there is understanding

1 See before, p. 109.
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and knowledge l
; he is, as it were, lord and master

as far as understanding reaches—he who meditates

on understanding as Brahman/
1

Sir, is there something better than understanding ?

'

'Yes,there is something better than understanding/

' Sir, tell it me/

Eighth Khanda.

i. 'Power (bala) is better than understanding.

One powerful man shakes a hundred men of under-

standing. If a mart is powerful, he becomes a rising

man. If he rises, he becomes a man who visits

wise people. If he visits, he becomes a follower of

wise people. If he follows them, he becomes a

seeing, a hearing, a perceiving, a knowing, a doing,

an understanding man. By power the earth stands

firm, and the sky, and the heaven, and the moun-

tains, gods and men, cattle, birds, herbs, trees, all

beasts down to worms, midges, and ants ; by power

the world stands firm. Meditate on power.

2. ' He who meditates on power as Brahman,

is, as it were, lord and master as far as power

reaches—he who meditates on power as Brahman/
1
Sir, is there something better than power ?'

' Yes, there is something better than power/
1

Sir, tell it me/

Ninth Khanda.

i. ' Food (anna) is better than power. Therefore

if a man abstain from food for ten days, though he

live, he would be unable to see, hear, perceive,

think, act, and understand. But when he obtains

1 The commentator takes v^fldna here as understanding of

sacred books, ^fiftna as cleverness with regard to other subjects.
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food, he is able to see, hear, perceive, think, act,

and understand. Meditate on food.

2. 'He who meditates on food as Brahman,

obtains the worlds rich in food and drink; he is,

as it were, lord and master as far as food reaches

—

he who meditates on food as Brahman/
1

Sir, is there something better than food ?

'

1 Yes, there is something better than food/
' Sir, tell it me/

Tenth Khanda.

1. 'Water (ap) is better than food. Therefore if

there is not sufficient rain, the vital spirits fail from

fear that there will be less food. But if there is

sufficient rain, the vital spirits rejoice, because there

will be much food. This water, on assuming dif-

ferent forms, becomes this earth, this sky, this

heaven, the mountains, gods and men, cattle, birds,

herbs and trees, all beasts down to worms, midges,

and ants. Water indeed assumes all these forms.

Meditate on water.

2. ' He who meditates on water as Brahman,

obtains all wishes, he becomes satisfied; he is, as

it were, lord and master as far as water reaches

—

he who meditates on water as Brahman/
' Sir, is there something better than water ?

'

' Yes, there is something better than water/

' Sir, tell it me/

Eleventh Khanda.

1. ' Fire (te^as) is better than water. For fire

united with air, warms the ether. Then people say,

It is hot, it burns, it will rain. Thus does fire, after

showing this sign (itself) first, create water. And
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thus again thunderclaps come with lightnings, flash-

ing upwards and across the sky. Then people say,

There is lightning and thunder, it will rain. Then
also does fire, after showing this sign first, create

water. Meditate on fire.

2. * He who meditates on fire as Brahman,

obtains, resplendent himself, resplendent worlds,

full of light and free of darkness ; he is, as it were,

lord and master as far as fire reaches—he who
meditates on fire as Brahman/

' Sir, is there something better than fire ?'

1 Yes, there is something better than fire/

' Sir, tell it me/

Twelfth Khanda.

i. * Ether (or space) is better than fire. For in

the ether exist both sun and moon, the lightning,

stars, and fire (agni). Through the ether we call,

through the ether we hear, through the ether we
answer 1

. In the ether or space we rejoice (when

we are together), and rejoice not (when we are

separated). In the ether everything is born, and

towards the ether everything tends when it is born 2
.

Meditate on ether.

2. 'He who meditates on ether as Brahman,

obtains the worlds of ether and of light, which are

free from pressure and pain, wide and spacious 8
;

he is, as it were, lord and master as far as ether

reaches—he who meditates on ether as Brahman/
' Sir, is there something better than ether ?'

1 Cf. Kh. Up. IV, 5, i.

1 The seed grows upwards towards the ether; not downwards.
s

Cf. YAlh. Up. II, n.
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* Yes, there is something better than ether/
1

Sir, tell it me/

Thirteenth Kha^a.

1. ' Memory 1 (smara) is better than ether. There-

fore where many are assembled together, if they

have no memory, they would hear no one, they

would npt perceive, they would not understand.

Through memory we know our sons, through

memory our cattle. Meditate on memory.

2. ' He who meditates on memory as Brahman,

is, as it were, lord and master as far as memory
reaches—he who ^meditates on memory as Brahman/

* ' Sir, is there something better than memory ?'

1 Yes, there is something better than memory/
1

Sir, tell it me/

Fourteenth Khanda.

1. 'Hope (£sk) is better than memory. Fired

by hope does memory read the sacred hymns, per-

form sacrifices, desire sons and cattle, desire this

world and the other. Meditate on hope.

2. ' He who meditates on hope as Brahman, all

his desires are fulfilled by hope, his prayers are

not in vain; he is, as it were, lord and master

as far as hope reaches—he who meditates on hope

as Brahman/
1

Sir, is there something better than hope ?'

' Yes, there is something better than hope/
1

Sir, tell it me/

1 The apparent distance between ether and memory is bridged

over by the commentator pointing out that without memory every-

thing would be as if it were not, so far as we are concerned.
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Fifteenth Khanda.

1. 'Spirit 1 (pr£#a) is better than hope. As the

spokes of a wheel hold to the nave 2
, so does all

this (beginning with names and ending in hope) hold

to spirit. That spirit moves by the spirit, it gives

spirit to the spirit. Father means spirit, mother

is spirit, brother is spirit, sister is spirit, tutor is

spirit, Br£hma«a is spirit.

2. * For if one says anything unbecoming to a

father, mother, brother, sister, tutor or Brihmawa,

then people say, Shame on thee ! thou hast offended

thy father, mother, brother, sister, tutor, or a

Brihmatfa.

3. ' But, if after the spirit has departed from

them, one shoves them together with a poker, and

burns them to pieces, no one would say, Thou of-

fendest thy father, mother, brother, sister, tutor or

a Brihmatfa.

4. 'Spirit then is all this. He who sees this,

perceives this, and understands this, becomes an

ativ&din 3
. If people say to such a man, Thou

1 Pr£/*a is used here in a technical sense. It does not mean
simply breath, but the spirit, the conscious self (pra^fidtman)

which, as we saw, enters the body in order to reveal the whole

variety of forms and names. It is in one sense the mukhya pr£/*a.

1 The commentary carries the simile still further. The felloe,

he says, holds to the spokes, the spokes to the nave. So do the

bhutamdtrds hold to the pra^fidmitrds, and these to the pr&ia.
8 One who declares something that goes beyond all the declara-

tions made before, beginning with the declaration that names are

Brahman, and ending with the declaration that hope is Brahman ;

—

one who knows that priwa, spirit, the conscious self, is Brahman.

This declaration represents the highest point reached by ordinary

people, but N&rada wishes to go beyond. In the Mu/a/aka, III,

1, 4, an ativddin is contrasted with one who really knows the

highest truth.
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art an atividin, he may say, I am an ativ&din ; he

need not deny it.'

Sixteenth Khajvda 1
.

i. * But in reality he is an atividin who declares

the Highest Being to be the True (Satya, to ourm

ov).

4

Sir, may I become an atividin by the True V
1 But we must desire to know the True.'
1

Sir, I desire to know the True/

Seventeenth Khanda.

i. 'When one understands the True, then one

declares the True. One who does not understand

it, does not declare the True 2
. Only he who under-

stands it, declares the True. This understanding,

however, we must desire to understand/
4

Sir, I desire to understand it/

Eighteenth Khanda.

i. 'When one perceives, then one understands.

One who does not perceive, does not understand.

Only he who perceives, understands. This percep-

tion, however, we must desire to understand/
4

Sir, I desire to understand it/

1 As Narada asks no further, whether there is anything better,

higher, truer than praVza, he is supposed to be satisfied with his

belief that pr&ia is the Highest Being. Sanatkum&ra, however,

wishes to lead him on to a still higher view ; hence the paragraphs

which follow from 16 to 26.

1 He would, for instance, call fire real, not knowing that fire is

only a mixture of the three elements (cf. VI, 4), the rupatraya, a

mere variety (vikdra), and name (n&man).
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Nineteenth Khanda.

i. * When one believes, then one perceives. One
who does not believe, cloes not perceive. Only he

who believes, perceives. This belief, however, we
must desire to understand.'

' Sir, I desire to understand it/

Twentieth Khanda.

i.
4 When one attends on a tutor (spiritual guide),

then one believes. One who does not attend on

a tutor, does not believe. Only he who attends,

believes. This attention on a tutor, however, we
must desire to understand/

1

Sir, I desire to understand it/

Twenty-first Khanda.

i. 'When one performs all sacred duties 1
, then

one attends really on a tutor. One who does not

perform his duties, does not really attend on a tutor.

Only he who performs his duties, attends on his

tutor. This performance of duties, however, we
must desire to understand/

' Sir, I desire to understand it/

Twenty-second Khanda.

i. 'When one obtains bliss (in oneself), then one

performs duties. One who does not obtain bliss,

does not perform duties. Only he who obtains bliss,

performs duties. This bliss, however, we must

desire to understand/
1

Sir, I desire to understand it/

1 The duties of a student, such as restraint of the senses, concen-

tration of the mind, &c.
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Twenty-third Khanda.

1. ' The Infinite (bhfiman) * is bliss. There is no

bliss in anything finite. Infinity only is bliss. This

Infinity, however, we must desire to understand/
* Sir, I desire to understand it.'

Twenty-fourth Khanda.

1. 'Where one sees nothing else, hears nothing

else, understands nothing else, that is the Infinite.

Where one sees something else, hears something

else, understands something else, that is the finite.

The Infinite is immortal, the finite is mortal/

' Sir, in what does the Infinite rest ?'

'In its own greatness—or not even in greatness 2/

2. 'In the world they call cows and horses,

elephants and gold, slaves, wives, fields and houses

greatness. I do not mean this/ thus he spoke

;

'for in that case one being (the possessor) rests

in something else, (but the Infinite cannot rest in

something different from itself.)

Twenty-fifth Khanda.

1. 'The Infinite indeed is below, above, behind,

before, right and left—it is indeed alt this.

' Now follows the explanation of the Infinite as

1 Bhuman is sometimes translated by grandeur, the superlative,

the akme. It is the highest point that can be reached, the infinite

and the true.

1 This phrase reminds one of the last verse in the No sad dsfd

hymn, where, likewise, the expression of the highest certainty is

followed by a misgiving that after all it may be otherwise. The
commentator takes yadi va* in the sense of, If you ask in the

highest sense, then I say no ; for the Infinite cannot rest in any-

thing, not even in greatness.
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the I : I am below, I am above, I am behind, before,

right and left—I am all this.

2. ' Next follows the explanation of the Infinite

as the Self: Self is below, above, behind, before,

right and left—Self is all this.

1 He who sees, perceives, and understands this,

loves the Self, delights in the Self, revels in the

Self, rejoices in the Self—he becomes a Svari^*,

(an autocrat or self-ruler); he is lord and master

in all the worlds.

' But those who think differently from this, live

in perishable worlds, and have other beings for their

rulers.

Twenty-sixth Khanda.

1. ' To him who sees, perceives, and understands

this \ the spirit (pr&na) springs from the Self, hope

springs from the Self, memory springs from the

Self; so do ether, fire, water, appearance and dis-

appearance 2
, food, power, understanding, reflection,

consideration, will, mind, speech, names, sacred

hymns, and sacrifices—aye, all this springs from

the Self.

2. ' There is this verse, " He who sees this,

does not see death, nor illness, nor pain ; he who
sees this, sees everything, and obtains everything

everywhere.
' " He is one (before creation), he becomes three

1 Before the acquirement of true knowledge, all that has been

mentioned before, spirit, hope, memory, &c, on to names, was

supposed to spring from the Sat, as something different from one-

self. Now he is to know that the Sat is the Self.

2 In the preceding paragraphs appearance and disappearance

(birth and death) are not mentioned. This shows how easy it was

in these treatises either to omit or to add anything that seemed

important.
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(fire, water, earth), he becomes five, he becomes
seven, he becomes nine ; then again he is called the

eleventh, and hundred and ten and one thousand

and twenty 1."

' When the intellectual aliment has been purified,

the whole nature becomes purified. When the

whole nature has been purified, the memory becomes
firm. And when the memory (of the Highest Self)

remains firm, then all the ties (which bind us to

a belief in anything but the Self) are loosened.

' The venerable Sanatkumdra showed to N&rada,

after his faults had been rubbed out, the other side

of darkness. They call Sanatkumira Skanda, yea,

Skanda they call him/

EIGHTH PRAPAWAKA.
First Khajvda 2

.

1. HarU, Om. There is this city of Brahman
(the body), and in it the palace, the small lotus (of

1 This too is meant as a verse. The commentary says that the

various numbers are intended to show the endless variety of form

on the Self after creation. Cf. Mait Up. V, 2.

1 The eighth PrapaV^aka seems to form a kind of appendix to

the Upanishad. The highest point that can be reached by specu-

lation had been reached in the seventh Prapa7£aka, the identity

of our self and of everything else with the Highest Self. This

speculative effort, however, is too much for ordinary people. They

cannot conceive the Sat or Brahman as out of space and time, as

free from all qualities, and in order to help them, they are taught

to adore the Brahman, as it appears in space and time, an object

endowed with certain qualities, living in nature and in the human

heart. The Highest Brahman, besides which there is nothing, and

which can neither be reached as an object, nor be considered as
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the heart), and in it that small ether. Now what

exists within that small ether, that is to be sought

for, that is to be understood.

2. And if they should say to him :
' Now with

regard to that city of Brahman, and the palace in it,

i. e. the small lotus of the heart, and the small ether

within the heart, what is there within it that deserves

to be sought for, or that is to be understood ?

'

3. Then he should say: 'As large as this ether

(all space) is, so large is that ether within the heart.

Both heaven and earth are contained within it, both

fire and air, both sun and moon, both lightning and

stars; and whatever there is of him (the Self) here

in the world, and whatever is not (i. e. whatever has

been or will be), all that is contained within it V
4. And if they should say to him :

(

If everything

that exists is contained in that city of Brahman, all

beings and all desires (whatever can be imagined

or desired), then what is left of it, when old age

reaches it and scatters it, or when it falls to pieces ?'

5. Then he should say :
' By the old age of the

body, that (the ether, or Brahman within it) does

not age ; by the death of the body, that (the ether,

or Brahman within it) is not killed. That (the Brah-

an effect, seems to ordinary minds like a thing which is not.

Therefore while the trite philosopher, after acquiring the know-

ledge of the Highest Sat, becomes identified with it suddenly, like

lightning, the ordinary mortal must reach it by slow degrees, and

as a preparation for that higher knowledge which is to follow, the

eighth PrapaV^aka, particularly the first portion of it, has been

added to the teaching contained in the earlier books.
1 The ether in the heart is really a name of Brahman. He is

there, and therefore all that comes of him when he assumes bodily

shapes, both what is and what is not, i. e. what is no longer or not

yet ; for the absolute nothing is not intended here.
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man) is the true Brahma-city (not the body 1
). In

it all desires are contained. It is the Self, free from

sin, free from old age, from death and grief, from

hunger and thirst, which desires nothing but what

it ought to desire, and imagines nothing but what it

ought to imagine. Now as here on earth people

follow as they are commanded, and depend on the

object which they are attached to, be it a country or

a piece of land,

6. ' And as here on earth, whatever has been ac-

quired by exertion, perishes, so perishes whatever is

acquired for the next world by sacrifices and other

good actions performed on earth. Those who de-

part from hence without having discovered the

Self and those true desires, for them there is no

freedom in all the worlds. But those who depart

from hence, after having discovered the Self and

those true desires 2
, for them there is freedom in all

the worlds.

Second Khanda.

1. 'Thus he who desires the world 8 of the fathers,

by his mere will the fathers come to receive him,

and having obtained the world of the fathers, he is

happy.

2. 'And he who desires the world of the mothers,

by his mere will the mothers come to receive him,

1 I translate this somewhat differently from the commentator,

though the argument remains the same.

* True desires are those which we ought to desire, and the ful-

filment of which depends on ourselves, supposing that we have

acquired the knowledge which enables us to fulfil them.
8 World is the nearest approach to loka: it means life with the

fathers, or enjoying the company of the fathers.
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and having obtained the world of the mothers, he is

happy.

3.
'And he who desires the world of the brothers,

by his mere will the brothers come to receive him,

and having obtained the world of the brothers, he is

happy.

4. 'And he who desires the world of the sisters,

by his mere will the sisters come to receive him,

and having obtained the world of the sisters, he is

happy.

5. 'And he who desires the world of the friends,

by his mere will the friends come to receive him,

and having obtained the world of the friends, he is

happy.

6. 'And he who desires the world of perfumes and

garlands (gandhamdlya), by his mere will perfumes

and garlands come to him, and having obtained the

world of perfumes and garlands, he is happy.

7. 'And he who desires the world of food and

drink, by his mere will food and drink come to him,

and having obtained the world of food and drink, he

is happy.

8. 'And he who desires the world of song and

music, by his mere will song and music come to him,

and having obtained the world of song and music,

he is happy.

9. 'And he who desires the world of women, by

his mere will women come to receive him, and

having obtained the world of women, he is happy.

'Whatever object he is attached to, whatever

object he desires, by his mere will it comes to him,

and having obtained it, he is happy.
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Third Khanda.

1. ' These true desires, however, are hidden by
what is false ; though the desires be true, they have

a covering which is false. Thus, whoever belonging

to us has departed this life, him we cannot gain

back, so that we should see him with our eyes.

2. ' Those who belong to us, whether living or

departed, and whatever else there is which we wish

for and do not obtain, all that we find there (if

we descend into our heart, where Brahman dwells,

in the ether of the heart), There are all our true

desires, but hidden by what is false 1
. As people who

do not know the country, walk again and again over

a gold treasure that has been hidden somewhere in

the earth and do not discover it, thus do all these

creatures day after day go into the Brahma-world

(they are merged in Brahman, while asleep), and yet

do not discover it, because they are carried away by

untruth (they do not come to themselves, i. e. they

do not discover the true Self in Brahman, dwelling

in the heart).

3. ' That Self abides in the heart. And this is the

etymological explanation. The heart is called hrid-

ayam, instead of hrzdy-ayam, i. e. He who is in the

heart. He who knows this, that He is in the heart,

goes day by day (when in sushupti, deep sleep) into

heaven (svarga), i.e. into the Brahman of the heart.

4. ' Now that serene being 2 which, after having

1 All the desires mentioned before are fulfilled, if ve find their

fulfilment in our Self, in the city of Brahman within our heart.

There we always can possess those whom we have loved, only we

must not wish to see them with our eyes ; that would be a false

covering to a true desire.

8 Cf. Kh. Up. VIII, 12,3.

[3] K
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risen from out this earthly body, and having reached

the highest light (self-knowledge), appears in its true

form, that is the Self/ thus he spoke (when asked

by his pupils). This is the immortal, the fearless,

this is Brahman. And of that Brahman the name
is the True, Satyam,

5. This name Sattyam consists of three sylla-

bles, sat-tl-yam 1
. Sat signifies the immortal, t, the

mortal, and with yam he binds both. Because he

binds both, the immortal and the mortal, therefore

it is yam. He who knows this goes day by day

into heaven (svarga).

Fourth Khanda.

1. That Self is a bank 2
, a boundary, so that these

worlds may not be confounded. Day and night do

not pass that bank, nor old age, death, and grief;

neither good nor evil deeds. All evil-doers turn back

from it, for the world of Brahman is free from all evil.

2. Therefore he who has crossed that bank, if

blind, ceases to be blind ; if wounded, ceases to be

wounded ; if afflicted, ceases to be afflicted. There-

fore when that bank has been crossed, night becomes

day indeed, for the world of Brahman is lighted up
once for all 8

.

3. And that world of Brahman belongs to those

1 We ought probably to read Sattyam, and then Sat-tf-yam.

The f in tf would then be the dual of an anubandha i. Instead of

yaddhi, I conjecture yatti. See Ait. Araayaka II, 5, 5.

8 Setu, generally translated by bridge, was originally a bank of

earth (mri'dadimaya), thrown up to serve as a pathway (pons)

through water or a swamp. Such banks exist still in many places,

and they serve at the same time as boundaries (maryddi) between

fields belonging to different properties. Cfc Mait. Up. VII, 7

;

Kft/ft. Up. Ill, 2 ; Talav. Up. comm. p. 59 ; Mwtd. Up. II, 2, 5.
8 Kh. Up. Ill, n, 3.
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only who find it by abstinence—for them there is

freedom in all the worlds.

Fifth Kha^da.
1. What people call sacrifice (ya/na), that is really

abstinence (brahmaiarya). For he who knows,

obtains that (world of Brahman, which others obtain

"by sacrifice), by means of abstinence.

What people call sacrifice (ish/a), that is really

abstinence, for by abstinence, having searched (ish-

/v£), he obtains the Self.

2. What people call sacrifice (sattr£ya#a), that is

really abstinence, for by abstinence he obtains from

the Sat (the true), the safety (tr£#a) of the Self.

What people call the vow of silence (mauna), that

is really abstinence, for he who by abstinence has

found out the Self, meditates (manute).

3. What people call fasting (anlrakiyana), that

is really abstinence, for that Self does not perish

(na na^yati), which we find out by abstinence.

What people call a hermit's life (ara#y£yana), that

is really abstinence. Ara l and jVya are two lakes in

the world of Brahman, in the third heaven from hence

;

and there is the lake Airammadtya, and the Asvattha

tree, showering down Soma, and the city of Brahman

(Hira»yagarbha) Apar&fiti 2
, and the golden Prabhu-

vimita (the hall built by Prabhu, Brahman).

Now that world of Brahman belongs to those who
find the lakes Ara and jVya in the world of Brahman

by means of abstinence ; for them there is freedom

in all the worlds 3
.

1 In the Kaush. Br. Up. I, 3, die lake is called Ara, at least

according to the commentator.
8 In the Kaush. Br. Up. Apar^ita is not ptiA, but fyatanam.
8 The fifth \handa, is chiefly meant to recommend brahmaiarya

K 2
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Sixth Khanda.

i. Now those arteries of the heart consist of a

brown substance, of a white, blue, yellow, and red

or abstinence from all worldly enjoyments, enjoined on the brah-

ma^arin, the student, as a means of obtaining a knowledge of

Brahman. But instead of showing that such abstinence is indis-

pensable for a proper concentration of our intellectual faculties, we

are told that abstinence is the same as certain sacrifices ; and this

is shown, not by arguments, but by a number of very far-fetched

plays on words. These it is impossible to render in any transla-

tion, nay, they hardly deserve being translated. Thus abstinence

is said to be identical with sacrifice, ya^fia, because yo £"flaH&,

'he who knows,' has a certain similarity with ya^iia. Ish/a,

another kind of sacrifice, is compared with esha«S, search ; sattrd-

ya;za with Sat, the True, the Brahman, and triyawa, protection ;

maun a, silence, with manan a, meditating (which may be right);

an&jak&yana, fasting, with naj, to perish, and ara/zy£gana, a

hermit's life, with ara, «ya, and ayana, going to the two lakes

Ara and .Atya, which are believed to exist in the legendary world

of Brahman. Nothing can be more absurd. Having once struck

the note of Brahmanic legends, such as we find it, for instance, in

the Kaushftaki-brdhma«a-upanishad, the author goes on. Besides

the lakes Ara and Nyn (in the Kaushitaki-brdhmawa-upanishad we
have only one lake, called Ara), he mentions the Airammadiya

lake, and explains it as aira (ira annam, tanmaya airo ma/w/as,

tena pur»am airam) and madly a, delightful. The Ajvattha tree,

which pours down Soma, is not tortured into anything else, except

that Soma is explained as the immortal, or nectar. Apara^ita

becomes the city of Brahman, because it can be conquered by no

one except those who have practised abstinence. And the hall

which elsewhere is called Vibhu-pramita becomes Prabhu-
vimitam, or Prabhu-vinirmita, made by Prabhu, i.e. Brahman,
All the fulfilled desires, as enumerated in kha/a/as 2-5, whether

the finding again of our fathers and mothers, or entering the

Brahmaloka with its lakes and palaces, must be taken, not as

material (sthula), but as mental only (mdnasa). On that account,

however, they are by no means considered as false or unreal, as

little as dreams are. Dreams are false and unreal, relatively only,

i. e. relatively to what we see, when we awake ; but not in them-

selves. Whatever we see in waking, also, has been shown to be
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substance, and so is the sun brown, white, blue,

yellow, and red.

2. As a very long highway goes to two places, to

one at the beginning, and to another at the end, so

do the rays of the sun go to both worlds, to this

one and to the other. They start from the sun,

and enter into those arteries ; they start from those

arteries, and enter into the sun.

3. And when a man is asleep, reposing, and at

perfect rest, so that he sees no dream \ then he has

entered into those arteries. Then no evil touches

him, for he has obtained the light (of the sun).

4. And when a man falls ill, then those who sit

round him, say, * Do you know me ? Do you know

me ?' As long as he has not departed from this

body, he knows them.

5. But when he departs from this body, then he

departs upwards by those very rays (towards the

worlds which he has gained by merit, not by know-

ledge); or he goes out while meditating on Om 2

(and thus securing an entrance into the Brahma-

false ; because it consists of forms and names only ; yet these

forms and names have a true element in them, viz. the Sat. Before

we know that Sat, all the objects we see in waking seem true ; as

dreams seem true in dreaming. But when once we awake from

our waking by true knowledge, we see that nothing is true but the

Sat. When we imagine we see a serpent, and then discover that

it is a rope, the serpent disappears as false, but what was true in

it, the rope, remains true.

1 Svapna in Sanskrit is both somnus and somnium. Hence

one might translate also, ' so that he is not aware that he is asleep/

which in some respects would seem even more appropriate in our

passage; cf. VIII, 11, 1.

2 According to the explanation given of the Om in the Upani-

shads, and more particularly in the Dahara-vidyS contained in this

Prapd/^aka.
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loka). And while his mind is failing, he is going to

the sun. For the sun is the door of the world (of

Brahman). Those who know, walk in ; those who
do not know, are shut out. There is this verse *

:

1 There are a hundred and one arteries of the heart

;

one of them penetrates the crown of the head
;

moving upwards by it a man reaches the immortal
;

the others serve for departing in different directions,

yea, in different directions 2/

Seventh Khajvda 3
.

i. Pra^&pati said :
' The Self which is free from sin,

free from old age, from death and grief, from hunger

and thirst, which desires nothing but what it ought

to desire, and imagines nothing but what it ought to

imagine, that it is which we must search out, that it

is which we must try to understand. He who has

searched out that Self and understands it, obtains

all worlds and all desires/

2. The Devas (gods) and Asuras (demons) both

heard these words, and said :
' Well, let us search

for that Self by which, if one has searched it out,

all worlds and all desires are obtained.'

Thus saying Indra went from the Devas, Viro^ana

from the Asuras, and both, without having com-

municated with each other, approached Pra^ctpati,

1 Prama Up. II, i.

9 The same verse occurs in the Ka/#a 6, 16, and is frequently

quoted elsewhere, for instance, Mait. comm. p. 164. For vishvahh,

the right reading would seem to be vishvak. In the Mait. Up. VI,

30, the Trish/ubh are reduced to Anush/ubh verses. See also

Prama Up. Ill, 6-7 ; Mund. Up. II, 2.

8 Here the highest problem is treated again, the knowledge of

the true Self, which leads beyond the world of Brahm£ (masc), and
enables the individual self to return into the Highest Self.
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holding fuel in their hands, as is the custom for

pupils approaching their master.

3. They dwelt there as pupils for thirty-two

years. Then Pra^lpati asked them :
' For what

purpose have you both dwelt here ?'

They replied :
' A saying of yours is being re-

peated, viz. "the Self which is free from sin, free

from old age, from death and grief, from hunger

and thirst, which desires nothing but what it ought

to desire, and imagines nothing but what it ought to

imagine, that it is which we must search out, that it

is which we must try to understand. He who has

searched out that Self and understands it, obtains all

worlds and all desires/' Now we both have dwelt

here because we wish for that Self/

Pra^&pati said to them :
' The person that is seen

in the eye l
, that is the Self. This is what I have

said. This is the immortal, the fearless, this is

Brahman.'

They asked :
' Sir, he who is perceived m the

water, and he who is perceived in a mirror, who
is he?'

He replied :
* He himself indeed is seen in all

these V
1 The commentator explains this rightly. Pra^pati means by

the person that is seen in the eye, the real agent of seeing, who is

seen by sages only, even with their eyes shut. His pupils, however,

misunderstand him. They think of the person that is seen, not of

the person that sees (Yoga-sutras II, 6). The person seen in the

eye is to them the small figure imaged in the eye, and they go on

therefore to ask, whether the image in the water or in a mirror is

not the Self.

8 The commentators are at great pains to explain that Pra^pati

told no falsehood. He meant by purusha the personal element in

the highest sense, and it was not his fault that his pupils took

purusha for man or body.
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Eighth Khanda.

1. 'Look at your Self in a pan of water, and

whatever you do not understand of your Self 1
,

come and tell me/
They looked in the water-pan. Then Pra^Lpati

said to them :
' What do you see ?

'

They said: 'We both see the self thus altogether,

a picture even to the very hairs and nails/

2. Pra^Lpati said to them: 'After you have

adorned yourselves, have put on your best clothes

and cleaned yourselves, look again into the water-

pan/

They, after having adorned themselves, having

put on their best clothes and cleaned themselves,

looked into the water-pan.

Pra^cipati said :
' What do you see ?

'

3. They said :
' Just as we are, well adorned,

with our best clothes and clean, thus we are both

there, Sir, well adorned, with our best clothes and

clean/

Pra^ipati said :
' That is the Self, this is the im-

mortal, the fearless, this is Brahman/

Then both went away satisfied in their hearts.

4. And Pra^Lpati, looking after them, said : 'They

both go away without having perceived and without

having known the Self, and whoever of these two 2
,

whether Devas or Asuras, will follow this doctrine

(upanishad), will perish/

Now Viro^ana, satisfied in his heart, went to the

Asuras and preached that doctrine to them, that the

self (the body) alone is to be worshipped, that the

1 I take £tmana£ as a genitive, governed by yad, not as an

accusative plural.

9 The commentator reads yatare for yata^.
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self (the body) alone is to be served, and that he

who worships the self and serves the self, gains

both worlds, this and the next.

5. Therefore they call even now a man who does

not give alms here, who has no faith, and offers no

sacrifices, an Asura, for this is the doctrine (upani-

shad) of the Asuras. They deck out the body of

the dead with perfumes, flowers, and fine raiment by

way of ornament, and think they will thus conquer

that world 1
.

Ninth Khanda.

1. But Indra, before he had returned to the

Devas, saw this difficulty. As this self (the shadow

in the water) 2
is well adorned, when the body is

well adorned, well dressed, when the body is well

dressed, well cleaned, if the body is well cleaned,

that self will also be blind, if the body is blind,

lame, if the body is lame 3
, crippled, if the body is

crippled, and will perish in fact as soon as the body

perishes. Therefore I see no good in this (doctrine).

2. Taking fuel in his hand he came again as a

pupil to Pra^pati. Pra^lpati said to him :
' Ma-

ghavat (Indra), as you went away with Viro^ana,

satisfied in your heart, for what purpose did you

come back ?

'

1 This evidently refers to the customs and teaching of tribes

not entirely conforming to the Brahmanic system. Whether the

adorning of the dead body implies burial instead of burning, seems

doubtful.

2 The commentator remarks that though both Indra and Viro-

£ana had mistaken the true import of what Pra^dpati said, yet

while Vurufcana took the body to be the Self, Indra thought that

the Self was the shadow of the body.
8 Sr£ma, lame, is explained by the commentator as one-eyed,

ekanetra.
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He said :
' Sir, as this self (the shadow) is well

adorned, when the body is well adorned, well dressed,

when the body is well dressed, well cleaned, if the

body is well cleaned, that self will also be blind, if

the body is blind, lame, if the body is lame, crippled,

if the body is crippled, and will perish in fact as

soon as the body perishes. Therefore I see no

good in this (doctrine)/

3. * So it is indeed, Maghavat/ replied Pra^ipati ;

4 but I shall explain him (the true Self) further to

you. Live with me another thirty-two years.'

He lived with him another thirty-two years, and

then Pra^Lpati said

:

Tenth Khanda.

1. ' He who moves about happy in dreams, he is

the Self, this is the immortal, the fearless, this is

Brahman/

Then Indra went away satisfied in his heart. But

before he had returned to the Devas, he saw this

difficulty. Although it is true that that self is not

blind, even if the body is blind, nor lame, if the

body is lame, though it is true that that self is not

rendered faulty by the faults of it (the body),

2. Nor struck when it (the body) is struck, nor

lamed when it is lamed, yet it is as if they struck

him (the self) in dreams, as if they chased him 1
.

1 I have adopted the reading vii^ayayanti, because it is the

most difficult, and therefore explains most easily the various cor-

ruptions, or it may be emendations, that have crept into the text

Sankara explains vi££Mdayanti by vidravayanti, and this shows

that he too must have read viiiMyayanti, for he could not have

explained vi^^ddayanti, which means they uncover or they deprive

of their clothing, by vidrdvayanti, they drive away. It is true that

vi££^ayayanti may be explained in two ways ; it may be the causa-

tive of kh&, to cut, but this meaning is not very appropriate here,
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He becomes even conscious, as it were, of pain, and

sheds tears. Therefore I see no good in this.

3. Taking fuel in his hands, he went again as a

pupil to Pra^lpati. Pra^Apati said to him :
' Ma-

ghavat, as you went away satisfied in your heart, for

what purpose did you come back ?

'

He said :
' Sir, although it is true that that self

is not blind even if the body is blind, nor lame, if the

body is lame, though it is true that that self is not

rendered faulty by the faults of it (the body),

4. Nor struck when it (the body) is struck, nor

lamed when it is lamed, yet it is as if they struck

him (the self) in dreams, as if they chased him.

He becomes even conscious, as it were, of pain, and

sheds tears. Therefore I see no good in this/

'So it is indeed, Maghavat/ replied Pra^ipati;
4 but I shall explain him (the true Self) further to

you. Live with me another thirty-two years/

He lived with him another thirty-two years. Then
Pra^ipati said

:

and quite inadmissible in another passage where vi£M£yayati

occurs, whereas, if derived from viM (ofyofiai) in a causative sense,

Sankara could hardly have chosen a better explanation than vidrd-

vayanti, they make run away. The root v'M, vtfMdyayati is

recognised in Pdmni III, 1, 28, and in the Dh£tupd/£a 28, 129,

but it has hitherto been met with in this passage only, and in

Br/had£ra;iyaka Up. IV, 3, 20. Here also the author speaks of

a man who imagines that people kill him or do him violence, or

that an elephant chases him or that he falls into a pit. Here we
have hastiva vi££Myayati, and Sankara, at least as printed by

Dr. Roer, explains this by vi^dpayati, vi££Mdayati, vidrivayati

;

dhdvattty artha£. Much better is Dvivedaganga's commentary, as

published by Dr. Weber, Satap. Br&hm. p. 1145, Kada^id enaw

hastf vii^iyayativa vidr&vayativa ; viM* gatau, gupudhupavi^i-

pampanibhya dya iti (Pd/i. Ill, 1, 28) sv&rtha dyapratyaya^. In the

Dictionary of Boehtlingk and Roth the derivation from Mi, to

cut, is preferred ; see Nachtrage, s. v. ML
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Eleventh Khajvda.

i. 'When a man being asleep, reposing, and at

perfect rest \ sees no dreams, that is the Self, this is

the immortal, the fearless, this is Brahman/

Then Indra went away satisfied in his heart. But

before he had returned to the Devas, he saw this

difficulty. In truth he thus does not know himself

(his self) that he is I, nor does he know anything

that exists. He is gone to utter annihilation. I see

no good in this.

2. Taking fuel in his hand he went again as a

pupil to Pra^lpati. Pra^ipati said to him :
' Ma*

ghavat, as you went away satisfied in your heart,

for what purpose did you come back ?
'

He said :
' Sir, in that way he does not know

himself (his self) that he is I, nor does he know
anything that exists. He is gone to utter annihila-

tion. I see no good in this.'

3.
c So it is indeed, Maghavat,' replied Pra^ipati

;

'but I shall explain him (the true Self) further to

you, and nothing more than this 2
. Live here other

five years/

He lived there other five years. This made in all

one hundred and one years, and therefore it is said

that Indra Maghavat lived one hundred and one

years as a pupil with Pra^&pati. Pra^pati said to

him

:

Twelfth Khanda.

1. ' Maghavat, this body is mortal and always

held by death. It is the abode of that Self which is

1 See JE*. Up. VIII, 6, 3.

2 Sankara explains this as meaning the real Self, not anything

different from the Self.
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immortal and without body 1
. When in the body (by

thinking this body is I and I am this body) the Self

is held by pleasure and pain. So long as he is in

the body, he cannot get free from pleasure and pain.

But when he is free of the body (when he knows

himself different from the body), then neither pleasure

nor pain touches him 2
.

2. 'The wind is without body, the cloud, light-

ning, and thunder are without body (without hands,

feet, &c.) Now as these, arising from this heavenly

ether (space), appear in their own form, as soon as

they have approached the highest light,

3.
c Thus does that serene being, arising from this

body, appear in its own form, as soon as it has

approached the highest light (the knowledge of

Self 3
). He (in that state) is the highest person

(uttama pfirusha). He moves about there laughing

(or eating), playing, and rejoicing (in his mind), be it

with women, carriages, or relatives, never minding

that body into which he was born 4
.

.
* According to some, the body is the result of the Self, the

elements of the body, fire, water, and earth springing from the

Self, and the Self afterwards entering them,
8 Ordinary, worldly pleasure. Comm.
$ The simile is not so striking as most of those old similes are.

The wind is compared with the Self, on account of its being for a

time lost in the ether (space), as the Self is in the body, and then

rising again out of the ether and assuming its own form as wind.

The chief stress is laid on the highest light, which in the one case

is the sun of summer, in the other the light of knowledge.
4 These are pleasures which seem hardly compatible with the

state of perfect peace which the Self is supposed to have attained.

The passage may be interpolated, or put in on purpose to show

that the Self enjoys such pleasures as an inward spectator only,

without identif) ing himself with either pleasure or pain. He sees

them, as he says afterwards, with his divine eye. The Self per-
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'Like as a horse attached to a cart, so is the

spirit 1 (pr£#a, prafnitman) attached to this body.

4. 'Now where the sight has entered into the

void (the open space, the black pupil of the eye),

there is the person of the eye, the eye itself is the

instrument of seeing. He who knows, let me smell

this, he is the Self, the nose is the instrument of

smelling. He who knows, let me say this, he is the

Self, the tongue is the instrument of saying. He
who knows, let me hear this, he is the Self, the ear

is the instrument of hearing.

5. ' He who knows, let me think this, he is the

Self, the mind is his divine eye 2
. He, the Self,

seeing these pleasures (which to others are hidden

like a buried treasure of gold) through his divine

eye, i. e. the mind, rejoices.

1 The Devas who are in the world of Brahman

meditate on that Self (as taught by Pra§!pati to

Indra, and by Indra to the Devas). Therefore all

worlds belong to them, and all desires. He who
knows that Self and understands it, obtains all

worlds and all desires/ Thus said PrafApati, yea,

thus said Pra^&pati.

ceives in all things his Self only, nothing else. In his commentary

on the Taittiriya Upanishad (p. 45) Sankara refers this passage

to Brahman as an effect, not to Brahman as a cause.
1 The spirit, the conscious self, is not identical with the body,

but only joined to it, like a horse, or driving it, like a charioteer.

In other passages the senses are the horses; buddhi, reason, the

charioteer; manas, mind, the reins. The spirit is attached to the

cart by the £etana ; cf. Ananda^fidnagiri.
9 Because it perceives not only what is present, but also what

is past and future.
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Thirteenth Khanda 1
.

1. From the dark (the Brahman of the heart) I

come to the nebulous (the world of Brahman), from

the nebulous to the dark, shaking off all evil, as a

horse shakes his hairs, and as the moon frees herself

from the mouth of RAhu 2
. Having shaken off the

body, I obtain, self made and satisfied, the uncreated

world of Brahman, yea, I obtain it

Fourteenth Khanda.

1. He who is called ether 3 (4k4ra) is the revealer

of all forms and names. That within which these

forms and names are contained is the Brahman, the

Immortal, the Self.

I come to the hall of Pra^Apati, to the house ; I

am the glorious among Br&hmans, glorious among
princes, glorious among men 4

. I obtained that

glory, I am glorious among the glorious. May I

never go to the white, toothless, yet devouring,

white abode 6
; may I never go to it.

1 This chapter is supposed to contain a hymn of triumph.
1 Rdhu, in later times a monster, supposed to swallow the sun

and moon at every solar or lunar eclipse. At first we only hear of

the mouth or head of Rdhu. In later times a body was assigned to

him, but it had to be destroyed again by Vishmi, so that nothing

remained of him but his head. R&hu seems derived from rah, to

separate, to remove. From it raksh, to wish or strive to remove,

to keep off, to protect, and in a different application rakshas, a

tearing away, violence, raksh&s, a robber, an evil spirit.

8 Aka\ra, ether or space, is a name of Brahman, because, like

ether, Brahman has no body and is infinitely small.

4 Here the three classes, commonly called castes, are clearly

marked by the names of br&hmaaa, ra^an, and vlr.

* Yonirabditam pra^ananendriyam.
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Fifteenth Khanda.

i. Brahmd (Hira/zyagarbha or Paramervara) told

this to Pra^ipati (Karyapa), Pra^Apati to Manu (his

son), Manu to mankind. He who has learnt the

Veda from a family of teachers, according to the

sacred rule, in the leisure time left from the duties

to be performed for the Guru, who, after receiving

his discharge, has settled in his own house, keeping

up the memory of what he has learnt by repeating

it regularly in some sacred spot, who has begotten

virtuous sons, and concentrated all his senses on

the Self, never giving pain to any creature, except

at the tlrthas 1 (sacrifices, &c), he who behaves thus

all his life, reaches the world of Brahman, and does

not return, yea, he does not return.

1 The commentator says that even travelling about as a mendi-

cant causes pain, but that a mendicant is allowed to importune

people for alms at tirthas, or sacred places. Others explain this

differently.
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talavakAra-upanishad.

First Khanda.

i. The Pupil asks: 'At whose wish does the

mind sent forth proceed on its errand ? At whose

command does the first breath go forth ? At whose

wish do we utter this speech ? What god directs

the eye, or the ear?'

2. The Teacher replies :
* It is the ear of the ear,

the mind of the mind, the speech of speech, the

breath of breath, and the eye of the eye. When
freed (from the senses) the wise, on departing from

this world, become immortal \

3. ' The eye does not go thither, nor speech, nor

mind. We do not know, we do not understand, how
any one can teach it.

4. ' It is different from the known, it is also

above the unknown, thus we have heard from those

of old, who taught us this
2
.

5. ' That which is not expressed by speech and

1 This verse admits of various translations, and still more various

explanations. Instead of taking va*£am, like all the other words,

as a nominative, we might take them all as accusatives, governed

by atimu^ya, and sa u pr&^asya prd«a^ as a parenthetical sen-

tence. What is meanTByTEe^arof the ear is very fully explained

by the commentator, but the simplest acceptation would seem to

take it as an answer to the preceding questions, so that the ear of

the ear should be taken for him who directs the ear, i. e. the Self,

or Brahman. This will become clearer as we proceed.
2 Cf. tra Up. 11; 13.
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by which speech is expressed, that alone know as

Brahman, not that which people here adore.

6. ' That which does not think by mind, and

by which, they say, mind is thought \ that alone

know as Brahman, not that which people here

adore.

7. ' That which does not see by the eye, and by
which one sees (the work of) the eyes, that alone

know as Brahman, not that which people here

adore.

8. * That which does not hear by the ear, and by
which the ear is heard, that alone know as Brahman,

not that which people here adore.

9. * That which does not breathe by breath, and

by which breath is drawn, that alone know as Brah-

man, not that which people here adore/

Second Khanda.

1. The Teacher says :
' If thou thinkest I know

it well; then thou knowest surely but little, what is

that form of Brahman known, it may be, to thee''2-?'

2. The Pupil says :

4

1 do not think I know it

well, nor do I know that I do not know it.
%He

1 The varia lectio manaso matam (supported also by the com-

mentary) is metrically and grammatically easier, but it may be, for

that.very reason, an emendation.

\£ In order to obtain a verse, we must leave out the words tvam

yad asya deveshv atha nu mimawsyam eva. They were probably

inserted, as an excuse for the third kha//</a treating of the relation

of Brahman to the Devas. There is considerable variety in the

text, as handed down in the Sama-veda and in the Atharva-veda,

which shows that it has been tampered with. Daharam for dabhram

may be the older reading, as synezesis occurs again and again in

the Upanishads.
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among us who knows this, he knows it, nor does he

know that he does not know it \

3. ' He by whom it (Brahman) is not thought, by

him it is thought ; he by whom it is thought, knows

it not. It is not understood by those who under-

stand it, it is understood by those who do not

understand it

4. * It is thought to be known (as if) by awaken-

ing, and (then) we obtain immortality indeed. By
the Self we obtain strength, by knowledge we obtain

immortality.

5. 'If a man know this here, that is the true (end

of life) ; if he does not know this here, then there is

great destruction (new births). The wise who have

thought on all things (and recognised the Self in

them) become immortal, when they have departed

from this world'

Third Khanda*.

1. Brahman obtained the victory for the Devas.

The Devas became elated by the victory of Brah-

1 This verse has again been variously explained. I think the

train of thought is this : We cannot know Brahman, as we know
other objects, by referring them to a class and pointing out their

differences. But, on the other hand, we do not know that we know
him not, i. e. no one can assert that we know him not, for we want

Brahman in order to know anything. He, therefore, who knows

this double peculiarity of the knowledge of Brahman, he knows

Brahman, as much as it can be known; and he does not

know, nor can anybody prove it to him, that he does not know
Brahman.

2 This kha«<fo is generally represented as a later addition, but

its prose style has more of a Br£hma«a character than the verses

in the preceding kha«</as, although their metrical structure is

irregular, and may be taken as a sign of antiquity.
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man, and they thought, this victory is ours only,

this greatness is ours only.

2. Brahman perceived this and appeared to them.

But they did not know it, and said :
' What sprite

(yaksha or yakshya) is this ?'

3. They said to Agni (fire) :
' O G&tavedas, find

out what sprite this is.' ' Yes,' he said.

4. He ran toward it, and Brahman said to him:
1 Who are you?' He replied: 'I am Agni, I am
G&tavedas/

5. Brahman said: *What power is in you?' Agni

replied: 'I could burn all whatever there is on

earth/

6. Brahman put a straw before him, saying:

' Burn this/ He went towards it with all his might,

but he could not burn it. Then he returned thence

and said :
' I could not find out what sprite this is.'

7. Then they said to Vdyu (air) :
' O V£yu, find

out what sprite this is.' ' Yes/ he said.

8. He ran toward it, and Brahman said to him

:

• Who are you ?' He replied :
* I am VAyu, I am

MdtarLrvan/

9. Brahman said: *What power is in you?' Viyu
replied :

' I could take up all whatever there is on

earth/

10. Brahman put a straw before him, saying:
1 Take it up/ He went towards it with all his

might, but he could not take it up. Then he re-

turned thence and said :
' I could not find out what

sprite this is/

11. Then they said to Indra :
' O Maghavan, find

out what sprite this is/ He went towards it, but it

disappeared from before him.

12. Then in the same space (ether) he came
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towards a woman, highly adorned : it was UmA, the

daughter of Himavat 1
. He said to her: 'Who is

that sprite?'

Fourth Khaatda.

1. She replied: 'It is Brahman. It is through

the victory of Brahman that you have thus become
great' After that he knew that it was Brahman.

2. Therefore these Devas, viz. Agni, V£yu, and

Indra, are, as it were, above the other gods, for they

touched it (the Brahman) nearest 2
.

3. And therefore Indra is, as it were, above the

other gods, for he touched it nearest, he first

knew it.
.

-
;

4. This is the teaching of Brahman, with regard ^^7
to the gods (mythological) : It is that which now

1 Uma* may here be taken as the wife of Siva, daughter of

Himavat, better known by her earlier name, P&rvatf, the daughter

of the mountains. Originally she was, not the daughter of the

mountains or of the Himalaya, but the daughter of the cloud, just

as Rudra was originally, not the lord of the mountains, girlra, but

the lord of the clouds. We are, however, moving here in a secon-

dary period of Indian thought, in which we see, as among Semitic

nations, the manifested powers, and particularly the knowledge and

wisdom of thegods, represented by their wives. Umi means originally

flax, from v&, to weave, and the same word may have been an old

name of wife, she who weaves (cf. duhitr/, spinster, and possibly

wife itself, if O. H. G. wfb is connected with O. H. G. we'ban). It is

used almost synonymously with ambikd, Taitt. Ar. p. 839. If we
wished to take liberties, we might translate uma* haimavati by an

old woman coming from the Himavat mountains ; but I decline all

responsibility for such an interpretation.

* The next phrase was borrowed from § 3, without even changing

the singular to the plural. As Indra only found out that it was

Brahman, the original distinction between Indra and the other gods,

who only came near to it, was quite justified. Still it might be ^

better to adopt the var. lect sa hy etat in § 2.
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flashes forth in the lightning, and now vanishes

again.

5. And this is the teaching of Brahman, with re-

gard to the body (psychological) : It is that which

seems to move as mind, and by it imagination

remembers again and again 1
.

6. That Brahman is called Tadvana 2
, by the

name of Tadvana it is to be meditated on. All

beings have a desire for him who knows this.

7. The Teacher: 'As you have asked me to

tell you the Upanishad, the Upanishad has now

1 I have translated these paragraphs very differently from «San-

kara and other interpreters. The wording is extremely brief, and

we can only guess the original intention of the Upanishad by a

reference to other passages. Now the first teaching of Brahman,

by means of a comparison with the gods or heavenly things in

general, seems to be that Brahman is what shines forth suddenly

like lightning. Sometimes the relation between the phenomenal

world and Brahman is illustrated by the relation between bubbles

and the sea, or lightning and the unseen heavenly light (Mait Up.

VI, 35). In another passage, Kh. Up. VIII, 12, 2, lightning, when

no longer seen, is to facilitate the conception of the reality of things,

as distinct from their perceptibility. I think, therefore, that the first

simile, taken from the phenomenal world, was meant to show that

Brahman is that which appears for a moment in the lightning, and

then vanishes from our sight.

The next illustration is purely psychological. Brahman is proved

to exist, because our mind moves towards things, because there is

something in us which moves and perceives, and because there is

something in us which holds our perceptions together (sahkalpa),

and revives them again by memory.

I give my translation as hypothetical only, for certainty is ex-

tremely difficult to attain, when we have to deal with these enigma-

tical sayings which, when they were first delivered, were necessarily

accompanied by oral explanations.

* Tadvana, as a name of Brahman, is explained by c the desire of

it/ and deriveJ from van, to desire, the same as vdflyM.
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been told you. We have told you the Brdhml
Upanishad.

8. 'The feet on which that Upanishad stands are

penance, restraint, sacrifice ; the Vedas are all its

limbs 1
, the True is its abode.

9. 'He who knows this Upanishad, and has

shaken off all evil, stands in the endless, uncon-

querable 2 world of heaven, yea, in the world

of heaven/

1
It is impossible to adopt *Sahkara's first rendering, ' the Vedas

and all the Angas,' i.e. the six subsidiary doctrines. He sees

himself that sarvdng&ni stands in opposition to pratishMd and

Syatana, but seeing Veda and Ahga together, no Brahman could

help thinking of theVed&ngas.

* Might we read a^yeye for ^yeye ? cf. *Satap. Brdhm. XI, 5, 7, 1.
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AITAREYA-ARAjVYAKA.

f

FIRST ARAiVYAKA.

FIRST ADHYAYA.

First Khanda.

i. Now follows the Mahivrata ceremony.

2. After having killed Vntra, Indra became
great. When he became great, then there was
the Mahdvrata (the great work). This is why the

Mahdvrata ceremony is called Mahdvrata.

3. Some people say: ' Let the priest make two

(recitations with the offering of the) dfya (ghee) on

that day/ but the right thing is one \

4. He who desires prosperity should use the

hymn, pra vo devdydgnaye (Rv. Ill, 13, 1).

5. He who desires increase should use the hymn,

viso viso atithim (Rv. VIII, 74, 1).

1 That it should be one only is proved from the types, i. e. from

other sacrifices, that have to be followed in the performance of the

MahSvrata. The first type is the Agnish/oma, where one xastra is

enjoined as a^y&rastra, viz. pra vo devay£gnaye. In the Vijva^it,

which has to follow the Agnish/oma, another hymn is put in its

place, viz. agniw naro didhitibhi^. In the Mahavrata, which has

to follow the Vwva^it, some people recommend the use of both

these hymns. But that is wrong, for there must be in the sacri-

fices which follow the Agnish/oma twelve jastras altogether; and

if there were two here, instead of one, we should get a total of

thirteen.
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6. The people (vlra^) indeed are increase 1
, and

therefore he (the sacrificer) becomes increased.

7. But (some say), there is the word atithim (in

that hymn, which means a guest or stranger, asking

for food). Let him not therefore take that hymn.

Verily, the atithi (stranger) is able 2 to go begging.

8. ' No/ he said, ' let him take that hymn.

9. * For he who follows the good road and obtains

distinction, he is an atithi (guest) 3
.

10. 'They do not consider him who is not so,

worthy to be (called) an atithi (guest).

11. 'Therefore let him by all means take that

hymn/
12. If he takes that hymn, let him place the

(second) tristich, £ganma vntrahantamam, 'we came

near to the victorious/ first.

13. For people worship the whole year (perform-

ing the Gav&mayana sacrifice) wishing for this day

(the last but one)—they do come near.

14. The (next following) three tristichs begin

with an AnushAibh 4
. Now Brahman is G&yatrtr

speech is Anush/ubh. He thus joins speech with

Brahman.

15. He who desires glory should use the hymn,

abodhy agni^ samidhd ^andndm (Rv. V, 1, 1).

1 The word vis&h, which occurs in the hymn, means people.

The commentator says that because the VaLryas or tradespeople

increase their capital, therefore they are called increase.

9 Able, or liable; cf. Ait Ar. II, 3, 5, 7.

3 Atithi is here explained by yo bhavati, and bhavati is explained

as walking on the good road. One expects yo va* atati. The
obtaining of distinction is probably derived from ati, above, in

atithi.

4 In the first and second the AnushAibh is followed by two

G&yatrfs.
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16. He who desires offspring and cattle should

use the hymn, hotA^anish/a >§etana^ (Rv. II, 5, 1).

Second Khanda.

1. He who desires proper food 1 should use the

hymn, agnim haro didhitibhi^ (Rv. VII, 1, i) a
.

2. Verily, Agni (fire) is the eater of food.

In the other (recitations accompanying the) offer-

ings of &£ya (where Agni is likewise mentioned) the

worshippers come more slowly near to Agni (because

the name of Agni does not stand at the beginning

of the hymn). But here a worshipper obtains proper

food at once, he strikes down evil at once.

3. Through the words (occurring in the second

foot of the first verse), hasta^yuti ^anayanta, ' they

caused the birth of Agni by moving their arms/ the

hymn becomes endowed with (the word) birth.

Verily, the sacrificer is born from this day of the

sacrifice, and therefore the hymn is endowed with

(the word) birth.

4. There are four metrical feet (in the Trish/ubh

verses of this hymn). Verily, cattle have four feet,

therefore they serve for the gaining of cattle.

5. There are three metrical feet (in the Vir&g-

verses of this hymn). Verily, three are these three-

1 AnnSdyam is always explained as food, here as anna/tt tad

£dya/» £a. It must be so translated here and elsewhere (I, 2, 10),

though it is often an abstract of annida, an eater of food, a healthy

man.
9 This hymn is prescribed in theVwva^it sacrifice, and taken

over to the MaMvrata, according to rule. It is used, however,

both as obligatory and as optional at the same time, i. e. it is an

essential part of the sacrifice, and at the same time to be used by

those who wish for proper food.
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fold worlds. Therefore they serve for the conquest

of the worlds.

6. These (the Trish/ubh and Vir&g' verses of the

hymn) form two metres, which form a support (pra-

tish/M). Verily, man is supported by two (feet),

cattle by four feet. Therefore this hymn places the

sacrificer who stands on two feet among cattle which

stand on four.

7. By saying them straight on there are twenty-

five verses in this hymn. Man also consists of

twenty-five. There are ten fingers on his hands,

ten toes on his feet, two legs, two arms, and the

trunk (dtman) the twenty-fifth. He adorns that

trunk, the twenty-fifth, by this hymn.

8. And then this day (of the sacrifice) consists of

twenty-five, and the Stoma hymn of that day con-

sists of twenty-five 1 (verses); it becomes the same

through the same. Therefore these two, the day

and the hymn, are twenty-five 2
.

9. These twenty-five verses, by repeating the

first thrice and the last thrice, become thirty less

one. This is a Vird^* verse (consisting of thirty

syllables), too small by one. Into the small (heart)

the vital spirits are placed, into the small stomach

food is placed 3
, therefore this Vir&£*, small by one,

serves for the obtainment of those desires.

10. He who knows this, obtains those desires.

11. The verses (contained in the hymn agnim

naro dldhitibhi/*) become the Brzhati 4 metre and

1 Cf. Ait. Ar. I, 1, 4, 21; II, 3, 4, 2.

9 The plural after the dual is explained by the fact that the

hymn means the twenty- five verses.
3

Cf. I, 3, 7, 5.
4 The hymn consists of eighteen Vii% and seven Trish/ubh
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the Virif metre, (they become) the perfection which

belongs to that day (the mahdvrata). Then they

also become Anush/ubh \ for the offerings of dfya
(ghee) dwell in AnushAibhs 2

.

Third Khajvda 3
.

1. Some say: * Let him take a Giyatri hymn for

the Pra-uga. Verily, GAyatrl is brightness and glory

of countenance, and thus the sacrificer becomes

bright and glorious/

2. Others say: 'Let him take a Ush#ih hymn for

the Pra-uga. Verily, Ush»ih is life, and thus the

sacrificer has a long life/

Others say :
* Let him take an Anush/ubh hymn

verses. Therefore the eighteen VirS^ verses remain what they

are, only that the first is repeated three times, so that we have

twenty Vir£^ verses. The seven Trish/ubhs, by repeating the last

three times, become nine. We then take eight syllables away from

each verse, thus changing them into nine Brrhati verses. The
nine times eight syllables, which were taken off, give us seventy-

two syllables, and as each Br/hatf consists of thirty-six syllables,

two Brrhatfs.
1 The change of the first verse, which is a Virfi^ of thirty-three

syllables, into an Anush/ubh is produced by a still easier process.

The first VirS^ consists here of thirty-three syllables, the Anu-

sh/ubh should have thirty-two. But one or two syllables more

or less does not destroy a metre, according to the views of native

metricians. The Vir&g itself, for instance, should have thirty syl-

lables, and here has thirty-three. Therefore if changed into an

Anush/ubh, it simply has one syllable over, which is of no conse-

quence. Comm.
* Cf. Ait. Ar. 1, 1, 1, 4.

8 Thus far the hymn which has to be recited by the Hotn!

priest, after the eating of the rctugrahas, has been considered.

What follows next is
#
the so-called Pra-uga hymn, consisting of

seven tr#as, which the Hotr/ has to recite after the Vijvedeva-

graha. Different S&khds recommend hymns of different metres,

our «S&kh& fixes on the G&yatrf.

[3] M
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for the Pra-uga. Verily, Anush/ubh is valour, and

it serves for obtaining valour.'

Others say :
' Let him take a Brzhatl hymn for

the Pra-uga. Verily, Brzhatt is fortune, and thus

the sacrificer becomes fortunate.'

Others say: 'Let him take a Pankti hymn for

the Pra-uga. Verily, Pankti is food, and thus the

sacrificer becomes rich in food.'

Others say :
* Let him take a Trish/ubh hymn for

the Pra-uga. Verily, Trish/ubh is strength, and thus

the sacrificer becomes strong.'

Others say: ' Let him take a Gagatt hymn for the

Pra-uga. Verily, cattle is Gagatt-like, and thus the

sacrificer becomes rich in cattle.'

3. But we say: 'Let him take a Giyatrt hymn
only. Verily, G&yatrl is Brahman, and that day

(the mah&vrata) is (for the attainment of) Brahman.

Thus he obtains Brahman by means of Brahman.

4. 'And it must be a GAyatri hymn by Madhu-

A£^andas,

5.
' For Madhu££^andas is called Madhu>&64andas,

because he wishes (^andati) for honey (madhu) for

the ^?/shis.

6. ' Now food verily is honey, all is honey, all

desires are honey, and thus if he recites the hymn
of MadhibfcMandas, it serves for the attainment of

all desires.

7. ' He who knows this, obtains all desires/

This (GAyatrt pra-uga), according to the one-day

(ek&ha) ceremonial \ is perfect in form 2
. On that day

(the mahivrata) much is done now and then which

1
It is copied from the Vwva^it, and that from the Agnish/oma.

9 Nothing is wanting for its performance, if one only follows the

rules given in the Agnish/oma.
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has to be hidden \ and has to be atoned for (by reci-

tation of hymns). Atonement ($&nti) is rest, the

one-day sacrifice. Therefore at the end of the year

(on the last day but one of the sacrifice that lasts

a whole year) the sacrificers rest on this atonement

as their rest

8. He who knows this rests firm, and they also

for whom a Hotrz priest who knows this, recites

this hymn.

Fourth Khanda 2
.

1. Rv. I, 2, 1-3. V&yav tk ydhi darcateme som£

araw krtt&A, ' Approach, O V&yu, conspicuous, these

Somas have been made ready/ Because the word

ready occurs in these verses, therefore is this day

(of the sacrifice) ready (and auspicious) for the

sacrificer and for the gods.

2. Yes, this day is ready (and auspicious) to him

who knows this, or for whom a Hotrz priest who
knows this, recites.

3. Rv. I, 2, 4-6. Indrav&yti ime sut&, & y&tam

upa nishkrztam, * Indra and Vdyu, these Somas are

prepared, come hither towards what has been pre-

pared/ By nishkrzta, prepared, he means what has

been well prepared (sawskreta).

4. Indra and VAyu go to what has been prepared

by him who knows this, or for whom a Hotrz priest

who knows this, recites.

1 D^s!nr/lya-bahubhfttamaithuna-brahma^4ripu»w>&alfsamprav&-

dadikam. See Rajendralal Mitra, Introduction to his edition ofthe

Aitareya-ara/iyaka, p. 25. It might be better to join ek$ha£ with

^antyam, but even then the argumentation is not quite clear.

8 Next follows a list of the verses which form the seven trikas

(groups of three verses) of the Pra-uga hymn, with occasional

remarks on certain words.

M 2
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5. Rv. I, 2, 7. Mitra/» huve pfitadaksham, dhiyazw

ghrttiiiw sddhanti, ' I call Mitra of holy strength

;

(he and Vanwa) they fulfil the prayer accompanied

with clarified butter/ Verily, speech is the prayer

accompanied with clarified butter.

6. Speech is given to him who knows this, or for

whom a Hotrt priest who knows this, recites.

7. Rv. I, 3, 1. Anrind ya^vartr isha^, *0

A^vinau, (eat) the sacrificial offerings/ Verily, the

sacrificial offerings are food, and this serves for the

acquirement of food.

8. Rv. I, 3, 3. A ydtaw rudravartanl, * Come
hither, ye Rudravartanl/

9. The A^vinau go to the sacrifice of him who
knows this, or for whom a Hotr* priest who knows

this, recites.

10. Rv. I, 3, 4-6. IndrA ydhi £itrabh4no, indri

ydhi dhiyeshita^, indri y&hi tfttu^Ana, 'Come hither,

Indra, of bright splendour, Come hither, Indra, called

by prayer, Come hither, Indra, quickly!' Thus he

recites, Come hither, come hither!

11. Indra comes to the sacrifice of him who
knows this, or for whom a Hotrt priest who knows

this, recites.

12. Rv. I, 3, 7. Omis&r £arsha«tdhmo visve

dev&sa 4 gata, 'Vwve Devas, protectors, sup-

porters of men, come hither!'

1 3. Verily, the Virve Devas come to the call of

him who knows this, or for whom a Hotrt priest

who knows this, recites.

14. Rv. I, 3, 7. DItv&hso dlrusha^ sutam,
4 Come ye givers to the libation of the giver!

1 By
dlmshaA he means dadusha^, i. e. to the libation

of every one that gives.
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15. The gods fulfil his wish, with whatever wish

he recites this verse,

16. (The wish of him) who knows this, or for

whom a Hotrz priest who knows this, recites.

17. Rv. I, 3, 10. P£vak& naA sarasvatt ya^iiaw

vash/u dhiy&vasuA, * May the holy Sarasvatt accept

our sacrifice, rich in prayer!' Speech is meant by

'rich in prayer/

18. Speech is given to him who knows this, or

for whom a Hotrz priest who knows this, recites.

1 9. And when he says, ' May she accept our

sacrifice !' what he means is, 'May she carry off our

sacrifice
!

'

20. If these verses are recited straight on, they

are twenty-one. Man also consists of twenty-one.

There are ten fingers on his hands, ten toes on his

feet, and the trunk the twenty-first. He adorns that

trunk, the twenty-first, by this hymn.

21. By repeating the first and the last verses

thrice, they become twenty-five. The trunk is the

twenty-fifth, and Pra^&pati is the twenty-fifth. There

are ten fingers on his hands, ten toes on his feet,

two legs, two arms, and the trunk the twenty-fifth.

He adorns that trunk, the twenty-fifth, by this

hymn 1
.

Now this day consists of twenty-five, and the

Stoma hymn of that day consists of twenty-five : it

becomes the same through the same. Therefore

these two, the day and the hymn, are twenty-five,

yea, twenty-five.

1 cf. i, 1,2, 7; 1,3.5,7.
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SECOND ADHYAYA.

First Khanda 1
.

i. The two trifois, Rv. VIII, 68, 1-3, £ tv£

rathaw yathotaye, and Rv. VIII, 2, 1-3, idaw vaso

sutam andhaA, form the first (pratipad) and the

second (anu^ara) of the Marutvatiya hymn.

2. Both, as belonging to the one-day ceremonial 2
,

are perfect in form. On that day much is done

now and then which has to be hidden, and has to

be atoned for. Atonement is rest, the one-day

sacrifice. Therefore at the end of the year the

sacrificers rest on this atonement as their rest He
who knows this rests firm, and they also for whom
a Hotri priest who knows this, recites this hymn 3

.

3. In the second verse of (the Pragdtha 4
), indra

nediya ed ihi, pra sft tird ^a^ibhir ye ta ukthina^

(Rv. VIII, 53, 5, 6), there occurs the word ukthina^,

reciters of hymns 5
. Verily, this day (the mahivrata)

is an uktha (hymn), and as endowed with an uktha,

the form of this day is perfect.

4. In the first verse (of another Prag&tha) the

word vtra, strong, occurs (Rv. I, 40, 3), and as

endowed with the word vtra, strong, the form of

this day is perfect.

1 In the first adhy£ya the two hymns to be recited by the Hotri"

priest at the morning-libation (the S^ya and pra-uga jastra) have

been considered. Now follows the Marutvatfya hymn, to be

recited by the Hotri' priest at the noon-libation.
9 Taken from the Agnish/oma.
8 Cf. I, 1, 3, 7-8.
4 All these Prag&thas consist of two verses expanded into a

tr#a.
5 Hotrddaya ukthinaA xastrwa^. *
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5. In the second verse (of another Pragdtha) the

word suviryam, strength, occurs (Rv. I. 40, 1), and
as endowed with the word suvirya, strength, the

form of this day is perfect.

6. In the first verse (of another Pragdtha) the

word ukthyam, to be hymned, occurs (Rv. I, 40, 5).

Verily, this day is an uktha, and as endowed with an

uktha, the form of this day is perfect.

7. In the (DhayyA) verse agnir netd (Rv. Ill, 20,

4) the word vrztrahd, killer of Vntra, occurs. The
killing of Vntra is a form (character) of Indra, this

day (the mah&vrata) belongs to Indra, and this is

the (perfect) form of that day.

8. In the (Dhayyd) verse tva#z soma kratubhi^

sukratur bhM (Rv. I, 91, 2) the word vrzshd 1

,

powerful, occurs. Powerful is a form (character) of

Indra, this day belongs to Indra, and this is the

(perfect) form of that day.

9. In the (Dhayyi) verse pinvanty apa^ (Rv. I,

64, 6) the word vfi^inam, endowed with food, occurs.
v

Endowed with food is a form (character) of Indra,

this day belongs to Indra, and this is the (perfect)

form of that day.

10. In the same verse the word stanayantam,

thundering, occurs. Endowed with thundering is a

form (character) of Indra, this day belongs to Indra,

and this is the (perfect) form of that day.

11. In (the Prag&tha) pra va indriya brzhate (Rv.

VI 1 1, 89, 3) (the word brzhat occurs). Verily, brzhat

is mahat (great), and as endowed with mahat, great,

the form of this day (mah&vrata) is perfect.

12. In (the Prag&tha) brzhad indr&ya g&yata (Rv.———— 7

1 Cf. I, 2, 2, 14.
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VIII, 89, 1) (the word brzhat occurs). Verily, brshat

is mahat (great), and as endowed with mahat, the

form of this day is perfect

13. In (the Pragitha) naki^ sudiso ratham pary

&sa na rlramad (Rv. VII, 32, 10) the words pary&sa

(he moved round) and na rtramad (he did not enjoy)

occur, and as endowed with the words paryasta and

r&nti the form of this day is perfect \

He recites all (these) Prag&thas, in order to obtain

all the days (of the sacrifice), all the Ukthas 2
, all

the Przsh^as 3
, all the .Sastras 4

, all the Pra-ugas 6
,

and all the Savanas (libations).

Second Khanda*.

1. He recites the hymn, asat su me gzritaA sdbhi-

vega^ (Rv. X, 27, 1), (and in it the word) satya-

dhvmam, the destroyer of truth. Verily, that day

1 Because the performance of the Mah&vrata sacrifice moves the

worshipper round to another world and gives him enjoyment.

Comm. It is difficult to surpass the absurdity of these explana-

tions. Na riramat means no one stopped the chariot of Sudds.

But even if it meant that no one rejoiced through the chariot of

Sudis, it would be difficult to see how the negative of enjoyment,

mentioned in the hymn, could contribute to the perfection of a

sacrifice which is to confer positive enjoyment on the worshipper.

* The stotras following after the YagHaya^nfya S£man, serving

for the ukthya-kratus.
3 The stotras of the noon-libation, to be performed with the

Rathantara, Br/hat, and other S&mans.
4 The jastras, recitations, accompanying the oblations of a^ya.

6 The pra-ugas, a division of sastras, described above.

6 The type after which the Marutvatfya-jastra is to be performed

is the Aaturvifljsa day. Hitherto (from d tva* ratham to naki£

suddsa^), all that is taken over from the type to the modification,

i. e. the Marutvatfya, has been explained. Now follow the verses

which are new and peculiar to the Marutvatiya of the MahSvrata.
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is truth, and as endowed with the word satya, truth,

the form of this day is perfect \

2. That hymn is composed by Vasukra. Verily,

Vasukra is Brahman, and that day is Brahman. Thus
he obtains Brahman by means of Brahman 2

.

3. Here they say: 'Why then is that Marutvatiya

hymn completed by the hymn of Vasukra ?' Surely

because no other Rish\ but Vasukra brought out a

Marutvatiya hymn, or divided it properly 3
. There

fore that Marutvatiya hymn is completed by the

hymn of Vasukra.

4. That hymn, asat su me, is not definitely ad-

dressed to any deity, and is therefore supposed to be

addressed to Pra^lpati. Verily, Pra^&pati is indefinite,

and therefore the hymn serves to win Pra^Lpati.

5. Once in the hymn (Rv. X, 27, 22) he defines

Indra (indriya sunvat) ; therefore it does not fall off

from its form, as connected with Indra.

6. He recites the hymn (Rv. VI, 17, 1) pibd

somam abhi yam ugra tardaA.

7. In the verse tirvam gavyam mahi grin&na

indra the word mahi, great, occurs. Endowed with

the word mahat, the form of this day is perfect.

8. That hymn is composed by Bharadv&^u, and

Bharadv&^a. was he who knew most, who lived

longest, and performed the greatest austerities among
the -tfzshis, and by this hymn he drove away evil.

Therefore if he recites the hymn of Bharadv&^a,

1 The commentator endeavours to make the meaning more

natural by taking in the word prahantS, he who kills the destroyer

of truth. But considering the general character of these remarks,

this is hardly necessary.

* Cf. I, 1, 3, 3.

8 By separating the first trite, from the second, and so forth.
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then, after having driven away evil, he becomes

learned, long-lived, and full of austerities.

9. He recites the hymn kayA ^ubhi savayasa^

sanlli^ (Rv. I, 165, 1).

10. In the verse & sAsate prati haryanty ukthi

(Rv. I, 165, 4) the word ukthi occurs. Verily, that

day (the mahdvrata) is uktha (hymn). Endowed with

the word uktha, the form of this day becomes perfect

11. That hymn is called Kay&rubhtya \ Verily,

that hymn, which is called Kay&rubhiya, is mutual

understanding and it is lasting. By means of it

Indra, Agastya, and the Maruts came to a mutual

understanding. Therefore, if he recites the Kayi-

^ubhiya hymn, it serves for mutual understanding.

12. The same hymn is also long life. Therefore,

if the sacrificer is dear to the Hotrz, let him recite

the Kaylnibhiya hymn for him.

13. He recites the hymn marutvdrc indra vrtshabo

rattdya (Rv. Ill, 47, 1).

14. In it the words indra vrzshabha (powerful)

occur. Verily, powerful is a form of Indra 2
, this

day belongs to Indra, and this is the perfect form

of that day.

15. That hymn is composed by VixvAmitra. Verily,

VLrvdmitra was the friend (mitra) of all (vlrva).

16. Everybody is the friend of him who knows

this, and for whom a Hotrt priest who knows this,

recites this hymn.

1 7. The next hymn, ^anishMi ugra^ sahase tu-

r&ya (Rv. I, 73, 1), forms a Nividdhdna 3
, and,

1 Cf. Ait Brdhm. V, 16. * Cf. Ait. Ar. II, 2, 1, 8.

8 The hymn consists of eleven verses. In the middle, after the

sixth verse, nivids or invocations, such as indro marutv&n, are in-

serted, and therefore it is called a nividdh&na hymn.
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according to the one-day (ekdha) ceremonial, is perfect

in form. On that day much is done now and then

which has to be hidden, and has to be atoned for

(by recitation of hymns). Atonement is rest, the

one-day sacrifice. Therefore at the end of the year

(on the last day but one of the sacrifice that lasts a

whole year) the sacrificers rest on this atonement as

their rest.

He who knows this rests firm, and they also for

whom a Hotrt priest who knows this, recites this

hymn \

1 8. These, if recited straight on, are ninety-seven

verses 2
. The ninety are three Vir^*, each consisting

of thirty, and then the seven verses which are over.

Whatever is the praise of the seven, is the praise of

ninety also.

1 With this hymn the Marutvatfya-jastra is finished. All the

hymns from & tv£ ratham to asat su me ^aritar are simply taken

over from the A'aturviflwa ceremonial, the rest are peculiar to the

Mah&vrata day, the day preceding the Udayaniya or final day of

the Gav&mayana sattra. All this is more fully described in the fifth

Ara^yaka (V, 1, 1, 8), containing the Sutras or rules of .Saunaka,

while the earlier Ara«yakas are reckoned as Brdhma»as, and are

therefore mixed up with matters not actually required for the per-

formance of the sacrifice.

2 The first Stotriya and Anurupa

Xrikas = . . . . 6 (1, 2, 1, 1).

The six Pragdthas, each of 2 verses

raised to 3 (but the text gives

seven Prag£thas) =
Three Dhdyyds =
Asat su = .

Pibd somam =
Kaya* mbhS, =
Maratv£» indra =
Ganish/M ugraA =

i8(I,2,i,3;4;5;6;n;i2;i3).

3 (I, 2, 1, 7; 8; 9).

24 (I, 2, 2, 1).

15 (I, 2, 2, 6).

15(1,2,2,9).

5(1,2,2,13).

^1(1,2,2,17).

97
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19. By repeating the first and last verses three

times each, they become one hundred and one

verses.

20. There are five fingers, of four joints each, two

pits (in the elbow and the arm), the arm, the eye, the

shoulder-blade ; this makes twenty-five. The other

three parts have likewise twenty-five each \ That

makes a hundred, and the trunk is the one hundred

and first.

21. Hundred is life, health, strength, brightness.

The sacrificer as the one hundred and first rests in

life, health, strength, and brightness.

22. These verses become Trish/ubh 2
, for the

noonday-libation consists of Trish/ubh verses.

Third Khajvda 3
.

1. They say: 'What is the meaning of prenkha,

swing ?' Verily, he is the swing, who blows (the

wind). He indeed goes forward (pra + inkhate) in

these worlds, and that is why the swing is called

prenkha.

2. Some say, that there should be one plank,

because the wind blows in one way, and it should

be like the wind.

3. That is not to be regarded.

4. Some say, there should be three planks, be-

cause there are these three threefold worlds, and it

should be like them.

1 The left side as well as the right, and then the left and right

side of the lower body. Thus we have twenty joints of the five toes,

a thigh, a leg, and three joints, making twenty-five on each side.

8 Approach the Trish/ubh metre of the last hymn. Comm.
8 After having considered the Maratvattya, he proceeds to con-

sider the Nishkevalya. This has to. be recited by the Hotr/' while

sitting on a swing.
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5. That is not to be regarded

6. Let there be two, for these two worlds (the

earth and heaven) are seen as if most real, while the

ether (space) between the two is the sky (antariksha).

Therefore let there be two planks.

7. Let them be made of Udumbara wood. Verily,

the Udumbara tree is sap and eatable food, and thus

it serves to obtain sap and eatable food.

8. Let them be elevated in the middle (between

the earth and the cross-beam). Food, if placed in

the middle, delights man, and thus he places the

sacrificer in the middle of eatable food.

9. There are two kinds of rope, twisted towards

the right and twisted towards the left. The right

ropes serve for some animals, the left ropes for

others. If there are both kinds of rope, they serve

for the attainment of both kinds of cattle.

10. Let them be made of Darbha (Kara grass), for

among plants Darbha is free from evil, therefore

they should be made of Darbha grass.

Fourth Khajvda.

1. Some say: ' Let the swing be one ell (aratni)

above the ground, for by that measure verily the

Svarga worlds are measured.' That is not to be

regarded.

2. Others say :
' Let it be one span (pride^a), for

by that measure verily the vital airs were measured/

That is not to be regarded \

3. Let it be one fist (mush/i), for by that measure

verily all eatable food is made, and by that measure

1 They rise one span above the heart, and they proceed one

. span from out the mouth. Comm.
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all eatable food is taken ; therefore let it be one fist

above the ground.

4. They say: 'Let him mount the swing from

east to west, like he who shines; for the sun

mounts these worlds from east to west' That is

not to be regarded.

5. Others say :
' Let him mount the swing side-

ways, for people mount a horse sideways \ thinking

that thus they will obtain all desires/ That is not

to be regarded.

6. They say: 'Let him mount the swing 2 from

behind, for people mount a ship from behind, and

this swing is a ship in which to go to heaven.'

Therefore let him mount it from behind.

7. Let him touch the swing with his chin (khi-

buka). The parrot (mka) thus mounts a tree, and

he is of all birds the one who eats most food.

Therefore let him touch it with his chin.

8. Let him mount the swing with his arms 8
. The

hawk swoops thus on birds and on trees, and he is of

all birds the strongest. Therefore let him mount
with his arms.

9. Let him not withdraw one foot (the right or

left) from the earth, for fear that he may lose his

hold.

10. The WoXri mounts the swing, the Udg&tri

the seat made of Udumbara wood. The swing is

masculine, the seat feminine, and they form a union.

Thus he makes a union at the beginning of the

uktha in order to get offspring.

1 Here we have clearly riding on horseback.
2 While the swing points to the east, let him stand west, and

thus mount.
* The fore-arms, from the elbow to the end, the aratnl. Comm.
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11. He who knows this, gets offspring and

cattle.

12. Next the swing is food, the seat fortune.

Thus he mounts and obtains food and fortune.

13. The Hotrakas (the Fras&strt, Br&hma#£-

i^awsin, Potnf, Nesh/ri, Agnldhra, and A^^AvAka)
together with the Brahman sit down on cushions

made of grass, reeds, leaves, &c.

14. Plants and trees, after they have grown up,

bear fruit. Thus if the priests mount on that day

altogether (on their seats), they mount on solid and

fluid as their proper food. Therefore this serves

for the attainment of solid as proper food \

15. Some say: 'Let him descend after saying

vasha/V That is not to be regarded. For, verily,

that respect is not shown which is shown to one

who does not see it
8
.

16. Others say: * Let him descend after he has

taken the food in his hand/ That is not to be re-

garded. For, verily, that respect is not shown

which is shown to one after he has approached

quite close.

1 7. Let him descend after he has seen the food.

For, verily, that is real respect which is shown to

one when he sees it. Only after having actually

1 One expects ishaA before itogdJi, but it is wanting in both text

and commentary, and in other MSS. also.

2 The word by which the Hotrt invites the Adhvaryu to offer

the oblation to the gods. The descending from the swing belongs,

: of course, to a later part of the sacrifice.

8
It is supposed that the Hotr* rises from the swing to show

respect to the sacrificial food, when it is brought near. But as it

is not brought near, immediately after the Hotri has finished his

part with the word vasha/, the food could not see the Hotrt rise, and

this mark of respect, intended for the food, would thus be lost.

•
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seen the food (that is brought to the sacrifice), let

him descend from the swing.

1 8. Let him descend turning towards the east,

for in the east the seed of the gods springs up 1
.

Therefore let him rise turning towards the east,

yea, turning towards the east.

THIRD ADHYAYA.

First Khanda.

i. Let him begin this day 2 with singing * Him/
thus they say.

2. Verily, the sound Him is Brahman, that day

also is Brahman. He who knows this, obtains

Brahman even by Brahman.

3. As he begins with the sound Him, surely

that masculine sound of Him and the feminine

Rik (the verse) make a couple. Thus he makes

a couple at the beginning of the hymn in order

to get offspring 3
. He who knows this, gets cattle

and offspring.

4. Or, as he begins with the sound Him, surely

like a wooden spade, so the sound Him serves to

dig up Brahman (the sap of the Veda). And as a

man wishes to dig up any, even the hardest soil,

with a spade, thus he digs up Brahman.

5. He who knows this digs up, by means of the

sound Him, everything he may desire.

6. If he begins with the sound Him, that sound

is the holding apart of divine and human speech.

1 Should it be devaretaA sampra^ayate, or devaretasam prag£yate ?

1 The Nishkevalya-jastra, of the noon-libation; cf. I, 2, 2, i.

• Cf. I, 2, 4, 10.
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Therefore, he who begins, after having uttered the

sound Him, holds apart divine and human speech 1
.

Second Khanda.

1. And here they ask: 'What is the beginning

of this day?' Let him say: 'Mind and speech 2.'

2. All desires dwell in the one (mind), the other

yields all desires.

3. All desires dwell in the mind, for with the

mind he conceives all desires.

4. All desires come to him who knows this.

5. Speech yields all desires, for with speech he

declares all his desires.

6. Speech yields all desires to him who knows this.

7. Here they say: 'Let him not begin this day

with a Rik, a Ya^us, or a S&man verse (divine

speech), for it is said, he should not start with a

Rik
y
a Ya^s, or a' S&man V

8. Therefore, let him say these VyAhr&tis (sacred

interjections) first.

9. These interjections Bhtis, Bhuvas, Svar are

the three Vedas, Bhtis the -ffzg-veda, Bhuvas the

Ya^ur-veda, Svar the Sima-veda. Therefore (by

1 Human speech is the ordinary speech, divine speech that of

the Veda. Thus between the hymns, or the divine speech, and

the ordinary language of conversation the sound Him is inter-

posed as a barrier.

9 Mind, to think about the hymns which have to be recited;

speech, to recite them without a flaw.

8
It is doubtful whether ney&d rifoJi and apaga^^et can have

this meaning. However, what is intended is clear, viz. that the

priest, even after having uttered the sound Him, should not imme-

diately begin with verses from the Vedas, but should intercalate

the three syllables bhur bhuva^ svar, or, if taken singly, bhus,

bhuvas, svar.

[3] N
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intercalating these) he does not begin simply with a

Rik, Ya^us, or S&man verse, he does not start with

a Rik, Ya^us, or Siman verse.

Third Khanda.

1. He begins with tad, this, (the first word of the

first hymn, tad id &sa). Verily 'this, this' is food,

and thus he obtains food.

2. Pra^Apati indeed uttered this as the first word,

consisting of one or two syllables, viz. tata and tita

(or tat) 1
. And thus does a child, as soon as he

begins to speak, utter the word, consisting of one

or two syllables, viz. tata and tita (or tat). With
this very word, consisting of tat or tatta, he begins.

3. This has been said by a-ffzshi (Rv. X,7i, i) a
:
—

4. * O Brzhaspati, the first point of speech ;'— for

this is the first and highest point of speech.

5. ' That which you have uttered, making it a

name;'—for names are made by speech.

1 Tata and tdta are used both by children in addressing their

parents, and by parents in addressing their children. If tat is

call d the very same word, eva is used in the sense of iva.

2 The verse is cited to confirm the meaning of tat, the first word

of the first hymn (tad id &sa), as explained before. It was said

that tat was the first name applied to a child. Now, according to

Awalayana Gr/hya-sutra 1, 16, 8, a name is given to a child at the

time of its birth, a name which no one knows except father and

mother, till the time when he is initiated by a Guru. This is called

the abhivadantya name. In allusion to this custom it is said here

that tata is the secret name of the child, which becomes publicly

known at a later time only. Of course the interpretation of the

verse in that sense is unnatural, but quite in keeping with the

general character of the Arawyaka. I doubt whether even the com-

mentator understood what was intended by the author, and whether

the gods who enter the body are supposed to know the name, or

whether the name refers to these gods, or, it may be, to tad, the

Brahman.
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6. ' That (name) which was the best and without

a flaw ;'—for this is the best and without a flaw.

7.
' That which was hidden by their love, is made

manifest;'—for this was hidden in the body, viz. those

deities (which enter the body, Agni as voice, entering

the mouth, &c.) ; and that was manifest among the

gods in heaven. This is what was intended by the

verse.

Fourth Khanda 1
.

1. He begins with :
' That indeed was the oldest

in the worlds 2 ;'—for that (the Brahman) is verily the

oldest in the worlds.

2. 'Whence was born the fierce one, endowed

with brilliant force;'—for from it was born the fierce

one, who is endowed with brilliant force.

3.
*When born he at once destroys the enemies; '

—

for he at once when born struck down the evil one.

4. 'He after whom all friends rejoice; '—verily all

friends are the creatures, and they rejoice after him,

saying, ' He has risen, he has risen 3/

5.
' Growing by strength, the almighty 4 ;'—for he

(the sun) does grow by strength, the almighty.

6. 'He, as enemy, causes fear to the slave;'—for

everything is afraid of him.

7.
'Taking the breathing and the not-breathing;'

—

this means the living and the lifeless.

8. ' Whatever has been offered at feasts came to

thee;'—this means everything is in thy power.

9. 'All turn their thought also on thee 6 ;'—this

1 He now explains the first hymn of the Nishkevalya, which is

called the Ra^ana.
8 Rv. X, 120, 1. * The sun and the fire.

4 Rv. X, 120, 2.
5 Rv. X, 120, 3.

N 2
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means all these beings, all minds, all thoughts also

turn to thee.

10. ' When these two become three protectors;'

—

i. e. when these two united beget offspring.

1 1. He who knows this, gets offspring and cattle.

12. * Join what is sweeter than sweet (offspring)

with the sweet (the parents) ;'—for the couple (father

and mother) is sweet, the offspring is sweet, and he

thus joins the offspring with the couple.

13. 'And this (the son, when married) being very

sweet, conquered through the sweet/—i.e. the couple

is sweet, the offspring is sweet, and thus through

the couple he conquers offspring 1
.

14. This is declared by a Jtzshi 2
: 'Because he

(Pra^ipati) raised his body (the hymn tad id &sa

or the Veda in general) in the body (of the sacri-

ficer)' (therefore that Nishkevalya hymn is praised);

—i. e. this body, consisting of the Veda, in that cor-

poreal form (of the sacrificer).

15. 'Then let this body indeed be the medicine

of that body;'—i. e. this body, consisting of the Veda,

of that corporeal form (of the sacrificer).

16. Of this (the first foot of Rv. X, 120, 1) the

eight syllables are G&yatrt, the eleven syllables are

Trish/ubh, the twelve syllables are Gagatt, the ten

syllables are Viri^. The Vir£^, consisting of ten

syllables, rests in these three metres 8
.

17. The word purusha, consisting of three sylla-

bles, that indeed goes into the Vir^4
.

1 All these are purely fanciful interpretations.

1 Not to be found in our S£kh& of the Rig-veda.
8 These metres are obtained by a purely arbitrary counting

of syllables in the hymn tadiddsa, which really consists of Tri-

sh/ubh verses.

4 If we simply count syllables, the first and second feet of the
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18. Verily, these are all metres, these (G&yatrt,

Trish/ubh, Gagati) having the Vird^* as the fourth.

In this manner this day is complete in all metres to

him who knows this.

Fifth Khanda.

1. He extends these (verses) by (interpolating)

the sound 1
. Verily, the sound is purusha, man.

Therefore every man when he speaks, sounds loud,

as it were.

2. At the end of each foot of the first verse of

the hymn tad id £sa, he inserts one foot of the

second verse of hymn Rv. VIII, 69, nada/# va

odatindm, &c. Thus the verse is to be recited as

follows

:

Tad id dsa bhuvaneshu /yesh/>£am pu

nadaw va odatln&m,

Yato ^a^na ugras tveshannmwo ru

nadaw yoyuvatln&m,

Sadyo ^a^nino ni rw&ti ratrtin

pati/# vo aghnyinim,

Anu ya/# visve madanti bm&A sho

dhentin&m ishudhyasi.

first verse consist of ten syllables only, the fourth of nine or ten.

In order to bring them to the right number, the word purusha

is to be added to what is a Vira^, i. e. to the first, the second,

and fourth feet. We thus get

:

tad id dsa bhuvaneshu ^yesh/fom pu

yato ^a^fia ugras tveshanrunw> ru

sadyo ^a^B&no ni rircati jatrun

anu yzm visve madanti um&6 shaA.

Cf. Ait. Ar. V, 1, 6.

1 The sound, nada, is really a verse beginning with nadam,

and which is interpolated after the syllables pu ru sha£.
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In nadaw va odatln&m (Rv. VIII, 69, 2), odati 1

are the waters in heaven, for they water all this ;

and they are the waters in the mouth, for they

water all good food.

3. In nadaw yoyuvattnim (Rv. VIII, 69, 2), yo-

yuvatl are the waters in the sky, for they seem to

inundate ; and they are the waters of perspiration, for

they seem to run continually.

4. In patiw vo aghny&nim (Rv. VIII, 69, 2),

aghnyS are the waters which spring from the smoke

of fire, and they are the waters which spring from

the organ.

5. In dhenfln&m ishudhyasi (Rv. VIII, 69, 2),

the dhenu (cows) are the waters, for they delight

all this ; and ishudhyasi means, thou art food.

6. He extends a TrishAibh and an Anush/ubh 2
.

Trish/ubh is the man, Anush/ubh the wife, and

they make a couple. Therefore does a man,

after having found a wife, consider himself a more

perfect man.

7. These verses, by repeating the first three times,

become twenty-five. The trunk is the twenty-fifth,

and Pra^Lpati is the twenty-fifth 3
. There are ten

fingers on his hands, ten toes on his feet, two legs,

two arms, and the trunk the twenty-fifth. He adorns

that trunk as the twenty-fifth. Now this day con-

sists of twenty-five, and the Stoma hymn of that

day consists of twenty-five : it becomes the same

1 The nasal pluta on iti is explained as pddapratikagrahawe

'tyantamidardrtha^. Cf. Ait. Ar. II, 1, 4, 3.

8 Tad id &sa is a Trish/ubh, nada#z va£ an Anush/ubh.
8

Cf. I, 1, 2, 7; I, 1, 4, 21.
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through the same. Therefore the two, the day and

the hymn, are twenty-five *.

Sixth Khanda.

This is an exact repetition of the third khanda.

According to the commentator, the third kha^/a

was intended for the glory of the first word tad,

while the sixth is intended for the glory of the

whole hymn.

Seventh Khanda.

1. He begins with the hymn, Tad id &sa bhuva-

neshu ^yesh/^am (Rv. X, 120). Verily, ^yesh/yfca,

the oldest, is mahat, great Endowed with mahat

the form of this day is perfect.

2. Then follows the hymn, T&m su te ktrtim

maghavan mahitvd (Rv. X, 54), with the auspicious

word mahitvi.

3. Then follows the hymn, Bhtiya id vavndhe

vtry&ya (Rv. VI, 30), with the auspicious word

vlrya.

4. Then follows the hymn, Nrtn&m u tvi nrt-

Xamam gobhir ukthai^ (Rv. I, 51, 4), with the aus-

picious word uktha.

5. He extends the first two pidas, which are too

small, by one syllable (Rv. X, 120, 1 a, and Rv. VIII,

69, 2 a) 2
. Into the small heart the vital spirits are

placed, into the small stomach food is placed. It

1 The number is obtained as follows:

1. Tad id dsa (Rv. X, 120)= . . 9 verses

2. Tim su te kfrtim (Rv. X, 54)= . 6 „

3. Bhuya id vavr/dhe (Rv. VI, 30)= 5 „

4. Nrj>i&m u tvd (Rv. I, 51, 4)= 3 „

23 + 2 = 25

Cf. I, 1, 2, 9.
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serves for the attainment of these desires. He who
knows this, obtains these desires.

6. The two feet, each consisting of ten syllables

(Rv. X, 120, 1 a, b), serve for the gaining of both

kinds of food l
, of what has feet (animal food), and

what has no feet (vegetable food).

7. They come to be of eighteen syllables each 2
.

Of those which are ten, nine are the pri«as (openings

of the body) 3
, the tenth is the (vital) self. This

is the perfection of the (vital) self. Eight syllables

remain in each. He who knows them, obtains what-

ever he desires.

Eighth Khajvda.

1. He extends (these verses) by (interpolating)

the sound 4
. Verily, breath (pr£#a) is sound. There-

fore every breath when it sounds, sounds loud, as it

were.

2. The verse (VIII, 69, 2) nada/# va odatfn&m,

&c, is by its syllables an Ush/nh 6
, by its feet an

Anush/ubh 6
. Ush«ih is life, Anush/ubh, speech. He

thus places life and speech in him (the sacrificer.)

3. By repeating the first verse three times, they

1 Because Vird^, a foot of ten syllables, is food.
2 Rv. X, 120, 1 a= . 10

Rv. VIII, 69, 2 a= . 7

Syllable pu= . 1

~i8~

8 Seven in the head and two in the body ; sapta vai sfrshaayifc

pr&*£ dv£v avdfl£&v iti.

4 Cf. I, 3, 5, 1.

5 Each p&da has seven syllables, the third only six; but a
seventh syllable is gained by pronouncing the y as i. Comm.

• Because it has four p&das.
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become twenty-five. The trunk is the twenty-fifth,

and Pra£-£pati is the twenty-fifth. There are ten

fingers on his hands, ten toes on his feet, two legs,

two arms, and the trunk the twenty-fifth. He
adorns that trunk as the twenty-fifth. Now this day

consists of twenty-five, and the Stoma hymn of that

day consists of twenty-five : it becomes the same

through the same. Therefore the two, the day and

the hymn, are twenty-five. This is the twenty-fifth

with regard to the body.

4. Next, with regard to the deities : The eye, the

ear, the mind, speech, and breath, these five deities

(powers) have entered into that person (purusha),

and that person entered into the five deities. He is

wholly pervaded there with his limbs to the very

hairs and nails. Therefore all beings to the very

insects are born as pervaded (by the deities or

senses)

\

5. This has been declared by a Rishi (Rv. X,

114,8):—

6. *A thousandfold are these fifteen hymns ;'—for

five arise from ten 2
.

7. ' As large as heaven and earth, so large is

it;'—verily, the self (^tvStman) is as large as heaven

and earth.

8. *A thousandfold are the thousand powers 8
; '

—

1 The commentator takes this in a different sense, explaining

atra, there, as the body pervaded by the person, yet afterwards

stating that all beings are born, pervaded by the senses.

2 The commentator explains ukthd, hymns, as members or organs.

They are the five, and they spring from the ten, i. e. from the five

elements (earth, water, fire, wind, and ether), forming part of the

father and mother each, and therefore called ten, or a decade.

Darata£ is explained by bhutad&rak&t.
8 The application of the senses to a thousand different objects.
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by saying this the poet pleases the hymns (the

senses), and magnifies them.

9. ' As far as Brahman reaches, so far reaches

speech
;

'—wherever there is Brahman, there is a

word ; and wherever there is a word, there is Brah-

man, this was intended.

10. The first of the hymns among all those

hymns has nine verses. Verily, there are nine

pr£«as (openings), and it serves for their benefit.

11. Then follows a hymn of six verses. Verily,

the seasons are six, and it serves to obtain them.

12. Then follows a hymn of five verses. Verily,

the Pankti consists of five feet. Verily, Pankti is

food, and it serves for the gaining of proper food.

13. Then follows a tristich. Three are these

threefold worlds, and it serves to conquer them.

14. These verses become Brzhatls 1
, that metre

being immortal, leading to the world of the Devas.

That body of verses is the trunk (of the bird repre-

sented by the whole ^astra), and thus it is. He who
knows this comes by this way (by making the verses

the trunk of the bird) near to the immortal Self,

yea, to the immortal Self 2
.

1 Each foot of the Trish/ubh has eleven syllables, to which seven

are added from the Nada hymn. This gives eighteen syllables for

each pida. Two p&das therefore give thirty-six syllables, and this

is a Br*hatt. In this manner the twenty-three verses of the hymns
yield forty-six Br/hatfs. Comm.

2 He obtains a birth among the gods by means of this Mahd-
vrata ceremonial, if performed with meditation and a right under-

standing of its hidden meaning.
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FOURTH ADHYAYA.

First Kha^a.

1. Next comes the Sftdadohas l verse. Silda-

dohas is breath, and thereby he joins all joints with

breath.

2. Next follow the neck verses. They recite

them as Ushmh, according to their metre 2
.

3. Next comes (again) the Stidadohas verse.

Sftdadohas is breath, and thereby he joins all joints

with breath.

4. Next follows the head. That is in Giyatri

verses. The G&yatrt is the beginning of all metres 3
;

the head the first of all members. It is in Arkavat

verses (Rv. I, 7, 1-9) \ Arka is Agni. They are

nine verses. The head consists of nine pieces. He
recites the tenth verse, and that is the skin and the

hairs on the head. It serves for reciting one verse

more than (the nine verses contained in) the Stoma 6
.

1 The Nishkevalya-jastra is represented in the shape of a

bird, consisting of trunk, neck, head, vertebrae, wings, tail, and

stomach. Before describing the hymns which form the neck,

another hymn has to be mentioned, called Sudadohas, which has

to be recited at the end of the hymns, described before, which form

the trunk. Sudadohas is explained as ' yielding milk/ and because

that word occurs in the verse, the verse is called Sudadohas. It

follows on the Nada verse, Rv. VIII, 69, 3. Cf. Ait. Ar. I, 5, 1, 7.

2 They occur in another j£kha\ and are to be recited such as

they are, without any insertions. They are given by Saunaka,

Ait. Ar. V, 2, 1.

8
It was created from the mouth of Pra^dpati.

4 They are called so, because the word arka occurs in them.
5 The chanters of the Sdma-veda make a TrivrA Stoma of

this hymn, without any repetitions, leaving out the tenth verse.

The reciters of the Rig-veda excel them therefore by reciting a

tenth verse. This is called atirawsanam (or -na).
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These form the Trivm Stoma and the Giyatrl

metre, and whatever there exists, all this is pro-

duced after the production of this Stoma and this

metre. Therefore the recitation of these head-

hymns serves for production.

5. He who knows this, gets offspring and cattle.

6. Next comes the Sftdadohas verse. Verily,

Sfidadohas is breath, and thereby he joins all joints

with breath.

7. Next follow the vertebrae * (of the bird).

These verses are Vir^f (shining). Therefore man
says to man, 'Thou shinest above us;' or to a stiff

and proud man, ' Thou earnest thy neck stiff/ Or
because the (vertebrae of the neck) run close toge-

ther, they are taken to be the best food. For Vir&£-

is food, and food is strength.

8. Next comes the Sftdadohas verse. Sftdadohas

is breath, and thereby he joins all joints with breath.

1 Vi^avas may be a singular, and the commentator seems to

take it as such in his first explanation. The text, t& virago bha-

vanti, proves nothing, because it could not be sa virago bhavanti,

nor even sa vir&d bhavati. Possibly the word may occur in both

forms, vigii, plural vigava^, and v^avaA. In a somewhat similar

way we find grfva* and grfva^, folia and la feuille. On p. 109,

the commentator speaks of vi^avabh&ga, and again, p. no, pa-

kshamularupa vigavi abhihitdA. He, however, explains its meaning

rightly, as the root of the wings, or rather the lower bones of the

neck. Grtva^, plural, were originally the vertebrae of the neck.

The paragraph, though very empty, contains at least some inter-

esting forms of language. First vigu, vertebrae, then the partici-

ples duta and sambaVAatama, and lastly the verb pratya£, the last

probably used in the sense of to bring near, to represent, with the

superlative adverb annatamdm (Fin. V, 4, n), i. e. they are repre-

sented as if they brought the best food.
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Second Khanda.

i. Next follows the right wing. It is this

world (the earth), it is this Agni, it is speech, it is

the Rathantara \ it is VasishMa, it is a hundred 2
.

These are the six powers (of the right wing) 3
. The

Samp&ta hymn (Rv. IV, 20) serves indeed for ob-

taining desires and for firmness. The Pankti verse

(Rv. I, 80, 1) serves for proper food.

2. Next comes the Siidadohas verse. Sfidadohas

is breath, thereby he joins all joints with breath.

3. Next follows the left wing. It is that world

(heaven), it is that sun, it is mind, it is the Brzhat, it

1 Rathantara is the name of the whole number of hymns to

be recited at this part of the sacrifice. It was made by Vasish/£a,

and consists of one hundred verses.

2
1 . Stotriya, abhi tv& jura nonuma^ (Rv. VII, 32,22) 2(3)
2. Anurupa, abhi tv£ purvapftaye (Rv. VIII, 3, 7) 2(3)

3. Indrasya nu (Rv. I, 32) 15

4. Tve ha (Rv. VII, 18, 1-15) 15

5. Yas tigma (Rv. VII, 19) 11

6. Ugro gagfte (Rv. VII, 20) . 10

7. Udu(Rv.VII, 23) . 6

8. A te maha^ (Rv. VII, 25) . 6

9. Na somaA (Rv. VII, 26) 5

10. Indraw nara^ (Rv. VII, 27) 5

11. Brahma mh (Rv. VII, 28) . 5

12. Aya/rc somaA (Rv. VII, 29) 5

13. Ana indra^ (Rv. IV, 20) . 11

98 (100)

14. Ittha* hi (Rv. I, 80, 1) .... 1

99(101)

These hymns and verses are given Ait. Ar. V, 2, 2, 1. Here we
also learn that hymn Rv. IV, 20, is called Sampdta, and that the

last verse is a Pankti.
8 The six powers are earth, Agni, speech, Rathantara, Vasish/Aa,

and a hundred.
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is Bharadvi^a, it is a hundred 1
. These are the

six powers (of the left wing). The Sampdta hymn
(Rv. IV, 23) serves indeed for obtaining desires

and for firmness. The Pankti verse (Rv. I, 81, 1)

serves for proper food.

4. These two (the right and the left wings) are

deficient and excessive 2
. The Br/hat (the left wing)

is man, the Rathantara (the right wing) is woman.

The excess belongs to the man, the deficiency to the

woman. Therefore they are deficient and excessive.

5. Now the left wing of a bird is verily by one

feather better, therefore the left wing is larger by
one verse.

1 The hundred verses are given Ait. Ar. V, 2, 2, 5-

1. Stotriya, tv&m id dhi (Rv. VI, 46, 1) • • * (3)
2. Amirupa, tva/w hy ehi (Rv. VIII, 61, 7] • 2(3) .

3. Tam u sh/uhi (Rv. VI, 18) • 15

4. Suta it tvam (Rv. VI, 23) . 10

5. Vr/shd madaA (Rv. VI, 24) . 10

6. Yd ta utl* (Rv. VI, 25) . 9

7. Abhureka^(Rv.VI, 31) .
• 5

8. Apurvyd (Rv. VI, 32) • 5
9. Ya o^sh/yfca^ (Rv. VI, 33) • 5

10. Saw £a tve (Rv. VI, 34) • 5
1 1. Kadd bhuvan (Rv. VI, 35) . . 5
12. Satrd maddsa^ (Rv. VI, 36) • 5

13. Arvdg ratham (Rv. VI, 37) • 5

14. Ap£d(Rv. VI, 38X . • 5
15. Kathi mahdn (Rv. IV, 23) 11

99(101)
16. Indro mad&ya (Rv. I, 81, 1) 1

100 (102)

Though there are said to be 100 verses before the Pankti

(No. 16), I can get only 99 or 101. See the following note.
1 The right wing is deficient by one verse, the left wing exceeds

by one verse. I count 99 or 101 verses in the right, and 100 or 102

in the left wing.
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6. Next comes the Sfidadohas verse. Sfidadohas

is breath, and thereby he joins all joints with

breath.

7. Next follows the tail. They are twenty-one

Dvipadel verses \ For there are twenty-one back-

ward feathers in a bird.

8. Then the Ekavimsa, is the support of all

Stomas, and the tail the support of all birds 2
.

9. He recites a twenty-second verse. This is

made the form of two supports. Therefore all birds

support themselves on their tail, and having sup-

ported themselves on their tail, they fly up. For

the tail is a support.

10. He (the bird and the hymn) is supported by

two decades which are Vir&£. The man (the sacri-

ficer) is supported by the two Dvipadds, the twenty-

first and twenty-second. That which forms the bird

serves for the attainment of all desires ; that which

forms the man, serves for his happiness, glory,

proper food, and honour.

11. Next comes a Sfldadohas verse, then a

DhayyA, then a Sfldadohas verse. The Sfldadohas

is a man, the Dhayyd a woman, therefore he recites

the Dhayyi as embraced on both sides by the Stida-

dohas. Therefore does the seed of both, when it is

effused, obtain oneness, and this with regard to the

1 These verses are given Ait. Ar. V, 2, 2, 9.

1. Im£ nu kam (Rv. X, 157) .... 5

2. A yalii (Rv. X, 172) 4

3. Pra va indraya &c. (not in the *S$kalya-sa/&hit&) 9

4. Esha brahma* &c. (not in the <Sakalya-sa/» hit£

)

3

21

1 The other Stomas of the Agnish/oma are the Trivrrt, Pafita-

d&ra, Saptadaxa, the Ekavw&ra being the highest. Cf. I, 5, 1, 3.
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woman only. Hence birth takes place in and from

the woman. Therefore he recites that Dhayyi in

that place *.

Third Khanda.

i. He recites the eighty tristichs of Giyatrls 2
.

Verily, the eighty G&yatrt tristichs are this world

(earth). Whatever there is in this world of glory,

greatness, wives, food, and honour, may I obtain it,

may I win it, may it be mine.

2. Next comes the Sftdadohas verse. Stidadohas

verily is breath. He joins this world with breath.

3. He recites the eighty tristichs of Br/hatis.

Verily, the eighty BWhati tristichs are the world of

the sky. Whatever there is in the world of the sky

of glory, greatness, wives, food, and honour, may I

obtain it, may I win it, may it be mine.

4. Next comes the Sfidadohas verse. Sfldadohas

verily is breath. He joins the world of the sky

with breath.

5. He recites the eighty tristichs of Ush»ih. Ve-

rily, the eighty Ushmh tristichs are that world, the

heaven. Whatever there is in that world of glory,

greatness, wives, food, and honour, also the divine

being of the Devas (Brahman), may I obtain it, may
I win it, may it be mine.

6. Next comes the Sfidadohas verse. Sfldadohas

verily is the breath. He joins that world with

breath, yea, with breath.

1 Asmin vj^avabhige. Comm.
8 These and the following verses form the food of the bird.

Comm. The verses themselves are given by -Saunaka in the fifth

Araavaka.
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FIFTH ADHYAYA.

First Khanda.

1. He recites the Va^a hymn 1
, wishing, May

everything be in my power.

2. They (its verses) are twenty-one 2
, for twenty-

one are the parts (the lungs, spleen, &c.) in the belly.

3. Then the EkavimsB. is verily the support of all

Stomas, and the belly the support of all food.

4. They consist of different metres. Verily, the

intestines are confused, some small, some large.

5. He recites them with the pra^ava 8
, according

to the metre 4
, and according to rule 6

. Verily, the

intestines are according to rule, as it were ; some
shorter, some longer.

6. Next comes the Sfldadohas verse. Sfldadohas

verily is breath. He joins the joints with breath.

7. After having recited that verse twelve times he

* l Having recited the verses which form the body, neck, head,

wings, and tail of the bird, also the food intended for the bird,

he now describes the Vara hymn, i.e. the hymn composed by

Vara, Rv. VIII, 46. That hymn takes the place of the stomach,

which receives the food intended for the bird. Cf. Ait. Ar. V, 2, 5.

In I, 5, 2, 4 it is called a Nivid.

* Verses 1-20 of the Vara hymn, and one Sudadohas.
8 Pra/i&vam means ' with pra/iava,' i. e. inserting Om in the

proper places.

4 According as the metres of the different verses are fixed by

•Saunaka, Ait Ar. V, 2, 5, who says that verse 15 is Dvipad£, and

that the last four words, nunam atha, form an Ekapada.
6 According to rule, i.e. so that they should come right as

Axval&yana has prescribed the recitation of Dvipadd and Eka-

padd verses. In a Dvipadd there should be a stop after the first

foot, and Om at the end of the second. In an Ekapada there

should be Om at the beginning and at the end.

[3] o
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leaves it off there. These pr£#as are verily twelve-

fold, seven in the head, two on the breast, three

below. In these twelve places the pri«as are con-

tained, there they are perfect. Therefore he leaves

it off there 1
.

8. The hymn indrdgnl yuva*» su na^ (Rv. VIII,

40) forms the two thighs (of the bird) belonging to

Indra and Agni, the two supports with broad bones.

9. These (verses) consist of six feet, so that they

may stand firm. Man stands firm on two feet,

animals on four. He thus places man (the sacri-

ficer), standing on two feet, among four-footed

cattle.

10. The second verse has seven feet, and he

makes it into a G&yatrt and AnushAibh. Gdyatrl is

Brahman, AnushAibh is speech ; and he thus puts

together speech with Brahman.

1 1. He recites a Trish/ubh at the end. Trish/ubh

is strength, and thus does he come round animals

by strength. Therefore animals come near where

there is strength (of command, &c); they come to

be roused and to rise up, (they obey the commands
of a strong shepherd.)

Second Khanda.

1. When he recites the Nishkevalya hymn ad-

dressed to Indra (Rv. X, 50), pra vo mahe, he inserts

a Nivid 2 (between the fourth and fifth verses). Thus
he clearly places strength in himself (in the rastra,

in the bird, in himself).

2. They are Trish/ubhs and Gagatts.

1 He repeats the Sfldadohas verse no more. Comm.
8 Sentences like indro deva£ somam pibatu.
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3. There they say :
* Why does he insert a Nivid

among mixed TrishAibhs and 6agatis l ?' But surely

one metre would never support the Nivid of this

day, nor fill it: therefore he inserts the Nivid

among mixed TrishAibhs and Gagatts.

4. Let him know that this day has three Nivids :

the Vara hymn is a Nivid, the VAlakhilyas 2 are a

Nivid, and the Nivid itself is a Nivid. Thus let

him know that day as having three Nivids.

5. Then follow the hymns vane na v4 (Rv. X,

29) and yo ^Lta eva (Rv. II, 12). In the fourth

verse of the former hymn occur the words anne

samasya yad asan mantshd^, and they serve for the

winning of proper food.

6. Then comes an insertion. As many Trish/ubh

and Gagatt verses 8
, taken from the ten Ma#dalas

and addressed to Indra, as they insert (between the

two above-mentioned hymns), after changing them

into Brzhatts, so many years do they live beyond

the (usual) age (of one hundred years). By this

insertion age is obtained.

7. After that he recites the Sa^aniya hymn,

wishing that cattle may always come to his off-

spring.

8. Then he recites the T&rkshya hymn 4
. T&r-

kshya is verily welfare, and the hymn leads to wel-

fare. Thus (by reciting the hymn) he fares well 5
.

1 According to the Prakr/'ti of the Agnish/bma they ought to

be all Trish/ubhs. Comm.
2 These hymns occur in the eighty Brihatf tristichs.

8 From the SawhitS, which consists of ten thousand verses.

Comm.
* Rv. X, 178. Tdrksha Ganu/a being the deity of the hymn,

it is called Tirkshya.
5 Cf. I, 5, 3> 13.

O 2
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9. Then he recites the EkapacUt (indro visvam

vi r&^ati), wishing, May I be everything at once,

and may I thus finish the whole work of metres 1
.

10. In reciting the hymn indraw visv& avtvrf-

dhan (Rv. I, 11) he intertwines the first seven verses

by intertwining their feet 2
. There are seven pr&#as

(openings) in the head, and he thus places seven

pr&#as in the head. The eighth verse (half-verse)

he does not intertwine 8
. The eighth is speech,

and he thinks, May my speech never be intertwined

with the other pr&rcas. Speech therefore, though

dwelling in the same abode as the other pr£#as, is

not intertwined with them.

11. He recites the Vir&f verses 4
. Verily, Vir&f

verses are food, and they thus serve for the gaining

of food.

12. He ends with the hymn of Vasish/^a 5
,

wishing, May I be Vasish/^a!

13. But let him end with the fifth verse, esha

stomo maha ugr&ya v&he, which, possessing the

word mahat, is auspicious.

14. In the second foot of the fifth verse the word

dhuri occurs. Verily, dhu^ (the place where the

horse is fastened to the car) is the end (of the car).

This day also is the end (of the sacrifice which lasts

a whole year) 6
. Thus the verse is fit for the day.

1 The Ekapada* forms the last metre in this ceremony.
1 The first and last half-verses of the hymn are not to be

intertwined. Of the remaining fourteen half-verses he joins, for

instance, the fourth foot of the first verse with the second foot

of the second verse, and so on. Comm.
8 Because nothing more follows. Comm.
4 Rv. VII, 22, 1-6. fi Rv. VII, 24.

• The last day is the udayanfy&tiiitra, Coinm.
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15. In the third foot the word arka is auspicious.

16. The last foot is: 'Make our glory high as

heaven over heaven/ Thus wherever Brahmanic

speech is uttered, there his glory will be, when he

who knows this finishes with that verse. Therefore

let a man who knows this, finish (the Nishkevalya)

with that verse.

Third Khanda 1
.

1. Tat savitur vr/wtmahe (Rv. V, 82, 1-3) and

adyi no deva savitar (Rv. V, 82, 4-6) are the

beginning (pratipad) and the next step (anu^ara) of

the VaLrvadeva hymn, taken from the Ekdha cere-

monial and therefore proper 2
.

2. On that day 8 much is done now ahd then

which has to be hidden, and has to be atoned for.

Atonement is rest, the one-day sacrifice. Therefore

at the end of the year the sacrificers rest on this

atonement as their rest. He who knows this rests

firm, and they also for whom a Hotrt priest who
knows this, recites this hymn.

3. Then (follows) the hymn addressed to Savi-

tri, tad devasya savitur vdryam mahat (Rv. IV, 53).

Verily, mahat, great, (in this foot) is the end 4
.

This day too is the end. Thus the verse is fit for

the day.

1 After finishing the Nishkevalya of the noon-libation, he explains

the vaLrvadevaxastra of the third libation..

1 The norm of the Mah&vrata is the Vijvagit, and the norm

of that, the Agnish/oma Ekaha. The verses to be used for the

Vaixvadeva hymn are prescribed in those normal sacrifices, and

are here adopted.
8 Cf. Ait At. I, 2, 1, 2.

4 Nothing higher than the great can be wished for or obtained.

Comm.
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4. The hymn katari pftrvd katari parAyo^ (Rv.

I, 185), addressed to Dy4v£pmhivt, is one in which

many verses have the same ending. Verily, this day

also (the mah&vrata) is one in which many receive

the same reward \ Thus it is fit for the day.

5. The hymn anai-vo ^Lto anabhlsnr ukthya>£ (Rv.

IV, 36) is addressed to the i?*bhus.

6. In the first verse the word tri (£akra^) occurs,

and trivat 2
is verily the end. This day also is the

end (of the sacrifice). Thus the verse is fit for the

day

.

7. The hymn asya vdmasya palitasya hotu>4 (Rv.

I, 164), addressed to the VLrvedevas, is multiform.

This day also is multiform \ Thus the verse is fit

for the day.

8. He recites the end of it, beginning with gaurlr

mimiya (Rv. I, 164, 41).

9. The hymn 4 no bhadr&^ kratavo yantu vlrvataA

(Rv. I, 89), addressed to the VLrvedevas, forms the

Nividdh&na, taken from the Ek&ha ceremonial, and

therefore proper.

10. On that day much is done now and then

which has to be hidden, and has to be atoned for.

Atonement is rest, the one-day sacrifice. Therefore

at the end of the year the sacrificers rest on this

atonement as their rest. He who knows this rests

firm, and they also for whom a Wotri priest who
knows this, recites this hymn.

11. The hymn valrvinariya dhisha«4m Wta-

1 All who perform the ceremony obtain Brahman. Cf. § 12.

1 The third wheel, in addition to the usual two wheels, forms

the end of a carriage, as before the dhu£, cf. I, 5, 2, 14. This

day also is the end.
8 Consisting ofVedic hymns and dances, &c. Comm.
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vrzdhe (Rv. Ill, 2) forms the beginning of the

Agnimiruta. Dhisharci, thought, is verily the end,

this day also is the end. Thus it is fit for the

day.

12. The hymn praya^yavo maruto bhr&£adr*sh/a-

ya^ (Rv. V, 55), addressed to the Maruts, is one in

which many verses have the same ending. Verily,

this (Jay also is one in which many receive the same

reward. Thus it is fit for the day l
.

13. He recites the verse ^dtavedase sunav&ma

somam (Rv. I, 99, 1), addressed to 6&tavedas, before

the (next following) hymn. That verse addressed to

G&tavedas is verily welfare, and leads to welfare.

Thus (by reciting it) he fares well 2
.

14. The hymn ima*» stomam arhate ^tavedase

(Rv. I, 94), addressed to 6&tavedas, is one in which

many verses have the same ending. Verily, this day

also (the mahivrata) is one in which many receive

the same reward. Thus it is fit for the day, yea, it

is fit for the day.

1 Cf. § 4.
f Cf. I, s, a, 8.
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SECOND ARAMAKA.
FIRST ADHYAYA.

'^ z First Kha^da.

V C \J ' ' With the second Anuzyaka the Upanishad begins. It comprises

^^^ the second and third Araayakas, and may be said to consist of

'"'/'>.,
I three divisions, or three Upanishads. Their general title is Bahvrifa-

i •

' k
' ' upanishad, sometimes Mahaitareya-upanishad, while the Upanishad

generally known as Aitareya-upanishad comprises the 4th, 5th, and

6th adhy&yas only of the second Ara^yaka.

The character of the three component portions of the Upanishad

can best be described in -Sankara's own words (Ar. Ill, 1, 1, Introd.

p. 306) :
' There are three classes of men who want to acquire

knowledge. The highest consists of those who have turned away

from the world, whose minds are fixed on one subject and col-

lected, and who yearn to be free at once. For these a knowledge

of Brahman is intended, as taught in the Ait. Ar. II, 4-6. The
middle class are those who wish to become free gradually by at-

taining to the world of Hira«yagarbha. For them the knowledge

and worship of Pra^a (breath and life) is intended, as explained in

the Ait. Ar. II, 1-3. The lowest class consists of those who do

not care either for immediate or gradual freedom, but who desire

nothing but offspring, cattle, &c. For these the meditative worship

of the Sa/whit£ is intended, as explained in the third Araflyaka.

They cling too strongly to the letter of the sacred text to be able to

surrender it for a knowledge either of Pra*a (life) or of Brahman.'

The connexion between the Upanishad or rather the three

Upanishads and the first Araayaka seems at first sight very slight.

Still we soon perceive that it would be impossible to understand

the first Upanishad, without a previous knowledge of the Mah&-
vrata ceremony as described in the first Arawyaka.

On this point too there are some pertinent remarks in Ankara's

commentary on the Ara»yaka II, 1, 2. ' Our first duty/ he says,

' consists in performing sacrifices, such as are described in the first

portion of the Veda, the Sawhitts, Brdhma«as, and, to a certain

extent, in the Ara»yakas also. Afterwards arises a desire for

knowledge, which cannot be satisfied except a man has first attained
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complete concentration of thought (ekdgrat&). In order to acquire

that concentration, the performance of certain upisanas or medita-

tions is enjoined, such as we find described in our Upanishad, viz. in

Ar. II, 1-3.'

This meditation or, as it is sometimes translated, worship is of

two kinds, either brahmop&sana or pratfkop&sana. Brahmo-

p&sana or meditation on Brahman consists in thinking of him as

distinguished by certain qualities. Pratfkop&sana or meditation

on symbols consists in looking upon certain worldly objects as if

they were Brahman, in order thus to withdraw the mind from the

too powerful influence of external objects.

These objects, thus lifted up into symbols of Brahman, are of

two kinds, either connected with sacrifice or not. In our Upanishad

we have to deal with the former class only, viz. with certain por-

tions of the Mah&vrata, as described in the first Arawyaka. In order

that the mind may not be entirely absorbed by the sacrifice, it is

lifted up during the performance from the consideration of these

sacrificial objects to a meditation on higher objects, leading up at

last to Brahman as pr&ia or life.

This meditation is to be performed by the priests, and while they

meditate they may meditate on a hymn or on a single word of it as

meaning something else, such as the sun, the earth, or the sky, but

not vice versi. And if in one .Sakhd, as in that of the Aitareyins, for

instance, a certain hymn has been symbolically explained, the same

explanation may be adopted by another -Sikhd also, such as that of

the Kaushttakins. It is not necessary, however, that every part of

the sacrifice should be accompanied by meditation, but it is left

optional to the priest in what particular meditation he wishes to

engage, nor is even the time of the sacrifice the only right time

for him to engage in these meditations.

1. This is the path : this sacrifice, and this Brah-

man. This is the true 1
.

2. Let no man swerve from it, let no man trans-

gress it.

1 Comm. The path is twofold, consisting of works and know-

ledge. Works or sacrifices have been described in the Sa/whit£,

the Br£hma*a, and the first Arcwyaka. Knowledge of Brahman

forms the subject of the second and third Ara«yakas. The true

path is that of knowledge.
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3. For the old (sages) did not transgress it, and

those who did transgress, became lost.

4. This has been declared by a Rishi (Rv. VIII,

101, 14): 'Three (classes of) people transgressed,

others settled down round about the venerable

(Agni, fire); the great (sun) stood in the midst of

the worlds, the blowing (Vdyu, air) entered the

Harits (the dawns, or the ends of the earth).'

5. When he says : 'Three (classes of) people trans-

gressed/ the three (classes of) people who trans-

gressed are what we see here (on earth, born again)

as birds, trees, herbs, and serpents \

6. When he says :
' Others settled down round

about the venerable/ he means those who now sit

down to worship Agni (fire).

7. When he says :

c The great stood in the midst

of the worlds/ the great one in the midst of the

world is meant for this Aditya, the sun.

8. When he says :
' The blowing entered the

Harits/ he means that Vdyu, the air, the purifier,

entered all the corners of the earth 2
.

Second Khanda.

1. People say: ' Uktha, uktha/ hymns, hymns!
(without knowing what uktha, hymn 3

, means.) The

1 Vanga^ is explained by vanagatd vrrksha^ ; avagadha^ is ex-

plained by vrihiyavddya* oshadhayaA ; frap&da^ is explained by uraA-

pa*d££ sarpa^. Possibly they are all old ethnic names, like Vanga,

A'era, &c. In Anandatfrtha's commentary vayawsi are explained

by Vis&H, Vang&vagadhas by Rikshasa, and trapddas by Asuras.

* Three classes of men go to Naraka (hell); the fourth class, full

of faith and desirous of reaching the highest world, worships Agni,

Va*yu, and other gods. Comm.
8 The Comm. explains uktha as that from whence the favour

of the gods arises, uttish/ftaty anena devatdpras&da iti vyutpatteA.
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hymn is truly (to be considered as) the earth, for

from it all whatsoever exists arises.

2. The object of its praise is Agni (fire), and the

eighty verses (of the hymn) are food, for by means
of food one obtains everything.

3. The hymn is truly the sky, for the birds fly

along the sky, and men drive following the sky.

The object of its praise is V£yu (air), and the eighty

verses (of the hymn) are food, for by means of food

one obtains everything.

4. The hymn is truly the heaven, for from* its gift

(rain) all whatsoever exists arises. The object of its

praise is Aditya (the sun), and the eighty verses are

food, for by means of food one obtains everything.

5. So much with reference to the gods (mytholo-

gical) ; now with reference to man (physiological).

6. The hymn is truly man. He is great, he is

Pra££pati. Let him think, I am the hymn.

7. The hymn is his mouth, as before in the case

of the earth.

8. The object of its praise is speech, and the

eighty verses (of the hymn) are food, for by means
of food he obtains everything.

9. The hymn is the nostrils, as before in the

case of the sky.

10. The object of its praise is breath, and the

eighty verses (of the hymn) are food, for by means
of food he obtains everything.

11. The slight bent (at the root) of the nose is, as

it were, the place of the brilliant (Aditya, the sun).

The object is now to show that the uktha or hymn used at the

Mah&vrata ceremony has a deeper meaning than it seems to have,

and that its highest aim is Brahman; not, however, the highest

Brahman, but Brahman considered as life (pra»a).
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1 2. The hymn is the forehead, as before in the

case of heaven. The object of its praise is the

eye, and the eighty verses (of the hymn) are food,

for by means of food he obtains everything.

13. The eighty verses (of the hymn) are alike

food with reference to the gods as well as with

reference to man. For all these beings breathe and

live by means of food indeed. By food (given in

alms, &c.) he conquers this world, by food (given

rn sacrifice) he conquers the other. Therefore the

eighty verses (of the hymn) are alike food, with refer-

ence to the gods as well as with reference to man.

14. All this that is food, and all this that con-

sumes food, is only the earth, for from the earth

arises all whatever there is.

15. And all that goes hence (dies on earth),

heaven consumes it all ; and all that goes thence

(returns from heaven to a new life) the earth con-

sumes it all.

16. That earth is thus both food and consumer.

He also (the true worshipper who meditates on
himself as being the uktha) is both consumer and
consumed (subject and object 1

). No one possesses

that which he does not eat, or the things which do

not eat him 2
,

1 As a master who lives by his servants, while his servants live

by him. Comm.
8 I have translated these paragraphs, as much as possible, accord-

ing to the commentator. I doubt whether, either in the original or

in the interpretation of the commentator, they yield any very definite

sense. They are vague speculations, vague, at least, to us, though

intended by the Brahmans to give a deeper meaning to certain

ceremonial observances connected with the Mahdvrata. The uktha,

or hymn, which is to be meditated on, as connected with the

sacrifice, is part of the Mah&vrata, an important ceremony, to be
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Third Khanda.

1. Next follows the origin of seed. The seed

of Pra^Lpati are the Devas (gods). The seed of

the Devas is rain. The seed of rain are herbs.

The seed of herbs is food. The seed of food is

seed. The seed of seed are creatures. The seed

of creatures is the heart. The seed of the heart

is the mind. The seed of the mind is speech (Veda).

The seed of speech is action (sacrifice). The action

done (in a former state) is this man, the abode of

Brahman.

2. He (man) consists of food (iri), and because

he consists of food (ir£maya), he consists of gold

(hira«maya *). He who knows this becomes golden

in the other world, and is seen as golden (as the

sun) for the benefit of all beings.

performed on the last day but one (the twenty-fourth) of the

Gav&mayana sacrifice. That sacrifice lasts a whole year, and

its performance has been fully described in the Br£hma*as and

Aranyakas. But while the ordinary performer of the Mahdvrata

has simply to recite the uktha or nishkevalya-jastra, consisting of

eighty verses (trz#a) in the Gdyatri, Bnliati, and Ushmh metres,

the more advanced worshipper (or priest) is to know that this

uktha has a deeper meaning, and is to meditate on it as being

the earth, sky, heaven, also as the human body, mouth, nostrils,

and forehead. The worshipper is in fact to identify himself by

meditation with the uktha in all its senses, and thus to become

the universal spirit or Hirawyagarbha. By this process he becomes

the consumer and consumed, the subject and object, of everything,

while another sacrificer, not knowing this, remains in his limited

individual sphere, or, as the text expresses it, does not possess

what he cannot eat (perceive), or what cannot eat him (perceive

him). The last sentence is explained differently by the com-

mentator, but in connexion with the whole passage it seems to

me to become more intelligible, if interpreted as I have proposed

to interpret it.

1 Play on words. Comm.
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Fourth Khanda.

i. Brahman (in the shape of pr4#a, breath) entered

into that man by the tips of his feet, and because

Brahman entered (pripadyata) into that man by
the tips of his feet, therefore people call them the

tips of the feet (prapada), but hoofs and claws in

other animals.

2. Then Brahman crept up higher, and therefore

they were (called) 1 the thighs (Art).

3. Then he said :
* Grasp wide/ and that was

(called) the belly (udara).

4. Then he said :

c Make room for me/ and that

was (called) the chest (uras).

5. The ^S&rkarikshyas meditate on the belly as

Brahman, the Arums on the heart 2
, Both (these

places) are Brahman indeed 8
,

6. But Brahman crept upwards and came to the

head, and because he came to the head, therefore

the head is called head 4
.

7. Then these delights alighted in the head,

sight, hearing, mind, speech, breath.

8. Delights alight on him who thus knows, why
the head is called head.

9. These (five delights or senses) strove to-

gether, saying :
' I am the uktha (hymn), I am the

uktha V ' Well/ they said, ' let us all go out from

1 These are all plays on words. Comm.
a This does not appear to be the case either in the Kh. Up. V,

15; 17, or in the tSatapatha-br&hma/sa X, 6, 1.

8 The pluti in ta^i is explained as jdstrfyaprasiddhyarthd.

4 All puns, as ifwe were to say, because he hied up to the head,

therefore the head was called head.
5 Each wished to be identified with the uktha, as it was said

before that the human body, mouth, nostrils, forehead were to be

identified with the uktha. Cf. Kaush. Up. Ill, 3.
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this body ; then on whose departure this body shall

fall, he shall be the uktha among us 1/

10. Speech went out, yet the body without

speaking remained, eating and drinking.

Sight went out, yet the body without seeing re-

mained, eating and drinking.

Hearing went out, yet the body without hearing

remained, eating and drinking.

Mind went out, yet the body, as if blinking, re-

mained, eating and drinking.

Breath went out, then when breath was gone out,

the body fell.

11. It was decayed, and because people said, it /

decayed, therefore it was (called) body (jarlra). /

That is the reason of its name. '

12. If a man knows this, then the evil enemy
who hates him decays, or the evil enemy who hates

him is defeated.

1 3. They strove again, saying :
' I am the uktha,

I am the uktha/ ' Well/ they said, ' let us enter

that body again ; then on whose entrance this body

shall rise again, he shall be the uktha among us/

14. Speech entered, but the body lay still. Sight

entered, but the body lay still. Hearing entered,

but the body lay still. Mind entered, but the body

lay still. Breath entered, and when breath had

entered, the body rose, and it became the uktha.

15. Therefore breath alone is the uktha.

16. Let people know that breath is the uktha

indeed.

1 7. The Devas (the other senses) said to breath

:

1 Thou art the uktha, thou art all this, we are thine,

thou art ours/

1 Cf. Kh. Up. V, 1; Brill. Up. VI, 1; Kaush. Up. II, 12-14;

III, 2; Prama Up. II, 1.
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1 8. This has also been said by a -/?*shi (Rv.

VIII, 92, 32): 'Thou art ours, we are thine/

Fifth Khanda.

1. Then the Devas carried him (the breath)

forth, and being carried forth, he was stretched out,

and when people said, ' He was stretched out/ then

it was in the morning ; when they said, ' He is gone

to rest/ then it was in the evening. Day, therefore,

is the breathing up, night the breathing down \

2. Speech is Agni, sight that Aditya (sun), mind

the moon, hearing the Dis (quarters) : this is the

prahitctw sawyoga 2
, the union of the deities as sent

forth. These deities (Agni, &c.) are thus in the

body, but their (phenomenal) appearance yonder is

among the deities—this was intended.

3. And Hira«yadat Vaida also, who knew this

(and who by his knowledge had become Hira«ya-

garbha or the universal spirit), said :

c Whatever

they do not give to me, they do not possess them-

selves/ I know the prahitdw sawyoga, the union of

the deities, as entered into the body 3
. This is it

1 All these are plays on words, prdtar being derived from

pr&t&yi, sdyam from samftg&k The real object, however, is to

show that breath, which is the uktha, which is the worshipper, is

endowed with certain qualities, viz. time, speech, &c.
8 The meaning is, that the four deities, Agni, Aditya, Moon,

and the Dis proceed from their own places to dwell together in

the body of man, and that this is called the prahit&» sa/wyogaA.

Prahit is explained as prahita, placed, sent. It is probably formed

from hi, not from dh&. Prahito^ sa^yq^anam is the name of a

S&man, Ind. Stud. Ill, 225. As Devas or gods they appear each

in its own place. The whole passage is very obscure.
8 All this is extremely obscure, possibly incorrect For yam,

unless it refers to some other word, we expect yan. For dadyuA

one expects dady&t. What is intended is that Hira»yadat had
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4. To him who knows this all creatures, without

being constrained, offer gifts.

5. That breath is (to be called) sattya (the true),

for sat is breath, ti is food, yam is the sun 1
. This is

threefold, and threefold the eye also may be called,

it being white, dark, and the pupil. He who knows
why true is true (why sattya is sattya), even if he

should speak falsely, yet what he says is true.

Sixth Kha^a.

1. Speech is his (the breath's) rope, the names the

knots 2
. Thus by his speech as by a rope, and by his

names as by knots, all this is bound. For all this are

names indeed, and with speech he calls everything.

2. People carry him who knows this, as if they

were bound by a rope.

3. Of the body of the breath thus meditated on,

the Ush#ih verse forms the hairs, the Gdyatri the

skin, the Trish/ubh the flesh, the AnushAibh the

muscles, the Cagatl the bone, the Pankti the mar-

row, the BWhatl the breath 5 (prd^a). He is covered

with the verses (Pandas, metres). Because he is

thus covered with verses, therefore they call them

Pandas (coverings, metres).

4. If a man knows the reason why Pandas are

called Pandas, the verses cover him in whatever

place he likes against any evil deed.

through meditation acquired identity with the universal spirit, and

that therefore he might say that whatever was not surrendered to

him did not really belong to anybody. On Hira»yadat, see Ait

Brdhm. Ill, 6.

1 Cf.JO.Up.VIII, 3,5.
1 The rope is supposed to be the chief rope to which various

smaller ropes are attached for fastening animals.
s Here conceived as the air breathed, not as the deity. Comm.

[3] *
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5. This is said by a fitshi (Rv. 1, 164, 13):

—

6. ' I saw (the breath) as a guardian, never tiring,

coming and going on his ways (the arteries). That

breath (in the body, being identified with the sun

among the Devas), illuminating the principal and

intermediate quarters of the sky, is returning con-

stantly in the midst of the worlds/

He says: 'I saw a guardian/ because he, the

breath, is a guardian, for he guards everything.

7. He says :
' Never tiring/ because the breath

never rests.

8. He says :

c Coming and going on his ways/

because the breath comes and goes on his ways.

9. He says :
' Illuminating the principal and in-

termediate/ because he illuminates these only, the

principal and intermediate quarters of the sky.

10. He says :
' He is returning constantly in the

midst of the worlds/ because he returns indeed

constantly in the midst of the worlds.

11. And then, there is another verse (Rv. I, 55,

81): 'They are covered like caves by those who
make them/

12. For all this is covered indeed by breath.

1 3. This ether is supported by breath as Br/hati,

and as this ether is supported by breath as Brzhatt,

so one should know that all things, not excepting

ants, are supported by breath as Brthatt.

Seventh Khanda.

1. Next follow the powers of that Person *.

2. By his speech earth and fire were created.

1 The punisha, as described before in the second chapter, is the

Pra^pati or universal spirit with whom the worshipper is to identity

himself by meditation. The manifestations of his power consist in

creating the earth, fire, the sky, the air, heaven, the sun.
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Herbs are produced on the earth, and •Agni (fire)

makes them ripe and sweet ' Take this, take this/

thus saying do earth and fire serve their parent,

speech.

3. As far as the earth reaches, as far as fire

reaches, so far does his world extend, and as long as

the world of the earth and fire does not decay, so

long does his world not decay who thus knows
this power of speech.

4. By breath (in the nose) the sky and the air

were created. People follow the sky, and hear

along the sky, while the air carries along pure scent

Thus do sky and air serve their parent, the breath.

As far as the sky reaches, as far as the air

reaches, so far does his world extend, and as long as

the world of the sky and the air does not decay, so

long does his world not decay who thus knows this

power of breath.

5. By his eye heaven and the sun were created

Heaven gives him rain and food, while the sun

causes his light to shine. Thus do the heaven and

the sun serve their parent, the eye.

As far as heaven reaches and as far as the sun

reaches, so far does his world extend, and as long

as the world of heaven and the sun does not decay,

so long does his world not decay who thus knows

the power of the eye.

6. By his ear the quarters and the moon were

created. From all the quarters they come to him,

and from all the quarters he hears, while the moon
produces for him the bright and the dark halves for

the sake of sacrificial work. Thus do the quarters

and the moon serve their parent, the ear.

As far as the quarters reach and as far as the

P 2
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moon reaches, so far does his world extend, and as

long as the world of the quarters and the moon does

not decay, so long does his world not decay who
thus knows the power of the ear.

7. By his mind the water and Varima were

created. Water yields to him faith (being used for

sacred acts), Vanma keeps his offspring within the

law. Thus do water and Varu#a serve their parent,

the mind.

As far as water reaches and as far as Varu#a

reaches, so far does his world extend, and as long

as the world of water and Vanma does not decay,

so long does his world not decay who thus knows

the power of the mind.

Eighth Khanda 1
.

1. Was it water really ? Was it water ? Yes,

all this was water indeed. This (water) was the root

(cause), that (the world) was the shoot (effect). He
(the person) is the father, they (earth, fire, &c.) are

the sons. Whatever there is belonging to the son,

belongs to the father ; whatever there is belonging to

the father, belongs to the son. This was intended 2
.

2. Mahid&sa Aitareya, who knew this, said :
' I

know myself (reaching) as far as the gods, and I

know the gods (reaching) as far as me. For these

1 Having described how Pr&«a, the breath, and his companions

or servants created the world, he now discusses the question of

the material cause of the world out of which it was created.

Water, which is said to be the material of the world, is explained

by the commentator to mean here the five elements.
1 Cause and effect are not entirely separated, therefore water,

as the elementary cause, and earth, fire, &c, as its effect, are one

;

likewise the worshipper, as the father, and the earth, fire, &c as his

sons, as described above. Mula and tula, root and shoot, are evi-

dently chosen for the sake of the rhyme, to signify cause and effect.
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gods receive their gifts from hence, and are sup-

ported from hence/

3. This is the mountain 1
, viz. eye, ear, mind,

speech, and breath. They call it the mountain of

Brahman.

4. He who knows this, throws down the evil

enemy who hates him ; the evil enemy who hates

him is defeated.

5. He (the Prd#a, identified with Brahman) is the

life, the breath ; he is being (while the ^Ivitman

remains), and not-being (when the^iv&tman departs).

6. The Devas (speech, &c.) worshipped him

(pr&#a) as Bhtiti or being, and thus they became

great beings. And therefore even now a man who
sleeps, breathes like bhtirbhu^.

7. The Asuras worshipped him as Abhtiti or not-

being, and thus they were defeated.

8. He who knows this, becomes great by himself,

while the evil enemy who hates him, is defeated.

9. He (the breath) is death (when he departs),

and immortality (while he abides).

10. And this has been said by a JZzshi (Rv. I,

164, 38) :—
11. ' Downwards and upwards he (the wind of the

breath) goes, held by food
;

'—for this up-breathing,

being held back by the down-breathing, does not

move forward (and leave the body altogether).

12.
c The immortal dwells with the mortal

;
'—for

through him (the breath) all this dwells together,

the bodies being clearly mortal, but this being (the

breath), being immortal.

1 PraVia is called the giri^, because it is swallowed or hidden by

the other senses (girandt). Again a mere play of words, intended

to show that Brahman under the form of Pra^a, or life, is to be

meditated on.
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13. ' These two (body and breath) go for ever in

different directions (the breath moving the senses of

the body, the body supporting the senses of the

breath : the former going upwards to another world,

the body dying and remaining on earth). They
increase the one (the body), but they do not increase

the other,' i. e. they increase these bodies (by food),

but this being (breath) is immortal.

14. He who knows this becomes immortal in that

world (having become united with Hira^yagarbha),

and is seen as immortal (in the sun) by all beings,

yea, by all beings.

SECOND ADHYAYA 1
.

First Kkanda.

1. He (the sun), who shines, honoured this world

(the body of the worshipper, by entering into it), in

the form of man 2 (the worshipper who meditates on

breath). For he who shines (the sun) is (the same

as) the breath. He honoured this (body of the

worshipper) during a hundred years, therefore there

are a hundred years in the life of a man. Because

he honoured him during a hundred years, therefore

there are (the poets of the first Ma^dala of the Rig-

veda, called) the .Satar^in, (having honour for a

1 In the first adhy&ya various forms of meditating on Uktha,

conceived as Prawa (life), have been declared. In the second some
other forms of meditation, all extremely fanciful, are added. They
are of interest, however, as showing the existence of the hymns
of the Rig-veda, divided and arranged as we now possess them,

at the time when this Arawyaka was composed.
2 The identity of the sun and of breath as living in man has

been established before. It is the same power in both, conceived

either adhidaivatam (mythological) or adbydtmam (physiological).
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hundred years.) Therefore people call him who is

really Pr4#a (breath), the *Satar£in poets \

2. He (breath) placed himself in the midst of all

whatsoever exists. Because he placed himself in

the midst of all whatsoever exists, therefore there

are (the poets of the second to the ninth Ma/sdala of

the Rig-veda, called) the Mddhyamas. Therefore

people call him who is really Pr&#a (breath), the

Mddhyama poets.

3. He as up-breathing is the swallower (gmsa), as

down-breathing he is delight (mada). Because as

up-breathing he is swallower (gmsa) and as down-

breathing delight (mada), therefore there is (the

poet of the second Ma/wfala of the Rig-veda, called)

Grrtsamada. Therefore people call him who is

really Prd»a (breath), Gr/tsamada.

4. Of him (breath) all this whatsoever was a

friend. Because of him all (vLrvam) this whatsoever

was a friend (mitram), therefore there is (the poet of

the third Ma#dala of the Rig-veda, called) VLrv£-

mitra. Therefore people call him who is really

Pr£#a (breath), VLrv£mitra.

5. The Devas (speech, &c.) said to him (the

breath) :
' He is to be loved by all of us.' Because

the Devas said of him, that he was to be loved

(v&ma) by all of them, therefore there is (the poet

of the fourth Ma#dala of the Rig-veda, called) Vdma-

deva. Therefore people call him who is really

Pr£#a (breath), Vimadeva.

6. He (breath) guarded all this whatsoever from

evil. Because he guarded (atr&yata) all this whatso-

1 The real ground for the name is that the poets of the first

MajK&la composed on an average each about a hundred Rik

verses.
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ever from evil, therefore there are (the poets of the

fifth Ma#dala of the Rig-veda, called) Atraya^.

Therefore people call him who is really Pr&»a

(breath), Atraya^.

Second Khanda.

i. He (breath) is likewise a Bibhradv&fa (bringer

of offspring). Offspring is vd^a, and he (breath)

supports offspring. Because he supports it, there-

fore there is (the poet of the sixth Ma#dala of the

Rig-veda, called) Bharadv&^a. Therefore people

call him who is really Pr£#a (breath), Bharadv&ga.

2. The Devas (speech, &c.) said to him :
' He it

is who chiefly causes us to dwell on earth/ Because

the Devas said of him, that he chiefly caused them

to dwell on earth, therefore there is (the poet of the

seventh Ma#dala of the Rig-veda, called) Vasish/Aa.

Therefore people call him who is really Prfi«a

(breath), VasishMa 1
.

3. He (breath) went forth towards 2 all this what-

soever. Because he went forth toward all this what-

soever, therefore there are (the poets of the eighth

Ma#dala of the Rig-veda, called) the Prag&thas.

Therefore people call him who is really Pr4#a

(breath), the Prag&thas.

4. He (breath) purified all this whatsoever. Be-

cause he purified all this whatsoever, therefore there

1 I translate in accordance with the commentator, and probably

with the intention of the author. The same etymology is repeated

in the commentary on II, 2, 4, 2. It would be more natural to

take vasishMa in the sense of the richest.

9 This is the interpretation of the commentator, and the pre-

position abhi seems to show that the author too took that view
of the etymology of prag&tha.
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are (the hymns and also the poets l of the ninth

Ma#dala of the Rig-veda, called) the Pavam&nls.

Therefore people called him who is really Pr&#a

(breath), the Pavaminls.

5. He (breath) said :
' Let me be everything

whatsoever, small (kshudra) and great (mahat), and

this became the Kshudrasdktas and Mahisdktas/

Therefore there were (the hymns and also the poets

of the tenth Maw^ala of the Rig-veda, called) the

Kshudrasdktas (and Mahdsftktas). Therefore people

call him who is really Pr£»a (breath), the Kshu-

drasdktas (and Mahdstiktas).

6. He (breath) said once :
' You have said what

is well said (su-ukta) indeed. This became a Sdkta

(hymn)/ Therefore there was the Sdkta. There-

fore people call him who is really Prd^a (breath),

Stikta 2
.

7. He (breath) is a Rik (verse), for he did

honour 3 to all beings (by entering into them).

Because he did honour to all beings, therefore there

was the Rik verse. Therefore people call him who
is really Pr£#a (breath), Rik.

8. He (breath) is an Ardhar^a (half-verse), for he

did honour to all places (ardha) 4
. Because he did

honour to all places, therefore there was the Ar-

dhanfca. Therefore people call him who is really

PrA»a (breath), Ardhar^a.

1 It seems, indeed, as if in the technical language of the

Brahmans, the poets of the ninth Ma/a/ala were sometimes called

Pavaminls, and the hymns of the tenth Mandate. Kshudrasuktas and

Mahisuktas (masc.) Cf. Arsheya-brdhmawa, ed. Burnell, p. 42.

* The poet also is called Sukta, taddrash/£pi suktan&mako 'bhflt.

Comm.
8

I translate according to the commentator.
4 Ardha means both half and place.
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9. He (breath) is a Pada (word) \ for he got into

all these beings. Because he got (p£di) into all

these beings, therefore there was the Pada (word).

Therefore people call him who is really Pr£#a

(breath), Pada.

10. He (breath) is an Akshara (syllable), for he

pours out (ksharati) gifts to all these beings, and

without him no one can pour out (atiksharati) gifts.

Therefore there was the Akshara (syllable). There-

fore people call him who is really Pr£#a (breath),

Akshara \

11. Thus all these Rik verses, all Vedas, all

sounds 8 are one word, viz. Pr&#a (breath). Let

him know that Pr£#a is all Rik verses.

Third Khajvda.

1. While VLrvdmitra was going to repeat the

hymns of this day (the mahivrata), Indra sat down
near him 4

. VLrvimitra (guessing that Indra wanted

food) said to him, ' This (the verses of the hymn) is

food/ and repeated the thousand Brzhatt verses 6
.

1
It may also be intended for p&da, foot of a verse.

* The Pr&ia (breath) is to be meditated on as all hymns, all

poets, all words, &c. Comm.
8 All aspirated sonant consonants. Comm.
4 Upanishasas&da, instead of upanishas&da. The mistake is

probably due to a correction, sa for sha ; the commentator, how-

ever, considers it as a Vedic license. Sakiro 'dhik&f £A4ndasa£.
6 These are meant for the Nishkevalya hymn recited at the

noon-libation of the Mahdvrata. That hymn consists of ten

parts, corresponding, as we saw, to ten parts of a bird, viz. its

body, neck, head, root of wings, right wing, left wing, tail, belly,

chest, and thighs. The verses corresponcfing to these ten parts,

beginning with tad id &sa bhuvaneshu ^yeshMam, are given in the

first Araayaka, and more fully in the fifth. Ara»yaka by *Saunaka.
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By means of this he went to the delightful home of

Indra (Svarga).

2. Indra said to him :
' i?*shi, thou hast come to

my delightful home, iftshi, repeat a second hymn V
VLrv&mitra (guessing that Indra wanted food) said

to him, ' This (the verses of the hymn) is food/ and

repeated the thousand Brzhatl verses. By means

of this he went to the delightful home of Indra

(Svarga).

3. Indra said to him : 'ifoshi, thou hast come to

my delightful home. I&shi, repeat a third hymn/
VLrv&mitra (guessing that Indra wanted food) said

to him, ' This (the verses of the hymn) is food/ and

repeated the thousand Br/hatl verses. By means

of this he went to the delightful home of Indra

(Svarga).

4. Indra said to him :
' I&shi, thou hast come to

my delightful home. I grant thee a boon/ VLrv&-

mitra said : 'May I know thee/ Indra said :
' I am

Prd#a (breath), O j?*shi, thou art Prina, all things

are Pr£#a. For it is Pr£»a who shines as the sun,

and I here pervade all regions under that form.

This food of mine (the hymn) is my friend and my
support (dakshi#a). This is the food prepared by

VLrvAmitra. I am verily he who shines (the sun)/

Though they consist of many metres, yet, when one counts the

syllables, they give a thousand Br/hati verses, each consisting of

thirty-six syllables*

1 Although the Nishkevalya is but one hymn, consisting of

eighty tr*£as, yet as these eighty tr#as were represented as three

kinds of food (see Ait. Ar. II, 1, 2, 2-4), the hymn is represented

as three hymns, first as eighty Gayatrf trtfas, then as eighty

Brihatt tr*£as, lastly as eighty Ushaih tr/£as.
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Fourth Kha^da.

i. This then becomes perfect as a thousand of

Bnhatl verses. Its consonants l form its body, its

voice * (vowels) the soul 8
, its sibilants 4 the air of

the breath.

2. He who knew this became VasishMa, he took

this name from thence 6
.

3. Indra verily declared this to VLrvSmitra, and

Indra verily declared this to Bharadvd^a. There-

fore Indra is invoked by him as a friend •.

4. This becomes perfect as a thousand of Brzhatf

verses 7
, and of that hymn perfect with a thousand

Brzhatl verses, there are 36,000 syllables 8
. So

many are also the thousands of days of a hundred

years (36,000). With the consonants they fill the

nights, with the vowels the days.

5. This becomes perfect as a thousand of Brshatt

verses. He who knows this, after this thousand of

Brzhatts thus accomplished, becomes full of know-

ledge, full of the gods, full of Brahman, full of the

immortal, and then goes also to the gods.

6. What I am (the worshipper), that is he (sun)

;

what he is, that am I.

1 Vyan^anSni, explained by kddini.

9 Ghosha, explained by aspirated sonant consonants.
8 Atmd, explained by madhyajariram.
4 Sashasaha^. Comm.
8 He became PraVia, and because Pra^a causes all to dwell, or

covers all (v&sayati), therefore the i?/'shi was called VasishMa.

Comm. Cf. Ait. Ar. II, 2, 2, 2.

• At the Subrahma«y£ ceremony in the Soma sacrifices, the

invocations are, Indra & ga£££a, hariva & ga£££a.
7

Cf. Ait. Ar. II, 3, 8, 8.

8 Each Br/hati has thirty-six syllables.
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7. This has been said by a jRishi (Rv. I, 115, i)

:

' The sun is the self of all that moves and rests.'

8. Let him look to that, let him look to that

!

THIRD ADHYAYA 1
.

First Khajvda.

1. He who knows himself as the fivefold hymn
(uktha), the emblem of Pri»a (breath), from whence

all this springs 2
, he is clever. These five are the

earth, air, ether, water, and fire (^yotis). This is

the self, the fivefold uktha. For from him all this

springs, and into him it enters again (at the dissolu-

tion of the world). He who knows this, becomes

the refuge of his friends.

2. And to him who knows the food (object) and

the feeder (subject) in that uktha, a strong son is

born, and food is never wanting. Water and earth

are food, for all food consists of these two. Fire

and air are the feeder, for by means of them 3 man
eats all food. Ether is the bowl, for all this is

poured into the ether. He who knows this, be-

comes the bowl or support of his friends.

3. To him who knows the food and the feeder

in that uktha, a strong son is born, and food is

never wanting. Herbs and trees are food, animals

the feeder, for animals eat herbs and trees.

4. Of them again those who have teeth above

1 In this adhyaya some more qualities are explained belonging

to the Mah£vrata ceremonial and the hymns employed at it, which

can be meditated on as referring to Pra«a, life.

2 Because the world is the result or reward for performing a

meditation on the uktha. Comm.
5 The digestive fire is lighted by the air of the breath. Comm.
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and below, shaped after the likeness of man, are

feeders, the other animals are food. Therefore

these overcome the other animals, for the eater is

over the food.

5. He who knows this is over his friends.

Second Khanda 1
.

1. He who knows the gradual development of

the self in him (the man conceived as the uktha),

obtains himself more development.

2. There are herbs and trees and all that is ani-

mated, and he knows the self gradually developing

in them. For in herbs and trees sap only is seen 2
,

but thought (>6itta) in animated beings.

3. Among animated beings again the self de-

velops gradually, for in some sap (blood) is seen

(as well as thought), but in others thought is not

seen.

4. And in man again the self develops gradually,

for he is most endowed with knowledge. He says

what he* has known, he sees what he has known 8
.

He knows what is to happen to-morrow, he knows
heaven and hell. By means of the mortal he desires

the immortal—thus is he endowed.

5. With regard to the other animals* hunger and

thirst only are a kind of understanding. But they

do not say what they have known, nor do they see

1 This treats of the gradual development of life in man, parti-

cularly of the development of a thinking soul (£aitanya).

9 In stones there is not even sap, but only being, satti. Comm.
8 What he has known yesterday he remembers, and is able

to say before men, I know this. And when he has known a

thing he remembers it, and goes to the same place to see it again.

Comm.
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what they have known. They do not know what
is to happen to-morrow, nor heaven and hell. They
go so far and no further, for they are born according

to their knowledge (in a former life).

Third Khanda.

1. That man (conceived as uktha) is the sea,

rising beyond the whole world 1
. Whatever he

reaches, he wishes to go beyond 2
. If he reaches the

sky, he wishes to go beyond.

2. If he should reach that (heavenly) world, he

would wish to go beyond.

3. That man is fivefold. The heat in him is fire;

the apertures (of the senses) are ether; blood, mucus,

and seed are water ; the body is earth ; breath is air.

4. That air is fivefold, viz. up-breathing, down-

breathing, back-breathing, out-breathing, on-breath-

ing. The other powers (devatis), viz. sight, hearing,

mind, and speech, are comprised under up-breathing

and down-breathing. For when breath departs, they

also depart with it.

5. That man (conceived as uktha) is the sacrifice,

which is a succession now of speech and now of

thought. That sacrifice is fivefold, viz. the Agni-

hotra, the new and full moon sacrifices, the four-

monthly sacrifices, the animal sacrifice, the Soma
sacrifice. The Soma sacrifice is the most perfect of

sacrifices, for in it these five kinds of ceremonies

are seen : the first which precedes the libations (the

Diksh&, &c), then three libations, and what follows

(the Avabhmha, &c.) is the fifth.

4 Bhuloka, Comm.
* Should it not be aty enan manyate ?
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Fourth Khajvda.

i. He who knows one sacrifice above another,

one day above another, one deity above the others,

he is clever. Now this great uktha (the nishke-

valya-iastra) is the sacrifice above another, the day

above another, the deity above others \

2. This uktha is fivefold. With regard to its

being performed as a Stoma (chorus), it is Trivm,

Paniadara, Saptadara, Ekaviwsa, and PafL£aviw$a.

With regard to its being performed as a SAman
(song), it is G&yatra, Rathantara, Brzhat, Bhadra,

and Ri^ana. With regard to metre, it is Giyatri,

Ush#ih, Brzhati, Trish/ubh, and Dvipadi. And the

explanation (given before in the Ara#yaka) is that it

is the head, the right wing, the left wing, the tail,

and the body of the bird 2
.

1 The uktha is to be conceived as pr£«a, breath or life, and

this pra«a was shown to be above the other powers (devat&s),

speech, hearing, seeing, mind. The uktha belongs to the Mahi-

vrata day, and that is the most important day of the Soma
sacrifice. The Soma sacrifice, lastly, is above all other sacrifices.

2 All these are technicalities connected with the singing and

reciting of the uktha. The commentator says: The stoma is

a collection of single Rik verses occurring in the trifos which

have to be sung. The Trivr/t stoma, as explained in the S&ma-

br&hma*a, is as follows : There are three Suktas, each consisting

of three verses, the first being upismai gdyata, S. V. Uttar&r&ka

I, i, i=Rv. IX, ii. The Udg&trz' first sings the first three verses*

in each hymn. This is the first round. He then sings the three

middle verses in each hymn. This is the second round. He
lastly sings the last three verses in each hymn. This is the third

round. This song is called Udyatt.

The Pafi^adara stoma is formed out of one Sukta only, con-

sisting of three verses. In the first round he sings the first verse

a Hinkr/' with dative is explained as gai with accusative.
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3. He performs the Prastiva in five ways, he

performs the Udgitha in five ways, he performs the

three times, the second and third once. In the second round he

sings the middle verse three times, in the third round he sings

the last verse three times. This song is called Vish/uti.

The Saptadara stoma is formed in the same manner, only that

in the first round he sings the first verse three times, in the second

the middle verse three times, in the third round the middle and last

verses three times. This song is called Daxasapta.

The Ekavitfwa stoma is formed in the same manner, only that in

the first round he sings the last verse once, in the second the

first verse once, in the third the middle verse once, while the

other verses are each repeated three times. This song is called

Saptasaptint.

The Pafl^avmra stoma is formed in the same manner, only

that in the first round he sings the first verse three times, the

second four times, the last once; in the second round the first

once, the second three times, the third four times ; in the third

round the first five times, the second once, the last three times

;

or he sings in the third round the first verse four times, the

second twice, the last three times.

S&ya«a in his commentary on the Ait. Ar. takes the Trivn't

stoma to be formed out of three hymns, each consisting of three

verses, while he says that the other stomas are formed out of

one hymn only. B. and R., s.v. trivr/t, state that this stoma

consists of verses 1, 4, 7 ; 2, 5, 8 ; and 3, 6, 9 of the Rig-veda

hymn IX, 11, but, according to Saya«a, the stoma consists (1) of

the first verses of the three Suktas, up&smai gdyata, davidyutatyd,

and pavam&nasya at the beginning of the Sdma-veda-UttardrMa,

(2) of the second, (3) of the third verses of the same three hymns.

Mahtdhdra (Yv. X, 9) takes the same view, though the MSS. seem

to have left out the description of the second parydya, while

Sdyawa in his commentary to the T&ndya-br&hmana. seems to

support the opinion of B. and R. There is an omission, however,

in the printed text of the commentary, which makes it difficult

to see the exact meaning of Sdyaaa.

The Pafi^ad&ra stoma is well described by Sdya#a, Tindya Br.

II, 4. Taking the Sukta agna & y&hi (Uttar&r&ka 1, 1, 4=Rv. VI,

16, 10-12), he shows the stoma to consist of (1) verse 1x3, 2, 3

;

(2) verse 1,2x3,3; (3) verse 1, 2, 3 x 3.

The five S&mans are explained by the commentator. The

[3] Q
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Pratihdra in five ways, he performs the Upadrava in

five ways, he performs the Nidhana in five ways *.

All this together forms one thousand Stobhas, or

musical syllables 2
.

4. Thus also are the Rik verses, contained in the

Nishkevalya, recited (by the Wotri) in five orders.

What precedes the eighty trifeis, that is one order,

then follow the three sets of eighty trtkas each, and
what comes after is the fifth order 3

.

Gayatra is formed out of the Ri\ (III, 62, 10) tat savitur vare*yam.

The Rathantara is formed out of the Rik (VII, 32, 22) abhi tvd

jura nonuma. The Br/hat is formed out of the Rik (VI, 46, 1)

tvam id dhi havdmahe. The Bhadra is formed out of the Rik
(X, 157, 1) im£ nu kam. The Rl^ana is formed out of the

Rik (VII, 27, 1 ) indra/w naro nemadhitd.

The metres require no explanation.

In identifying certain portions of the Nishkevalya hymn with a

bird, the head of the bird corresponds to the hymns indram id

g&thina^, &c. ; the right wing to the hymns abhi tv£ xura, &c.

;

the left wing to the hymns tv&m id dhi, &c. ; the tail to the hymns
imd nu kam, &c. ; the body to the hymns tad id &sa, Ac. All

this was explained in the first Araoyaka.
1 The Samagas sing the Ra^ana at the Mah&vrata, and in that

S&man there are, as usual, five parts, the Prast&va, Udgitha,

PratMra, Upadrava, and Nidhana. The Prastotr*, when singing

the Prasdva portions, sings them five times. The Udgitr/ and

Pratihartr/ sing their portions, the Udgitha and Pratih&ra, five

times. The Udgatr/ again sings the Upadrava five times. And
all the Udgdtr/s together sing the Nidhana five times.

f The Stobha syllables are syllables without any meaning, added

when verses have to be sung, in order to have a support for the

music. See Kh. Up. 1, 13. In singing the fivt Samans, each five

times, one thousand of such Stobha syllables are required.

8 There are in the Nishkevalya hymn, which the Hotn' has to

recite, three sets of eighty tr#as each. The first, consisting of

G&yatrfs, begins with mania indro ya cgas&. The second, consist-

ing of Bnhatis, begins with mi £id anyad. The third, consisting of

Ush/rihs, begins with ya indra somap&tama. These three sets form

the food of die bird, as the emblem of the jastra. The hymns
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5. This (the hymns of this .Sastra) as a whole (if

properly counted with the Stobha syllables) comes to

one thousand (of Brrtiat! verses). That (thousand)

is the whole, and ten, ten is called the whole. For
number is such (measured by ten). Ten tens are a

hundred, ten hundreds afe a thousand, and that is

the whole. These are the three metres (the tens,

pervading everything). And this food also (the

three sets of hymns being represented as food) is

threefold, eating, drinking, and chewing. He obtains

that food by those (three numbers, ten, hundred, and

thousand, or by the three sets of eighty trifas).

Fifth Khajvda.
*

1. This (nishkevalya-^astra) becomes perfect as a

thousand of Brshati verses.

2. Some teachers (belonging to a different .SikhA)

recognise a thousand of different metres (not of Bri-

hatts only). They say : 'Is another thousand (a

thousand of other verses) good ? Let us say it is

good/

3. Some say, a thousand of Trish/ubh verses,

others a thousand of <7agatl verses, others a thou-

sand of Anush/ubh verses.

4. This has been said by a Hzshi (Rv. X, 124,9) :
—

5.
' Poets through their understanding discovered

Indra dancing an Anush/ubh/ This is meant to

say: They discovered (and meditated) in speech

(called Anush/ubh)—at that time (when they wor-

which precede these, form the body, head, and wings of the bird.

This is one order. Then follow the three sets of eighty trifas

each ; and lastly, the fifth order, consisting of the hymns which

form the belly and the legs of the bird.

Q2
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shipped the uktha)—the Pr^a (breath) connected

with Indra.

6. He (who takes the recited verses as Anush-

/ubhs) is able to become celebrated and of good

report

7. No ! he says ; rather is such a man liable to

die before his time. For that self (consisting of

Anush/ubhs) is incomplete. For if a man confines

himself to speech, not to breath, then driven by his

mind, he does not succeed with speech \

8. Let him work towards the Br/hatt, for the

Brshatt (breath) is the complete self.

9. That self (^tvAtman) is surrounded on all sides

by members. And as that self is on all sides sur-

rounded by members, the Brzhatt also is on all sides

surrounded by metres 2
.

10. For the self (in the heart) is the middle of

these members, and the Brzhati is the middle of the

metres.

11. * He is able to become celebrated and of good

1 This passage is obscure, and probably corrupt. I have

followed the commentator as much as possible. He says: 'If

the Hotn* priest proceeds with reciting the xastra, looking to the

Anush/ubh, which is speech, and not to the thousand of Bnhatfs

which are breath, then, neglecting the Br/hatf (breath), and

driven by his mind to the Anush/ubh (speech), he does not by his

speech obtain that jastra. For in speech without breath the Hotri

cannot, through the mere wish of the mind, say the jastra, the

. activity of all the senses being dependent on breath.' The com-

mentator therefore takes v&gabhi for v££am abhi, or for some old

locative case formed by abhi. He also would seem to have read

pr£#e na. One might attempt another construction, though it is

very doubtful. One might translate, 'For that self, which is speech,

is incomplete, because he understands if driven to the mind by

breath, not (if driven) by speech.'
8 Either in the rastra, or in the list of metres, there being some

that have more, others that have less syllables.
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report, but (the other) able to die before his time/

thus he said. For the Brzhatt is the complete self,

therefore let him work towards the B^Tiatl (let him
reckon the rastra recitation as a thousand Brth&tts).

Sixth Khanda.

1. This (nishkevalya-sastra) becomes perfect as

a thousand of Brzhatt verses. In this thousand of

Brzhatls there are one thousand one hundred and

twenty-five Anush/ubhs. For the smaller is con-

tained in the larger.

2. This has been said by a Z?z'shi (Rv. VIII, 76,

I2):_

3. ' A speech of eight feet
;

'—because there are

eight feet of four syllables each in the Anush/ubh.

4. ' Of nine corners
;

'—because the Brzhatl be-

comes nine-cornered (having nine feet of four sylla-

bles each).

5. 'Touching the truth
;

'—because speech (Anu-

sh/ubh) is truth, touched by the verse (Brzhatt) \

6.
c He (the Hotn) makes the body out oflndra;'

—

for out of this thousand of Brzhatl Verses turned

into AnushAibhs, and therefore out of Pr£#a as

connected with Indra 2
, and out of the Brzhatt (which

is Pr£#a), he makes speech, that is Anush/ubh, as a

body 3
.

7. This Mahaduktha is the highest development

1 Vik, speech, .taking the form of Anush/ubh, and being joined

with the Rik
9
or the Br/hatf, touches the true, i. e. Pr£«a, breath,

which is to be meditated on under the form of the Brrhatf. Comm.
* Cf. Ait. Ar. II, 2, 3, 4.

8 Because the Anush/ubh is made out of the Br/hatf, the Brrhatf

being breath, therefore the Anush/ubh is called its body.
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of speech, and it is fivefold, viz. measured, not mea-

sured, music, true, and untrue.

8. A Rik verse, a githA 1
, a kumbyA 2 are mea-

sured (metrical). A Ya^us line, an invocation, and

general remarks 8
, these are not measured (they are

in prose). A Siman, or any portion (parvan) of it, is

music. Om is true, Na is untrue.

9. What is true (Om) is the flower and fruit of

speech. He is able to become celebrated and of

good report, for he speaks the true (Om), the flower

and fruit of speech.

10. Now the untrue is the root 4 of speech, and as

a tree whose root is exposed dries up and perishes,

thus a man who says what is untrue exposes his

root, dries up and perishes. Therefore one should

not say what is untrue, but guard oneself from it.

11. That syllable Om (yes) goes forward (to the

first cause of the world) and is empty. Therefore if

a man says Om (yes) to everything, then that (which

he gives away) is wanting to him here 5
. If he says

Om (yes) to everything, then he would empty him-

self, and would not be capable of any enjoyments.

12. That syllable Na (no) is full for oneself 6
. If

a man says No to everything, then his reputation

1 A g&thd is likewise in verse, for instance, pnltaA prdtar

zxiritam te vadanti.

* A kumbya* is a metrical precept, such as, brahmav&ryasy&po-

s&xiSLm karma kuru, divd mi svipsM, &c.
s Such as arthav&das, explanatory passages, also gossip, such as

is common in the king's palace, laughing at people, &c.
4 As diametrically opposed to the flowers and fruits which

represent the true. Comm.
8 Then that man is left empty here on earth for that enjoyment.

Comm.
6 He who always says No, keeps everything to himself.
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would become evil, and that would ruin him even

here.

1 3. Therefore let a man give at the proper time

only, not at the wrong time. Thus he unites the

true and the untrue, and from the union of those

two he grows, and becomes greater and greater.

14. He who knows this speech of which this (the

mahaduktha) is a development, he is clever. A is the

whole of speech, and manifested through different

kinds of contact (mutes) and of wind (sibilants), it

becomes manifold and different.

15. Speech if uttered in a whisper is breath, if

spoken aloud, it is body. Therefore (if whispered)

it is almost hidden, for what is incorporeal is almost

hidden, and breath is incorporeal. But if spoken

aloud, it is body, and therefore it is perceptible, for

body is perceptible.

Seventh Kha^da.

1. This (nishkevalya-xastra) becomes perfect as

a thousand of B^'hatis. It is glory (the glorious

Brahman, not the absolute Brahman), it is Indra.

Indra is the lord of all beings. He who thus knows

Indra as the lord of all beings, departs from this

world by loosening the bonds of life
1—so said Mahi-

disa Aitareya. Having departed he becomes Indra

(or Hira#yagarbha) and shines in those worlds 2
.

1 The commentator explains visrasS by ' merging his manhood

in the identity with all/ and doing this while still alive. Visras

is the gradual loosening of the body, the decay of old age, but

here it has the meaning of vair&gya rather, the shaking off of all

that ties the Self to this body or this life.

* The fourteen worlds in the egg of Brahman. Comm. Some

hold that he who enters on this path, and becomes deity, does not
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2. And with regard to this they say: 'If a man
obtains the other world in this form (by meditating

on the pri#a, breath, which is the uktha, the hymn
of the mahivrata), then in what form does he obtain

this world 1 ?'

3. Here the blood of the woman is a form of

Agni (fire); therefore no one should despise it And
the seed of the man is a form of Aditya (sun)

;

therefore no one should despise it. This self (the

woman) gives her self (skin, blood, and flesh) to

that self (fat, bone, and marrow), and that self

(man) gives his self (fat, bone, and marrow) to this

self (skin, blood, and flesh). Thus 2 these two grow

together. In this form (belonging to the woman
and to fire) he goes to that world (belonging to the

man and the sun), and in that form (belonging to

man and the sun) he goes to this world (belonging

to the woman and to fire 3
).

Eighth Khanda.

1. Here (with regard to obtaining Hira^yagarbha)

there are these .Slokas :

arrive at final liberation. Others, however, show that this identifica-

tion with the uktha, and through it with the pr£»a (breath) and
Hira»yagarbha, is provisional only, and intended to prepare the

mind of the worshipper for the reception of the highest knowledge

of Brahman.
1 The last line on page 246 should, I think, be the penultimate

line of page 247.
9 The body consists of six elements, and is hence called shaV-

kaarika. Of these, three having a white appearance (fat, bone,

and marrow), come from the sun and from man; three having

a red appearance, come from fire and from the woman.
8

It is well therefore to shake oflf this body, and by meditating

on the uktha to obtain identity with Hira»yagarbha. Comm.
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2. The fivefold body into which the indestructible

(prd#a, breath) enters, that body which the harnessed

horses (the senses) draw about, that body where the

true of the true (the highest Brahman) follows after,

in that body (of the worshipper) all gods 1 become

one.

3. That body into which goes the indestructible

(the breath) which we have joined (in meditation),

proceeding from the indestructible (the highest

Brahman), that body which the harnessed horses

(the senses) draw about, that body where the

true of the true follows after, in that body all gods

become one.

4. After separating themselves from the Yes and

No of language, and of all that is hard and cruel,

poets have discovered (what they sought for) ; de-

pendent on names they rejoiced in what had been

revealed a
.

5. That in which the poets rejoiced (the revealed

nature of pr£#a, breath), in it the gods exist all

joined together. Having driven away evil by means

of that Brahman (which is hidden in pri»a), the

enlightened man goes to the Svarga world (becomes

one with Hira^yagarbha 8
, the universal spirit).

6. No one wishing to describe him (pr£#a, breath)

by speech, describes him by calling him 'woman/
' neither woman nor man,' or * man ' (all such names

applying only to the material body, and not to pr4#a

or breath).

1 The worshipper identifies himself by meditation with pra»a,

breath, which comprehends all gods. These gods (Agni and the

rest) appear in the forms of speech, &c. Comm.
s The pra«a, breath, and their identity with it through meditation

or worship. Comm.
8 Sarv£hamm&nf hira«yagarbha iti sruteh. Comm.
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7. Brahman (as hidden beneath pr4«a) is called

the A; and the I (ego) is gone there (the worshipper

should know that he is uktha and prawa).

8. This becomes perfect as a thousand of Brzhatt

verses, and of that hymn, perfect with a thousand

Brzhatt verses, there are 36,000 syllables. So many
are also the thousands of days of human life 1

. By

means of the syllable of life (the a) alone (which is

contained in that thousand of hymns) does a man
obtain the day of life (the mahivrata day, which com-

pletes the number of the days in the Gav&mayana
sacrifice), and by means of the day of life (he

obtains) the syllable of life.

9. Now there is a chariot of the god (pr&#a)

destroying all desires (for the worlds of Indra, the

moon, the earth, all of which lie below the place of

Hira^yagarbha). Its front part (the point of the

two shafts of the carriage where the yoke is fastened)

is speech, its wheels the ears, the horses the eyes,

the driver the mind. Pr&#a (breath) mounts that

chariot (and on it, i. e. by means of meditating on

Pr£#a, he reaches Hira»yagarbha).

10. This has been said by a 7?*shi (Rv. X, 39, 1 2)
:

—

11. 'Come hither on that which is quicker than

mind/ and (Rv. VIII, 73, 2) 'Come hither on that

which is quicker than the twinkling of an eye/ yea,

the twinkling of an eye 2
.

> Cf. II, 2, 4, 4.

* The commentator remarks that the worship and meditation on
the uktha as pr£»a, as here taught, is different from the pr£«avidy&,

the knowledge of pra«a, taught in the JSTMndogya, the Bn'had£ra-

»yaka, &c, where pr&ia or life is represented as the object of

meditation, without any reference to the uktha or other portions

of the Mah&vrata ceremony. He enjoins that the meditation on
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the uktha as pr&*a should be continued till the desired result, the

identification of the worshipper with pr£«a, is realised, and that

it should afterwards be repeated until death, because otherwise the

impression might vanish, and the reward of becoming a god, and

going to the gods, be lost. Nor is the worship to be confined to the

time of the sacrifice, the Mahdvrata, only, but it has to be repeated

mentally during life. There are neither certain postures required for

it, nor certain times and places. At the time of death, however, he

who has become perfect in this meditation on uktha, as the emblem

ofprd«a, will have his reward. Up to a certain point his fate will be

the same as that of other people. The activity of the senses will

be absorbed in the mind, the activity of the mind in breath, breath

in the activity of life, life with breath in the five elements, fire, &c,

and these &ve elements will be absorbed up to their seed in the

Param&tman or Highest Self. This ends the old birth. But then

the subtile body, having been absorbed in the Highest Self, rises

again in the lotus of the heart, and passing out by the channel of

the head, reaches a ray of the sun, whether by day or by night,

and goes at the northern or southern course of the sun to the

road of Ar£is or light. That Ar£is, light, and other powers carry

him on, and led by these he reaches the Brahma-loka, where he

creates to himself every kind of enjoyment, according to his wish.

He may create for himself a material body and enjoy all sorts

of pleasures, as if in a state of waking, or he may, without 'such

a body, enjoy all pleasures in mind only, as if in a dream. And as

he creates these various bodies according to his wish, he creates

also living souls in each, endowed with the internal organs of

mind, and moves about in them, as he pleases, In fact this world

is the same for the devotee (yogin) and for the Highest Self,

except that creative power belongs truly to the latter only. At

last die devotee gains the highest knowledge, that of the Highest

Self in himself, and then, at the dissolution of the Brahma-loka,

he obtains complete freedom with Brahman.
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FOURTH ADHYAYA.

First Khajvda.

With this adhy&ya begins the real Upanishad, best known under

the name of the Aitareya-upanishad, and often separately edited,

commented on, and translated. If treated separately, what we
call the fourth adhydya of the second Aranyaka, becomes the first

adhy&ya of the Upanishad, sometimes also, by counting all adhy&yas

from the beginning of the Aitareya-draayaka, the ninth. The
divisions adopted by Sayana, who explains the Upanishad as part

of the Aranyaka, and by Sankara, who explains it independently,

vary, though S&yaoa states that he follows in his commentary on

the Upanishad the earlier commentary of <Sahkara. I have given

the divisions adopted by S&ya/za, and have marked those ofSankara's

by figures in parentheses, placed at the end of each paragraph.

The difference between this Upanishad and the three preceding

adhyayas is easily perceived. Hitherto the answer to the question,

Whence this world ? had been, From Pri«a, pHtaa meaning breath

and life, which was looked upon for a time as a sufficient explana-

tion of all that is. From a psychological point of view this pr&oa

is the conscious self (pragH&tman) ; in a more mythological form it

appears as Hinwyagarbha, ' the golden germ,
1 sometimes even as

Indra. It is one of the chief objects of the pr&iavidyi, or life-

knowledge, to show that the living principle in us is the same as

the living principle in the sun, and that by a recognition of their

identity and of the true nature of prawa, the devotee, or he who has

rightly meditated on pr&#a during his life, enters after death into

the world of Hira«yagarbha.

This is well expressed in the Kaushttaki-upanishad III, 2, where

Indra says to Pratardana :
' I am PrS«a ; meditate on me as the

conscious self (pra^fidtman), as life, as immortality. Life is pHbta,

praaa is life. Immortality is praoa, pr&*a is immortality. By
pr&ia he obtains immortality in the other world, by knowledge

(pra^fid) true conception. Pdbza is consciousness (pra^fli), con-

sciousness is pr&ia.'

This, however, though it may have satisfied the mind of the

Brahmans for a time, was not a final solution. That final solution

of the problem not simply of life, but of existence, is given in the

Upanishad which teaches that Atman, the Self, and not Pra>*a,

Life, is the last and only cause of everything. In some places this
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doctrine is laid down in all its simplicity. Our true self, it is said,

has its true being in the Highest Self only. In other passages,

however, and nearly in the whole of this Upanishad, this simple

doctrine is mixed up with much that is mythological, fanciful, and

absurd, arthav&da, as the commentators call it, but as it might

often be more truly called, anarthavdda, and it is only towards the

end that the identity of the self-conscious self with the Highest

Self or Brahman is clearly enuntiated.

Adoration to the Highest Self. Hari, Om

!

i. Verily, in the beginning 1 all this was Self, one

only ; there was nothing else blinking 2 whatsoever.

2. He thought :
' Shall I send forth worlds ?' (i)

He sent forth these worlds,

3. Ambhas (water), Marl^i (light), Mara (mortal),

and Ap (water).

4. That Ambhas (water) is above the heaven, and

it is heaven, the support. The Marliis (the lights) are

the sky. The Mara (mortal) is the earth, and the

waters under the earth are the Ap world 3
. (2)

1 Before the creation. Comm.
* Blinking, mishat, i. e. living ; cf. Rv. X, 190, 2, vlrvasya mishato

varf, the lord of all living. S&yaaa seems to take mishat as a

3rd pers. sing.

8 The names of the four worlds are peculiar. Ambhas means

water, and is the name given to the highest world, the waters above

the heaven, and heaven itself. Marfyfts are rays, here used as a

name of the sky, antariksha. Mara means dying, and the earth

is called so, because all creatures living there must die. Ap is

water, here explained as the waters under the earth. The usual

division of the world is threefold, earth, sky, and heaven. Here it

is fourfold, the fourth division being the water round the earth, or,

as the commentator says, under the earth. Ambhas was probably

intended for the highest heaven (dyaus), and was then explained

both as what is above the heaven and as heaven itself, the support.

If we translate, like Sankara and Colebrooke, 'the water is the

region above the heaven which heaven upholds/ we should lose

heaven altogether, yet heaven, as the third with sky and earth, is

essential in the Indian view of the world.
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5. He thought: 'There are these worlds; shall I

send forth guardians of the worlds ?

'

He then formed the Purusha (the person) 1
, taking

Tiim forth from the water a
. (3)

6. He brooded on him 8
, and when that person had

thus been brooded on, a mouth burst forth 4 like an

egg. From the mouth proceeded speech, from

speech Agni (fire)*.

Nostrils burst forth. From the nostrils pro-

ceeded scent (priiea) • from scent Viyu (air).

Eyes burst forth. From the eyes proceeded

sight, from sight Aditya (sun).

Ears burst forth. From the ears proceeded hear-

ing, from hearing the Dis (quarters of the world).

Skin burst forth. From the skin proceeded hairs

(sense of touch), from the hairs shrubs and trees.

The heart burst forth. From the heart proceeded

mind, from mind Aandramas (moon).

The navel burst forth. From the navel proceeded

the Apina (the down-breathing) 7
, from Apdna death.

1 Purusha ; an embodied being, Colebrooke ; a being of human
shape, R6er

; purush&k&ram vir£/pi//</am, S£ya*a.

* According to the commentator, from the five elements, begin-

ning with water. That person is meant for the Vir^.
8 Tap, as the commentator observes, does not mean here and in

similar passages to perform austerities (tapas), such as the Kn&Mra,
the AUndrdyaaa, &c, but to conceive and to will and to create by

mere will. I have translated it by brooding, though this expresses

a part only of the meaning expressed by tap.
4 Literally, was opened.

* Three things are always distinguished here—the place of each

sense, the instrument of the sense, and the presiding deity of the

sense.

* Prioa, i.e. ghr&iendriya, must be distinguished from the

prkia, the up-breathing, one of the five prfcjas, and likewise from
the pr&va as the principle of life.

7 The Ap&na, down-breathing, is generally one of the five vital airs
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The generative organ burst forth. From the

organ proceeded seed, from seed water. (4)

Second Khanda.

1. Those deities (devatA), Agni and the rest, after

they had been sent forth, fell into this great ocean \

Then he (the Self) besieged him, (the person)

with hunger and thirst.

2. The deities then (tormented by hunger and
thirst) spoke to him (the Self) : 'Allow us a place

in which we may rest and eat food 2/ (1)

He led a cow towards them (the deities). They
said :

' This is not enough/ He led a horse towards

them. They said :
' This is not enough/ (2)

He led man 8 towards them. Then they said :
' Well

done 4
, indeed/ Therefore man is well done.

3. He said to them :
' Enter, each according to

his place/ (3)

4. Then Agni (fire), having become speech, en-

tered the mouth. V&yu (air), having become scent,

entered the nostrils. Aditya (sun), having become

sight, entered the eyes. The Dis (regions), having

become hearing, entered the ears. The shrubs and

trees, having become hairs, entered the skin. Aan-
dramas (the moon), having become mind, entered

which are supposed to keep the body alive. In our place, however,

ap&na is deglutition and digestion, as we shall see in II, 4, 3, 10.

1 They fell back into that universal being from whence they had

sprang, die first created person, the Vu%. Or they fell into the

world, the last cause of which is ignorance,

* To eat food is explained to mean to perceive the objects which

correspond to the senses, presided over by the various deities.

* Here purusha is different from the first purusha, the universal

person. It can only be intended for intelligent man.
4 Sukrrta, weH done, virtue ; or, if taken for svakr/ta, self-made.
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the heart. Death, having become down-breathing,

entered the navel. The waters, having become

seed, entered the generative organ. (4)

5. Then Hunger and Thirst spoke to him (the

Self ) :
' Allow us two (a place)/ He said to them :

' I assign you to those very deities there, I make

you co-partners with them.' Therefore to whatever

deity an oblation is offered, hunger and thirst are

co-partners in it. (5)

Third Khajvda.

1. He thought :
* There are these worlds and the

guardians of the worlds. Let me send forth food

for them.' (1)

He brooded over the water 1
. From the water

thus brooded on, matter 2 (mfirti) was born. And
that matter which was born, that verily was

food 8
. (2)

2. When this food (the object matter) had thus

been sent forth, it wished to flee 4
, crying and turn-

ing away. He (the subject) tried to grasp it by
speech. He could not grasp it by speech. If he

had grasped it by speech, man would be satisfied by
naming food. (3)

He tried to grasp it by scent (breath). He could

not grasp it by scent. If he had grasped it by scent,

man would be satisfied by smelling food. (4)

He tried to grasp it by the eye. He could not

1 The water, as mentioned before, or the five elements.
9 Murti, for murtti, form, Colebrooke; a being of organised form,

Rtfer ; vrihiyav&dirupa* mushak&iirupa* iam(irti£, i.e. vegetable food

for men, animal food for cats, &c.

• Offered food, i. e. objects for the Devat& and the senses in

the body.
4 Atya^igh&wsat, atwayena hantua* gantum ai£££at. S&ya*a.
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grasp it by the eye. If he had grasped it by the

eye, man would be satisfied by seeing food. (5)

He tried to grasp it by the ear. He could not

grasp it by the ear. If he had grasped it by the ear,

man would be satisfied by hearing food. (6)

He tried to grasp it by the skin. He could not

grasp it by the skin. If he had grasped it by the

skin, man would be satisfied by touching food. (7)

He tried to grasp it by the mind. He could not

grasp it by the mind. If he had grasped it by the

mind, man would be satisfied by thinking food. (8)

He tried to grasp it by the generative organ.

He could not grasp it by the organ. If he had

grasped it by the organ, man would be satisfied by
sending forth food. (9)

He tried to grasp it by the down-breathing (the

breath which helps to swallow food through the

mouth and to carry it off through the rectum, the

pdyvindriya). He got it

3. Thus it is Vdyu (the getter *) who lays hold of

food, and the Vdyu is verily Anndyu (he who gives

life or who lives by food). (10)

4. He thought :
' How can all this be without me V

5. And then he thought :
' By what way shall I

get there a ?'

6. And then he thought :
' If speech names, if

scent smells, if the eye sees, if the ear hears, if the

skin feels, if the mind thinks, if the off-breathing

digests, if the organ sends forth, then what

am I?' (11)

1 An attempt to derive vdyu from vt, to get
* Or, by which of the two ways shall I get in, the one way being

from the top of the foot (cf. Ait ki. II, 1, 4, 1), the other from

the skull? Comm.

[3] *
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7. Then opening the suture of the skull, he got

in by that door.

8. That door is called the Vidmi (tearing asun-

der), the N&ndana (the place of bliss).

9. There are three dwelling-places for him, three

dreams ; this dwelling-place (the eye), this dwell-

ing-place (the throat), this dwelling-place (the

heart) 1
. (12)

10. When born (when the Highest Self had en-

tered the body) he looked through all things, in

order to see whether anything wished to proclaim

here another (Self). He saw this person only (him-

self) as the widely spread Brahman. 'I saw it/ thus

he said 2
; (13)

Therefore he was Idaww-dra (seeing this).

11. Being Idawdra by name, they call him Indra

mysteriously. For the Devas love mystery, yea,

they love mystery. (14)

1 Passages like this must always have required an oral interpreta-

tion, but it is by no means certain that the explanation given in

the commentaries represents really the old traditional interpretation.

S&ya/za explains the three dwelling-places as the right eye, in a state

of waking ; as the throat, in a state of dreaming ; as the heart, in a

state of profound sleep. £ahkara explains them as the right eye;

the inner mind, and the ether in the heart S&yaaa allows another

interpretation of the three dwelling-places being the body of the

father, the body of the mother, and one's own body. The three

dreams or sleeps he explains by waking, dreaming, and profound

sleep, and he remarks that waking too is called a dream as com-

pared with the true awakening, which is the knowledge of Brahman.

In the last sentence the speaker, when repeating three times ' this

dwelling-place,' is supposed to point to his right eye, the throat,

and the heart. This interpretation is supported by a passage in

the Brahma-upanishad, Netre ^garitaiw vidydt ka«Me svapnajg

samSdiret, sushupta/ft hr/dayasya tu.

2 In this passage, which is very obscure, 5ahkara fails us, either

because, as AnandagH&na says, he thought the text was too easy to

require any explanation, or because the writers of the MSS. left out
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FIFTH ADHYAYA.
First Khajvda.

1

.

Let the women who are with child move away 1
1

2. Verily, from the beginning he (the self) is in

man as a germ, which is called seed.

3. This (seed), which is strength gathered from

all the limbs of the body, he (the man) bears as self

in his self (body). When he commits the seed to

the woman, then he (the father) causes it to be

born. That is his first birth. (1)

4. That seed becomes the self of the woman, as

the passage. Ananda^Hdna explains: 'He looked through all

creatures, he identified himself with them, and thought he was

a man, blind, happy, &c; or, as it is elsewhere expressed, he

developed forms and names. And how did this mistake arise?

Because he did not see the other, the true Self; ' or literally, 'Did

he see the other Self?' which is only a figure of speech to convey

the meaning that he did not see it The particle in* is then to

be taken in a causal sense, (i.e. he did so, because what else could

he have wished to proclaim ?) But he allows another explanation,

viz. ' He considered all beings, whether they existed by themselves

or not, and after having considered, he arrived at the conclusion,

What shall I call different from the true Self?' The real difficulties,

however, are not removed by these explanations. First of all, we
expect vSvadisham before iti, and secondly* unless anyam refers to

alm&nam, we expect anyad. My own translation is literal, but

I am not certain that it conveys the true meaning. One might

understand it as implying that the Self looked about through all

things, in order to find out, ' What does wish to proclaim here

another Self?' And when he saw there was nothing which did

not come from himself, then he recognised that the Purusha, the

person he had sent forth, or, as we should say, the person he had

created, was the developed Brahman, was the Atman, was him-

self. Sayaoa explains vdvadishat by vadishyimi, but before iti the

third person cannot well refer to the subject of vyaikshat
1 Some MSS. begin this adhydya with the sentence apakr&-

mantu garbhwya^, may the women who are with child walk away I

It is counted as a paragraph.

R 2
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if one of her own limbs. Therefore it does not

injure her.

5. She nourishes • his (her husband's) self (the

son) within her. (2) She who nourishes, is to be

nourished.

6. The woman bears the germ. He (the father)

elevates the child even before the birth, and imme-

diately after *.

7. When he thus elevates the child both before

and after his birth, he really elevates his own self,

8. For the continuation of these worlds (men).

For thus are these worlds continued.

9. This is his second birth. (3)

10. He (the son), being his self, is then placed in

his stead for (the performance of) all good works.

11. But his other self (the father), having done

all he has to do, and having reached the full

measure of his life, departs.

12. And departing from hence he is born again.

That is his third birth.

13. And this has been declared by a Rtshi (Rv.

IV, 27, i): (4)

14. 'While dwelling in the womb, I discovered

all the births of these Devas. A hundred iron

strongholds kept me, but I escaped quickly down
like a falcon/

15. Vdmadeva, lying in the womb, has thus de-

clared this. (5)

And having this knowledge he stepped forth,

after this dissolution of the body, and having ob-

tained all his desires in that heavenly world, became
immortal, yea, he became immortal. (6)

x By nourishing the mother, and by performing certain cere-

monies both before and after the birth of a child.
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SIXTH ADHYAYA.
First Khajvda.

1. Let the women go back to their place.

2. Who is he whom 1 we meditate on as the Self?

Which 2
is the Self?

3. That by which we see (form), that by which

we hear (sound), that by which we perceive smells,

that by which we utter speech, that by which we
distinguish sweet and not sweet, (1) and what comes
from the heart and the mind, namely, perception,

command, understanding, knowledge, wisdom, seeing,

holding, thinking, considering, readiness (or suf-

fering), remembering, conceiving, willing, breathing,

loving, desiring?

4. No, all these are various names only of know-

ledge (the true Self). (2)

5. And that Self, consisting of (knowledge), is

Brahman (ni.) 8
, it is Indra, it is Pra^Lpati 4

. All

these Devas, these five great elements, earth, air,

ether, water, fire, these and those which are, as

it were, small and mixed 5
, and seeds of this kind

and that kind, born from eggs, born from the womb,
bora from heat, born from germs 6

, horses, cows,

men, elephants, and whatsoever breathes, whether

walking or flying, and what is immoveable—all that

is led (produced) by knowledge (the Self).

6. It rests on knowledge (the Self). The world

1 I read ko yam instead of ko 'yam.
2 Or, Which of the two, the real or the phenomenal, the nirapd-

dhika or sop&dhika ?

8 Hira?iyagarbha. Comm. 4 Vu%. Comm.
8 Serpents, &c, says the commentary.
• Cf. Kh. Up. VI, 3, 1, where the sveda^a, bom from heat or

perspiration, are not mentioned.
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is led (produced) by knowledge (the Self). Know-
ledge is its cause *.

7. Knowledge is Brahman. (3)

8. He (Vdmadeva), having by this conscious self

stepped forth from this world, and having obtained

all desires in that heavenly world, became immortal,

yea, he became immortal. Thus it is, Om. (4)

SEVENTH ADHYAYA*.

First Khanda.

1. My speech rests in the mind, my mind rests in

speech 8
. Appear to me (thou, the Highest Self)

!

You (speech and mind) are the two pins 4 (that hold

the wheels) of the Veda. May what I have learnt

not forsake me 6
. I join day and night with what I

have learnt 6
. I shall speak of the real, I shall speak

the true. May this protect me, may this protect

the teacher I May it protect me, may it protect the

teacher, yea, the teacher I

1 We have no words to distinguish between pra^fiS, state of

knowing, and pr^gHdna, act of knowing. Both are names of the

Highest Brahman, which is the beginning and end (pratish/M) of

everything that exists or seems to exist
1 This seventh adhy&ya contains a propitiatory prayer (j&ntikaro

mantra^). It is frequently left out in the MSS. which contain the

Aitareya-upanishad with 5ankara*s commentary, and Dr. R6er has

omitted it in his edition. S£ya#a explains it in his commentary on
the Aitareya-dnwyaka ; and in one MS. of Sankara's commentary
on the Aitareya-upanishad, which is in my possession, the seventh

adhy&ya is added with the commentary of M&dhav&m&tya, the

A^Bdp&laka of Vtrabukka-mahM^a.
8 The two depend on each other.
4 A*!, explained by the commentator as dnayanasamartha.
B Cf. Kh. Up. IV, 2, 5.

• I repeat it day and night so that I may not forget it.
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.

FIRST ADHYAYA.

First Khanda.

i. Next follows the Upanishad of the Sa*»hit4 a
.

2. The former half is the earth, the latter half

the heaven, their union the air 8
, thus says M&#dii-

keya ; their union is the ether, thus did M&kshavya
teach it.

3. That air is not considered 4 independent 6
,

therefore I do not agree with his (Marafaka's)

son.

4. Verily, the two are the same, therefore air is

1 This last portion of the Upanishad is found in the MS. dis-

covered by Dr. Biihler in Kashmir, and described by him in the

Journal of the Bombay Branch of the Royal Asiatic Society, 1877,

p. 36. I have collated it, so far as it was possible to read it,

many lines being either broken off altogether, or almost entirely

obliterated.

9 Sa/ffhita* is the sacred text in which all letters are closely

joined. The joining together of two letters is called their sa/»hit£

;

the first letter of a joined group the pftrvarfipa (n.), the second the

uttararfipa. For instance, in agnim i/e the m is p&rvarftpa, the

1 uttararfipa, and ml their samhita* or union.
8 As in worshipping the Salagrima stone, we really worship

Vishmi, so we ought to perceive the earth, the heaven, and the air

when we pronounce the first and the second letters of a group,

and that group itself.

4 Mene has here been taken as 3rd pers. sing. perf. passive. The

commentator, however, explains it as an active verb, nLr&tav&n.

5 Because it is included in the ether, not the ether in the air.

Comm.
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considered independent, thus says Agastya. For it

is the same, whether they say air or ether \

5. So far with reference to deities (mythologically) ;

now with reference to the body (physiologically)

:

6. The former half is speech, the latter half is

mind, their union breath (pr4«a), thus says •Sftravtra 2

M&ndukeya,.

7. But his eldest son said: The former half is

mind, the latter half speech. For we first conceive

with the mind indeed 3
, and then we utter with speech.

Therefore the former half is indeed mind, the latter

half speech, but their union is really breath.

8. Verily, it is the same with both, the father

(Md^ukeya) and the son 4
.

9. This (meditation as here described), joined 6

with mind, speech, and breath, is (like) a chariot

drawn by two horses and one horse between them

(prash/iv&hana).

10. And he who thus knows this union, becomes

united with offspring, cattle, fame, glory of coun-

tenance, and the world of Svarga. He lives his

full age.

1 1. Now all this comes from the M&a/ukeyas.

Second Khanda.

1. Next comes the meditation as taught by
.S&kalya.

1 Both views are tenable, for it is not the actual air and ether

which are meditated on, but their names, as declared and explained

in this peculiar act of worship. We should read £k£r&f£eti, a reading

confirmed both by the commentary and by the Kashmir MS.
1 The man among heroes. Comm.

.
8 The Kashmir MS. reads manasaiv&gre,
4 Both views are admissible. Comm.

I PraTfasawhita^, Kashmir MS,
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2. The first half is the earth, the second half

heaven, their uniting the rain, the uniter Par^anya \

3. And so it is when he (Par^anya) rains thus

strongly, without ceasing, day and night 2
,

4. Then they say also (in ordinary language),
4 Heaven and earth have come together/

5. So much with regard to the deities ; now with

regard to the body:

—

6. Every man is indeed like an egg 3
. There are

two halves 4 (of him), thus they say :
* This half is

the earth, that half heaven/ And there between

them is the ether (the space of the mouth), like the

ether between heaven and earth. In this ether there

(in the mouth) the breath is fixed, as in that other

ether the air is fixed. And as there are those three

luminaries (in heaven), there are these three lumi-

naries in man.

7. As there is that sun in heaven, there is this

eye in the head. As there is that lightning in the

sky, there is this heart in the body ; as there is that

fire on earth, there is this seed in the member.

8. Having thus represented the self (body) as

the whole world, .S&kalya said: This half is the

earth, that half heaven.

9. He who thus knows this union, becomes

united with offspring, cattle, fame, glory of coun-

1 If i is followed by a, the i is changed to y, and both are united

as ya. Here a is the cause which changes i into y. Thus Par-

^anya, the god of rain, is the cause which unites earth and heaven

into rain. Comm.
* When it rains incessantly, heaven and earth seem to be one in

rain.

8 Andam, a»fesadri>am. Comm.
4 The one half from the feet to the lower jaw, the other half

from the upper jaw to the skull. Comm.
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tenance, and the world of Svarga. He lives his full

age.

Third Khanda 1
.

1. Next come the reciters of the Nirbhu^a 2
.

2. Nirbhufa abides on earth, Fratrinna. in heaven,

the Ubhayamantare#a in the sky.

3. Now, if any one should chide him who recites

the Nirbhuga, let him answer :
' Thou art fallen from

the two lower places 3/ If any one should chide

him who recites the Prat/?7*#a, let him answer:
' Thou art fallen from the two higher places V But

he who recites the Ubhayamantare#a, there is no

chiding him.

4. For when he turns out the Sandhi (the union

of words), that is the form of Nirbhu^a 6
; and when

he pronounces two syllables pure (without modifica-

tion), that is the form of VraXrinna. 6
. This comes

1
Cf. Rig-veda-prStudkhya, ed. Max Mtlller, p. iii, and Nach-

trage, p. ii.

2 Nirbhii£a(n) is the recitation of the Veda without intervals,

therefore the same as Sa#zhit&. Pratri««a is the recitation of each

word by itself (pada-pSMa) ; Ubhayamantare«a, the between the

two, is the intertwining of Sa/rchit£ and Pada-p&/Aa, the so-called

Krama-p&/&a. By reciting the Sa#zhit4 inattentively, one may use

forms which belong to the Pada-text ; and by reciting the Pada in-

attentively, one may use forms which belong to the SaflihiUt-text.

But in reciting the Krama both the Sa#?bit& and Pada forms are

used together, and therefore mistakes are less likely to happen.
8 From earth and sky. Cf. Kh. Up. II, 22, 3.
4 From the sky and from heaven.
5 Nirbhu^a may mean without arms, as if the arms of the

words were taken away, or with two arms stretched out, the two

words forming, as it were, two arms to one body.
6 PratriVwia means cut asunder, every word being separated from

the others.
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first 1
. By the Ubhayamantara (what is between

the two) both are fulfilled (both the sandhi and the

pada).

5. Let him who wishes for proper food say the

Nirbhu^a ; let him who wishes for Svarga, say the

Pratrm^a ; let him who wishes for both say the

Ubhayamantare#a.

6. Now if another man (an enemy) should chide

him who says the Nirbhu^a, let him say to him :

1 Thou hast offended the earth, the deity; the earth,

the deity, will strike thee.'

If another man should chide him who says the

Pratrama, let him say to him :
' Thou hast offended

heaven, the deity; heaven, the deity, will strike

thee/

If another man should chide him who says the

Ubhayamantare/sa, let him say to him :
' Thou hast

offended the sky, the deity; the sky, the deity, will

strike thee/

7. And whatever the reciter shall say to one who
speaks to him or does not speak to him, depend

upon it, it will come to pass.

8. But to a Br4hma«a let him not say anything

except what is auspicious.

9. Only he may curse a Br&hma#a in excessive

wealth 2
.

io. Nay, not even in excessive wealth should he

curse a Br&hma#a, but he should say, ' I bow before

Br£hma«as/—thus says .Sttravtra M£#afakeya.

1 The words were first each separate, before they were united

according to the laws of Sandhi.
1 He may curse him, if he is exceeding rich ; or he may wish

him the curse of excessive wealth ; or he may curse him, if some-

thing great depends on it.
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Fourth Khanda.

1. Next follow the imprecations 1
.

2. Let him know that breath * is the beam (on

which the whole house of the body rests).

3. If any one (a Br£hma#a or another man)

should chide him, who by meditation has become that

breath as beam 3
, then, if he thinks himself strong,

he says :
' I grasped the breath, the beam, well

;

thou dost not prevail against me who have grasped

the breath as the beam.' Let him say to him:
1

Breath, the beam, will forsake thee.'

4. But if he thinks himself not strong, let him

say to him: .'Thou couldst not grasp him who
wishes to grasp the breath as the beam. Breath,

the beam, will forsake thee/

5. And whatever the reciter shall say to one who
speaks to him or does not speak to him, depend

upon it, it will come to pass. But to a Br4hma#a

let him not say anything except what is auspicious.

Only he may curse a Br£hma#a in excessive wealth.

Nay, not even in excessive wealth should he curse a

Br£hma#a, but he should say, 'I bow before Br&h-

ma#as/—thus says .Sttravlra M4#dfakeya.

1 The commentator explains anuvy&h&ra, not as imprecations,

but as referring to those who teach or use the imprecations, such

imprecations being necessary to guard against the loss of the

benefits accruing from the meditation and worship here described

;

such teachers say what follows.
2 Breath, the union of mind and speech, as explained before.

This is the opinion of Sthavira .Slkalya, cf. Ill, 2, 1, 1.

8 If he should tell him that he did not meditate on breath

properly.
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Fifth Khazvda.

1. Now those who repeat the Nirbhu^a say:

2. ' The former half 1 is the first syllable, the latter

half the second syllable, and the space between the

first and second halves is the Sawhiti (union)/

3. He who thus knows this Sawhiti (union), be-

comes united with offspring, cattle, fame, glory of

countenance, and the world of Svarga. He lives

his full age.

4. Now Hrasva M&ndtikeya, says :
' We reciters

of Nirbhu^a say, " Yes, the former half is the first

syllable, and the latter half the second syllable, but

the Sawhiti is the space between the first and

second halves in so far as by it one turns out the

union (sandhi), and knows what is the accent and

what is not 2
, and distinguishes what is the mora

and what is not."

'

5. He who thus knows this Sa*»hit& (union), be-

comes united with offspring, cattle, fame, glory of

countenance, and the world of Svarga, He lives

his full age.

6. Now his middle son, the child of his mother

Pr&tibodht 8
, says :

* One pronounces these two syl-

lables letter by letter, without entirely separating

1 As spoken of before, III, 1, 1,1.
1 In agnim t/e, i/e by itself has no accent, but as joined by

sandhi with . agnim, its first syllable becomes svarita, its second

pra&ta. In tava it, the vowel i is a short mora or m£tr& ; but

if joined with va, it vanishes, and becomes long e, tavet. .Comm.
* Pratibodhiputra, the son of Pr&tfbodhi, she being probably one

out of several wives of Hrasva. Another instance of this metro-

nymic nomenclature occurred in Kn'shwa Devak^putra, Kh. Up.

Ill, 7, 6. The Kashmir MS. reads Pratfbodht, but Pratibodha is

a recognised name in Ga#a Vidadi, and the right reading is

probably Pr&tibodhf. The same MS. leaves out putra &ha.
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them, and without entirely uniting them '. Then
that mora between the first and second halves, which

indicates the union, that is the SAman (evenness,

sliding). I therefore hold S&man only to be the

Sawhiti (union).

7. This has also been declared by a Rishi (Rv.

II, 23, 16):—
8. 'O Brzhaspati, they know nothing higher than

SAman.'

9. He who thus knows this Sawhiti (union), be-

comes united with offspring, cattle, fame, glory of

countenance, and the world of Svarga. He lives

his full age.

Sixth Khayda.

1. T&rukshya 2 said: ' TheSawhiti(union) is formed

by means of the Brehat and Rathantara 3 S&mans/

2. Verily, the Rathantara S&man is speech, the

Pnhat S&man is breath. By both, by speech and

breath, the Sawhiti is formed 4
.

3. For this Upanishad (for acquiring from his

teacher the knowledge of this Sawhitd of speech

and breath) T&rukshya guards (his teachers) cows

a whole year.

4. For it alone T&rukshya guards the cows a

whole year.

1 So that the 6 in tavet should neither be one letter e, nor two

letters a+i, but something between the two, enabling us to hear

a+i in the pronunciation of 6.

9 The Kashmir MS. reads T&rkshya, a name used before as the

title of a hymn (Ait. Ar. I, 5, 2, 8). Here TSrukshya seems prefer-

able, see F&n. IV, 1, 105.
8 See Ait. Ar.'I, 4, 2, 1-4.
4 These two, the Bnhat and Rathantara, are required for the

Przsh/Aastotra in the Agnish/oma, and they are to remind the wor-

shipper that speech and breath are required for all actions.
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5. This has also been declared by a Rtshi (Rv.

X, 181, 1; and Rv. X, 181, 2) :—
6. * Vasish/^a carried hither the Rathantara

;

'Bharadv^a brought hither the Brthat of Agni.'

7. He who thus knows this Sawhiti (union), be-

comes united with offspring, cattle, fame, glory of

countenance, and the world of Svarga. He lives

his full age.

8. Kau/sMaravya said :
' Speech is united with

breath, breath with the blowing air, the blowing air

with the VLrvedevas, the VLrvedevas with the hea-

venly world, the heavenly world with Brahman.

That SawhitA is called the gradual Sawhiti.'

9. He who knows this gradual Sawhiti (union),

becomes united with offspring, cattle, fame, glory of

countenance, and the world of Svarga, in exactly the

same manner as this Sawhiti, i.e. gradually.

10. If that worshipper,whether for his own sake or

for that of another, recites (the Sawhiti), let him know
when he is going to recite, that this Sawhitd went up

to heaven, and that it will be even so with those who
by knowing it become Devas. May it always be so

!

11. He who thus knows this Sawhiti (union), be-

comes united with offspring, cattle, fame, glory of

countenance, and the world of Svarga. He lives

his full age.

12. PafL&la^a/a/a said: ' The Sawhitd (union,

composition) is speech.'

13. Verily, by speech the Vedas, by speech the

metres are composed. Friends unite through speech,

all beings unite through speech ; therefore speech is

everything here 1
,

1 Everything can be obtained by speech in this life and in the

next. Comm.
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14. With regard to this (view of speech being

more than breath), it should be borne in mind that

when we thus repeat (the Veda) or speak, breath is

(absorbed) in speech; speech swallows breath. And
when we are silent or sleep, speech is (absorbed) in

breath; breath swallows speech. The two swallow

each other. Verily, speech is the mother, breath

the son.

15. This has been declared also by a Hzshi (Rv.

X, 114, 4):—
16. ' There is one bird; (as wind) he has entered

the sky; (as breath or living soul) he saw this whole

world. With my ripe mind I saw him close to me
(in the heart) ; the mother (licks or) absorbs him

(breath), and he absorbs the mother (speech)/

17. He who thus knows this Sa/whiti (union),

becomes united with offspring, cattle, fame, glory of

countenance, and the world of Svarga. He lives his

full age.

18. Next follows the Pra^&pati-Sawhiti.

19. The former half is the wife, the latter half

the man ; the result of their union the son ; the act

of their union the begetting ; that Sawhiti is Aditi

(indestructible).

20. For Aditi (indestructible) is all this whatever

there is, father, mother, son, and begetting.

21. This has also been declared by a Rtshi (Rv.

I, 189, 10):—
22. 'Aditi is mother, is father, is son/

23. He who thus knows this Sawhiti (union),

becomes united with offspring, cattle, fame, glory of

countenance, and the world of Svarga, He lives

his full age.
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SECOND ADHYAYA 1
.

First Khanda.

1. Sthavira •Sdkalya said that breath is the beam 3
,

and as the other beams rest on the house-beam, thus

the eye, the ear, the mind, the speech, the senses,

the body, the whole self rests on this 3 breath.

2. Of that self the breathing is like the sibilants,

the bones like the mutes, the marrow like the

vowels, and the fourth part, flesh, blood, and the

rest, like the semivowels 4
,—so said Hrasva M&ndb-

keya.

3. To us it was said to be a triad only 5
.

4. Of that triad, viz. bones, marrow, and joints,

there are 360 (parts) on this side (the right), and 360

on that side (the left). They make 720 together,

and 720 6 are the days and nights of the year. Thus
that self which consists of sight, hearing, metre,

mind, and speech is like unto the days.

5. He who thus knows this self, which consists of

sight, hearing, metre, mind, and speech, as like unto

the days, obtains union, likeness, or nearness with

the days, has sons and cattle, and lives his full age.

1 In the first adhy&ya meditations suggested by sawhita, pada,

and krama have been discussed. Now follow meditations sug-

gested by certain classes of letters.

• Ait. Ar. III,i,4.

* The Kashmir MS. reads etasmin prdae. The self here is

meant for the body, and yet it seems to be different from jarira.

4 The Kashmir MS. writes antastha without visarga, while it is

otherwise most careful in writing all sibilants.

6 S&kalya, as we saw, told his disciples that there were three

classes only, not four. Comm. The Kashmir MS. reads traya/n

tv eva na ityetat proktam.
6 The Kashmir MS. reads sapta vimsztis fa ratani,

[3] s
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Second Khanda.

1. Next comes Kaim/^aravya

:

2. There are 360 syllables (vowels), 360 sibilants

(consonants), 360 groups.

3. What we called syllables are the days, what
we called sibilants are the nights, what we called

groups are the junctions of days and nights. So far

with regard to the gods (the days),

4. Now with regard to the body. The syllables

which we explained mythologically, are physiologi-

cally the bones; the sibilants which we explained

mythologically, are physiologically the marrow.

5. Marrow is the real breath (life), for marrow is

seed, and without breath (life) seed is not sown. Or
when it is sown without breath (life), it will decay, it

will not grow.

6. The groups which we explained mythologically,

are physiologically the joints.

7. Of that triad, viz. bones, marrow, and joints,

there are 540 (parts) on this side (the right), and

540 on that side (the left). They make 1080 to-

gether, and 1080 are the rays of the sun. They
make the Brzhati verses and the day (of the Ma-
hivrata) \

8. Thus that self which consists of sight, hearing,

metre, mind, and speech is like unto the syllables.

9. He who knows this self which consists of

sight, hearing, metre, mind, and speech, as like unto

syllables, obtains union, likeness, or nearness with

the syllables, has sons and cattle, and lives his full

age.

1 There are in the Mahivrata eighty tristichs of Brihatfs, and as

each Bnhatf is decreed to consist of thirty-six syllables, ten would

give 360 syllables, and three times ten, 1080. Comm.
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Third Kuanda.

1. B&dhva 1 says, there are four persons (to be

meditated on and worshipped).

2. The person of the body, the person of the

metres, the person of the Veda, and the Great

person.

3. What we call the person of the body is this

corporeal self. Its essence is the incorporeal con-

scious self.

4. What we call the person of the metres is this

collection of letters (the Veda). Its essence is the

vowel a.

5. What we call the person of the Veda is (the

mind) by which we know the Vedas, the -/?zg-veda,

Ya^ur-veda, and S&ma-veda. Its essence is Brah-

man 3 (m.)

6. Therefore let one chose a Brahman-priest who
is full of Brahman (the Veda), and is able to see any

flaw in the sacrifice.

7. What we call the Great person is the year,

which causes some beings to fall together, and causes

others to grow up. Its essence is yonder sun.

8. One should know that the incorporeal con-

scious self and yonder sun are both one and the

same. Therefore the sun appears to every man
singly (and differently).

9. This has also been declared by a JZishi (Rv.

I, 115, 1):—
10. ' The bright face of the gods arose, the eye of

Mitra, Varu«a, and Agni; it filled heaven and earth

1 Instead of B&dhya, the commentary and the Kashmir MS, read

BSdhva.

* Hiraayagarbha, with whom he who knows the Veda becomes

identified. Comm.
S 2
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and the sky,—the sun is the self of all that rests

and moves/

ii. 'This I think to be the regular Sawhitd as

conceived by me/ thus said B&dhva.

12. For the Bahwrias consider him (the self)

in the great hymn (mahad uktha), the Adhvaryus in

the sacrificial fire, the -Oandogas in the Mah&vrata

ceremony. Him they see in this earth, in heaven,

in the air, in the ether, in the water, in herbs, in

trees, in the moon, in the stars, in all beings. Him
alone they call Brahman.

13. That self which consists of sight, hearing,

metre, mind, and speech is like unto the year.

14. He who recites to another that self which

consists of sight, hearing, metre, mind, and speech,

and is like unto the year,

Fourth Khanda.

1. To him the Vedas yield no more milk, he has

no luck in what he has learnt (from his Guru) ; he

does not know the path of virtue.

2. This has also been declared by a Htshi (Rv.

X, 71, 6) :—

3. 'He who has forsaken the friend (the Veda),

that knows his friends, in his speech there is no luck.

Though he hears, he hears in vain, for he does not

know the path of virtue/

4. Here it is clearly said that he has no luck in

what he has learnt, and that he does not know the

path of virtue.

5. Therefore let no *one who knows this, lay the

sacrificial fire (belonging to the Mah&vrata) for an-

other, let him not sing the S&mans of the Mahdvrata
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1

for another, let him not recite the .Sastras of that

day for. another.

6. However, let him willingly do this for a father

or for an A>£&rya; for that is done really for

himself.

7. We have said that the incorporeal conscious

self and the sun are one \ When these two become
separated 2

, the sun is seen as if it were the moon 3
;

no rays spring from it ; the sky is red like madder

;

the patient cannot retain the wind, his head smells

bad like a raven's nest :—let him know then that his

self (in the body) is gone, and that he will not live

very long 4
.

8. Then whatever he thinks he has to do, let

him do it, and let him recite the following hymns

:

Yad anti ya£ £a dtirake (Rv. IX, 67, 21-27) ; Ad it

pratnasya retasa^ (Rv. VIII, 6, 30); Yatra brahm&

pavam&na (Rv. IX, 113, 6-1 1); Ud vayaw tamasas

pari (Rv. I, 50, 10).

9. Next, when the sun is seen pierced, and seems

like the nave of a cart-wheel, when he sees his own
shadow pierced, let him know then that it is so (as

stated before, i. e. that he is going to die soon).

10. Next, when he sees himself in a mirror or in

the water with a crooked head, or without a head 6
, or

when his pupils are seen inverted • or not straight,

let him know then that it is so.

1 Ait Ar. Ill, a, 3, 8.

1 This separation of the self of the sun and the conscious self

within us is taken as a sign of approaching death, and therefore

a number of premonitory symptoms are considered in this place.

8
r}\ios iMipxKi&fa Xen. Hist. gr. 4, 3, 10.

4 The Kashmir MS. reads ^ivayishyati.

5 The Kashmir MS. reads ^hmarirasajp vlrartram fitmfinam.

• A white pupil in a black eye-ball. Comm.
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ii. Next, let him cover his eyes and watch, then

threads are seen as if falling together l
. But if he

does not see them, let him know then that it is so.

12. Next, let him cover his ears and listen, and
there will be a sound as if of a burning fire or of a
carriage 2

. But if he does not hear it, let him know
then that it is so.

13. Next, when fire looks blue like the neck of a
peacock 3

, or when he sees lightning in a cloudless

sky, or no lightning in a clouded sky, or when he

sees as it were bright rays in a dark cloud, let

him know then that it is so.

14. Next, when he sees the ground as if it were

burning, let him know that it is so.

15. These are the visible signs (from 7-14).

16. Next come the dreams*.

17. If he sees a black man with black teeth, and

that man kills him; or a boar kills him; a monkey
jumps on 5 him; the wind carries him along quickly;

having swallowed gold he spits it out 6
; he eats

honey; he chews stalks ; he carries a red lotus ; he

drives with asses and boars ; wearing a wreath of

red flowers (naladas) he drives a black cow with

a black calf, facing the south 7
,

18. If a man sees any one of these (dreams), let

1 The Kashmir MS. reads ba/irakdm sampatantfva.

* See Kh. Up. Ill, 13, 8. The Kashmir MS. and the com-
mentary give the words rathasyevopabdis, which are left out in the

printed text.

8 The Kashmir MS. reads mayuragrfvS ameghe.
4 The Kashmir MS. reads svapnaA.
6 The Kashmir MS. reads dskandati.
6 The Kashmir MS. reads avagirati.

7 The commentator separates the last dream, so as to bring

their number to ten.
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him fast, and cook a pot of milk, sacrifice it, accom-

panying each oblation with a verse of the R&trl

hymn (Rv. X, 127), and then, after having fed the

Br&hma#as, with other food (prepared at his house)

eat himself the (rest of the) oblation.

19. Let him know that the person within all

beings, not heard here \ not reached, not thought,

not subdued, not seen, not understood, not classed,

but hearing, thinking, seeing, classing, sounding,

understanding, knowing, is his Self.

Fifth Khanda 2
.

1. Now next the Upanishad of the whole speech.

True all these are Upanishads of the whole speech,

but this they call so (chiefly).

2. The mute consonants represent the earth, the

sibilants the sky, the vowels heaven.

The mute consonants represent Agni (fire), the

sibilants air, the vowels the sun.

The mute consonants represent the i?*g-veda, the

sibilants the Yafur-veda, the vowels the Sima-veda.

The mute consonants represent the eye, the sibi-

lants the ear, the vowels the mind.

The mute consonants represent the up-breathing,

the sibilants the down-breathing, the vowels the

back-breathing.

3. Next comes this divine lute (the human body,

made by the gods). The lute made by man is an

imitation of it.

4. As there is a head of this, so there is a bead

of that (lute, made by man). As there is a stomach

1 The Kashmir MS. reads sa yataj xruto.

2 After having inserted the preceding chapter on omina and

the concluding paragraph on the highest knowledge, he now
returns to the meditation on the letters.
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of this, so there is the cavity 1 (in the board) of that.

As there is a tongue of this, so there is a tongue 2

in that. As there are fingers of this, so there are

strings of that 8
. As there are vowels of this, so

there are tones of that. As there are consonants

of this, so there are touches of that As this is

endowed with sound and firmly strung, so that is

endowed with sound and firmly strung. As this

is covered with a hairy skin, so that is covered with

a hairy skin.

5. Verily, in former times they covered a lute with

a hairy skin.

6. He who knows this lute made by the Devas

(and meditates on it), is willingly listened to, his

glory fills the earth, and wherever they speak Aryan

languages, there they know him.

7. Next follows the verse, called v&grasa, the es-

sence of speech. When a man reciting or speaking in

an assembly does not please, let him say this verse :

8. ' May the queen of all speech, who is covered,

as it were, by the lips, surrounded by teeth, as if

by spears, who is a thunderbolt, help me to speak

well/ This is the vdgrasa, the essence of speech.

Sixth Kha^da,

1.. Next Krishna-H&rita *' confided this Br£hma#a 5

concerning speech to him (his pupil)

:

1 The Kashmir MS. reads udara evam, &c.
9 Vadanam, what makes the instrument speak, hastena. Comm.
8 Here the order is inverted in the text.

4 One of the sons of Harita, who was dark. Comm.
6 Brdhmawa, in the sense of Upanishad, this secret doctrine or

explanation. It forms an appendix, like the svish/akrs't at the end

of a sacrifice. ' Iva,' which the commentator explains as restrictive

or useless, may mean, something like a Brdhmawa.
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2. Pra^&pati, the year, after having sent forth all

creatures, burst. He put himself together again by
means of ^Aandas (Vedas). Because he put himself

together again by means of >&&andas, therefore (the

text of the Veda) is called Sazwhitd (put together).

3. Of that SawhitA the letter n is the strength,

the letter sh the breath and self (&tman).

4. He who knows the Rik verses and the letters

n and sh for every Sawhitd, he knows the Sawhitd

with strength and breath. Let him know that this

is the life of the Sawhitd.

5. If the pupil asks, ' Shall I say it with the

letter n or without it ?
' let the teacher say, 'With

the letter n! And if he asks, ' Shall I say it with

the letter sh or without it ?' let the teacher say,

'With the letter sh 1/

6. Hrasva M&#dfakeya said :
' If we here recite

the verses according to the Sawhitd (attending to

the necessary changes of n and s into n and sh 2
),

and if we say the adhy&ya of M£#afakeya (Ait. Ar.

Ill, 1), then the letters n and sh (strength and

breath) have by this been obtained for us/

7. Sthavira *SSkalya said: ' If we recite the verses

according to the Sazwhitd, and if we say the adhydya

of M&#dtokeya, then the letters n and sh have by

this been obtained for us/

8. Here the 7?/shis, the Kdvasheyas 8
, knowing

1 The letters n and sh refer most likely to the rules of watva and

shatva, i. e. the changing of n and s into n and sh.

* If we know whenever n and s should be changed to n and sh

in the Saftihita*.

* The Kdvasheyas said that, after they had arrived at the highest

knowledge of Brahman (through the various forms of meditation

and worship that lead to it and that have been described in the

Upanishad) no further meditation and no further sacrifice could be
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this, said: 'Why should we repeat (the Veda),

why should we sacrifice ? We offer as a sacrifice

breath in speech, or speech in breath. What is

the beginning (of one), that is the end (of the

other).'

9. Let no one tell these Sawhitds (Ait. An III, 1-

III, 2) to one who is not a resident pupil, who has

not been with his teacher at least one year, and who
is not himself to become an instructor 1

. Thus say

the teachers, yea, thus say the teachers.

required. Instead of the morning and evening stoma they offer

.

breath in speech, whenever they speak, or speech in breath, when

they are silent or asleep. When speech begins, breathing ceases;

when breathing begins, speech ceases.
1 The strict prohibition uttered at the end of the third JLraayaka,

not to divulge a knowledge of the SawhitaMipanishad (Ait. Ar.

Ill, 1-2), as here explained, is peculiar. It would have seemed

self-evident that, like the rest of the jruti or sacred literature, the

Ara«yaka too, and every portion of it, could have been learnt from

the mouth of a teacher only, and according to rule (niyamena), i. e.

by a pupil performing all the duties of a student (brahma^ann 2
),

so that no one except a regular pupil (antevisin) could possibly

gain access to it. Nor can there be any doubt that we ought

to take the words asafgvatsarav&sin and apravaktr* as limitations,

and to translate, ' Let no one tell these Samhit&s to any pupil who
has not at least been a year with his master, and who does not

mean to become a teacher in turn/

That this is the right view is confirmed by similar injunctions

given at the end of the fifth Ara«yaka. Here we have first some

rules as to who is qualified to recite the Mahdvrata. No one is

permitted to do so, who has not passed through the Dikshi, the

initiation for the Agnish/oma. If the MaMvrata is performed as a

Sattra, the sacrificer is a Hoirt priest, and he naturally has passed

through that ceremony. But if the Mah&vrata is performed as an

Ekdha or Ahfna ceremony, anybody might be the sacrificer, and

therefore it was necessary to say that no one who is adikshita, un-

initiated, should recite it for another person ; nor should he do so,

* Apastamba-sutras, translated by Btthler, p. 18.
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when the Mahdvrata is performed without (or with) an altar, or if it

does not last one year. In saying, however, that one should not

recite the MaMvrata for another person, parents and teachers are

not to be understood as included, because what is done for them,

is done for ourselves.

After these restrictions as to the recitation of the Mahivrata,

follow other restrictions as to the teaching of it, and here we read,

as at the end of the Upanishad :

4. ' Let no one teach this day, the Mahivrata, to one who is

not a regular pupil (antev&sin), and has been so for one year, cer-

tainly not to one who has not been so for one year; nor to one who
is not a brahma££rin and does not study the same Veda 1

, certainly

not to one who does not study the same Veda ; nor to one who
does not come to him.

5. ' Let the teaching not be more than saying it once or twice,

twice only.

6. ' One man should tell it to one man, so says G$tukar»ya.

7. ' Not to a child, nor to a man in his third stage of life.

8. ' The teacher and pupil should not stand, nor walk, nor lie

down, nor sit on a couch; but they should both sit on the

ground.

9. 'The pupil should not lean backward while learning, nor

lean forward. He should not be covered with too much clothing,

nor assume the postures of a devotee, but without using any of the

apparel of a devotee, simply elevate his knees. Nor should he

learn, when he has eaten flesh, when he has seen blood, or a

corpse, or when he has done an unlawful thing 2
; when he has

anointed his eyes, oiled or rubbed his body, when he has been

shaved or bathed, put colour on, or ornamented himself with flower-

wreaths, when he has been writing or effacing his writing 8
.

10. 'Nor should he finish the reading in one day, so says G&tu-

karwya, while according to Galava, he should finish it in one day.

Agnivejyayana holds that he should finish all before the Tr*ka\ritis
4
,

and then rest in another place finishing it.

n. 'And in the place where he reads this, he should not read

1 See Gautama-sutras XIV, 21, and Buhler's note.

2 N&vratyam akramya is explained by the commentator by

u£Mish/$dyakrama#a.
8 This, if rightly translated, would seem to be the earliest mention

of actual writing in Sanskrit literature.

4 See Ait Ar. I, 4, 3, 1-4.
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anything else, though he may read this (the Mahavrata) where he

has read something else.

12. 'No one should bathe and become a sn&taka 1 who does not

read this. Even if he has read many other things, he should not

become a sn&taka if he has not read this.

13. ' Nor should he forget it, and even if he should forget any-

thing else, he should not forget this.

1 4. ' No, he should never forget this.

15. 'If he does not forget this, it will be enough for himself (or

for acquiring a knowledge of the Self).

16. 'It is enough, let him know this to be true.

17. 'Let him who knows this not communicate, nor dine, nor

amuse himself with any one who does not know it/

Then follow some more rules as to the reading of the Veda in

general

:

18. 'When the old water that stood round the roots of trees is

dried up (after about the month of Pausha, January to February 8
) he

should not read ; nor (at any time) in the morning or in the after-

noon, when the shadows meet (he should begin at sunrise so soon

as the shadows divide, and end in the evening before they fall to-

gether). Nor should he read 8 when a cloud has risen ; and when

there is an unseasonable rain (after the months of .Srava/xa and Bh£-

drapada, August and September 4
) he should stop his Vedic reading

for three nights. Nor should he at that time tell stories, not even

during the night, nor should he glory in his knowledge.

19. ' This (the Veda thus learnt and studied) is the name of that

Great Being; and he who thus knows the name efthat Great Being,

he becomes Brahman, yea, he becomes Brahman/

1 Apastamba-sutras, translated by Btthler, p. 92 (I, 2, 30, 4).
2 Apastamba-sfitras, translated by Btihler, p. 33 (I, 3, 9, 2).
8 Apastamba-sfttras, translated by Btihler, p. 44 (1, 3, 11, 31).
4 Apastamba-sutras, translated by Btthler, p. 33 (I, 3, 9, 1).
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KAUSHtTAKI-UPANISHAD.

First AdhyAya,

i. A'itra GcLirgy&yani 1
, forsooth, wishing to per-

form a sacrifice, chose Aruwi (Udd&laka 2
, to be his

chief priest). But Aruwi sent his son, .Svetaketu,

and said :
' Perform the sacrifice for him/ When

Svetaketu 3 had arrived, Altra asked him: 'Son of

Gautama 4
, is there a hidden place in the world*

where you are able to place me, or is it the other

way, and are you going to place me in the world

to which ft (that other way) leads 6 ?

'

1 It is difficult to determine whether ifitra's name was G&ngyd-

yani or Gdrgydya^i. Professor Weber adopted first Gdrgyiyam

(Indische Studien I, p. 395), afterwards Gdngyiyani (ibid. II, 395).

Professor Cowell adopts G&ngy&yani, but he tells us that the Telugu

MS. reads G£rgy£yam throughout, and the other MSS. B, C do so

occasionally. The commentator explains G4hgy£yani as the

descendant (yuvdpatyam) of G&ngya. I confess a preference for

G&rgy&ya»i, because both Gangd and G&hgya are names of rare

occurrence in ancient Vedic literature, but I admit that for that

very reason the transition of G&ngy£yani into G£rgy&ya«i is perhaps

more intelligible than that of G£rgy£yam into G£ngydyani.

* Cf. Kh. Up. V, 11, 2 ; Brih. Ar. VI, 2, 1.

• Cf. Kh. Up. V, 3 ; VI, 1. * BnU Ar. VI, 2, 4.
B The question put by iTitra ta .Svetaketu is very obscure, and

was probably from the first intended to be obscure in its very

wording. What iKtra wished to ask we can gather from other

passages in the Upanishads, where we see another royal sage, Pra-

v&ha«a Gaivali (Kh. Up. V, 3 ; Brih. Ar. VI, 2), enlightening Sveta-

ketu on the future life. That future life is reached by two roads;
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He answered and said :
' I do not know this.

But, let me ask the master.' Having approached

his father, he asked :
' Thus has Altra asked me

;

how shall I answer ?
*

one, the Devapatha, leading to the world of Brahman (the con-

ditioned), beyond which there lies one other stage only, represented

by knowledge of and identity with the unconditioned Brahman

;

the other leading to the world of the fathers, and from thence,

after the reward of good works has been consumed, back to a

new round of mundane existence. There is a third road for

creatures which live and die, worms, insects, and creeping things,

but they are of little consequence. Now it is quite clear that the

knowledge which king Altra possesses, and which «Svetaketu does

not possess, is that of the two roads after death, sometimes called

the right and the left, or the southern and northern roads. These

roads are fully described in the ATAindogya-upanishad and in the

Br*had-£ra»yaka, with certain variations, yet on the whole with the

same purpose. The northern or left road, called also the path of

the Devas, passes on from light and day to the bright half of the

moon ; the southern or right road, called also the path of the

fathers, passes on from smoke and night to the dark half of the

moon. Both roads therefore meet in the moon, but diverge after-

wards. While the northern road passes by the six months when
the sun moves towards the north, through the sun, (moon,) and the

lightning to the world of Brahman, the southern passes by the six

months when the -sun moves towards the south, to the world of the

fathers, the ether, and the moon. The great difference, however,

between the two roads is, that while those who travel on the former

do not return again to a new life on earth, but reach in the end

a true .knowledge of the unconditioned Brahman, those who pass

on to the world of the fathers and the moon return to earth to be

born again and again.

The question therefore which ATitra addresses to Svetaketu can

refer to these two roads only, and though the text is very corrupt,

and was so evidently even at the time when the commentary was

written, we must try to restore it in accordance with the teaching

imparted by A'itra in what follows. I propose to read: Gautamasya

putra, asti szmvritam loke yasmin mi dh&syasy anyatamo vidhva

tasya (or yasya) ma* loke dh&syasi, ' Is there a hidden place in the

world where you (by your sacrificing and teaching) are able to
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Aru/ri said :
' I also do not know this. Only after

having learnt the proper portion of the Veda in

Altra's own dwelling, shall we obtain what others

give us (knowledge). Come, we will both go/

Having said this he took fuel in his hand (like

a pupil), and approached Altra Gdngyiyani, say-

ing : 'May I come near to you?' He replied:

'You are worthy of Brahman 1
, O Gautama, because

you were not led away by pride. Come hither, I

shall make you know clearly.'

2. And Artra said : All who depart from this

world (or this body) go to the moon 2
. In the former,

(the bright) half, the moon delights in their spirits

;

in the other, (the dark) half, the moon sends them on

place me, or is it the other way, and will you place me in the

world to which it leads?' Even thus the text is by no means

satisfactory, but it is better than anyam aho vadhvi, adopted by the

commentator and explained by him : Is there a hidden place in that

world in which you will place me as another, i. e. as different from

the whole world or identical with the whole world, and, if as dif-

ferent, then having bound me (v£dhv&=baddhvd) and made me a

different person? We may read anyataro for anyatamo vadhvi. The

commentator sums up the question as referring to a hidden or not

hidden place, where Jfitra should be placed as another person

or not another person, as bound or not bound; or, as Professor

Cowell renders it, ' O son of Gautama, is there any secret place in

the world where thou canst set me unconnected, having fixed me
there (as wood united with glue) ; or is there some other place

where thou canst set me?' The speculations on the fate of the

soul after death seem to have been peculiar to the royal families of

India, while the Brahmans dwelt more on what may be called the

shorter cut, a knowledge of Brahman as the true Self. To know,

with them, was to be, and, after the dissolution of the body, they

looked forward to immediate emancipation, without any further

wanderings.
1 Worthy to know Brahman, or, as the commentator, who reads

brahmargha, thinks, to be honoured like Brahman.
2 Both roads lead to the moon, and diverge afterwards.

[3] T
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to be born again \ Verily, the moon is the door of

the Svarga world (the heavenly world). Now, if a

man objects to the moon (if one is not satisfied with

life there) the moon sets him free 2
. But if a man

does not object, then the moon sends him down as

rain upon this earth. And according to his deeds

and according to his knowledge he is born again

here as a worm, or as an insect, or as a fish, or as a

bird, or as a lion, or as a boar, or as a serpent 8
, or

as a tiger, or as a man, or as something else in dif-

ferent places 4
. When he has thus returned to the

earth, some one (a sage) asks: 'Who art thou?'

And he should answer :
' From the wise moon, who

orders the seasons 6
, when it is born consisting of

fifteen parts, from the moon who is the home of our

ancestors, the seed was brought. This seed, even

me, they (the gods mentioned in the Pan^ignividyd 6
)

gathered up in an active man, and through an active

1
I should like to read aparapakshe prs^anayati, instead of

aparapakshe/ia, or aparapakshe na. The negative is out of the

question, for pra^anayati, he sends into a new life, is exactly what

the moon does to those who do not proceed on the Devapatha to*

the Brahmaloka. Therefore if the reading aparapaksheaa must be

retained, it should be rendered by ' the moon with the dark half

sends them into a new life/

8 This is supposed to be the hidden place, or rather the way to

it, when the departed leave the moon, and pass on to lightning

and to the world of Brahman. This is in fact the Devay&na, as

opposed to the Pitny&ia, described in the jffMndogya-upanishad.
8 Panuv&, dandaiukavireshaA. There is no authority for trans-

lating it by dog ; cf. Indische Studien I, 396.
4 This might even include naraka or hell.

6 If r/tava£ is here the genitive of ntu, its meaning would be
the ordainer of the seasons; cf. Hibbert Lectures, p. 247. Vtfa-

ksha«a is applied to the moon again, II, 9, and the throne of
Brahman also is called vi£akshaxr&, I, 3.

• A3.Up.V, 4-8.
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man they brought me to a mother. Then I, growing

up to be born, a being living by months, whether

twelve or thirteen, was together with my father, who
also lived by (years of) twelve or thirteen months,

that I might either know it (the true Brahman) or

not know it Therefore, O ye seasons \ grant that

I may attain immortality (knowledge of Brahman).

By this my true saying, by this my toil (beginning

with the dwelling in the moon and ending with my
birth on earth) I am (like) a season, and the child

of the seasons/ ' Who art thou ?
' the sage asks

again. * I am thou,' he replies. Then he sets him

free 2 (to proceed onward).

3. He (at the time of death), having reached

the path of the gods, comes to the world of Agni

(fire), to the world of Vdyu (air), to the world of

Varuara, to the world of Indra, to the world of

Pra£&pati (Vir&f), to the world of Brahman (Hira-

#yagarbha). In that world there is the lake Ara 8
,

the moments called Yesh/iha 4
, the river Vi^arS,

(age-less), the tree Ilya 6
, the city Sdla^ya, the palace

Apar&fita (unconquerable), the door-keepers Indra

1 The commentator takes ritavaA as an accusative. I take it as

a vocative, and as used in a sense analogous to the Zend ratu, an

epithet of Ahura. Darmesteter, Ormazd, p. 1 2, n. 3.

2 If a person fears heaven (svarga) as much as hell, because

neither gives final liberation, then he is fit to proceed to a know-

ledge of Brahman.. It would seem that after this, this person is in

the same position as the other who, objecting to remain in the

moon, was set free at once.

8 Consisting of ari's, enemies, such as love, anger, &c. In the

Kh. Up. VIII, 5, 3, it is called Ara.

4 Explained to mean, killing the sacrifice, which consists in a

desire for Brahman.
6 The same as the arvattha£ somasavanaA in -O. Up.VIII, 5, 3.

T 2
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and Pra^&pati, the hall of Brahman, called Vibhu 1

(built by vibhu, egoism), the throne Vi£aksha#&

(buddhi, perception), the couch Amitau^as (endless

splendour), and the beloved M&nasl (mind) and her

image A^kshushl (eye), who, as if taking flowers, are

weaving the worlds, and the Apsaras, the Ambis
(rruti, sacred scriptures), and Amb&yavls (buddhi,

understanding), and the rivers Ambay&s (leading

to the knowledge of Brahman). To this world he

who knows this (who knows the Paryanka-vidyi)

approaches. Brahman says to him :
' Run towards

him (servants) with such worship as is due to myself.

He has reached the river Vizard (age-less), he will

never age.'

4. Then five hundred Apsaras go towards him, one

hundred with garlands in their hands, one hundred

with ointments in their hands, one hundred with per-

fumes in their hands, one hundred with garments in

their hands, one hundred with fruit 2 in their hands.

They adorn him with an adornment worthy of Brah-

man, and when thus adorned with the adornment of

Brahman, the knower of Brahman moves towards

Brahman (neut.) 3 He comes to the lake Ara, and he

crosses it by the mind, while those who come to it

without knowing the truth 4
, are drowned. He comes

to the moments called Yesh/iha, they flee from him.

1 Vibhun&makam pramita/K sabhisthalam.

* Some MSS. read pha/zahastsU, and the commentator explains

phaaa by dbharaaa.
8 Though brahman is used here as a neuter, it refers to the

conditioned Brahman.
4 Samprativid is here explained as brahmavidya\runya, ignorant,

while in other places (Ait Ar. II, 3, 1) it stands for samyagabh^ffia,

If the latter is the true meaning, we might read here tam itv£sani-

prativido.
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He comes to the river Vizard, and crosses it by the

mind alone, and there shakes off his good and evil

deeds. His beloved relatives obtain the good, his

unbeloved relatives the evil he has done. And as a

man, driving in a chariot, might look at the two

wheels (without being touched by them), thus he

will look at day and night, thus at good and evil

deeds, and at all pairs (at all correlative things, such

as light and darkness, heat and cold, &c.) Being

freed from good and freed from evil he, the knower

of Brahman (neut), moves towards Brahman.

5. He approaches the tree Ilya, and the odour

of Brahman reaches him. He approaches the city

Sfila^ya, and the flavour of Brahman reaches him.

He approaches the palace Apar%ita, and the splen-

dour of Brahman reaches him. He approaches the

door-keepers Indra and Pra^pati, and they run

away from him. He approaches the hall Vibhu, and

the glory of Brahman reaches him (he thinks, I am
Brahman). He approaches the throne Vi^aksha^d.

The Sfiman verses, Brzhad and Rathantara, are the

eastern feet of that throne 1
; the Sdman verses, 6yaita

and Naudhasa, its western feet ; the Sfiman verses,

Vairtipa and Vairifa, its sides lengthways (south

and north) ; the Sfiman verses, .SSkvara and Raivata,

its sides crossways (east and west). That throne is Pra-

^M, knowledge, for by knowledge (self-knowledge) he

sees clearly. He approaches the couch Amitaufas.

That is Prct#a (speech). The past and the future are

its eastern feet
;
prosperity and earth its western feet

;

the Sdman verses, Brzhad and Rathantara, are the

two sides lengthways of the couch (south and north);

1 Cf. Atharva-veda XV; Aufrecht, in Indische Studien I, p. 122.
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the SAman verses, Bhadra and Ya^niya^fitya, are

its cross-sides at the head and feet (east and west)

;

the Rik and SAman are the long sheets * (east and

west); the Ya^iis the cross-sheets (south and north);

the moon-beam the cushion ; the Udgitha the (white)

coverlet; prosperity the pillow 2
. On this couch sits

Brahman, and he who knows this (who knows him-

self one with Brahman sitting on the couch) mounts

it first with one foot only. Then Brahman says to

him :
'Who art thou ?

' and he shall answer

:

6. ' I am (like) a season, and the child of the

seasons, sprung from the womb of endless space,

from the light (from the luminous Brahman). The
light, the origin of the year, which is the past, which

is the present, which is all living things, and all ele-

ments, is the Self 3
. Thou art the Self. What thou

art, that am 1/

Brahman says to him :

f Who am I ?' He shall

answer :
' That which is, the true ' (Sat-tyam).

Brahman asks :
* What is the true ?' He says to

him :
* What is different from the gods and from

the senses (pr&#a) that is Sat, but the gods and the

1 Sheets or coverings seem more applicable here than mere

threads forming the woof and warp ; cf. Aufrecht, Indische Studien

I, p. 131.
1

I read udgftha upajrta, xrfr upabarhawam. The Atharva text

has udgftho 'pajrayaA.
9 This passage is corrupt, and the various readings and various

interpretations of the commentators do not help us much. One
view, which I have followed, as far as possible, is that it had to be

explained how the same being could be the child of the seasons,

or living from year to year, and, at the same time, born of the

light. The answer is, Because light is the seed or cause of the

year, and the year the cause of everything else. I take no respon-

sibility for this view, and I see no way of discovering the original

reading and the original meaning of these sentences.
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senses are Tyam. Therefore by that name Sat-

tya (true) is called all this whatever there is. All

this thou art/

7. This is also declared by a verse :
' This great

/?*shi, whose belly is the Ya^us, the head the S&man,
the form the Rik, is to be known as being imperish-

able, as being Brahman/

Brahman says to him :
' How dost thou obtain

my male names ?' He should answer :
' By breath

(pra#a^)/

Brahman asks: ' How my female names ?' He
should answer :

' By speech (v&Jk).'

Brahman asks: 'How my neuter names? 1 He
should answer :

' By mind (manas)/
' How smells ?' * By the nose/ ' How forms ?'

' By the eye/ ' How sounds ?
' 'By the ear/

1 How flavours of food ? ' 'By the tongue/ ' How
actions?' 'By the hands/ * How pleasures and

pain ?
' 'By the body/ ' How joy, delight, and

offspring ? ' 'By the organ/ ' How journeyings ?'

' By the feet/ ' How thoughts, and what is to be

known and desired ?' ' By knowledge (pra^fifi) alone/

Brahman says to him :
' Water indeed is this my

world \ the whole Brahman world, and it is thine/

Whatever victory, whatever might belongs to

Brahman, that victory and that might he obtains

who knows this, yea, who knows this 2
.

1
It sprang from water and the other elements. Comm. Pro-

fessor Weber proposes to translate dpaA by Erlangungen, acquisi-

tions, with reference to apnoshi, 'how dost thou acquire my
names?' in what precedes.

8 Who knows the conditioned and mythological form of Brah-

man as here described, sitting on the couch.
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Second AdhyAya.

i. Pr&#a (breath) 1 is Brahman, thus says Kau-

shltaki. Of this pr4#a, which is Brahman, the mind

(manas) is the messenger, speech the housekeeper,

the eye the guard, the ear the informant He who
knows mind as the messenger of pri#a, which is

Brahman, becomes possessed of the messenger. He
who knows speech as the housekeeper, becomes

possessed of the housekeeper. He who knows the

eye as the guard, becomes possessed of the guard.

He who knows the ear as the informant, becomes

possessed of the informant.

Now to that pr4#a, which is Brahman, all these

deities (mind, speech, eye, ear) bring an offering,

though he asks not for it, and thus to him who
knows this all creatures bring an offering, though he

asks not for it. For him who knows this, there is

this Upanishad (secret vow), ' Beg not! ' As a man
who has begged through a village and got nothing

sits down and says, ' I shall never eat anything

given by those people/ and as then those who for-

merly refused him press him (to accept their alms),

thus is the rule for him who begs not, but the

charitable will press him and say, * Let us give to

thee/

2. Prfi«a (breath) is Brahman, thus says Paingya.

And in that pr&«a, which is Brahman, the eye

1 In the first chapter it was said, 'He approaches the couch

Amitau^as, that is praVia, breath, spirit, life. Therefore having

explained in the first adhyaya the knowledge of the couch (of

Brahman), the next subject to be explained is the knowledge of

pr3«a, the living spirit, taken for a time as Brahman, or the last

cause of everything,'
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stands firm behind speech, the ear stands firm

behind the eye, the mind stands firm behind the

ear, and the spirit stands firm behind the mind 1
.

To that prfitfa, which is Brahman, all these deities

bring an offering, though he asks not for it, and

thus to him who knows this, all creatures bring an

offering, though he asks not for it. For him who
knows this, there is this Upanishad (secret vow),
4 Beg not!' As a man who has begged through a

village and got nothing sits down and says, * I shall

never eat anything given by those people/ and as

then those who formerly refused him press him
(to accept their alms), thus is the rule for him who
begs not, but the charitable will press him and say,

' Let us give to thee.'

3. Now follows the attainment of the highest

treasure (scil. pr&^a, spirit 2
). If a man meditates

on that highest treasure, let him on a full moon or

a new moon, or in the bright fortnight, under an

auspicious Nakshatra, at one of these proper times,

bending his right knee, offer oblations of ghee with

a ladle (sruva), after having placed the fire, swept

the ground 8
, strewn the sacred grass, and sprinkled

water. Let him say :
* The deity called Speech is

1
I translate v&kparast&t, £akshu^parast£t, man&fcparast&t as

compounds, and read jrotraparastdt. The commentator requires

this. He says that speech is uncertain, and has to be checked

by the eye. The eye is uncertain, taking mother of pearl for

silver, and must be checked by the ear. The ear is uncertain, and

must be checked by the mind, for unless the mind is attentive,

the ear hears not. The mind, lastly, depends on the spirit, for

without spirit there is no mind. The commentator is right in

reading rundhe or runddhe instead of rundhate.

* The vital spirits are called the highest treasure, because a man
surrenders everything to preserve his vital spirits or his life,

3
Cf. Bn-h.Ar.VI, 3, 1.
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the attainer, may it attain this for me from him (who

possesses and can bestow what I wish for). SvahS,

to it!'

4 The deity called pr£#a (breath) is the attainer,

may it attain this for me from him. Sv&h& to it
!

'

' The deity called the eye is the attainer, may it

attain this for me from him. Sv&hd to it
!

'

' The deity called the ear is the attainer, may it

attain this for me from him. Svihi to it
!

'

4 The deity called mind (manas) is the attainer of it,

may it attain this for me from him. Svfihi to it/

* The deity called praffti (knowledge) is the

attainer of it, may it attain this for me from him.

Svdhi to it!'

Then having inhaled the smell of the smoke, and

having rubbed his limbs with the ointment of ghee,

walking on in silence, let him declare his wish, or

let him send a messenger. He will surely obtain

his wish.

4. Now follows the Daiva Smara, the desire to

be accomplished by the gods. If a man desires to

become dear l to any man or woman, or to any men
or women, then at one of the (fore-mentioned)

proper times he offers, in exactly the same manner

(as before), oblations of ghee, saying :
' I offer thy

speech in myself, I (this one here 2
), Sv&hi.

9
' I offer

thy ear in myself, I (this one here), Svihi.' ' I offer thy

1 As dear as prdaa or life.

* The commentator explains these mysterious utterances by:

' I offer, I throw, in the fire, which is lit by the fuel of thy indiffer-

ence or dislike, in myself, being the object of thy love, speech,

the organ of speech, of thee, who art going to love me. This

one, i. e. I myself, or my love, may prosper. Sv£h&, my speech,

may grant approval to the oblation of me, the lover/
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mind in myself, I (this one here), Sv£h&/ ' I offer thy

prafM (knowledge) in myself, I (this one here),Sv£h£/

Then having inhaled the smell of the smoke, and

having rubbed his limbs with the ointment of ghee,

walking on in silence, let him try to come in contact

or let him stand speaking in the wind, (so that the

wind may carry his words to the person by whom he

desires to be loved). Surely he becomes dear, and

they think of him.

5. Now follows the restraint (sawyamana) insti-

tuted by Pratardana (the son of Divod&sa) : they

call it the inner Agni-hotra. So long as a man
speaks, he cannot breathe, he offers all the while

his pr4«a (breath) in his speech. And so long as a

man breathes, he cannot speak, he offers all the

while his speech in his breath. These two endless

and immortal oblations he offers always, whether

waking or sleeping. Whatever other oblations

there are (those, e. g. of the ordinary Agnihotra,

consisting of milk and other things), they have an

end, for they consist of works (which, like all works,

have an end). The ancients, knowing this (the best

Agnihotra), did not offer the (ordinary) Agnihotra.

6. Uktha 1 is Brahman, thus said .Sushkabhmi-

g£ra. Let him meditate on it (the uktha) as the

same with the Rik
%
and all beings will praise him

as the best. Let him meditate on it as the same

with the Ya^us, and all beings will join before him

1 Uktha, a Vedic hymn, has been identified with pribia, breath, in

the K&/iva and other ^kh&s (Br*h. Ar. V, 13, 1 ; Ait. Ar. II, 1, 2).

Here uktha, i. e. the pra«a of the uktha, is further identified with

Brahman. As uktha (the hymn) is prawa, and as the sacrifice is

performed with hymns, the sacrifice, too, is uktha, and therefore

prdwa, and therefore Brahman. Comm.
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as the best Let him meditate on it as the same
with the SAman, and all beings will bow before

him as the best 1
. Let him meditate on it as the

same with might, let him meditate on it as the same

with glory, let him meditate on it as the same with

splendour. For as the bow is among weapons the

mightiest, the most glorious, the most splendid, thus

is he who knows this among all beings the mightiest,

the most glorious, the most splendid. The Adhvaryu

conceives the fire of the altar, which is used for the

sacrifice, to be himself. In it he (the Adhvaryu)

weaves the Ya^us portion of the sacrifice. And in

the Ya^iis portion the Hotri weaves the Rik portion

of the sacrifice. And in the Rik portion the Ud-
gktri weaves the Sctman portion of the sacrifice.

He (the Adhvaryu or pr&^a) is the self of the

threefold knowledge; he indeed is the self of it

(of prfi#a). He who knows this is the self of it

(becomes pr£#a 2
).

1 The verbs ar£, yu^, and sannam are not used idiomatically,

but with reference to the words rik, ya^ns, and s&man.
2 The commentator explains this somewhat differently. He

takes it to be the object of the last paragraph to show that the

Pra«a-vidy& can ultimately produce final liberation, and not only

temporal rewards. The Adhvaryu priest, he says, takes what is

called uktha, and has been identified with Rik, Ya^us, and Saman
hymns, all contained in the mouth, as being outwardly the sacri-

ficial fire of the altar, because that fire cannot be lighted without

such hymns. Thus the self of the Adhvaryu priest becomes iden-

tified, not only with the uktha, the hymns, but also with the sacrificial

fire, and he meditates on himself as fire, as hymn (uktha), and as

breath (pra«a). I read sa esha sarvasyai trayyai vidyayd dtmi,

esha u ev£sy&tma\ Etad£tm& bhavati ya evam veda. But if we
read asy&tmi, we cannot with the commentator explain it by asyi

uktayas trayya* &tma\ but must refer asya to pr&ia, breath, life,

which is here to be identified with Brahman.
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7. Next follow the three kinds of meditation of

the all-conquering (sarvafit) Kaushltaki. The all-

conquering Kaushltaki adores the sun when rising,

having put on the sacrificial cord \ having brought

water, and having thrice sprinkled the water-cup,

saying :
* Thou art the deliverer, deliver me from

sin/ In the same manner he adores the sun when
in the zenith, saying :

* Thou art the highest de-

liverer, deliver me highly from sin/ In the same

manner he adores the sun when setting, saying

:

* Thou art the full deliverer, deliver me fully from

sin/ Thus he fully removes whatever sin he com-

mitted by day and by night. And in the same
manner he who knows this, likewise adores the sun,

and fully removes whatever sin he committed by day

and by night.

8. Then (secondly) let him worship every month
(in the year) at the time of the new moon, the moon
as it is seen in the west in the same manner (as

before described with regard to the sun), or let him

send forth his speech toward the moon with two

green blades of grass, saying :
' O thou who art

mistress of immortal joy, through that gentle heart

of mine which abides in the moon, may I never

weep for misfortune concerning my children/

The children of him (who thus adores the moon)

do not indeed die before him. Thus it is with a man
to whom a son is already born.

Now for one to whom no son is born as yet. He
mutters the three Rik verses. ' Increase, O Soma

!

may vigour come to thee' (Rv. I, 91, 16 ; IX, 31, 4).

1 This is one of the earliest, if not the earliest mention of the

yagliopavita, the sacred cord as worn over the left shoulder for

sacrificial purposes; cf. Taitt. Br&hm. Ill, 10, 19, 12.
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'May milk, may food go to thee' (Rv. I, 91, 18) ;

•That ray which the Adityas gladden/

Having muttered these three Rik verses, he says :

* Do not increase by our breath (prfitfa), by our off-

spring, by our cattle; he who hates us and whom we
hate, increase by his breath, by his offspring, by his

cattle. Thus I turn the turn of the god, I return

the turn of AdityaV After these words, having

raised the right arm (toward Soma), he lets it go

again 2
.

1 This refers to movements of the arm, following the moon and

the sun.

9
It is extremely difficult to translate the Vedic verses which are *

quoted in the Upanishads. They are sometimes slightly changed

on purpose (see §11), frequently turned from their original purport

by the authors of the Upanishads themselves, and then again sub-

jected to the most fanciful interpretations by the various commen-

tators on the Upanishads. In our paragraph (§ 8) the text followed

by the commentator differs from the printed text The commen-

tator seems to have read : Yat te susfmaai hri'dayam adhi £andra-

masi -rrrtam, ten&mritatvasyej&ne m&ham pautram aghaw rudam.

I have translated according to the commentator, at least up to

a certain point, for, as Professor Cowell remarks, there is an under-

current in the commentator's explanation, implying a comparison

between the husband as the sun or fire, and the wife as the moon,

which it would be difficult to render in an English translation.

The same or a very similar verse occurs in § 10, while other modi-

fications of it may be seen in JLrval. Grihya-sutras 1, 13, 7, and else-

where. The translation of the verses in full, of three of which the

Upanishad gives the beginnings only, would be according to the

commentator :
* (O goddess of the moon) who hast obtained im-

mortal joy through that which is a beautiful (portion of the sun)

placed in the moon, and filling thy heart (with pleasure), may
I never weep for misfortune concerning my children/

Rv. I, 91, 16; IX, 31, 4. 'O goddess of the moon, increase 1

may the vigour from everywhere (from every limb of the fire or the

sun) go to thee ! Help us in the attainment of food/ Rv. I, 91,

18. 'O goddess of the moon, may the streams of thy milk go

well to our sons, those streams of milk which are invigorating, and
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9. Then (thirdly) let him worship on the day of

the full moon the moon as it is seen in the east in

the same manner, saying :
' Thou art Soma, the

king, the wise, the five-mouthed, the lord of crea-

tures. The Br&hma#a is one of thy mouths ; with

that mouth thou eatest the kings (Kshatriyas)

;

make me an eater of food by that mouth ! The
king is one of thy mouths ; with that mouth thou

eatest the people (Vaisyas) ; make me an eater of

food by that mouth! The hawk is one of thy

mouths ; with that mouth thou eatest the birds
;

make me an eater of food by that mouth ! Fire is

one of thy mouths; with that mouth thou eatest this

world ; make me an eater of food by that mouth

!

In thee there is the fifth mouth ; with that mouth

thou eatest all beings ; make me an eater of food by

that mouth ! Do not decrease by our life, by our

offspring, by our cattle ; he who hates us and whom
we hate, decrease by his life, by his offspring, by his

cattle. Thus I turn the turn of the god, I return

the turn of Aditya.' After these words, having

raised the right arm, he lets it go again.

10. Next (having addressed these prayers to

Soma) when being with his wife, let him stroke her

help to conquer the enemy. O Soma-goddess, increasing for im-

mortal happiness (for the birth of a son), do thou place the highest

glory (the streams of thy milk) in the sky.' ' That ray (sushum«d)

which (as a woman) the Adityas gladden, that Soma which as im-

perishable the imperishable Adityas drink, may the guardian of

the world (Pra^Spati), Brihaspati, and king Varu*a gladden us

by it/

The translations are made by the commentator regardless of

grammar and sense : yet they command a certain authority, and

must be taken into account as throwing Kght on the latest develop-

ment of Indian mysticism.
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heart, saying :
' O fair one, who hast obtained

immortal joy by that which has entered thy heart

through Pra^ipati, mayest thou never fall into sor-

row about thy children V Her children then do not

die before her.

ii. Next, if a man has been absent and returns

home, let him smell (kiss) his son's head, saying :

' Thou springest from every limb, thou art born from

the heart, thou, my son, art my self indeed, live thou

a hundred harvests/ He gives him his name,

saying :
' Be thou a stone, be thou an axe, be thou

solid 2 gold; thou, my son, art light indeed, live thou

a hundred harvests/ He pronounces his name.

Then he embraces him, saying :
' As Pra^&pati (the

lord of creatures) embraced his creatures for their

welfare, thus I embrace thee/ (pronouncing his name.)

Then he mutters into his right ear, saying: *0 thou,

quick Maghavan, give to him
1

(Rv. Ill, 36, 10 3
).

'O Indra, bestow the best wishes' (Rv. II, 21, 6),

thus he whispers into his left ear. Let him then

thrice smell (kiss) his head, saying :
* Do not cut off

(the line of our race), do not suffer. Live a hun-

dred harvests of life ; I kiss thy head, O son, with

thy name/ He then thrice makes a lowing sound

over his head, saying :
* I low over thee with the

lowing sound of cows.'

1 2. Next follows the Daiva Parimara 4
, the dying

around of the gods (the absorption of the two

1 Cf. Axvaldyana Gr/hya-sutras 1, 13, 7.

* Widely scattered, everywhere desired. Comm. Professor

Cowell proposes unscattered, hoarded, or unconcealed.
8 The original has asme, to us, not asmai, to him.
4 Cf. Taitt. Up. Ill, 10, 4 ; Ait. Brdhm. V, 28 ; Colebrooke,

Miscellaneous Essays (1873), II, p. 39.
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classes of gods, mentioned before, into pr&^a or

Brahman). This Brahman shines forth indeed

when the fire burns, and it dies when it burns not.

Its splendour goes to the sun alone, the life (pri»a,

the moving principle) to the air.

This Brahman shines forth indeed when the sun

is seen, and it dies when it is not seen. Its splendour-

goes to the moon alone, the life (prfi#a) to the air.

This Brahman shines forth indeed when the moon
is seen, and it dies when it is not seen. Its splen-

dour goes to the lightning alone, its life (pr£#a) to

the air.

This Brahman shines forth indeed when the

lightning flashes, and it dies when it flashes not.

Its splendour goes to the air, and the life (pr&#a)

to the air.

Thus all these deities (i. e. fire, sun, moon, light-

ning), having entered the air, though dead, do not

vanish ; and out of the very air they rise again. So

much with reference to the deities (mythological).

Now then with reference to the body (physiolo-

gical).

1 3. This Brahman shines forth indeed when one

speaks with speech, and it dies when one does not

speak. His splendour goes to the eye alone, the life

(pr&#a) to breath (pr£#a).

This Brahman shines forth indeed when one sees

with the eye, and it dies when one does not see. Its

splendour goes to the ear alone, the life (prd»a) to

breath (pr£*a).

This Brahman shines forth indeed when one hears

with the ear, and it dies when one does not hear.

Its splendour goes to the mind alone, the life (pr4#a)

to breath (pri#a).

[3] U
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This Brahman shines forth indeed when one

thinks with the mind, and it dies when one does

not think. Its splendour goes to the breath (pri#a)

alone, and the life (pr£#a) to breath (pri#a).

Thus all these deities (the senses, &c), having

entered breath or life (prfi#a) alone, though dead, do

not vanish ; and out of very breath (pr£#a) they rise

again. And if two mountains, the southern and

northern, were to move forward trying to crush him

who knows this, they would not crush him. But

those who hate him and those whom he hates, they

die around him.

14. Next follows the NiArreyasdddna 1 (the accept-

ing of the pre-eminence of prd#a (breath or life)

by the other gods). The deities (speech, eye, ear,

mind), contending with each for who was the best,

went out of this body, and the body lay without

breathing, withered, like a log of wood. Then
speech went into it, but speaking by speech, it lay

still. Then the eye went into it, but speaking by
speech, and seeing by the eye, it lay still. Then the

ear went into it, but speaking by speech, seeing by
the eye, hearing by the ear, it lay still. Then mind
went into it, but speaking by speech, seeing by the

eye, hearing by the ear, thinking by the mind, it lay

still. Then breath (prd#a, life) went into it, and thence

it rose at once. All these deities, having recognised

the pre-eminence in pr£#a, and having comprehended

prfitfa alone as the conscious self (pra^ridtman) 8
, went

out of this body with all these (five different kinds of

1 For other versions of this story see Kh. Up. V, 1, note 2 ; Ait

Ar. II, 1, 4, 9 ; Bnli. Ar. VI, 1, 1-14 ; and Kaush. Up. Ill, 3.

* Cf.*».Up.VII, 15, note.
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1

pr&na), and resting in the air (knowing that pr&na,

had entered the air), and merged in the ether (dklra),

they went to heaven. And in the same manner he

who knows this, having recognised the pre-eminence

in pr£#a, and having comprehended pr4#a alone as

the conscious self (pra^iifitman), goes out of this

body with all these (does no longer believe in

this body), and resting in the air, and merged in

the ether, he goes to heaven, he goes to where those

gods (speech, &c.) are. And having reached this

he, who knows this, becomes immortal with that

immortality which those gods enjoy.

15. Next follows the fathers tradition to the son,

and thus they explain it K The father, when going

to depart, calls his son, after having strewn the

house with fresh grass, and having laid the sacrificial

fire, and having placed near it a pot of water with a

jug (full of rice), himself covered with a new cloth,

and dressed in white. He places himself above his

son, touching his organs with his own organs, or he

may deliver the tradition to him while he sits before

him. Then he delivers it to him. The father says:
1 Let me place my speech in thee.' The son says

:

1
I take thy speech in me.' The father says: 'Let

me place my scent (prd#a) in thee.' The son says :

' I take thy scent in me/ The father says :
' Let

me place my eye in thee.' The son says :
* I take

thy eye in me.' The father says :

f Let me place

my ear in thee.' The son says :

i

I take thy ear in me/

The father says: ' Let me place my tastes of food in

thee/ The son says :
' I take thy tastes of food

in me/ The father says :

i Let me place my actions

1 Cf. Br/had-irawyaka I, 5, 17.

U 2
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in thee/ The son says :
' I take thy actions in me.'

The father says :
' Let me place my pleasure and

pain in thee/ The son says: ' I take thy pleasure

and pain in me/ The father says :
' Let me place

happiness, joy, and offspring in thee/ The son says

:

' I take thy happiness, joy, and offspring in me/ The
father says :

* Let me place my walking in thee/

The son says :
' I take thy walking in me V The

father says :
' Let me place my mind in thee.' The

son says: ' I take thy mind in me/ The father says:
1 Let me place my knowledge (pra^ni) in thee/ The
son says :

' I take thy knowledge in me/ But if the

father is very ill, he may say shortly: ' Let me place

my spirits (pr&#as) in thee/ and the son :
' I take

thy spirits in me/

Then the son walks round his father keeping his

right side towards him, and goes away. The father

calls after him: ' May fame, glory of countenance, and

honour always follow thee/ Then the Other looks

back over his left shoulder, covering himself with his

hand or the hem of his garment, saying :
' Obtain

the heavenly worlds (svarga) and all desires/

If the father recovers, let him be under the

authority of his son, or let him wander about (as

an ascetic). But if he departs, then let them

despatch him, as he ought to be despatched, yea,

as he ought to be despatched 2
.

1 Another *&khd adds here dhiyaA, the thoughts (active), vi^fidta-

vyam, their object, and kama^, desires.

,
* I have taken sam&payati in the sense of performing the last

duties towards a dead person, though I confess I know of no

parallel passage in which samdpayati occurs in that sense. Pro-

fessor Cowell translates :
' If he dies, then let them cause the son

duly to receive the tradition, as the tradition is to be given.' The
text itself varies, for the reading presupposed by the commentator
is ena#z (putram) sam&payati, instead of ena#z sam£payeyu£.
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Third AdhyAya 1
.

1. Pratardana, forsooth, the son of Divod&sa

(king of Kid), came by means of fighting and

strength to the beloved abode of Indra. Indra said

to him :
* Pratardana, let me give you a boon to

choose/ And Pratardana answered :
'Do you your-

self choose that boon for me which you deem most

beneficial for a man/ Indra said to him :
' No one

who chooses, chooses for another ; choose thyself/

Then Pratardana replied :
' Then that boon to

choose is no boon for me/
Then, however, Indra did not swerve from the

truth, for Indra is truth. Indra said to him :
' Know

me only; that is what I deem most beneficial for man,

that he should know me. I slew the three-headed

son of Tvash/W ; I delivered the Arunmukhas, the

devotees, to the wolves (s&livrz'ka) ; breaking many
treaties, I killed the people of Prahl&da in heaven,

the people of Puloma in the sky, the people of K&la-

kafi^a on earth 2
. And not one hair of me was

harmed there. And he who knows me thus, by no

deed of his is his life harmed, not by the murder of

1 The object now is to explain the true Brahma-vidyl, while the

first and second chapters are only introductory, treating of the

worship of the couch (paryankopisana*) and of the worship of

pr&za.

* This refers to heroic deeds performed by Indra, as represented

in the hymns of the Rig-veda. See Rig-veda V, 34, 4, and Siyawa's

commentary ; Ait. Br£hm. VII, 28. Weber, Indische Studien I,

410-418, has tried to discover an original physical meaning in the

heroic deeds ascribed to Indra. A curious remark is made by

the commentator, who says that the skulls of the Arunmukhas were

turned into the thorns of the desert (karfra) which remain to

this day,—a very common phase in popular tradition.
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his mother, not by the murder of his father, not by
theft, not by the killing of a Brahman. If he is

going to commit a sin, the bloom x does not depart

from his face/

2. Indra said :
' I am pr£#a, meditate on me as

the conscious self (praffiAtman), as life, as immor-

tality. Life is pr&#a, pr£#a is life. Immortality is

pri#a, pr£#a is immortality. As long as pr£//a

dwells in this body, so long surely there is life. By
pr&aa he obtains immortality in the other world, by

knowledge true conception. He who meditates on

me as life and immortality, gains his full life in this

world, and obtains in the Svarga world immortality

and indestructibility/

(Pratardana said) :
' Some maintain here, that the

pr&#as become one, for (otherwise) no one could at

the same time make known a name by speech, see

a form with the eye, hear a sound with the ear,

think a thought with the mind. After having

become one, the pr£#as perceive all these together,

one by one. While speech speaks, all priaas speak

after it. While the eye sees, all pr£#as see after it.

While the ear hears, all pr&#as hear after it While

the mind thinks, all pr&rcas think after it. While the

prcL#a breathes, all pr£#as breathe after it/

'Thus it is indeed/ said Indra, 'but nevertheless

there is a pre-eminence among the pr£#as 2
.

3, Man lives deprived of speech, for we see dumb
people. Man lives deprived of sight, for we see

1 Professor Cowell compares Taittiriya-Sawhitd III, 1, 1, ndsya

nitaw na haro vyeti.

* Prdods, in the plural, is supposed to stand for the five senses

as modifications of breath. It would be better if we could read

pri«asya nLfareyasam. See before, II, 14.
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blind people. Man lives deprived of hearing, for

we see deaf people. Man lives deprived of mind,

for we see infants. Man lives deprived of his arms,

deprived of his legs, for we see it thus. But pr&#a

alone is the conscious self (pra^Mtman), and having

laid hold of this body, it makes it rise up. There-

fore it is said, Let man worship it alone as uktha \

What is pr£#a, that is pra^M (self-consciousness);

what is pra^iiA (self-consciousness), that is pr&»a, for

together they (pra^M and pr£«a) live in this body,

and together they go out of it. Of that, this is the

evidence, this is the understanding. When a man,

being thus asleep, sees no dream whatever, he be-

comes one with that pr£#a alone 2
. Then speech

goes to him (when he is absorbed in pr£#a) with

all names, the eye with all forms, the ear with all

sounds, the mind with all thoughts. And when
he awakes, then, as from a burning fire sparks

proceed in all directions, thus from that self the

pr4«as (speech, &c.) proceed, each towards its place
;

from the pr&#as the gods (Agni, &c), from the gods

the worlds.

Of this, this is the proof, this is the understanding.

When a man is thus sick, going to die, falling into

weakness and faintness, they say: 'His thought has

departed, he hears not, he sees not, he speaks not,

he thinks not/ Then he becomes one with that

prA»a alone. Then speech goes to him (who is

absorbed in pr£#a) with all names, the eye with all

1 Uktha, hymn, is artificially derived from ut-thSpayati, to raise

up, and hence uktha, hymn, is to be meditated on as pr&ia, breath,

which likewise raises up the body. See Ait. Ar. II, 1, 15.

* He is absorbed in pr&*a. Or should it be primJi as

nominative ?
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forms, the ear with all sounds, the mind with all

thoughts. And when he departs from this body, he

departs together with all these \

4. Speech gives up to him (who is absorbed in

prd#a) all names, so that by speech he obtains all

names. The nose gives up to him all odours, so

that by scent he obtains all odours. The eye gives

up to him all forms, so that by the eye he obtains

all forms. The ear gives up to him all sounds, so

that by the ear he obtains all sounds. The mind

gives up to him all thoughts, so that by the mind he

obtains all thoughts. This is the complete absorp-

tion in pr&tfa. And what is priaa is pra^ni (self-

consciousness), what is pra^M (self-consciousness) is

pr£#a. For together do these two live in the body,

and together do they depart.

Now we shall explain how all things become one

in that pra^fici (self-consciousness).

5. Speech is one portion taken out 2 of pra^nd

(self-conscious knowledge), the word is its object,

placed outside. The nose is one portion taken out

of it, the odour is its object, placed outside. The
eye is one portion taken out of it, the form is its

object, placed outside. The ear is one portion taken

out of it, the sound is its object, placed outside. The
tongue is one portion taken out of it, the taste of

food is its object, placed outside. The two hands

1 According to another reading we might translate, 'Speech
takes away all names from that body ; and pr&*a, in which speech

is absorbed, thus obtains all names.'
2

I read udu/^am or udu^am, instead of adudfcam, explained

by the commentator as aduduhat. Professor Cowell translates,
1 Speech verily milked one portion thereof/ which may have been
the original purport of the writer.
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are one portion taken out of it, their action is their

object, placed outside. The body is one portion

taken out of it, its pleasure and pain are its

object, placed outside. The organ is one portion

taken out of it, happiness, joy, and offspring are its

object, placed outside. The two feet are one portion

taken out of it, movements are their object, placed

outside. Mind is one portion taken out of it, thoughts

and desires are its object, placed outside.

6. Having by pra^fiA (self-conscious knowledge)

taken possession of speech, he obtains by speech all

words. Having by pra^*ni taken possession of the

nose, he obtains all odours. Having by pra^ni

taken possession of the eye, he obtains all forms.

Having by praffid taken possession of the ear, he

obtains all sounds. Having by pra^*nA taken posses-

sion of the tongue, he obtains all tastes of food.

Having by pra^fii taken possession of the two

hands, he obtains all actions. Having by praffiA

taken possession of the body, he obtains pleasure

and pain. Having by pra^ni taken possession of

the organ, he obtains happiness, joy, and offspring.

Having by pra^M taken possession of the two feet,

he obtains all movements. Having by pra^M taken

possession of mind, he obtains all thoughts.

7. For without pra^ni (self-consciousness) speech

does not make known (to the self) any word 1
. ' My

1 Professor Cowell has translated a passage from the com-

mentary which is interesting as showing that its author and the

author of the Upanishad too had a clear conception of the

correlative nature of knowledge. ' The organ of sense/ he says,

' cannot exist without pra^fia* (self-consciousness), nor the objects

of sense be obtained without the organ, therefore—on the princi-

ple, that when one thing cannot exist without another, that thing is

said to be identical with the other—as the cloth, for instance, being
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mind was absent/ he says, * I did not perceive that

word/ Without pra^ii the nose does not make
known any odour. ' My mind was absent/ he says,
1

I did not perceive that odour/ Without pra^M
the eye does not make known any form. ' My mind

was absent/ he says, ' I did not perceive that form/

Without pragriA the ear does not make known any

sound. * My mind was absent/ he says, * I did not

perceive that sound/ Without pra^M the tongue

does not make known any taste. ' My mind was

absent/ he says, *I did not perceive that taste/

Without pragfik the two hands do not make known
any act. * Our mind was absent/ they say, ' we did

not perceive any act/ Without praffii the body

does not make known pleasure or pain. * My mind

was absent/ he says, * I did not perceive that

pleasure or pain/ Without prafiiA the organ does

not make known happiness, joy, or offspring. ' My
mind was absent/ he says, * I did not perceive that

happiness, joy, or offspring/ Without prafM the

two feet do not make known any movement. * Our
mind was absent/ they say, 'we did not perceive

that movement' Without prafM no thought suc-

ceeds, nothing can be known that is to be known.

8. Let no man try to find out what speech is, let

him know the speaker. Let no man try to find out

what odour is, let him know him who smells. Let no

man try to find out what form is, let him know the

seer. Let no man try to find out what sound is, let

never perceived without the threads, is identical with them, or the

(false perception of) silver being never found without the mother of

pearl is identical with it, so the objects of sense being never found

without the organs are identical with them, and the organs being

never found without pra^Ha* (self-consciousness) are identical with it.
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him know the hearer. Let no man try to find out

the tastes of food, let him know the kriower of

tastes. Let no man try to find out what action is,

let him know the agent. Let no man try to find

out what pleasure and pain are, let him know the

knower of pleasure and pain. Let no man try to

find out what happiness, joy, and offspring are, let

him know the knower of happiness, joy, and offspring.

Let no man try to find out what movement is, let him

know the mover. Let no man try to find out what

mind is, let him know the thinker. These ten objects

(what is spoken, smelled, seen, &c.) have refer-

ence to pra^fid (self-consciousness), the ten subjects

(speech, the senses, mind) have reference to objects.

If there were no objects, there would be no subjects

;

and if there were no subjects, there would be no

objects. For on either side alone nothing could be

achieved. But that (the self of pra^nd, conscious-

ness, and pr£#a, life) is not many, (but one.) For as

in a car the circumference of a wheel is placed on

the spokes, and the spokes on the nave, thus are

these objects (circumference) placed on the subjects

(spokes), and the subjects on the pri^a. And that

pr&fta (breath, the living and breathing power) in-

deed is the self of pra^ni (the self-conscious self),

blessed, imperishable, immortal. He does not in-

crease by a good action, nor decrease by a bad

action. For he (the self of pr£#a and pra^nd) makes

him, whom he wishes to lead up from these worlds,

do a good deed ; and the same makes him, whom
he wishes to lead down from these worlds, do a bad

deed 1
. And he is the guardian of the world, he is

1 The other text says, ' whom he wishes to draw after him ; and

whom he wishes to draw away from these worlds.' RSmatfrtha, in
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the king of the world, he is the lord ofthe universe,

—

and he is my (Indra's) self, thus let it be known,

yea, thus let it be known!

Fourth Adhyaya 1
.

i. There was formerly G&rgya Bdliki*, famous as

a man of great reading ; for it was said of him that

he lived among the Urfnaras, among the Satvat-

Matsyas, the Kuru-PafUdlas, the K&si -Videhas 3
.

Having gone to A^ta^atru, (the king) of Klrt, he

said to him :
' Shall I tell you Brahman ?

' Af&ta-

xatru said to him :
' We give a thousand (cows) for

that speech (of yours), for verily all people run away,

saying, " kanaka (the king of Mithild) is our father

(patron)/'
'

2.
4 B/?/HAD-ArAJVYAKA- KAUSHiTAKI-BRAHMAJVA-

UPANISHAD. UPANISHAD.

i. Aditye purushaA. i. Id
atish/>4&£ sarveshdm brzhat p£#darav&s4

his commentary on the Mait. Up. 3, 2, quotes the text as translated

above.
1 Prd»a, breath or life, has been explained in the preceding

chapter. But this pnbza is not yet the highest point that has to

be reached. Pr£«a, life, even as united with pra^fld, consciousness,

is only a covering of something else, viz. the Self, and this Highest

Self has now to be explained.

* The same story is told in the Brihad-&ra»yaka II, 1 seq., but

with important variations.

8 I take iti to depend on sa#?spash/a, and read satvanmatsyeshu,

though the commentary seems to have read so 'vasan, or sa vasan,

for savasan. See Introduction, p. Ixxvii.

4 The second paragraph forms a kind of table of contents for

the discussion which is to follow. I have given instead a fuller

table of contents, taken from the Brihad-araayaka II, as compared

with the Kaushitaki-upanishad in its two texts. The variations of

text A are given in small letters. In text B, the table of contents

is given at the end of the discussion, in § 18.
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bhtitdn&m mtirdhi ( pdnduravdtd) atish-

r$g± th&h sarveshdm

bhfttAnim mftrdhl

ii. Aandre purusha^. ii. Aandramasi.

brzhat p4#darav&s£A somo r&g&, annasyd-

somo rbgk. (N4- tm&. Only annasydtmd.

syinnaw kshtyate,

is the reward.)

iii. Vidyuti purusha& iii. Id.

te^asv!. t^asy itml satya-

sydtmd.

iii
b

. stanayitnau puru-

shaA

$abdasy&tm&.

iv. Aklre purusha^. iv. Id. (5)

ptiraam apravarti. pdr»am apravarti

brahma. apravntti.

v. V&yau purusha^. v. Id. (4)

indro vaikw*/£o 'pa- Id.

Y&g\X.$L seni.

vi. Agnau purusha^. vi. Id.

vishHsahi^. Id.

vii. Apsu purushaA. vii. Id.

pratirtipa^. n&mnasycltmcL tegasa

dtmd.

viii. Adarce purushaA. viii. Id.

rokishnuh. pratirtipa^.

viii1>. pratLmitk&ydm pu-

rusha^. (9)

dvitlyo 'napaga^. «-

suh.

ix. Yantam pa^>£&£ >fe£ab- ix. YdJi iabda^ purus-

da^. ham anveti.(io)soA(fc.

asu^. Id. rori/yvh.
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x. Dikshu purusha^.

dvitlyo 'napagaA.

xi. A^iydmaya>S puru-

shaA

mrityuA.

xii. Atmani purushaA.

£tmanvi.

x. Deest.

(8
b
)

XI.

Xll.

Xlll.

A!^£y£purusha&

khdydydm.

Id. dvitiyo'napagah.

S&rtraA purushaA.

(12) satire puruskah.

pra£&pati&

Ya^ pr4/na 4tm4,

yenaitat supta^

svapnayi £arati.

Yamo rct£*L (n) puru-

skah svapnayd karati

yamo rdgd.

Dakshi«e Tcshan pu-

rushaA.

n&mna (vdka) Stmd,,

agner dtmi, £*yoti-

sha 4tm£.

xiv. Savye 'kshan puru-

shaA.

satyasydtm&,vidyuta

£tmd, te^asa dtmi.

3. B&l4ki said: ' The person that is in the sun,

on him I meditate (as Brahman)/

A^&tasatru said to him :
* No, no ! do not chal-

lenge me (to a disputation) on this \ I meditate on

him who is called great, clad in white raiment 2
, the

supreme, the head of all beings. Whoso meditates

1 The king means to say that he knows this already, and that he

can mention not only the predicates of the person in the sun thus

meditated on as Brahman, but also the rewards of such meditation.
8 This is properly a predicate of the moon, and used as such in

the Bri"had-&ra»yaka-upanishad, in the second paragraph of the

dialogue.
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on him thus, becomes supreme, and the head of all

beings/

4. Bdldki said: 'The person that is in the moon,

on him I meditate/

Af&ta$atru said to him ;
' Do not challenge me on

this. I meditate on him as Soma, the king, the self,

(source) of all food. Whoso meditates on him thus,

becomes the self, (source) of all food/

5. Bdl&ki said; 'The person that is in the

lightning, on him I meditate/

A^&taratru said to him • 'Do not challenge me on

this. I meditate on him as the self in light Whoso
meditates on him thus, becomes the self in light/

6. Bdldki said: 'The person that is in the
thunder, on him I meditate/

A^&ta^atru said to him :
' Do not challenge me

on this. I meditate on him as the self of sound \

Whoso meditates on him thus, becomes the self of

sound/

7. B&ldki said :
' The person that is in the ether,

on him I meditate/

A^&tasatru said to him :
' Do not challenge me

on this. I meditate on him as the full, quiescent

Brahman. Whoso meditates on him thus, is filled

with offspring and cattle. Neither he himself nor

his offspring dies before the time/

8. B&l£ki said: 'The person that is in the air,

on him I meditate/

A^ta^atru said to him :
' Do not challenge me

on this. I meditate on him as Indra Vaiku^^a, as

the unconquerable army. Whoso meditates on him

thus, becomes victorious, unconquerable, conquering

his enemies/

1 This is not mentioned in the Br*had-£ra»yaka,
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9. Bdliki said: 'The person that is in the fire,

on him I meditate/

A^Ataratru said to him :
' Do not challenge me

on this. I meditate on him as powerful. Whoso
meditates on him thus, becomes powerful among
othersV

10. Bil&ki said: 'The person that is in the

water, on him I meditate.'

A^t&yatru said to him :
' Do not challenge me on

this. I meditate on him as the self of the name.

Whoso meditates on him thus, becomes the self

of the name/ So far with regard to deities (my-

thological) ; now with regard to the body (physio-

logical).

11. Bdl&ki said: 'The person that is in the

mirror, on him I meditate/

A^&t&ratru said to him: ' Do not challenge me on

this. I meditate on him as the likeness. Whoso
meditates on him thus, to him a son is born in his

family who is his likeness, not one who is not his

likeness/

1 2. Bfiliki said :
' The person that is in the

echo, on him I meditate/

A^tasatru said to him : 'Do not challenge me on

this. I meditate on him as the second, who never

goes away. Whoso meditates on him thus, he gets

a second from his second (his wife), he becomes

doubled 2
.

13. Bdl&ki said: 'The sound that follows a

man, on that I meditate.

A^&tasatru said to him: 'Do not challenge me on

1 Instead of anyeshu, the second text, as printed by Professor

Cowell, has anv esha.

* This paragraph does not occur in the Brihad-a'rajiyaka,
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this. I meditate on him as life. Whoso meditates

on him thus, neither he himself nor his offspring

will faint before the time/

14. B£l&ki said: 'The person that is in the

shadow, on him I meditate/

A^&tajatru said to him: 'Do not challenge me on

this. I meditate on him as death. Whoso medi-

tates on him thus, neither he himself nor his off-

spring will die before the time.'

15. B&l&ki said: 'The person that is em-

bodied, on him I meditate.'

A^&tayatru said to him :
' Do not challenge me

on this. I meditate on him as Lord of creatures.

Whoso meditates on him thus, is multiplied in off-

spring and cattle.'

16. B&l&ki said :
' The Self which is conscious

(pri^fia), and by whom he who sleeps here, walks

about in sleep, on him I meditate/

A^&taratru said to him :
' Do not challenge me on

this. I meditate on him as Yama the king. Whoso
meditates on him thus, everything is subdued for

his excellencies/

17. Bdliki said: 'The person that is in the

right eye, on him I meditate/

A^&taratru said to him :
'Do not challenge me on

this. I meditate on him as the self of the name, as

the self of fire, as the self of splendour. Whoso
meditates on him thus, he becomes the self of

these/

18. B&l&ki said: 'The person that is in the

left eye, on him I meditate/

A^ltasatru said to him :
* Do not challenge me

on this. I meditate on him as the self of the true,

as the self of lightning, as the self of light Whoso

[3] x
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meditates on him thus, he becomes the self of

these/

19. After this Bilaki became silent AgAtzsatru

said to him :
' Thus far only (do you know), O

B4l£ki ? '
' Thus far only/ replied Bal&ki.

Then A^ataratru said to him: 'Vainly did you

challenge me, saying :
' Shall I tell you Brahman ?

O B£l£ki, he who is the maker of those persons

(whom you mentioned), he of whom all this is the

work, he alone is to be known/

Thereupon B&l&ki came, carrying fuel in his hand,

saying :
' May I come to you as a pupil ?' Ag&ta.-

ratru said to him :
' I deem it improper that a

Kshatriya should initiate a Br4hma#a. Come, I

shall make you know clearly/ Then taking him by

the hand, he went forth. And the two together

came to a person who was asleep. And A^tasatru

called him, saying :
' Thou great one, clad in white

raiment, Soma, King 1/ But he remained lying.

Then he pushed him with a stick, and he rose at

once. Then said A^tasatru to him :
* Bilaki,

where did this person here sleep ? Where was he ?

Whence came he thus back ?
' Bdl&ki did not

know.

20. And Afita^atru said to him: ' Where this per-

son here slept, where he was, whence he thus came

back, is this : The arteries of the heart called Hita

extend from the heart of the person towards the

surrounding body. Small as a hair divided a thou-

sand times, they stand full of a thin fluid of various

colours, white, black, yellow, red. In these the

person is when sleeping he sees no dream.

1 See § 3 init.
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Then he becomes one with that pri#a alone.

Then speech goes to him with all names, the eye

with all forms, the ear with all sounds, the mind

with all thoughts. And when he awakes, then, as

from a burning fire, sparks proceed in all directions,

thus from that self the pr&#as (speech, &c.) proceed,

each towards its place, from the pr&#as the gods,

from the gods the worlds. And as a razor might

be fitted in a razor-case, or as fire in the fire-place

(the arawi on the altar), even thus this conscious

self enters the self of the body (considers the body
as himself) to the very hairs and nails. And the

other selfs (such as speech, &c.) follow that self, as

his people follow the master of the house. And
as the master feeds with his people, nay, as his

people feed on the master, thus does this conscious

self feed with the other selfs, as a master with his

people, and the other selfs follow him, as his people

follow the master. So long as Indra did not under-

stand that self, the Asuras conquered him. When
he understood it, he conquered the Asuras and

obtained the pre-eminence among all gods, sove-

reignty, supremacy. And thus also he who knows

this obtains pre-eminence among all beings, sove-

reignty, supremacy,—yea, he who knows this.

x 2
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VAGASANEYI-SAATHITA-

UPANISHAD,

SOMETIMES CALLED

ISAVASYA or 1SA-

UPANISHAD.
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VA6ASANEYI-SAATH ITA-

UPANISHAD.

i. All this, whatsoever moves on earth, is to

be hidden in the Lord (the Self). When thou hast

surrendered all this, then thou mayest enjoy. Do
not covet the wealth of any man !

2. Though a man may wish to live a hundred

years, performing works, it will be thus with him

;

but not in any other way: work will thus not cling

to a man.

3. There are the worlds of the Asuras 1 covered

with blind darkness. Those who have destroyed

their self (who perform works, without having ar-

rived at acknowledge of the true Self), go after

death to those worlds.

4. That one (the Self), though never stirring, is

swifter than thought. The Devas (senses) never

reached it, it walked 2 before them. Though
standing still, it overtakes the others who are

running. M&tarLrvan (the wind, the moving spirit)

bestows powers 3 on it.

1 Asury&,Va#. SawhitS ; asury£, Upan. Asurya in the Upanishads

in the sense of belonging to the Asuras, i. e. gods, is exceptional.

I should prefer asurya, sunless, as we find asury£ t&masi in the

Rig-veda, V, 32, 6.

9 Purvam arxat, Va#. Sawh. ; purvam arshat, Upan. Mahtdhara

suggests also anrat as a contraction of a-ruat, not perishing.

8 Apas is explained by karm&ri, acts, in which case it would be

meant for apas, opus. But the Va#. Sa^ihitd accentuates apas, i. e.
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5. It stirs and it stirs not ; it is far, and likewise

near 1
. It is inside of all this, and it is outside of

all this.

6. And he who beholds all beings in the Self, and

the Self in all beings, he never turns away from it
2
.

7. When to a man who understands, the Self has

become all things, what sorrow, what trouble can

there be to him who once beheld that unity?

8. He s (the Self) encircled all, bright, incor-

poreal, scatheless, without muscles, pure, untouched

by evil ; a seer, wise, omnipresent, self-existent, he

disposed all things rightly for eternal years.

9. All who worship what is not real knowledge

(good works), enter into blind darkness : those who
delight in real knowledge, enter, as it were, into

greater darkness.

10. One thing, they say, is obtained from real

knowledge; another, they say, from what is not

knowledge. Thus we have heard from the wise

who taught us this 4
.

11. He who knows at the same time both know-

ledge and not-knowledge, overcomes death through

not-knowledge, and obtains immortality through

knowledge.

1 2. All who worship what is not the true cause,

aquas, and Anandagiri explains that water stands for acts, because

most sacrificial acts are performed with water.
1 Tad v antike,Va^\ Sa/wh.; tadvad antike, Upan.
* Vi£ikitsati,V^. Szmh. ; v^ugupsate, Upan.
8 .Sankara takes the subject to be the Self, and explains the

neuter adjectives as masculines. Mahfdhara takes the subject to

be the man who has acquired a knowledge of the Self, and who
reaches the bright, incorporeal Brahman, &c. Mahtdhara, however,

likewise allows the former explanation.

* Cf.Talayak.Up.1, 4; vidydydA,avidydya^,V^. Samh.; vidyayi,

avidyay£, Upan.
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enter into blind darkness : those who delight in the

true cause, enter, as it were, into greater darkness.

13. One thing, they say, is obtained from (know-

ledge of) the cause; another, they say, from (know-

ledge of) what is not the cause* Thus we have

heard from the wise who taught us this.

14. He who knows at the same time both the

cause and the destruction (the perishable body),

overcomes death by destruction (the perishable

body), and obtains immortality through (knowledge

of) the true cause.

15. The door of the True is covered with a

golden disk 1
. Open that, O Pflshan, that we may

see the nature of the True 2
.

16. O Ptishan, only seer, Yama (judge)> Stirya

(sun), son of Pra^&pati, spread thy rays and gather

them ! The light which is thy fairest form, I see it

I am what He is (viz. the person in the sun) 3
.

1 7. Breath 4 to air, and to the immortal ! Then
this my body ends in ashes. Om! Mind, remem-

ber! Remember thy deeds! Mind, remember!

Remember thy deeds 6
!

18. Agni, lead us on to wealth (beatitude) by a

good path, thou, O God, who knowest all things

!

1 Mahfdhara on verse 17 :
* The face of the true (purusha in the

sun) is covered by a golden disk.'

• Cf. Maitr. Up.VI, 35.
3 Asau purusha^ should probably be omitted.

4 These lines are supposed to be uttered by a man in the hour

of death.
5 The Va^asaneyi-sa/whitd reads : Om, krato smara, k/*be smara,

krztam smara. Uva/a holds that* Agni, fire, who has been wor-

shipped in youth and manhood, is here invoked in the form of

mind, or that kratu is meant for sacrifice. ' Agni, remember me \

Think of the world I Remember my deeds V
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Keep far from us crooked evil, and we shall offer

thee the fullest praise! (Rv. I, 189, 1.)

This Upanishad, though apparently simple and intelligible, is in

reality one of the most difficult to understand properly. Coming
at the end of the Va^asaneyi-sajwhita", in which the sacrifices and

the hymns to be used by the officiating priests have been described,

it begins by declaring that all has to be surrendered to the Lord.

The name fcr, lord, is peculiar, as having a far more personal colour-

ing than Atman, Self, or Brahman, the usual names given by the

Upanishads to what is the object of the highest knowledge.

Next follows a permission to continue the performance of sacri-

fices, provided that all desires have been surrendered. And here

occurs our first difficulty, which has perplexed ancient as well as

modern commentators.

I shall try, first of all, to justify my own translation. I hold that

the Upanishad wishes to teach the uselessness by themselves of all

good works, whether we call them sacrificial, legal, or moral, and

yet, at the same time, to recognise, if not the necessity, at least the

harmlessness of good works, provided they are performed without

any selfish motives, without any desire of reward, but simply as a

preparation for higher knowledge, as a means, in fact, of subduing

all passions, and producing that serenity of mind without which

man is incapable of receiving the highest knowledge. From that

point of view the Upanishad may well say, Let a man wish to live

here his appointed time, let him even perform all works. If only

he knows that all must be surrendered to the Lord, then the work
done by him will not cling to him. It will not work on and produce

effect after effect, nor will it involve him in a succession of new
births in which to enjoy the reward of his works, but it will leave him
free to enjoy the blessings of the highest knowledge. It will have,

served as a preparation for that higher knowledge which the Upani-

shad imparts, and which secures freedom from further births.

The expression * na karma lipyate nare ' seems to me to admit

of this one explanation only, viz. that work done does not cling to

man, provided he has acquired the highest knowledge. Similar

expressions occur again and again. Lip was, no doubt, used

originally of evil deeds which became, as it were, engrained in man

;

but afterwards of all work, even of good work, if done with a

desire of reward. The doctrine of the Upanishads is throughout

that orthodoxy and sacrifice can procure a limited beatitude only,
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and that they are a hindrance to real salvation, which can be

obtained by knowledge alone. In our passage therefore we can

recognise one meaning only, viz. that work does not cling to man
or stain him, if only he knows, i. e. if he has been enlightened by

the Upanishad.

•Sankara, in his commentary on the Ved&nta-sutras III, 4, 7

;

13; 14, takes the same view of this passage. The opponent of

Badarayawa, in this case, Gaimini himself, maintains that karma,

work, is indispensable to knowledge, and among other arguments,

he says, III, 4, 7, that it is so 'Niyam&t/ 'Because it is so laid

down by the law/ The passage here referred to is, according to

•Sankara, our very verse, which, he thinks, should be translated as

follows :
• Let a man wish to live a hundred years here (in this

body) performing works ; thus will an evil deed not cling to thee,

while thou art a man ; there is no other way but this by which to

escape the influence of works/ In answer to this, B&dar&ya/ia says,

first of all, III, 4, 13, that this rule may refer to all men in general,

and not to one who knows; or, III, 4, 14, if it refers to a man who
knows, that then the permission to perform works is only intended

to exalt the value of knowledge, the meaning being that even to a

man who performs sacrifices all his life, work does not cling, if

only he knows ;—such being the power of knowledge.

The same .Sankara, however, who here sees quite clearly that

this verse refers to a man who knows, explains it in the Upanishad

as referring to a man who does not know (itarasydndtma^fiataya^-

magrahaw&raktasya). It would then mean :
' Let such a one, while

performing works here on earth, wish to live a hundred years. In

this manner there is no other way for him but this (the performance

of sacrifices), so that an evil deed should not be engrained, or so

that he should hot be stained by such a deed.' The first and

second verses of the Upanishad would thus represent the two paths

of life, that of knowledge and that of works, and the following verses

would explain the rewards assigned to each.

Mahtdhara, in his commentary on the Va^asaneyi-sawhiti, steers

at first a middle course. He would translate :
' Let one who per-

forms the Agnihotra and other sacrifices, without any desire of

reward, wish to live here a hundred years. If thou do so, there

will be salvation for thee, not otherwise. There are many roads that

lead to heaven, but one only leading to salvation, namely, perform-

ance of good works, without any desire of reward, which produces

a pure heart. Work thus done, merely as a preparation for salvation,

does not cling to man, i. e. it produces a pure heart, but does not
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entail any further consequences.* So far he agrees with Uva/a's

explanation 1
. He allows, however, another explanation also, so

that the second line would convey the meaning :
' Ifa man lives thus

(performing good works), then there is no other way by which an

evil deed should not be engrained; i.e. in order to escape the

power of sin, he must all his life perform sacred acts/

Next follows a description of the lot of those who, immersed in

works, have not arrived at the highest knowledge, and have not

recovered their true self in the Highest Self, or Brahman. That

Brahman, though the name is not used here, is then described, and

salvation is promised to the man who beholds all things in the Self

and the Self in all things.

The verses 9-14 are again full of difficulty, not so much in

themselves as in their relation to the general system of thought

which prevails in the Upanishads, and forms the foundation of the

Veddnta philosophy. The commentators vary considerably in their

interpretations. .Sankara explains avidyd, not-knowledge, by good

works, particularly sacrifice, performed with a hope of reward;

vidyd, or knowledge, by a knowledge of the gods, but not, as yet,

of the highest Brahman. The former is generally supposed to lead

the sacrificer to the pitrrloka, the world of the fathers, from whence

he returns to a series of new births ; the latter to the devaloka, the

world of the gods, from whence he may either proceed to Brahman,

or enter upon a new round of existences. The question then

arises, how in our passage the former could be said to lead to

blind darkness, the latter to still greater darkness. But for that

statement, I have no doubt that all the commentators would, as

usual, have taken vidya* for the knowledge of the Highest Brahman,

and avidya* for orthodox belief in the gods and good works, the

former securing immortality in the sense of freedom from new

births, while the reward of the latter is blessedness in heaven for

a limited period, but without freedom from new births.

This antithesis between vidy& and avidya* seems to me so firmly

established that I cannot bring myself to surrender it here. Though
this Upanishad has its own very peculiar character, yet its object is,

after all, to impart a knowledge of the Highest Self, and not to

inculcate merely a difference between faith in the ordinary gods

and good works. It was distinctly said before (ver. 3), that those

who have destroyed their self, i.e. who perform works only,

1 Uva/a explains ^tshivisheA for ^ivishet as a purusha-

vyataya^.
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and have not arrived at a knowledge of the true Self, go to the

worlds of the Asuras, which are covered with blind darkness. If

then the same blind darkness is said in verse 9 to be the lot of those

who worship not-knowledge, this can only mean those who have

not discovered the true Self, but are satisfied with the performance

of good works. And if those who perform good works are opposed

to others who delight in true knowledge, that knowledge can be

the knowledge of the true Self only.

The difficulty therefore which has perplexed -Sankara is this,

how, while the orthodox believer is said to enter into blind dark-

ness, the true disciple, who has acquired a knowledge of the true

Self, could be said to enter into still greater darkness. While

«Sankara in this case seems hardly to have caught the drift of the

Upanishad, Uva/a and Mahidhara propose an explanation which is

far more satisfactory. They perceive that the chief stress must be

laid on the words ubhaya#z saha, ' both together/ in verses 1 1 and

14. The doctrine of certain Ved&nta philosophers was that works,

though they cannot by themselves lead to salvation, are useful as a

preparation for the highest knowledge, and that those who imagine

that they can attain the highest knowledge without such previous

preparation, are utterly mistaken. From this point of view there-

fore the author of the Upanishad might well say that those who
give themselves to what is not knowledge, i. e. to sacrificial and

other good works, enter into darkness, but that those who delight

altogether in knowledge, despising the previous discipline of works,

deceive themselves and enter into still greater darkness.

Then follows the next verse, simply stating that, according to

the teaching of wise people, the reward of knowledge is one thing,

the reward of ignorance, i.e. trust in sacrifice, another. Here
Mahidhara is right again by assigning the pitnloka, the world of

the fathers, as the reward of the ignorant; the devaloka, the

world of the gods, as the reward of the enlightened, provided that

from the world of the gods they pass on to the knowledge of the

Highest Self or Brahman.

The third verse contains the strongest confirmation of Mahi-

dhara's view. Here it is laid down distinctly that he only who
knows both together, both what is called ignorance and what is

called knowledge, can be saved, because by good works he over-

comes death, here explained by natural works, and by knowledge

he obtains the Immortal, here explained by oneness with the gods,

the last step that leads on to oneness with Brahman.

Uva/a, who takes the same view of these verses, explains at once,
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and even more boldly than Mahidhara 1
, vidyd, or knowledge, by

brahmaviglldna, knowledge of Brahman, which by itself, and if not

preceded by works, leads to even greater darkness than what is

called ignorance, i. e. sacrifice and orthodoxy without knowledge.

The three corresponding verses, treating of sambhuti and asam-

bhuti instead of vidyd and avidyd, stand first in the Va^asaneyi-

sa/fthitd. They must necessarily be explained in accordance with

our explanation of the former verses, i. e. sambhuti must correspond

to vidya, it must be meant for the true cause, i. e. for Brahman,

while asambhuti must correspond with avidya, as a name of what

is not real, but phenomenal only and perishable.

Mahidhara thinks that these verses refer to the Bauddhas, which

can hardly be admitted, unless we take Buddhist in a very general

sense. Uva/a puts the Lokiyatas in their place 9
. It is curious

also to observe that Mahidhara, following Uva/a, explains

asambhuti at first by the denial of the resurrection of the body,

while he takes sambhuti righdy for Brahman. I have chiefly fol-

lowed Uva/a's commentary, except in his first explanation of

asambhuti, resurrection 8
. In what follows Uva/a explains sam-

bhuti righdy by the only cause of the origin of the whole world,

i. e. Brahman *, while he takes vinlra, destruction, as a name of

the perishable body 8
.

•Sankara sees much more in these three verses than Uva/a. He
takes asambhuti as a name of Prakrz'ti, the undeveloped cause, sam-

bhuti as a name of the phenomenal Brahman or Hira/ryagarbha.

From a worship of the latter a man obtains supernatural powers,

from devotion to the former, absorption in Prakriti.

Mahidhara also takes a similar view, and he allows, like *Sankara,

another reading, viz. sambhutim avinara/w £a, and avinlrena mri-

tyuw tirtvd. In this case the sense would be :
' He who knows

the worship both of the developed and the undeveloped, overcomes

1 Mahidhara decides in the end that vidya* and am/rtam must

here be taken in a limited or relative sense, tasmid vidyopdsan&-

mritam £&pekshikam iti dik, and so agrees on the whole with

.Sahkara, pp. 25-27.
8 Shai anush/ubha£, lok$yatik&& prastuyante yesham etad

danranam.
8 Mrrtasya sata£ puna£ sambhavo nisti, ata£ miragraha/t&d

asm&kam muktir eva.
4 Samastasya ^agata^ sambhavaikahetu brahma.
8 Vina\raw vina\ri fa vapu^ jariram.
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death, i. e. such evil as sin, passion, Ac, through worship of the

undeveloped, while he obtains through worship of the developed,

i. e. of Hira»yagarbha, immortality, absorption in Prakr/ti.'

All these forced explanations to which the commentators have

recourse, arise from the shifting views held by various authorities

with regard to the value of works. Our Upanishad seems to

me to propound the doctrine that works, though in themselves

useless, or even mischievous, if performed with a view to any

present or future rewards, are necessary as a preparatory discipline.

This is or was for a long time the orthodox view. Each man was

required to pass through the a\rramas, or stages of student and

householder, before he was admitted to the freedom of a Sanny&sin.

As on a ladder, no step was to be skipped. Those who attempted

to do so, were considered to have broken the old law, and in some

respects they may indeed be looked upon as the true precursors

of the Buddhists.

Nevertheless the opposite doctrine, that a man whose mind had

become enlightened, might at once drop the fetters of the law,

without performing all the tedious duties of student and house-

holder, had strong supporters too among orthodox philosophers.

Cases of such rapid conversion occur in the ancient traditions, and

Badar&yaaa himself was obliged to admit the possibility of freedom

and salvation without works, though maintaining the superiority of

the usual course, which led on gradually from works to enlighten-

ment and salvation \ It was from an unwillingness to assent to

the decided teaching of the Ira-upanishad that .Sankara attempted

to explain vidyi, knowledge, in a limited sense, as knowledge of the

gods, and not yet knowledge of Brahman. He would not admit

that knowledge without works could lead to darkness, and even to

greater darkness than works without knowledge. Our Upanishad

seems to have dreaded libertinism, knowledge without works, more

even than ritualism, works without knowledge, and its true object was

to show that orthodoxy and sacrifice, though useless in themselves,

must always form the preparation for higher enlightenment

How misleading Ankara's explanation may prove, we can see

from the translation of this Upanishad by Rammohun Roy. He
followed .Sankara implicitly, and this is the sense which he drew

from the text :

—

'9. Those observers of religious rites that perform only the

worship of the sacred fire, and oblations to sages, to ancestors,

1 Veddnta-sutras III, 4, 36-39.
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to men, and to other creatures, without regarding the worship of

celestial gods, shall enter into the dark region : and those practisers

of religious ceremonies who habitually worship the celestial gods

only, disregarding the worship of the sacred 'fire, and oblations to

sages, to ancestors, to men, and to other creatures, shall enter into

a region still darker than the former.

' 10. It is said that adoration of the celestial gods produces one

consequence ; and that the performance of the worship of sacred

fire, and oblations to sages, to ancestors, to men, and to other

creatures, produce another : thus have we heard from learned men,

who have distinctly explained the subject to us.

'ii. Of those observers of ceremonies whosoever, knowing that

adoration of celestial gods, as well as the worship of the sacred

fire, and oblation to sages, to ancestors, to men, and to other

creatures, should be observed alike by the same individual, per-

forms them both, will, by means of the latter, surmount the

obstacles presented by natural temptations, and will attain the state

of the celestial gods through the practice of the former.

' 1 2. Those observers of religious rites who worship Praknti

alone (Prakr/ti or nature, who, though insensible, influenced by the

Supreme Spirit, operates throughout the universe) shall enter into the

dark region : and those practisers of religious ceremonies that are

devoted to worship solely the prior operating sensitive particle,

allegorically called Brahmd, shall enter into a region much more

dark than the former.

'13. It is said that one consequence may be attained by the

worship of Brahmd, and another by the adoration of Prakrrti.

Thus have we heard from learned men, who have distincdy ex-

plained the subject to us.

'14. Of those observers of ceremonies, whatever person, know-

ing that the adoration of Praknti and that of Brahmd should be

together observed by the same individual, performs them both,

will by means of the latter overcome indigence, and will attain the

state of Prakr/ti, through the practice of the former.'
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